April 14, 2021

British Columbia Utilities Commission
Suite 410
900 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3
Attention:

Mr. Patrick Wruck, Commission Secretary and Manager, Regulatory Services

Re: Insurance Corporation of British Columbia (ICBC) 2021 Revenue
Requirements Application (2021 RRA) and Tariff Amendment Application
in Support of Enhanced Care - Responses to Information Requests No. 1
Dear Mr. Wruck:
Please find attached ICBC’s response to the Information Requests (IRs) received from the
following participants in relation to the above proceeding:











British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) on March 2, 2021 (Exhibit A-7).
British Columbia Old Age Pensioners' Organization, et al (BCOAPO), received
March 9, 2021 (Exhibit C8-3).
Darcy Repen (DR), received March 8, 2021 (Exhibit C1-3).
Fournier Auto Group (FAGL), received March 9, 2021 (Exhibit C7-2).
Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC), received March 9, 2021 (Exhibit C6-3).
Movement of United Professionals (MoveUP), received March 9, 2021 (Exhibit C3-2).
Richard Landale (RL), received March 9, 2021 (Exhibit C4-3).
Richard McCandless (RM), received March 7, 2021 (Exhibit C2-3).
Todd Litman (TL), received March 9, 2021 (Exhibit C5-2).
Toward Responsible Educated Attentive Driving (TREAD), received March 9, 2021
(Exhibit C9-2).

Confidential Content
ICBC has filed its response to IR 2021.1 RR BCUC.43.3 confidentially to BCUC. The responses
to the following four IRs include redactions of sensitive information. ICBC confirms that
explanations for the confidentiality requests are set out in the public version of the IRs.
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A full response to the confidential and redacted IRs, together with the reasons for the
confidentiality requests are set out in a separate letter filed with the BCUC today.
Yours truly,

Angela Wright
Manager, Corporate Regulatory Affairs
Cc:

Registered Interveners
Bill Carpenter, Vice President, Insurance, ICBC
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2021.1 RR BCUC.1.1 Reference: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, Appendix 1A, pp. 1A-2, 1A-2
Interim Rates
On pages 1A-2 to 1A-2 of the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 2021 Revenue
Requirements Application (Application), the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
(ICBC) states that it is instructed by the government directive dated November 30, 20201
that ICBC will not recover the Enhanced Care Rebate from recipients if the final rate
approved by the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021 Policy Year
(PY 2021) differs from the rate decrease for which ICBC has applied.
ICBC also states, “Accordingly, the amount of any additional rebate due to customers
resulting from the BCUC approving a larger final rate decrease than the request rate will
be based on the difference between the approved interim rate change and the BCUC’s
final rate change order.”
Further, on page 1A-2, ICBC states:
Interim rate approvals will allow the BCUC to readjust rates, if necessary, back to
the date they were made interim. If the BCUC’s final decision determines a Basic
insurance rate to be other than as sought in this Application, ICBC proposes that,
in recognition of the closed system in which rate setting occurs, and excepting
the adjustments to the Enhanced Care rebates as directed by government and
described in Section A.2 above; the difference be deferred until implementation of
the approved Basic insurance rate arising from the next [revenue requirements
application] RRA on December 15, 2022. This is the least costly of the options
available and causes least disruption for customers especially during a time of
transition to a significantly different insurance model.
1.1 For clarity, please explain how the difference between interim rates and permanent
rates will be treated if the BCUC approves a final rate decrease which is less than the
requested rate decrease (i.e. less than a 15 percent rate decrease). Please explain the
impacts on the Enhanced Care Rebate, Basic capital, the next RRA expected on
December 15, 2022 and any other impacts.
1.1.1 Please provide the same information in the event that the BCUC approves a final
rate decrease which is more than the requested rate decrease (i.e. more than a 15
percent rate decrease).
1Order

in Council 633/20, December 14, 2020 (B.C. Reg. 281/2020).

Response:
1.1

If the BCUC approves a final rate decrease which is smaller than the requested rate decrease
(i.e., in the situation where the permanent rate is higher than the interim rate), there will be no
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impact on the Enhanced Care Rebate but there will be an impact on Basic insurance policies
written from May 1, 2021.

There is no impact on the Enhanced Care Rebate because in accordance with the Government
Directive dated November 30, 2020 and approved by Order in Council (OIC) 631, ICBC will not
recover the difference from customers.

Although not specifically stated in OIC 631, the

associated variance resulting from issuing Enhanced Care Rebates at a higher rate than the
BCUC final rate will be absorbed into Basic capital and reflected in ICBC’s 2023 Revenue
Requirements Application (RRA) expected by December 15, 2022.

There will be an impact on Basic insurance certificates written between May 1 and the date that
ICBC implements the new final BCUC approved rate. It is possible to either: (1) back-bill these
customers for the rate variation at an estimated cost of $1.9 million which gives rise to a capital
impact; (2) defer the difference until April 1, 2022; or (3) defer the difference to the 2023 RRA.

Originally, ICBC proposed to defer any difference in rate until the 2023 RRA, which means the
difference would be implemented into Basic insurance certificates from April 1, 2023. However,
given the unique situation of a 23-month policy year, it is possible to implement rate variations
arising from the BCUC’s final decision into policies beginning April 1, 2022, where most
customers will see a full year of the interim rate of -15% and upon renewal in the subsequent
year will see the impacts from the variance between the final rate and the interim rate. April 1
was selected to align with the on-going effective dates of Basic rate changes.

ICBC has

reconsidered its options and wishes to propose solution (2) rather than deferring any variance to
the 2023 RRA as originally proposed in Chapter 1, Appendix 1A, page 1A-2.

Option (2) has the following advantages:


Operational cost savings of $1.9 million from avoidance of back-billing.



Avoiding customer confusion from having an Enhanced Care rebate on the one hand
and then receiving an invoice for an additional bill a few months later.



All customers will receive the impact of the variance upon renewal during PY 2021.



Less capital implications compared with deferring until the 2023 RRA.
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1.1.1

In the event that the BCUC approves a final rate decrease which is larger than the requested
rate decrease (i.e., in the situation where the permanent rate is lower than the interim rate),
there will be an impact on the Enhanced Care Rebate and also on Basic insurance policies
written from May 1, 2021.

In relation to the Enhanced Care Rebate, ICBC must follow the Government Directive dated
November 30, 2020 and approved by OIC 631 that states “ICBC will issue additional Enhanced
Care Rebates if the BCUC approves a larger final rate decrease for the 2021 Policy Year than
for which ICBC has applied” (the Additional Enhanced Care Rebate). Although not stipulated in
the Government Directive approved by OIC 631, this additional rebate gives rise to additional
cheque production and distribution costs, which will be absorbed into capital and reflected in the
2023 RRA.

There will also be an impact on Basic insurance certificates written between May 1, 2021 and
the date that ICBC implements the new final BCUC-approved rate. It is possible to either:
(1) refund these customers for the rate variation; (2) defer the difference until April 1, 2022; or
(3) defer the difference to the 2023 RRA.

ICBC estimates that cheque production and

distribution costs for Option 1 would be approximately $3.7 million.

Originally, ICBC proposed to defer any difference in rate until the 2023 RRA, which means the
difference would be implemented into Basic Insurance certificates from April 1, 2023. However,
given the unique situation of a 23-month policy year, it is possible to implement rate variations
arising from the BCUC’s final decision into policies beginning April 1, 2022, where most
customers will see a full year of the interim rate of -15% and upon renewal in the subsequent
year will see the impacts from the variance between the final rate and the interim rate. April 1
was selected to align with the on-going effective dates of Basic insurance rate changes. ICBC
has reconsidered its options and wishes to propose solution (2) rather than deferring any
variance to the 2023 RRA as originally proposed in Chapter 1, Appendix 1A, page 1A-2.
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Option (2) has the following advantages:


Operational and distribution cost savings of $3.7 million from not producing additional
refund cheques.



Avoiding customer confusion, having the Enhanced Care rebate followed by an
additional Enhanced Care rebate followed by additional rate variance refund.



All customers will receive the variance upon renewal during PY 2021.



Less capital implications compared with deferring variance to the 2023 RRA.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.1.2 Reference: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, Appendix 1A, pp. 1A-2, 1A-2
Interim Rates
On pages 1A-2 to 1A-2 of the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 2021 Revenue
Requirements Application (Application), the Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
(ICBC) states that it is instructed by the government directive dated November 30, 20201
that ICBC will not recover the Enhanced Care Rebate from recipients if the final rate
approved by the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021 Policy Year
(PY 2021) differs from the rate decrease for which ICBC has applied.
ICBC also states, “Accordingly, the amount of any additional rebate due to customers
resulting from the BCUC approving a larger final rate decrease than the request rate will
be based on the difference between the approved interim rate change and the BCUC’s
final rate change order.”
Further, on page 1A-2, ICBC states:
Interim rate approvals will allow the BCUC to readjust rates, if necessary, back to
the date they were made interim. If the BCUC’s final decision determines a Basic
insurance rate to be other than as sought in this Application, ICBC proposes that,
in recognition of the closed system in which rate setting occurs, and excepting
the adjustments to the Enhanced Care rebates as directed by government and
described in Section A.2 above; the difference be deferred until implementation of
the approved Basic insurance rate arising from the next [revenue requirements
application] RRA on December 15, 2022. This is the least costly of the options
available and causes least disruption for customers especially during a time of
transition to a significantly different insurance model.
Please describe the options available, including the estimated cost and benefits, to
deferring any difference between interim rates and permanent rates until the
implementation of the next approved Basic insurance rate.
1Order

in Council 633/20, December 14, 2020 (B.C. Reg. 281/2020).

Response:
In the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.1.1, ICBC explains three possible
options to treat differences between interim rates and permanent rates for policy year (PY)
2021. The pros and cons of each option are set out in the table below. ICBC proposes option
(2) (defer the difference until April 1, 2022) in preference to option (3) (deferral to the next
revenue requirements application (2023 RRA)) as initially requested in the Application,
Chapter 1, Appendix 1A, Page 1A-2.
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Option

Description

Cons

1

 Immediately
implement final
rate change
 Back-bill /
refund the
difference for
customers who
have already
renewed

 BCUC final rate is implemented
immediately
 Customers receive accurate bill/
refund.

 Two-step process: (1) implement
final rates, (2) calculate amount of
billing / refund per customer.
 Billing / refunding requires manual
resources as there is no current
automated solution for calculating
bills / refunds.
 Cost of approximately $3.7 million
for cheque production if difference
between interim and final rate
generates a refund.
 Cost of approximately $1.9 million
for producing invoices if final rate is
higher than interim.
 Customer confusion in receiving an
adjustment after their renewal.

2

 Defer until
April 1, 2022.

 Requires no cheque production
or additional invoicing: no cost to
implement the solution.
 All customers will receive the
variance upon their renewal date
within PY 2021.
 Avoids customer confusion
during a period of multiple rebate
events (Enhanced Care,
COVID-19)
 Leverages existing operational
automation.
 Easy for customers.

 There is a delay, customers will not
pay the final rate until their next
renewal (post April 1, 2022).
 Capital impact since final rate is
deferred for 11 months and capital
will need to absorb this difference.

3

 Defer to next
RRA
(April 1, 2023).

 Requires no cheque production
or additional invoicing: no cost to
implement the solution.
 All customers will receive the
variance upon their renewal date
in PY 2023.
 Leverages existing operational
automation.
 Easy for customers.

 Delay in the rate change for more
than one renewal cycle.
 Increased capital impacts since rate
differential is deferred over
23 months.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.2.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirement Application dated December 14, 2018, Exhibit B-1,
Chapter 3, pp. 3-5, 3-6; ICBC 2021 Revenue Requirements Application (Application),
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section A, p. 4A-1; Web-Based Workshop &
Procedural Conference Transcript Volume 1 (Workshop Transcript), p. 45
Loss Cost Forecast Variance
On page 3-5 of the ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (2019 RRA), ICBC
provided Figure 3.3 showing a breakdown of the premium components which explained
the proposed 6.3 percent rate increase between the Projected policy year (PY) 2019
Premium at Current Rate Level and the PY 2019 Required Premium:

On page 3-6 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC explains:
The loss cost forecast variance is the difference between the estimate for PY 2017
loss cost provision reflected in existing rates (as presented in the 2017 RRA) and
the re-estimate of the PY 2017 loss cost provision reflecting updated information
and claims emergence since the setting of the existing rates. This one–time
difference is called the “PY 2019 Loss Cost Forecast Variance (LCFV)” and makes
up part of the PY 2019 rate change to cover costs. [emphasis added]
On page 4A-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care replaces the [Rate Affordability Action Plan] RAAP product reform
initiatives for claims that occur on or after May 1, 2021; consequently, claims that
occurred under RAAP product reform and under the full tort model prior to that
date do not have an impact on the policy year (PY) 2021 rate indication.
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On page 45 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC was asked to explain what happens to
changes and estimates for PY 2021 and why there is no impact on rates for changes in
estimates for prior policy periods and regimes. In response, ICBC stated:
…rate setting is forward looking. We're looking at costs that occur the next
upcoming policy year. We talked earlier a bit of why capital is important, and that
is because if we didn't start [sic] rates in the past to cover costs, that difference
gets absorbed by capital.
Please elaborate on the explanation provided in the workshop given that a re-estimate of
the PY 2017 loss cost provision (i.e. full tort system) was included in the PY 2019 rate
change to cover costs (i.e. product reform under RAAP). Please discuss whether there
has been a change in circumstances or other reasons for why rate setting for PY 2021 is
“forward looking” only in contrast to PY 2019 rate setting which included examining the
re-estimate of a previous Policy Year’s “loss cost provision reflecting updated
information and claims emergence since the setting of existing rates.”
Response:
The first principle within the Casualty Actuarial Society, Statement of Principles Regarding
Property and Casualty Insurance Ratemaking, states that: “a rate is an estimate of the future
value of expected costs”. ICBC has therefore always determined the rate change to cover costs
in a “forward looking” manner in accordance with this principle. The only difference is the
presentation of the rate calculation compared to prior year revenue requirements applications
(RRAs). For this Application and going forward, ICBC will be presenting its components of
change by summarizing the portion of required premium that each component represents (i.e.,
as shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3), rather than providing the impact each
component has on the indicated rate change (2019 RRA, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3). This is the
preferred approach since it presents a more intuitive view of the premium components and how
much each component contributes to a customer’s Basic insurance premium.

As noted above, in past RRAs ICBC has provided the components of the indicated rate change
which includes two components to explain the change in the loss cost component as follows:

Change in loss cost from prior RRA = Loss Cost Forecast Variance (LCFV) + Loss Cost Trend


The LCFV measures the change in the prior policy year’s loss cost estimates from what
is reflected in the existing rates to account for information and claims emergence as at
the current Application; and
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Loss Cost Trend measures how costs have trended forward from the prior policy year to
the new policy year.

This is a mathematical breakdown to demonstrate to the reader the reasons for the change in
the loss cost from the prior RRA to the current RRA, but the overall estimate for the new policy
year is always forward-looking. For clarity, the combined impacts from LCFV and Loss Cost
Trend always related to policies written in the policy year under review in an RRA – it was just a
breakdown of why loss costs applicable to those policies were higher compared to the prior
policy year.

For policy year (PY) 2021, the product has significantly changed from prior policy years, which
makes providing this breakdown in loss costs not relevant nor appropriate.

Instead of

explaining how loss costs have changed from the prior RRA estimate, ICBC has taken a ground
up approach and presented the Loss and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense (ALAE) estimate
required for PY 2021 directly. The Loss and ALAE estimate is presented in the Application,
Chapter 3, Figure 3.3 in comparison to the prior two policy years. Detailed explanation of the
PY 2021 Loss and ALAE estimate is provided in the Application, Chapter 3, Section B, and the
analysis for estimating this component is summarized in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix
Set A.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.2.1.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirement Application dated December 14, 2018, Exhibit B-1,
Chapter 3, pp. 3-5, 3-6; ICBC 2021 Revenue Requirements Application (Application),
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section A, p. 4A-1; Web-Based Workshop &
Procedural Conference Transcript Volume 1 (Workshop Transcript), p. 45
Loss Cost Forecast Variance
On page 3-5 of the ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (2019 RRA), ICBC
provided Figure 3.3 showing a breakdown of the premium components which explained
the proposed 6.3 percent rate increase between the Projected policy year (PY) 2019
Premium at Current Rate Level and the PY 2019 Required Premium:

On page 3-6 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC explains:
The loss cost forecast variance is the difference between the estimate for PY 2017
loss cost provision reflected in existing rates (as presented in the 2017 RRA) and
the re-estimate of the PY 2017 loss cost provision reflecting updated information
and claims emergence since the setting of the existing rates. This one–time
difference is called the “PY 2019 Loss Cost Forecast Variance (LCFV)” and makes
up part of the PY 2019 rate change to cover costs. [emphasis added]
On page 4A-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care replaces the [Rate Affordability Action Plan] RAAP product reform
initiatives for claims that occur on or after May 1, 2021; consequently, claims that
occurred under RAAP product reform and under the full tort model prior to that
date do not have an impact on the policy year (PY) 2021 rate indication.
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On page 45 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC was asked to explain what happens to
changes and estimates for PY 2021 and why there is no impact on rates for changes in
estimates for prior policy periods and regimes. In response, ICBC stated:
…rate setting is forward looking. We're looking at costs that occur the next
upcoming policy year. We talked earlier a bit of why capital is important, and that
is because if we didn't start [sic] rates in the past to cover costs, that difference
gets absorbed by capital.
Please confirm and explain why it is within accepted actuarial practice to set rates for PY
2021 on a “forward looking” basis such that claims that occurred under RAAP product
reform and under the full tort model prior to May 1, 2021 do not have an impact on the PY
2021 rate indication.
Response:
ICBC confirms it is within accepted actuarial practice (AAP) to set rates for Policy Year (PY)
2021 on a “forward looking” basis. This is to reflect the costs of the policies sold within PY 2021
under the new Enhanced Care model with no impact from the RAAP product reform nor the full
tort model. As discussed in ICBC’s response to 2021.1 RR BCUC.2.1, ICBC has always set
rates on a prospective basis in this fashion, and the change is only one of presentation.

As discussed in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.0, Section A, AAP in the context of this
Application requires that PY 2021 Basic insurance rates reflect the full costs of providing Basic
Insurance for the policy year. This principle is reflected in Section 2620.01 of the Standard of
Practice of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries, which states:

The best estimate present value of cash flows relating to the revenue at the
indicated rate should equal the best estimate present value of cash flows relating
to the corresponding claim costs and expense costs, plus the present value of a
provision for profit, over a specified period of time.
In addition as stated in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.2.1 the first
principle of rate making within the Statement of Principles Regarding Property and Casualty
Insurance Ratemaking is “a rate is an estimate of the future value of expected costs”.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.2.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirement Application dated December 14, 2018, Exhibit B-1,
Chapter 3, pp. 3-5, 3-6; ICBC 2021 Revenue Requirements Application (Application),
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section A, p. 4A-1; Web-Based Workshop &
Procedural Conference Transcript Volume 1 (Workshop Transcript), p. 45
Loss Cost Forecast Variance
On page 3-5 of the ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (2019 RRA), ICBC
provided Figure 3.3 showing a breakdown of the premium components which explained
the proposed 6.3 percent rate increase between the Projected policy year (PY) 2019
Premium at Current Rate Level and the PY 2019 Required Premium:

On page 3-6 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC explains:
The loss cost forecast variance is the difference between the estimate for PY 2017
loss cost provision reflected in existing rates (as presented in the 2017 RRA) and
the re-estimate of the PY 2017 loss cost provision reflecting updated information
and claims emergence since the setting of the existing rates. This one–time
difference is called the “PY 2019 Loss Cost Forecast Variance (LCFV)” and makes
up part of the PY 2019 rate change to cover costs. [emphasis added]
On page 4A-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care replaces the [Rate Affordability Action Plan] RAAP product reform
initiatives for claims that occur on or after May 1, 2021; consequently, claims that
occurred under RAAP product reform and under the full tort model prior to that
date do not have an impact on the policy year (PY) 2021 rate indication.
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On page 45 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC was asked to explain what happens to
changes and estimates for PY 2021 and why there is no impact on rates for changes in
estimates for prior policy periods and regimes. In response, ICBC stated:
…rate setting is forward looking. We're looking at costs that occur the next
upcoming policy year. We talked earlier a bit of why capital is important, and that
is because if we didn't start [sic] rates in the past to cover costs, that difference
gets absorbed by capital.
Please provide a summary table comparing the differences which will be absorbed by
Basic capital in the most recent reserve analysis compared to the last two RRAs (i.e., PY
2019 and PY 2017 RRAs).
Response:
Given the background information provided in the preamble of this information request, ICBC
interprets the “differences” requested as being the changes in loss cost estimates from those
used in each of the last two RRAs to the updated estimates at the time of the current Application
(effectively, the loss cost forecast variances). The loss cost forecast variances for these years
are partly due to the changes in the insurance model which naturally increase the uncertainty of
forecasts.

Claims associated with PY 2017 policies occurred from November 1, 2017 to March 30, 2020,
and therefore span fiscal loss years (FLY) 2017/18 through 2019/20. Claims associated with
PY 2019 occurred between April 1, 2019 and March 30, 2021, spanning FLY 2019/20 and
2020/21. The Loss and ALAE estimates for each FLY included in PY 2017 and PY 2019, and
the changes in these estimates as at the current Application are provided in the table below.
The total amount of variance shown in the table for these fiscal loss years totals $1.9 billion of
favourable emergence.

Changes in other items from their estimated values, such as premium revenue, operating
expenses, and claims costs from older years, will also impact Basic capital levels. However this
response focuses on loss cost forecast variances, and impacts from other items are not
included.
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ICBC’s actuaries rely on their unbiased best estimates to determine the rate change to cover
costs in a “forward looking” manner in accordance with accepted actuarial practice. However,
as costs emerge and more information is known, these estimate will change. For example:


The latest (Q2 FY 2021) estimates for FLY 2019/20 and FLY 2020/21 are favourably
impacted by COVID-19 as a result of fewer claims than expected. A significant portion
of the COVID-19 impacts will be returned back to customers as COVID-19 rebates.



Estimates for FLY 2019/20 as at the 2017 RRA were based on the full tort model;
whereas the updated estimates reflect the introduction of the modified tort model
effective April 1, 2019.

As explained in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.2.3, these differences in
claims cost estimates from one time period to the next are reflected in net income (loss) and
absorbed in capital available over time.
Table 1 – Loss and ALAE Estimates for FLYs included in PY 2017 and PY 2019 ($ 000’s)
Fiscal Loss
Year (FLY)

As at 2017
RRA
(Q2 FY 2017)

As at 2019
RRA
(Q2 FY 2019)

As at 2021
RRA
(Q2 FY 2021)

Change from
2017 to 2019
RRA

FLY 2017/18

3,204,528

3,553,183

3,676,778

348,655

123,595

FLY 2018/19

3,490,118

3,680,083

3,572,361

189,965

-107,723

FLY 2019/20

3,881,692

3,269,700

2,548,707

-611,992

-720,994

FLY 2020/21

N/A

3,529,095

2,407,702

Total

Change from
2019 to 2021
RRA

-1,121,393
-73,372

-1,826,515

Notes:
These estimates do not reflect any impacts after Q2 FY 2020/21. For example, neither the March 2021
decision on the constitutional challenge to the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal nor changes in
the Evidence Act regulations made in February 2021 are reflected.

In the last few years under full tort (e.g., FLY 2017/18 and FLY 2018/19), the forecast variance
has become larger in magnitude reflecting the rapidly changing environment and the increased
complexity of claims (i.e., higher rates of legal representation, increase in legal and medical
costs, etc.).

In recent years, different actuarial methods, assumptions, and professional

judgment have been employed in estimating claims costs to account for changes in the
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insurance model (from full tort to modified tort in the 2019 RRA, and now from modified tort to
Enhanced Care in the current Application), for which historical data is less applicable. The
introduction of new coverages and benefits increases the uncertainty in estimating forecasted
costs and widens the range of potential outcomes leading to higher loss cost forecast variances.

It is important to note that the Loss and ALAE forecasts employed in each RRA are the
unbiased best estimate based on the information available at the time of preparing the RRA.
Historical information is heavily relied upon to produce forecasts because it is often the best
predictor of claims costs in the near future. However, it takes many years for all the claims to be
reported or fully paid out even for historical years.

Actuarial methods, assumptions, and

professional judgement are used to develop the historical claims to their ultimate cost level.
ICBC’s actuaries update claims costs estimates for historical years and forecasts for future
years regularly, taking into consideration new data and information that has emerged since the
RRA. Changes in the forecast occur when the updated incurred Loss and ALAE for historical
years suggest different trends from the ones employed in the RRA.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.2.3 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirement Application dated December 14, 2018, Exhibit B-1,
Chapter 3, pp. 3-5, 3-6; ICBC 2021 Revenue Requirements Application (Application),
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section A, p. 4A-1; Web-Based Workshop &
Procedural Conference Transcript Volume 1 (Workshop Transcript), p. 45
Loss Cost Forecast Variance
On page 3-5 of the ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (2019 RRA), ICBC
provided Figure 3.3 showing a breakdown of the premium components which explained
the proposed 6.3 percent rate increase between the Projected policy year (PY) 2019
Premium at Current Rate Level and the PY 2019 Required Premium:

On page 3-6 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC explains:
The loss cost forecast variance is the difference between the estimate for PY 2017
loss cost provision reflected in existing rates (as presented in the 2017 RRA) and
the re-estimate of the PY 2017 loss cost provision reflecting updated information
and claims emergence since the setting of the existing rates. This one–time
difference is called the “PY 2019 Loss Cost Forecast Variance (LCFV)” and makes
up part of the PY 2019 rate change to cover costs. [emphasis added]
On page 4A-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care replaces the [Rate Affordability Action Plan] RAAP product reform
initiatives for claims that occur on or after May 1, 2021; consequently, claims that
occurred under RAAP product reform and under the full tort model prior to that
date do not have an impact on the policy year (PY) 2021 rate indication.
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On page 45 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC was asked to explain what happens to
changes and estimates for PY 2021 and why there is no impact on rates for changes in
estimates for prior policy periods and regimes. In response, ICBC stated:
…rate setting is forward looking. We're looking at costs that occur the next
upcoming policy year. We talked earlier a bit of why capital is important, and that
is because if we didn't start [sic] rates in the past to cover costs, that difference
gets absorbed by capital.
Please provide the calculation of the Forecast Basic Minimum Capital Test (MCT) ratio for
the fiscal years applicable to PY 2021 including the total capital available in dollars. As
part of the response, please provide a breakdown of the components
increasing/decreasing the total capital available including, but not limited to, differences
that will be absorbed by capital if “ICBC did not set rates in the past to cover costs.”
Response:
Calculation of Forecast Basic Minimum Capital Test (MCT) ratios is provided below. The fiscal
years applicable to PY 2021 are shown in the last two columns below:
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Actual
Year ended
Mar 31 2020

Outlook
Year ended
Mar 31 2021

Forecast
Year ended
Mar 31 2022

Forecast
Year ended
Mar 31 2023

65
(263)

(199)
314

115
125

240
89

(199)

115

240

329

92

(112)

12

125

(349)

496

113

69

146

(372)

-

-

(112)

12

125

194

9
(301)

9
137

9
374

9
533

(51)

(49)

(55)

(53)

Capital available (Lines 12 + 14)

(353)

87

319

480

Capital required

1,912

1,927

1,668

1,475

MCT% (Lines 15 / 17)

-18%

5%

19%

33%

($ millions)1
Line
Equity (Deficit):
1
Retained earnings (deficit),
2
beginning of period
3
Net income (loss)
Retained earnings (deficit), end
4
of period
5
Other components of equity,
6
beginning of period
Net change in available for sale
7
assets-(Unrealized gains/losses)
Pension and post-retirement
8
benefits re-measurements
Other components of equity, end
9
of period
10
Non-controlling interest, end of
11
period
12 Equity (Deficit) (Lines 4 + 9 + 11)
13
14 Intangible assets
15
16
17
18
19
1
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Rounding may effect totals.

The MCT ratio is the capital available divided by the minimum capital required.

It is a

performance measure of capital adequacy calculated from the balance sheet amounts at a point
in time. Capital available is equal to equity (deficit), less intangible assets. Capital available
reflects the cumulative “life to date” change in retained earnings, other components of equity
(reflecting the cumulative net change in available for sale financial assets and pension and postretirement benefits re-measurements), and non-controlling interest (NCI), less intangible assets.
Intangible assets are the book value of capitalized computer system software assets. Changes
to any of these components impact the balance of capital available. Cumulative net losses over
the past several years, due to not setting rates sufficient to cover costs, have contributed to
significant deterioration in capital available and the MCT ratio.
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The table above illustrates the components that contribute to changes to capital available over
time. The deterioration of capital available for actual year ended March 31, 2020 was primarily
due to the sudden and severe global market downturn as a result of COVID-19.

The

improvement in capital available from March 31, 2020 to March 31, 2021 is attributed to
favourable net income primarily resulting from lower claims costs than the original forecast,
which were employed in the PY 2020 rate indication analysis and favourable investment return.
Claims costs are lower due to lower crash and injury frequency due to COVID-19, favourable
severity on prior year claims and favourable frequency from non-COVID trends, including RAAP
product reform injury claims; and investment returns and global investment markets have
rebounded from the low point experienced at March 31, 2020.

The increase in the capital available after March 31, 2021 is primarily due to the capital build
provision included in the PY 2021 rate change and forecasted favourable net change in
available for sale financial assets. The capital build provision in the PY 2021 rate change
contributes approximately $373 million in fiscal 2021/22 and $421 million in fiscal 2022/23, as
referenced in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix G.1. Risk provisions are also included in the
outlook net income figures to account for uncertainty in the estimates and unforeseen adverse
events.

ICBC includes risk provisions in its outlook net income figures to recognize the ongoing risks to
its forecasts such as the emergence of claims costs that are above and beyond the forecast, as
experienced the last few years. More recently, risk provisions are not specific to, but continue to
account for the risk of unfavourable emergence in large bodily injury claims, the constitutional
challenge regarding legislative amendments in respect of Product Reform, Enhanced Care
coverage product change risk (forecasts are highly dependent on third party data for estimates),
COVID-19, and volatility in the global investment markets.

If risks and adverse events do not manifest and these risk provisions are not required, the Basic
net incomes and equity as shown, will improve.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.2.4 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirement Application dated December 14, 2018, Exhibit B-1,
Chapter 3, pp. 3-5, 3-6; ICBC 2021 Revenue Requirements Application (Application),
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section A, p. 4A-1; Web-Based Workshop &
Procedural Conference Transcript Volume 1 (Workshop Transcript), p. 45
Loss Cost Forecast Variance
On page 3-5 of the ICBC 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (2019 RRA), ICBC
provided Figure 3.3 showing a breakdown of the premium components which explained
the proposed 6.3 percent rate increase between the Projected policy year (PY) 2019
Premium at Current Rate Level and the PY 2019 Required Premium:

On page 3-6 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC explains:
The loss cost forecast variance is the difference between the estimate for PY 2017
loss cost provision reflected in existing rates (as presented in the 2017 RRA) and
the re-estimate of the PY 2017 loss cost provision reflecting updated information
and claims emergence since the setting of the existing rates. This one–time
difference is called the “PY 2019 Loss Cost Forecast Variance (LCFV)” and makes
up part of the PY 2019 rate change to cover costs. [emphasis added]
On page 4A-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care replaces the [Rate Affordability Action Plan] RAAP product reform
initiatives for claims that occur on or after May 1, 2021; consequently, claims that
occurred under RAAP product reform and under the full tort model prior to that
date do not have an impact on the policy year (PY) 2021 rate indication.
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On page 45 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC was asked to explain what happens to
changes and estimates for PY 2021 and why there is no impact on rates for changes in
estimates for prior policy periods and regimes. In response, ICBC stated:
…rate setting is forward looking. We're looking at costs that occur the next
upcoming policy year. We talked earlier a bit of why capital is important, and that
is because if we didn't start [sic] rates in the past to cover costs, that difference
gets absorbed by capital.
On page 3-5 of the Application, ICBC provides a summary of the components of the
required premium for PY 2021 in Figure 3.1.
In the same format as Figure 3.3 in the ICBC 2019 RRA Application, please provide the
percentages and calculations showing the contribution of each component of the
required premium for PY 2021 in Figure 3.1 to the rate change to cover costs of -26.5%
percent and the rate indication of -15%.
Response:
The table below presents the impacts on the PY 2021 rate change using the same aggregated
components provided in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.1. The calculations supporting this
summary closely align with those presented in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application
(RRA), Chapter 3, Figure 3.3: the percentage point impact on the indicated rate change for each
major rating component.

In order to estimate the impact of change, the PY 2021 cost and revenue items are compared to
those items supporting current rates based on the government directed 0% rate change for PY
2020.1 The calculations can be found in Attachment A – Indicated Rate Change by Component.

1

BCUC approved a rate change of 0% for PY 2020 in its Order G-21-20 in accordance with the amendment to
Special Direction IC2 dated February 6, 2020.
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Impact
(Percentage points (ppt) of PY
2021 indicated rate change)

Claims and Related Costs
1

Loss and ALAE Payments*

2

Claims Services Expenses (ULAE)

-21.8
-1.5

Expenses
3

General Expense including RSLM

4

Commissions and Premium Tax

0.2
-1.1

Capital Provision
5

Capital Maintenance

6

Capital Build**

0.0
11.5

Misc. Revenue and Investment Income
7

Miscellaneous Revenue

8

Investment Income

9

Other ***

10

PY 2021 Indicated Rate Change

0.6
-3.4
0.4
-15.0****

Please note:
* To be consistent with the 2019 RRA, Figure 3.3, the Loss and ALAE Payments impact of -21.8 ppt can be further
broken down into the following components. However, note this breakdown is based on high level estimates and not
subject to the same level of review as the estimates provided in the Application:

-10.9 ppt for PY 2021 loss cost forecast variance,

5.2 ppt for PY 2021 loss cost trend, and

-16.1 ppt impact from the introduction of Enhanced Care
** In order to present the full capital build component’s impact on the rate indication, Commissions and Premium Tax
and Investment Income components are adjusted from the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.3. Details of the
calculation can be found in Attachment A – Indicated Rate Change by Component.
*** The “Other” line in the table includes impacts from average premium trend and the difference between the PY
2020 rate indication and the 0% implemented PY 2020 rate change as per government direction.
**** Due to rounding, components from the table do not add to -15.0 ppt.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCUC.2.4 – Attachment A –
Indicated Rate Change by Component

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

Indicated Rate Change Calculation by Component (in $ 000's)

Components in Fig 3.3
(a)

Line #

Impact
(Percentage points (ppt) of PY
2021 indicated rate change)
(b)

Components in A.1
(c)

PY 2021
(23 months)
(Current Application)
A.1 col (3)
(d)

PY 2020
(12 months)
A.1 col (4)
(e)

Change from Previous PY
PY 2020 (Policy
(g)
Count Adjusted
= -[(d) - (f)] for revenue items and
to PY 2021
average
premium
(lines 7, 8 and 9);
level1)
= (d) - (f) for expense items (all other
(f)
lines)

Projected PY 2021
Premium at Current
Rate Level
2
(h)

Impact (Percentage
points (ppt) of PY2021
indicated rate change)
(i)
= (g) ÷ (h)

Loss and ALAE Payments

-21.8

row (a): Loss and ALAE Payments

$4,817,306

$3,228,323

$6,364,563

($1,547,256)

$7,098,736

-21.8

Claims Services Expenses (ULAE)

-1.5

row (b): Claims Services Expenses (ULAE)

$436,359

$274,112

$540,406

($104,047)

$7,098,736

-1.5

0.2

row (c): Road Safety and Loss Management (RSLM) +
row (g): Total General Expense

$611,227

$301,628

$594,653

$16,575

$7,098,736

0.2

-1.1

row (i): Per Policy Broker Fee +
row (j): Variable Broker Fee +
row (k): Premium Tax

$440,721

$263,708

$519,894

($79,173)

$7,098,736

-1.1

Capital Maintenance

0.0

row (n): Capital Maintenance

$145,756

$73,933

$145,756

$0

$7,098,736

0.0

Capital Build (prior to adjustment)

11.5

Appendix G.1; row j (PY 2021 only)

$816,355

$0

$0

$816,355

$7,098,736

11.5

0.6

row (r): Net Payment Plan Finance Fees +
row (s): Short Term Surcharge +
row (t): Driver Penalty Point & Driver Risk Penalty Premiums +
row (u): Unlisted Driver Accident Premium & Graduated License Plan Fee

$211,897

$127,776

$251,907

$40,010

$7,098,736

0.6

-3.4

row (w): Investment Income on Basic Equity +
row (x): Investment Income on Policyholder Supplied Funds

$1,025,089B

$398,559

$785,749

($239,340)

$7,098,736

-3.4

Other: Change in Average Premium
9
10

0.2

row (aa): Projected Premium at Current Rate Level

$7,098,736

$3,609,065

$7,115,188

$16,452

$7,098,736

0.2

Other: Indicated Rate Level Change for PY 2020

0.2

row (ab): 2020 Basic Insurance Deficiency

($12,428)

11

PY 2021 Indicated Rate Change

$12,428
($1,067,997)

$7,098,736
$7,098,736

0.2
-15.0D

1
2

General Expense including RSLM
3
Commissions and Premium Tax

4
5
6

Miscellaneous Revenue

7
Investment Income
8

A

Notes:
1

Policy growth is 97.1% between the 12 month PY 2020 projected exposure (3,478,659) and 23 month PY 2021 projected exposure in this Application (6,858,095) excluding Trailers and Off-Road Vehicles.
(h) = Appendix A.1 Row (aa) Col (3)
removed $602k in Variable Broker Fees and $35,920k in premium tax which have already been reflected in Capital Build per Appendix G.1 row l and m
B
removed $14,014k in Investment Income on Policyholder Supplied Funds already reflected in Capital Build as per Appendix G.1 row q
C
Insurance deficiency not accounted for in PY 2020 rates. The PY 2020 indicated rate change to cover costs was +0.2% while government directed implemented rate change of 0%.
D
Due to rounding, the components do not add to -15.0
2

A

C

($6,304)
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2021.1 RR BCUC.3.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-3
COVID-19 Impact
On page 3-3 of the Application, ICBC states:
…ICBC is assuming that for policies issued May 1, 2021 and subsequent, costs
and premium revenues will have returned to pre-COVID-19 expected trends. Any
historical data that may have been influenced by the pandemic has been removed
from any trending analysis; therefore, COVID-19 has had no impact on the PY
2021 rate indication.
On page 49 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC elaborated, stating
…we’re not saying that [COVID-19] will not have any influence on premiums or
claims costs post May 1st, 2021, but rather we do not have a credible estimate
available on what those impacts will be post May 1st, 2021. There is so much
uncertainty on the impacts, ranging from how fast people will be vaccinated to the
potential shift away from transit to driving. Therefore, for the purposes of this
application, we have assumed that costs and premiums will return to pre-COVID
2019 [sic] terms.
On page 3-2 of the Application, ICBC states, “The rate change to cover costs is 26.5%....” Further on page 3-2, ICBC states, “The Capital Provision has a +11.5
percentage point impact on the PY 2021 rate indication…”
3.1 Please confirm whether the assumption that COVID-19 has no impact on the PY 2021
rate indication is within accepted actuarial practice.
3.1.1 Would it be within accepted actuarial practice to include estimates of COVID-19
impacts on the PY 2021 rate indication? Please explain why or why not?
Response:
3.1
Yes, it is ICBC’s opinion that including a zero percentage point (ppt) impact for COVID-19 on
the PY 2021 rate indication is within Accepted Actuarial Practice (AAP). In accordance with
AAP, ICBC’s actuaries determine the rate change to cover costs by making unbiased best
estimates, including the estimated impact from COVID-19 on PY 2021. Given the uncertainty
associated with forecasting the impact of the pandemic, there is a wide range of possible
outcomes because of uncertainties such as: the length of time it will take for vaccines to be
mass distributed, and how COVID-19 will impact customers’ driving behaviour over the long
term. ICBC’s actuaries applied a judgment assumption of zero ppt as the impact on the PY
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2021 rate indication, effectively assuming costs and premiums will resume their pre-COVID-19
trends by May 1, 2021.

Please note similar judgments have been applied in rate filings in other Canadian jurisdictions
as other insurers have opted to provide premium rebates rather than lowering future auto
insurance rates.

3.1.1

Yes, it would be within AAP to include estimates of COVID-19 impacts on the PY 2021 rate
indication. As stated above in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.3.1, there
is a wide range of outcomes for the COVID-19 impact, given the uncertainty. Other actuaries
may apply judgment and deem their best estimate for the forecasted COVID-19 impact to be
either favourable or unfavourable as at the time of the Application. As stated in Section 1140.05
of the Standards of Practice of the Canadian Institute of Actuaries: “There is a reasonable range
of assumptions that may be selected by an actuary for particular work and that may produce
materially different results”. As long as the actuary is able to adhere to the actuarial standards
and provide reasonable judgment, a different assumption could also be considered within AAP.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-3
COVID-19 Impact
On page 3-3 of the Application, ICBC states:
…ICBC is assuming that for policies issued May 1, 2021 and subsequent, costs
and premium revenues will have returned to pre-COVID-19 expected trends. Any
historical data that may have been influenced by the pandemic has been removed
from any trending analysis; therefore, COVID-19 has had no impact on the PY
2021 rate indication.
On page 49 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC elaborated, stating
…we’re not saying that [COVID-19] will not have any influence on premiums or
claims costs post May 1st, 2021, but rather we do not have a credible estimate
available on what those impacts will be post May 1st, 2021. There is so much
uncertainty on the impacts, ranging from how fast people will be vaccinated to the
potential shift away from transit to driving. Therefore, for the purposes of this
application, we have assumed that costs and premiums will return to pre-COVID
2019 [sic] terms.
On page 3-2 of the Application, ICBC states, “The rate change to cover costs is 26.5%....” Further on page 3-2, ICBC states, “The Capital Provision has a +11.5
percentage point impact on the PY 2021 rate indication…”
3.2 Since the preparation and submission of the Application, new information on COVID19 variants and the timing of vaccine distribution has become available. Please discuss
whether this new information affects ICBC’s current view of the impact of COVID-19 on
traffic volumes/levels, and therefore, Loss and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expenses
(ALAE) payments for PY 2021 and whether it continues to be reasonable to assume for
policies issued May 1, 2021 and subsequent that costs and premium revenues will have
returned to pre-COVID-19 expected trends.
3.2.1 If possible, please provide ICBC’s current (updated) assessment of the impact of
COVID-19 on PY 2021 claim frequency, claim severity and exposures. If it is not possible
to provide a complete assessment, please comment on the level of uncertainty which is
introduced and the possible directional impact (i.e. increase or decrease).
3.2.1.1 Please state how ICBC’s updated assessment would impact the rate change to
cover costs of -26.5% or the Capital Provision of +11.5%, if at all.
Response:
3.2 and 3.2.1

At the time of the Application, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on policy year (PY) 2021
was assessed as a zero percentage point (ppt) impact on the indicated rate change. Since the
time of the Application, there has been emergence of further information, which supports an
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alternative range of impacts. However, there is still considerable uncertainty around the size,
duration, and direction of this impact. A zero ppt impact from the COVID-19 pandemic remains
a reasonable estimate for PY 2021.

The following topics around the COVID-19 estimates are discussed in the paragraphs to follow:


The process and practice regarding assumption-setting (including the impacts from
COVID-19) in the rate indication analysis.



The assessment of COVID-19 impacts on PY 2021 claims costs at the time of the
Application.



Updated assessment using emerging experience since the Application.



How other insurers, including ICBC, have responded to the impacts of COVID-19.

Process and practice

The rate change to cover costs in the Application is an estimate made by the actuaries using
methodologies that employ relevant recent historical data and which require the actuaries to
make certain assumptions that are applied to the historical data in accordance with the actuarial
method that is used. Due to the amount of time required by the actuaries to prepare the rate
change to cover costs, the data used generally precedes the date of submission of the
Application by three months or more.

Accepted actuarial practice (AAP) requires that the actuaries establish each assumption on a
best-estimate basis (i.e., assumptions are to be without bias, either on the high side or the low
side). The assumptions the actuaries select are required to be independently reasonable and
appropriate in aggregate. If, during the period of time over which the rate indication was being
prepared by the actuaries, an assumption (or assumptions) that was to be applied to the
historical data ceased to meet the requirement of being “independently reasonable and
appropriate in aggregate”, the actuaries would adjust the particular assumption (or assumptions)
in a suitable fashion before the Application was submitted to BCUC.

In contrast, once the Application is submitted to BCUC, the rate change to cover costs is not
revised by ICBC to reflect possible changes in individual assumptions from the emerging
information. This is because of the need to examine each assumption that is material to the
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results to meet the requirement that actuarial assumptions be independently reasonable and
appropriate in aggregate. This would be a time-consuming exercise equivalent to preparing a
new rate analysis, which would support a different rate change to cover costs. Typically, ICBC
would not embark on such an exercise in the middle of a process for reviewing a revenue
requirements application.

Assessment of COVID-19 impacts at the time of the Application

The Application, Appendix E.0, Section B.3 explains that

ICBC acknowledges that there will likely be an impact post May 1, 2021 due to
COVID-19. However, in the absence of credible data and no clear consensus of
when and to what extent COVID-19 will impact trends, ICBC’s best estimate at
this time assumes that crash trends will return to pre-COVID-19 levels with no
long-term impacts to driving behaviour.
ICBC then stated, as recorded on page 49 of the Workshop Transcript “we do not have a
credible estimate available on what those (COVID-19) impacts will be post May 1, 2021”. To
clarify, as the Application stated, rather than not having a credible estimate, there was no
credible information available on the impacts of COVID-19 beyond May 1, 2021.

ICBC

actuaries’ judgment of a zero ppt impact on the PY 2021 rate indication from COVID-19 was a
reasonable best-estimate assumption based on the information that was available at that time.
ICBC’s judgment of a zero ppt impact being the best estimate was based on four plausible
scenarios that considered a range of events using the information available at the time of the
rate analysis. These four scenarios were constructed based on the lower claims experience
observed from March 2020 through to September 30, 2020 and then forecasting future
experience using assumptions pertaining to whether long-term behavioral impacts from
COVID-19 would be favourable (overall lower vehicle usage) or unfavourable (higher injury
severity, riskier vehicle usage, etc.), and whether the duration of lock down and restriction
periods would span a relatively short (12 month) or relatively long (18 month plus) period of time
from the start of the pandemic. The focus of the analysis underlying the four plausible scenarios
was to produce a range of impacts for the current fiscal year ending March 31, 2021 only.
However, it is clear that these scenarios would be consistent with a plausible range of impacts
relating to the period beyond May 1, 2021 (the start of the policy year) that could be either
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The long-term impacts considered in these scenarios are

discussed in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, Section B.3.

In light of the wide range of uncertainty at that time, a zero ppt impact was determined to be a
reasonable best estimate assumption in accordance with AAP.

Updated assessment of COVID-19 impacts

Since the actuarial work underlying the rate change to cover costs was completed, additional
information concerning COVID-19 has become available, such as the extension of the current
restrictions, more recent claims data, and the rollout of vaccines for British Columbians.

The updated analysis using this information indicates that crash frequency for the first few
months of PY 2021 would likely be more on the favourable side of the range of possible
outcomes resulting from COVID-19 compared to the assumptions used in the Application which
relied on pre-COVID trends. Based on new information, it is not expected that claims severity
and exposure trends will vary significantly compared to the assumptions used in the Application
(i.e. pre-COVID-19 trends). Beyond the first few months, the COVID-19 impacts relating to the
remainder of PY 2021 are still subject to significant uncertainties surrounding the availability and
effectiveness of vaccines to combat the spread of COVID-19 and its variants, and the potential
long-term driving behavioral changes, such as:


Shift to more working from home leading to decreased driving.



Shift in the traditional peaks during rush hour leading to less congestion.



The avoidance of public transportation leading to an increase of vehicles on the road.

Given the wide range of possible outcomes for the COVID-19 impacts on PY 2021 and the
potentially unfavourable longer-term impacts, the updated information still supports that a zero
ppt impact is within the range of reasonable assumptions for the impact of COVID-19 to
PY 2021.
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Insurers’ responses, including ICBC, to the pandemic

Since the onset of the pandemic, ICBC has been closely monitoring the responses of other
companies in the auto insurance industry. At the time of the Application, of the insurers that
have offered relief to its customers in response to COVID-19, most have provided it in the form
of a refund given the uncertainty of the impact. There have been few companies that have
applied a temporary rate decrease with the intention to revert back to previous levels when the
impacts from the pandemic have stabilized. Attachment A - Summary of ICBC Research on
Insurer Responses to COVID-19 contains a summary of ICBC’s monitoring of the insurance
press and announcements from other insurers.

Any significant impacts to loss costs as a result of COVID-19 are likely to be short term and
temporary, while there is still so much uncertainty on impacts over the longer term. As a result
of the uncertainty, ICBC has taken the approach, along with most other insurance companies, of
maintaining rate stability and providing rebates to its customers to reflect its known claims
savings from COVID-19. This has been the preferred approach to rate stability as compared to
overreacting to short-term impacts by reducing current rates with the likelihood that rates would
have to increase once costs return to more stable levels.

Conclusion

In summary, while the zero ppt impact on the PY 2021 indicated rate change assessed at the
time of the Application remains a reasonable estimate, emerging information suggests that a
more favourable impact for the first few months of claims frequency for PY 2021 is more likely.
However, there is still considerable uncertainty around the mid-term and long-term impacts
beyond the first few months of PY 2021.
Any long-term impact to ICBC’s claim costs will be part of its next revenue requirements
application and any favourable short-term impact that has not been returned to customers
through a government directed rebate will be absorbed by capital.
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3.2.1.1
While ICBC’s updated analysis suggests there are likely more favourable impacts on crash
frequency from COVID-19 during the first few months in PY 2021, there remains a wide range of
reasonable estimates for the overall COVID-19 impact on PY 2021, of which zero ppt is still a
reasonable estimate within AAP given the mid-term to long-term uncertainty.

The 11.5 ppt capital build provision would not be impacted since that is a Government Direction
as per Special Direction IC2 as amended by Order in Council 633/2020, December 14, 2020
(B.C. Reg 281/2020).

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCUC.3.2 – Attachment A –
Summary of ICBC Research on Insurer
Responses to COVID-19

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

Summary of ICBC Research on Insurer Responses to COVID-19
Document initially prepared October 2020, with some updates afterwards for major
announcements.
Overview














The majority of insurers offering a premium relief payment have opted for a certain
percentage of the policyholder’s premium (percentage varies from generally 10% to 25%
of premiums depending on insurer).
The number of months included in the discount/credit calculation varies from generally
one month to three months, though a few insurers have expanded beyond (CAA
Insurance offers a discount for entire policy term)
Some insurers have offered this as an automatic payment, whereas a few have required
policyholders to register for the payment/rebate.
In Canada, many insurers offered this payment as a credit on the customer’s monthly
payment or a cheque if paid premium in full. However, some insurers paid it out as a
cheque or credited the amount to the policy renewal regardless of payment method.
Only a few insurers paid one set lump sum for premium relief rather than a percentage
of premium. Nationwide in the USA (one time $50 payment) and Commonwell
Insurance Group ($100) in Canada are two insurers which followed this less popular
approach. CAA Insurance did offer Ontario drivers an additional $100 payback, but had
first provided a discount based on percentage of each customer’s premium.
Both MPI and SGI have offered rebates to their customers, MPI sent out cheques in
June 2020 and SGI announced their rebate in March 2021.
Some insurers confined their rebate/payment to personal automobile policyholders,
while others expanded to business/commercial policyholders as well (e.g. Desjardins,
MPI, Co-operators as examples).
Analysis by the Financial Services Regulatory Authority in Ontario found that by July
2020, 93% of the 6.6 million policies in force in Ontario were eligible for relief, and the
average Ontario auto consumer saved $162. The average premium relief paid to an
insurers’ customers in Ontario was 7.1% of 2019 premiums. CAA paid out 13% of its
2019 premiums to 83.4% if its policyholders, while other insurers varied in amounts.

Canada - Public Insurers Rebates/Payments
Company
MPI
(Additional sources:
press release, Public
Utilities Order;
Reasons for Public
Utilities Order)

Details
Cheques mailed in early June. MPI able to offer this rebate due to fewer
claims during the Covid-19 period coupled with strong yearend
financials.
Rebates around 11 per cent based on what policyholders paid last year
and were between $140 to $160 per average policyholder.

Calculated based on two parts: the amount of all Basic premiums paid
during the 2019/2020 insurance year (Part A) and the total annual Basic
premiums of all active Basic policies on March 15, 2020 (Part B).

SGI
Updated March 2021

Note: Public Utilities Order states that this relates to policies in force on
March 15, 2020 for the Private Passenger, Public, Commercial and
Motorcycle classes
Announced rebate in March 2021, cheques will be issued in May 2021.
SGI can offer this one-time rebate due to the strong financial position of
the Saskatchewan Auto Fund Rate Stabilization Reserve
Refund for personal and commercial customers.
Amount based on the total base insurance premium paid for last three
years, divided by three then multiplied by 26%.

Canada - Private Insurers Rebates/Payments
Company
Allstate, Pafco &
Pembridge (Pafco &
Pembridge are part
of Allstate Canada’s
group of companies)

Details
1st Rebate:
Customers who had an active automobile policy with one of these
companies as of April 8, 2020 qualified to receive a stay at home
payment of 25% for one month, which was paid in May. This payment
applied to personal automobiles such as cars and SUV’s (recreational
vehicles such as motorcycles and snowmobiles did not qualify.)
2nd Rebate:
Each customer who had an active policy on July 6th qualified for a
second relief payment. Payment amount equal to 25% of 1/12th of their
annualized personal automobile or motorcycle premium. No payment for
home or other miscellaneous vehicles.

Aviva

CAA Insurance

Amounts are based on a customer’s monthly premium amount in force
on April 8, 2020 and July 6, 2020. If the coverage change occurred
before these dates, the payment will be calculated based on the
adjusted annual premium. If the change occurs after July 6, 2020, the
payment will be calculated based on the annual premium before the
coverage change.
Says customers who are driving less due to the pandemic can receive
an approximate 15% discounts on their premiums, but need to contact
their broker to discuss. (In April originally said would be up to 15% but
changed in early May to 15% for Ontario drivers and then extended to all
provinces they operate in in late May). It put a 90 day limit on this
temporary rating but says customers can contact them to discuss if their
driving continues to be reduced.
Has also introduced a new Stay at Home endorsement which could save
up to 75% for those who are not driving due to the pandemic. There is
no time limit to this endorsement.
1st Rate Reduction:
In April, CAA announced it would provide a 10% rate reduction on home
and auto policies for the entirety of the policy term. It is available in all

provinces where CAA operates. Applied to all new policies as of April
15th 2020 and all renewal policies as of June 15, 2020. Rate reduction
applied to full policy term and available until pandemic is over. If
renewed before June 15, can fill out a form to apply the 10% reduction
to the remainder of policy term. According to CAA they are the only
Canadian insurers to provide a rate reduction for the entire policy term.

Commonwell Mutual
Insurance Group

Co-operators

Desjardins
(Source: Insurance
Business article)

2nd Announcement for Ontario only:
In Ontario only, policyholders with policies in effect as of May 1 will get
a $100 back from CAA Insurance on top of the previously announced
rate reduction for home and auto lines. For those who paid policy in full,
they will receive $100 back, whereas those who pay monthly will see
equal reductions in their monthly payments.
Provided $100 to all of its members to help ease the burden of finances.
For auto insurance customers also suggests updating their usage and
now permitting those with commercial or farm policies to make mid-term
changes
A 15% refund on premiums paid from Apr 1 to May 31 refunded to
eligible policyholders. Applied to the customer’s policy. Extended
registration deadline for this refund to October 31. Provided to owners of
light vehicles both in the personal and commercial lines, including light
farm. Excludes BC, Saskatchewan and Manitoba as Co-operator’s auto
insurance product not sold in these provinces.
Initial Refund this Spring:
Refund offered to personal and business clients whose driving has
significantly changed. Calculated over the 3 month confinement period &
will reflect the client’s annual distance traveled. Eligible customers must
apply. NOTE: This is no longer advertised on the Desjardins site, but is
noted as their covid-19 relief aid in several articles from the Spring 2020.
Says amounted to $50 million in refunds to customers in Canada.
Second Refund:
A June 29th press release announces that Desjardins would be offering
an additional premium reduction between 20% to 40% on one month of
premium for personal and commercial auto clients. Exact amount would
be based on their market realities. These refunds would amount to $100
million to Canadians.

Echelon Insurance

A premium reduction of up to 15% off premiums is available to Echelon
customers. The company is also postponing its planned auto rate
increases for the next three to six months. That will result in savings
between 12% and 15% on auto policies.
Brokers should work with their clients to reduce premiums, available to
those who reduce the mileage associated with their policy. Echelon also
recommends that clients speak to their brokers about taking off all but
comprehensive coverage from their policy to enable a premium
reduction of up to 80% if the vehicle is safely parked and stored amid
the pandemic.

Economical & Sonnet

Echelon customers are encouraged to contact their brokers to request
these measures. The company says they will be applied to active auto
policies retroactively for March 15, 2020, or the date of the most recent
policy change.
Discount Measure 1:
Those who are driving less may be eligible for an enhanced reduction
when it comes to their auto insurance rates. Since insurance rates are
calculated based on the expected number of kilometres driven in a year,
reducing that number could drop monthly rates by up to 15%, said the
company. Those who previously had longer drives may save more than
those who had shorter commutes. Savings available until June 30.
If a client has parked their vehicle entirely, they could save upwards of
75% on average.

Gore Mutual

Intact

Belairdirect (part of
Intact Group)

Discount Measure 2:
According to rates.ca, the Company further announced for private
passenger vehicles in Ontario, that it was offering a temporary rate
decrease to all new customers (from July 1 to August 31) as well as
driver renewing their policies (from September 1 to October 31). Rate
decrease on average would be 5%.
Payment 1:
Personal auto policyholders received a one-time payment equivalent to
20% of three months of premiums paid. Clients who had in-force policies
as of Apr. 8 received payment in the form of a cheque. No action was
required from customers as automatically received the cheque in the
mail.
Payment 2:
According to rates.ca, the Company further announced in June that they
were offering a 5% base rate decrease for private-passenger auto
customers (effective July 20 for new customers and August 24 for
renewing customers). The decrease also applies to private vehicles with
a commercial auto policy.
Auto insurance customers who were driving less up to July 31 were able
to receive a 15% premium reduction for a 90 day period from the date
that they applied for the covid-19 relief premium adjustment. Deadline
for applying was July 31st. After the 90 days is complete, the customer’s
auto premium automatically reverts to reflect regular driving habits.
(deadline was originally June 30th but extended to July 31st)
Customers who were not driving at all because of the coronavirus
pandemic and have stored their vehicle, are eligible for a 75% premium
reduction. Drivers must contact the insurer or their broker directly to
make this change as well.
Part of Intact group and though does not specify the actual level of
discount the FAQs page suggests has same relief measure as Intact
above, where those driving less could apply by July 31st for a 90 day
rate reduction, which would automatically revert back to regular charges
on Oct 20 or when 90 days were up.

Those not driving at all could apply for 75% rate reduction per month. If
want to remove it from storage can do so online and select the number
of kms will be travelling to get new premium rate.
iA Home and Auto
(Quebec)

L’Unique General
Insurance (Quebec)

La Capitale (Quebec)

20% reduction of monthly auto premiums dating back to Apr. 1. It will be
in effect for two months. Customers do not need to apply for the
discount. Note: press release in April says will reassess if need to
extend beyond 2 months, but no new press releases found indicating
any additional reductions.
Rebate on automobile insurance premiums for all policies covering
private passenger and commercial vehicles. Rebate was equal to 20%
of the monthly auto premium, and applied as of April 1, 2020. April
announcement stated that the rebate will cover the whole community
confinement period and automatically processed. Announcement on
October 14th on website states that the reduction is no longer in
effect.
A rebate on premiums for personal and commercial auto insurance
clients — equal to 20% of their monthly premium, which applied for each
month of the confinement (April 1 to June 30, 2020). Applicable for
private passenger and commercial vehicles and automatically applied.
Payment methods:




Northbridge

RSA Canada
SSQ Insurance
(Quebec)
Travelers Canada

If paid premium in full, customer sent a cheque in amount of
reduction by mid-July
If paid through payroll deductions – sent a cheque in the amount of
reductions as of mid July
If paid monthly – Premium reduction applied to the payment(s)
following each month of confinement

Automatic 15% rebate on premiums for three months (April, May, June).
Those eligible needed to have been policyholders with third party liability
on May 31. (ATVs, motorcycles and snowmobiles did not qualify).
Rebates were processed beginning June 1, 2020 and applied only to
private passenger vehicles.
In April, did not advertise a set relief amount, but says to contact a
broker if driving less to explore reduced premiums.
20% monthly premium rebate on each vehicle insured effective April 1
and applied for the three months of confinement.
1st Announcement:
In May announced a 25% one month premium reduction for personal
auto insurance customers with policies in force as of April 1, 2020
2nd Announcement:
In addition to first announcement, said would provide an additional 15%
rebate for one month’s premium for personal auto insurance policies in
force June 1, 2020.

Applies to each policy regardless of number of vehicles or drivers.

Wawanesa

Automatically credit customers’ accounts. For those who paid in full, will
receive a cheque, while those who pay monthly will have a credit for
future bill.
Announced on September 25th that auto customers will receive a credit
of 10% of their premium from 6/1/2020 – 6/30/2020
The credit will be applied to the next payment due or the next renewal
payment.
The credit will be applied automatically, no action is necessary.

Other Forms of Relief
According to an October Canadian Underwriter article, most insurers still have in place other
relief measures such as waiving non-sufficient funds fees, offering flexible payments and
offering grace periods; however, some insurers are requesting clients to contact them or their
broker for details. Some insurers though have returned to business as usual.
Ratehub.ca also has a summary of some of the measures taken by insurers.
US - Insurer Relief Discounts/Payments
Company
State Farm

Geico
(details no longer on
website)
Progressive (press
release,
Allstate
USAA
(May press release)

Liberty Mutual

Description
April Announcement on Premium Credit:
State Farm auto customers received a credit of about 25% of
premium for the period of March 20 through May 31st. The exact
percentages varied by state. Customers who pay monthly saw the
credit applied to their July bill. Customers not enrolled in the State
Farm Payment Plan will see the credit applied at their next renewal.
May Rate Reductions:
In May, State Farm announced they were working to reduce auto
rates in every state. The total amount of the rate cuts is about $2.2
billion, with a national average of 11%. Rate cuts vary by state and
customers will see the rate reduction on their next renewal.
(April 8): A 15% auto credit called the GEICO Giveback

(April 8): A 20% credit on April and May 2020 bills for personal auto
customers called the Apron Relief Program.
(April 6): A 15% premium credit in April, May and June 2020 through
the Shelter-In-Place program.
(April 6): The company issued every member with an auto insurance
policy in effect as of March 31, 2020, with a 20% credit on two
months of premiums.
(May): USAA gave a credit of 10% of June and July premiums in late
August to members.
(April 7): A 15% refund through the Personal Auto Customer Relief
Refund for April and May based on premium amount as of April 7,
2020.

Nationwide
Farmers Insurance
American Family

(April 9): A $50 one-time premium refund in April 2020.
(April 8): Premium credit of 25% for April and 15% for May
(April 6): A $50 one-time premium refund in April and 10% premium
credit between July and December 2020.

Further information on American Auto insurers' refund responses during the first COVID-19
wave can be found in this Property Casualty 360 article dated Oct 6, 2020.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.4.1a Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-4; Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-1
Introduction
On page 1-4 of the Application, ICBC explains that it is moving away from a tort-based
insurance system to a care-based insurance system, hereafter called “Enhanced Care.”
On page 3-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
The broad analytical framework that ICBC’s actuaries have employed to determine
the rate indication, including the components of the rate indication, largely tracks
that employed in prior revenue requirements applications (RRAs). The key point of
differentiation is in the data used to support the forecasted claims for the new
Enhanced Care accident benefits coverage, given this is a fundamentally different
product than what ICBC has today. As described in this section, ICBC and
external consulting actuaries, Ernst & Young LLP (EY), have relied on available
data, methods and assumptions to complete the actuarial analysis.
Given that the Enhanced Care delivery model is “fundamentally different” from what
ICBC has today, please explain the consideration that ICBC has given to the following
issues and their possible rate impacts, if any:
(a) Possible cost-shifting from an optional Collision coverage to Basic Vehicle Damage
Coverage (BVDC) under Basic insurance;
Response:
The Enhanced Care model is fundamentally different as regards to injury claims, but not
material damage claims.
There is no cost shifting from ICBC’s Optional Collision coverage to Basic Vehicle Damage
Coverage (BVDC) under the Enhanced Care model. The introduction of BVDC is replacing the
Basic Property Damage coverage for all crashes within BC and moving it from a third party
coverage to a first party coverage.

Following a crash, the BVDC will provide the vehicle

damage coverage to a customer's vehicle, up to $200,000, when the customer is not at fault.
Such costs for crashes occurring in BC are currently covered by the Basic Property Damage
coverage whereas the Optional Collision coverage will continue to provide coverage for the atfault vehicle. As shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.14, BVDC contributes to 26% of
the Policy Year (PY) 2021 Loss and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense payments, which
makes up 80% of the PY 2021 required premium.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.4.1b Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-4; Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-1
Introduction
On page 1-4 of the Application, ICBC explains that it is moving away from a tort-based
insurance system to a care-based insurance system, hereafter called “Enhanced Care.”
On page 3-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
The broad analytical framework that ICBC’s actuaries have employed to determine
the rate indication, including the components of the rate indication, largely tracks
that employed in prior revenue requirements applications (RRAs). The key point of
differentiation is in the data used to support the forecasted claims for the new
Enhanced Care accident benefits coverage, given this is a fundamentally different
product than what ICBC has today. As described in this section, ICBC and
external consulting actuaries, Ernst & Young LLP (EY), have relied on available
data, methods and assumptions to complete the actuarial analysis.
Given that the Enhanced Care delivery model is “fundamentally different” from what
ICBC has today, please explain the consideration that ICBC has given to the following
issues and their possible rate impacts, if any:

(b) Possible additional costs related to claimant disagreements for ICBC settlement
amounts; and
Response:
ICBC does not anticipate additional costs related to settlement amount disputes in its Policy
Year (PY) 2021 rate indication. In contrast, the reduction in legal costs related to settlement
amount dispute contributes to the 15% PY 2021 rate decrease.

Unlike the tort-based model, Enhanced Care provides care when it is needed, for as long as it is
needed, and eliminates lump sum settlement amounts designed to compensate for those future
care costs. While it is not a “settlement”, the Permanent Impairment benefit will be paid as a
lump sum; however, the method for its calculation will be set out in the regulations.
Where customers disagree about ICBC’s decision on benefit entitlement or amounts, they will
have access to an internal dispute process as well as the ability to bring the dispute to the Civil
Resolution Tribunal. The simplified process largely reduces the costs related to settlement
amount disputes.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.4.1c Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-4; Chapter 3, Section A.1, p. 3-1
Introduction
On page 1-4 of the Application, ICBC explains that it is moving away from a tort-based
insurance system to a care-based insurance system, hereafter called “Enhanced Care.”
On page 3-1 of the Application, ICBC states:
The broad analytical framework that ICBC’s actuaries have employed to determine
the rate indication, including the components of the rate indication, largely tracks
that employed in prior revenue requirements applications (RRAs). The key point of
differentiation is in the data used to support the forecasted claims for the new
Enhanced Care accident benefits coverage, given this is a fundamentally different
product than what ICBC has today. As described in this section, ICBC and
external consulting actuaries, Ernst & Young LLP (EY), have relied on available
data, methods and assumptions to complete the actuarial analysis.
Given that the Enhanced Care delivery model is “fundamentally different” from what
ICBC has today, please explain the consideration that ICBC has given to the following
issues and their possible rate impacts, if any:

(c) The extent to which BC may be more or less litigious than Manitoba.
Response:
The extent to which BC may be more or less litigious than Manitoba was not considered in the
rate indication.

Unlike a tort model, under Enhanced Care customers will not have to litigate over the costs
needed for treatment or wage loss following a crash. As a result, the number of the litigious
cases is expected to be very small.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.5.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exbibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section B.1, p. 3-12
Enhanced Accident Benefits Severity
On page 3-12 of the Application, ICBC explains that Enhanced Care will provide greater
medical, wage loss, and death benefits with higher limits to customers under the
Enhanced Accident Benefits (EAB) coverages, regardless of fault. ICBC states:
As a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
5.1 Please confirm whether ICBC undertook any analysis to compare the average
accident benefits severity for Ontario to the average accident benefits severity for
Enhanced Care benefits in BC.
5.1.1 Please provide a comparison between Ontario average accident benefits severity
for private passenger vehicles to that for BC’s private passenger vehicles for all EAB
coverages (i.e. Medical Rehabilitation, Income Replacement and Indemnity, and Death
Benefits including Permanent Impairment) and explain why the BC severity may be
lower/higher.
5.1.2 Please comment on the reasonability of this comparison, given: (i) Ontario’s quasi
no-fault product; (ii) certain similarities between British Columbia and Ontario with
respect to large metropolitan areas; and (iii) inclusion of Permanent Impairment in BC’s
severity, and not in Ontario’s.
Response:
ICBC relied on Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data in estimating claims costs for Enhanced
Accident Benefits (EAB) coverage in the Application following the 2020 Government Directive
regarding ICBC’s Application for a General Rate Change Order for the 2021 Policy Year. This
was supported by the similarities in benefits and coverages between EAB and the MPI model.
As a result, ICBC did not conduct any analysis to compare the EAB severity under the
Enhanced Care model in BC to the average accident benefits severity in Ontario.
In ICBC’s opinion, such comparison is not relevant given the significant differences between the
auto insurance models, products, as well as coverages and benefits provided under the new
Enhanced Care model in BC compared to the standard auto insurance coverage provided in
Ontario. For example:
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Ontario’s standard auto insurance policy provides up to $1,000,000 benefits for the
medical, rehabilitation and attendant care benefits for catastrophic injuries, and up to
$65,000 for non-catastrophic injuries. These benefits are not subject to a limit in the new
Enhanced Care model in BC nor in MPI’s auto insurance coverage.



Ontario’s income replacement benefits provides weekly income replacement of 70% of
gross income up to $400 per week; while both the new Enhanced Care model in BC and
MPI’s coverages provide 90% of net income up to a maximum of annual gross income.
For BC, the benefit provides up to $100,000 gross income, which converts to roughly
$1,200 per week.



As indicated in the information request, Ontario’s accident benefits do not provide
compensation for permanent impairment, which is covered under BC’s Enhanced Care
model.



Ontario operates under a hybrid no fault model, where claimants are allowed to pursue
litigation for recovery of losses against the at-fault party subject to restrictions. Research
on Ontario’s experience with a hybrid no-fault model shows that the combined first-party
and third-party personal injury losses have increased over time.1 This model has led to
an increase in “excessive and abusive claiming behaviors by claimants and medical
providers”.



Ontario’s auto insurance market has multiple private insurers, who are allowed to
exclude customers deemed risky from an underwriting perspective. As a public insurer,
ICBC has to underwrite mandatory Basic insurance for all eligible drivers in BC.

As pointed out above, BC and Ontario have different insurance models, products, and
coverages and limits on Accident Benefits. These differences will become more pronounced
with BC’s shift to Enhanced Care on May 1, 2021. In addition, even though both BC and
Ontario have large metropolitan areas, ICBC cannot comment on the contribution from this
aspect to the difference in the accident benefits severity between the provinces. As a result,
any comparison between BC’s EAB severity and Ontario’s accident benefit severity is not
meaningful.
Insurance and Risk Management Review, Ontario Auto Insurance Reform: A Game of “WHACK-A-MOLE”, 2015,
Accessed on March 23, 2021, page 44, https://www.revueassurances.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/2761703_Kleffner.pdf
1
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2021.1 RR BCUC.6.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section B.2, pp. 3-18, 3-19
Material Damage Coverage
On page 3-18 of the Application, ICBC states:
Under Enhanced Care, vehicle damage caused by another vehicle within BC will
now be covered by the not at-fault vehicle owner’s policy under the new first party
coverage, Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC). However crashes involving a
BC driver and occurring in other jurisdictions that operate under a tort system
(e.g., Alberta, Washington) as well as crashes that cause non-vehicle damage by a
BC driver (e.g., crashing into a fence irrespective of whether it occurs in BC or
not) will still be provided under the current PD coverage.
On page 3-19, ICBC presents Figure 3.9, showing the PY 2021 forecast claim severity for
BVDC (crash event within BC) is $4,889 and Third Party Liability (TPL)-Vehicle Damage
(crash event outside of BC) is $8,392.
6.1 Please explain the reason for the difference in forecast costs between in-province
and out-of-province claim severities for the same coverage (i.e., vehicle damage).
6.1.1 Please include in the response any differences associated with the mix of
business, such as more commercial vehicles for out-of-province claims than in-province
claims.
Response:
The difference in forecast costs between in-province and out-of-province claim severities for
vehicle damage is primarily due to differences in the mix of vehicle class – specifically vehicle
policy type. Commercial customers’ policies make up a larger proportion of out-of-province
vehicle damage claims than in-province.

The severity for commercial damage claims is

generally higher than personal customers’ claims due to the commercial vehicle’s faster speed
driven (with more travel being on highways), and heavier size. Figure 1 below provides a
summary of commercial loss amounts and count ratios for vehicle damage claims occurring
between fiscal loss year (FLY) 2018 and 2020 in BC and out of province (OOP):
Figure 1 – Commercial claim ratio for vehicle damage claims

Commercial Vehicle Ratio1
(FLY 2018-2020)
1

Location

Loss %

Count %

BC

14.3%

11.3%

OOP

40.3%

25.5%

The ratio is the proportion of loss amounts or claim counts for commercial customers, as compared to the total
claims in that location category.
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The operational difference in handling the in-province and out-of-province vehicle damage
claims also contributes to the difference in their respective severities. Within the province of
BC, ICBC has an established collision repair program utilizing contracted repair facilities. The
repair facilities in the program adhere to policies and procedures, standardized labour and
material rates, and all use the same electronic estimating platform. Repair facilities are also
monitored through key performance indicators and are subject to both corporate as well as
program level paid file audits. All of this gives ICBC the ability to better control repair costs
within the province.

ICBC does not have the ability to apply the same type of controls outlined above to the
estimates and repairs being completed in other jurisdictions. As a result, severity tends to be
higher for vehicle damage claims that occur outside the province.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.6.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section B.2, pp. 3-18, 3-19
Material Damage Coverage
On page 3-18 of the Application, ICBC states:
Under Enhanced Care, vehicle damage caused by another vehicle within BC will
now be covered by the not at-fault vehicle owner’s policy under the new first party
coverage, Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC). However crashes involving a
BC driver and occurring in other jurisdictions that operate under a tort system
(e.g., Alberta, Washington) as well as crashes that cause non-vehicle damage by a
BC driver (e.g., crashing into a fence irrespective of whether it occurs in BC or
not) will still be provided under the current PD coverage.
On page 3-19, ICBC presents Figure 3.9, showing the PY 2021 forecast claim severity for
BVDC (crash event within BC) is $4,889 and Third Party Liability (TPL)-Vehicle Damage
(crash event outside of BC) is $8,392.
Please provide the severity forecasts for Figure 3.9 but combining in-province and outof-province forecasts and splitting between commercial and non-commercial (personal)
vehicles.
Response:
The Policy year 2021 severity forecast combining BVDC (crash events within BC) and TPLVehicle Damage (crash events outside of BC) is $4,951.

This forecast is not available

separately for commercial and non-commercial policies, as ICBC does not currently analyze
claims forecasts separately for personal and commercial policies. This represents a change
from the analysis included in previous revenue requirements applications, and is discussed in
the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.0.1, paragraph 19.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.6.2.1-2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section B.2, pp. 3-18, 3-19
Material Damage Coverage
On page 3-18 of the Application, ICBC states:
Under Enhanced Care, vehicle damage caused by another vehicle within BC will
now be covered by the not at-fault vehicle owner’s policy under the new first party
coverage, Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC). However crashes involving a
BC driver and occurring in other jurisdictions that operate under a tort system
(e.g., Alberta, Washington) as well as crashes that cause non-vehicle damage by a
BC driver (e.g., crashing into a fence irrespective of whether it occurs in BC or
not) will still be provided under the current PD coverage.
On page 3-19, ICBC presents Figure 3.9, showing the PY 2021 forecast claim severity for
BVDC (crash event within BC) is $4,889 and Third Party Liability (TPL)-Vehicle Damage
(crash event outside of BC) is $8,392.
6.2.1 Please provide a comparison of the BVDC severity for in province and out of
province events to the comparable Direct Compensation Property Damage (DCPD)
product in Ontario for private passenger and commercial vehicles. If necessary, please
adjust BC’s severity by ICBC’s selected 6.3% severity trend rate to the most recent
accident year currently available in Ontario (2019).
6.2.2 As appropriate, please elaborate on the percentage difference between ICBC’s
severity estimate versus Ontario’s and why this difference is reasonable.
Response:
6.2.1
Figure 1 below shows a comparison of 2016 to 2019 historical severities for Ontario’s Direct
Compensation (DC) coverage and ICBC’s Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC) based on
publicly available data for Ontario and the information provided in the Application, Chapter 3,
Appendix C.6.0. ICBC has not adjusted BC’s severity by the 6.3% selected severity trend since
the data is providing severities at similar time periods.

Please note the following:


This data represents in-province crash data only.



Ontario’s data includes only private passenger vehicles, excluding farmers, whereas
ICBC’s data includes both Personal and Commercial lines of business. However, the
majority of ICBC’s claims costs are from the Personal line of business.
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BVDC was not in place in BC for the historical years. Severity for the historical years is
based on ICBC’s historical vehicle Property Damage claims that occurred in BC,
excluding hit-and-run claims.

Figure 1 - ICBC and Ontario Fiscal Loss Year Ultimate Severity
(1)
Fiscal Loss Year

ICBC: BVDC

2016

3,205

(2)
Ontario: DC
(Private Passenger
Vehicles only)
5,622

(3) = (2)/(1) -1

2017

3,448

6,021

75%

2018

3,687

6,475

76%

2019

3,833

6,949

81%

% Difference
75%

Notes
(1) From the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.6.0, Figure C.6.3.
(2) From Ontario Actual Loss Ratio Exhibit as published on the General Insurance Statistical Agency website,1
estimated as of December 31, 2019. Since ICBC’s fiscal loss year (FLY) covers the period from April 1 to
March 31, and the publicly available Ontario claims statistics is presented on an accident–year (AY) basis
(spanning from January 1 to December 31), an approximation is used to convert Ontario’s AY claims statistics
to a FLY basis using a weighted average calculation: {25% x Accident Year (YYYY)} + {75% x Accident Year
(YYYY-1)}.

6.2.2
The differences between ICBC and Ontario’s severity provided in Figure 1 above can be
influenced by many factors, such as vehicle mix (age and type of vehicle), geography and
weather, and average cost to repair and replace parts including labor costs between the two
provinces. Some examples that could contribute to lower severities are: (1) BC is known to
have an older fleet compared to other jurisdictions; (2) BC has more temperate weather
compared to Ontario so fewer impacts from severe weather conditions; and (3) repair shops in
BC have a more efficient process due to ICBC being the sole provider for Basic vehicle damage
insurance. The leading factors affecting Ontario’s DC severity are not within ICBC’s area of
expertise, so any further assessments would require external analysis.
ICBC’s estimate for BVDC relies on its own historical property damage claims costs data for
crashes occurring in BC and provides the most reasonable estimate for the future BVDC claims
costs forecast.
1

https://www.gisa.ca/StatisticalInformation
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2021.1 RR BCUC.7.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix C.4.0, pp. 16, 21, 30, 35, 44, 49
MPI Severity and Frequency
EY states, on page 3 of Appendix C.4.0:
Reliances have also been made on results presented in Manitoba Public
Insurance’s (MPI) 2021 general rate application2 and MPI’s historical Weekly
Indemnity claim counts and losses by claimant category. MPI’s rate application is
submitted in accordance with accepted actuarial practice as certified by their
actuary, Luke Johnston, FCIA.
MPI’s general rate application as of June 17, 2020. https://apps.mpi.mb.ca/RateApplication/2021/GRA/2021_GRA.pdf - Actuarial Report on Manitoba Public
Insurance Corporation Universal Compulsory Automobile Insurance as of March
31, 2020 (EAR Attachment B).
2

In three separate tables on pages 16, 30 and 44 of Appendix C.4.0 (tables titled “Table
MR.2 – Comparison of ICBC and MPI Claimant Frequency”, “Table IRI.2 – Comparison of
ICBC and MPI Claimant Frequency, and “Table DB.2 – Comparison of ICBC and PI
Claimant Frequency”), in column “D”, EY presents the FLY 2011 to FLY 2020 historical
MPI claimant frequency rate.
Further, in three separate tables on pages 21, 35 and 49 (tables titled “MR.6 – MPI
Accident Benefits – Index Severity”, “Table IRI.7 – MPI Weekly Indemnity Severity” and
“Table DB.7 – MPI Accident Benefits Other – Non-Indexed Severity”) in column “B”, EY
presents the historical MPI severity for each claimant for FLY 2011 to FLY 2020.
7.1 Please provide the page numbers (using the PDF counter) of the MPI Rate
Application as of June 17, 2020 and where the stated frequencies in each of the three
tables is presented.
7.1.1 If not directly available from the filing, please provide the source of the frequency
rate, including calculation details as applicable.
Response:
EY Response

The Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) frequencies shown in the Application, Chapter 3,
Appendix C.4.0, Tables MR.2, IRI.2, and DB.2 are not explicitly presented in MPI’s general rate
application as of June 17, 2020.
The calculation of MPI’s frequencies are provided in the table below with the referenced source
to MPI’s general rate application provided under the table. These pages from MPI’s general
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rate application are also provided in Attachment A – Earned Risk Exposure and Ultimate
Claimant Count from MPI. The MPI Accident Benefits Other – Indexed data has been used for
the Medical and Rehabilitation coverage; the MPI Weekly Indemnity data has been used for the
Income Replacement and Indemnity coverage; and the MPI Accident Benefits Other –
Non-Indexed data has been used for the Death Benefits and Permanent Impairment coverage.

Fiscal Loss
Year*

Earned
Risk
Exposure

(1)

MPI Accident Benefits
Other – Indexed
Ultimate
Ultimate
Claimant
Claimant
Frequency
Count
(Table
MR.2)
(2)
(3)
= (2)/(1)

MPI Weekly Indemnity
Ultimate
Claimant
Count
(4)

Ultimate
Claimant
Frequency
(Table
IRI.2)
(5)
= (4)/(1)

MPI Accident Benefits
Other – Non-Indexed
Ultimate
Ultimate
Claimant
Claimant Frequency
Count
(Table
DB.2)
(6)
(7)
= (6)/(1)

2011

780,406

11,833

1.52%

1,929

0.25%

1,342

0.172%

2012

803,906

11,249

1.40%

1,832

0.23%

1,586

0.197%

2013

816,276

12,125

1.49%

2,023

0.25%

1,448

0.177%

2014

827,615

12,351

1.49%

1,894

0.23%

1,265

0.153%

2015

841,241

10,707

1.27%

1,661

0.20%

1,090

0.130%

2016

855,235

11,616

1.36%

1,813

0.21%

1,377

0.161%

2017

866,308

11,658

1.35%

1,810

0.21%

1,787

0.206%

2018

878,315

11,898

1.35%

1,918

0.22%

1,721

0.196%

2019

885,247

11,254

1.27%

1,904

0.22%

1,630

0.184%

2020**

889,163

11,372

1.28%

1,976

0.22%

1,555

0.175%

Reference:
(1) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part V – Revenues, Figure REV- 5, Total (HTA) Units (page*** 432).
(2) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part V – Claims Incurred, Figure CI- 17, Claim Count Incurred >$0, page 628.
(4) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part V – Claims Incurred, Figure CI- 13, Claim Count Incurred >$0, page 623.
(6) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part V – Claims Incurred, Figure CI- 21, Claim Count Incurred >$0, page 633.
* ICBC’s Fiscal Loss Year YYYY represents the grouping of claims occurring or risk exposure earned during the
period of April 1, YYYY-1 to March 31, YYYY. MPI’s Year YYYY represents the grouping of claims occurring or risk
exposure earned during the period of March 1, YYYY-1 to February 28/29, YYYY except for 2020 claimant count.
** As presented in the Application. Ultimate claimant count is for a 13 month period ending March 31, 2020.
*** using the PDF counter in MPI’s general rate application as of June 17, 2020: https://apps.mpi.mb.ca/RateApplication/2021/GRA/2021_GRA.pdf.

In preparing the response to this information request and the response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2, it came to our attention that there was a misinterpretation of the data
gathered from MPI’s general rate application:
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(1) In the derivation of MPI’s fiscal loss year (FLY) 2020 frequency in the EAB costing report,
the claimant count represents claims from the 13-month period ending March 31, 2020,
while the earned risk exposure is for a 12-month period ending Feb 29, 2020. The impact of
this misinterpretation is to overstate the ultimate claimant frequency. The 13-month risk
exposure is not available in MPI’s general rate application. In the absence of such data we
have not provided an updated estimate for the 13-month FLY 2020 frequency.
(2) In the derivation of MPI’s FLY 2020 severity in the EAB costing report, the ultimate loss and
ALAE includes claims from the 12-month period ending Feb 29, 2020; while the claimant
count represents claims from the 13-month period ending March 31, 2020.

The impact of

the mismatch in the length of the periods for loss and ALAE amounts and claimant counts is
to understate the FLY 2020 severity.

The severity data and revised calculations using

13-month data for both loss and claimant counts for FLY 2020 are provided in the response
to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2.
The impact of the misinterpretation of MPI’s FLY 2020 claimant count affects the frequency and
the severity estimates in opposite directions and those impacts roughly offset each other when
combined in the loss cost estimates.

These misinterpretations would have no impact on our selected estimates of the PY 2021 EAB
frequency and severity.
ICBC Response
Given EY’s assessment that the original forecasts provided in the EAB Costing Report remain
reasonable and represent EY’s best estimates of the future loss costs, the analysis presented in
the Application, Chapter 3 supporting the overall PY 2021 required premium and rate indication
is unchanged.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCUC.7.1 – Attachment A – Earned
Risk Exposure and Ultimate Claimant Count
from MPI

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

June 17, 2020

Figure REV- 5

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part V - Revenues

HTA Policy Year Earned Units

Private Passenger
%
Units Change

Commercial

2010/11 to 2019/20
Public

Motorcycles

Total (HTA)

Units

%
Change

1.54%

40,801

2.84%
1.47%

42,213
42,883

758,052
770,178

1.32%
1.60%

2015/16

782,597

2016/17
2017/18

792,441
803,027

10

2018/19
2019/20

809,554
813,921

11

Averages

12
13

3-Year
5-Year

0.90%
1.11%

0.32%
0.49%

1.34%
0.97%

0.89%
3.17%

0.87%
1.11%

14

10-Year

1.43%

1.05%

2.07%

3.74%

1.46%

Line
No.

Year

1

2010/11

717,008

2

2011/12
2012/13

737,362
748,187

5

2013/14
2014/15

6
7

3
4

8
9

Units

%
Change

Units

%
Change

Units

%
Change

-0.12%

10,502

3.46%
1.59%

11,056
11,247

0.71%

12,096

2.06%

780,406

1.45%

5.28%
1.73%

13,275
13,958

9.75%
5.15%

803,906
816,276

3.01%
1.54%

43,437
44,233

1.29%
1.83%

11,858
12,192

5.43%
2.82%

14,268
14,638

2.22%
2.59%

827,615
841,241

1.39%
1.65%

1.61%

44,726

1.11%

12,326

1.11%

15,585

6.47%

855,235

1.66%

1.26%
1.34%

44,910
45,113

0.41%
0.45%

12,296
12,991

-0.24%
5.65%

16,661
17,185

6.90%
3.15%

866,308
878,315

1.29%
1.39%

0.81%
0.54%

45,351
45,336

0.53%
-0.03%

12,984
12,797

-0.05%
-1.44%

17,358
17,109

1.01%
-1.43%

885,247
889,163

0.79%
0.44%

1

Over the last 5 years, the HTA unit growth rate has averaged an increase of 1.11%.

2

There has been an overall decreasing trend since 2015/16 with the lowest HTA unit

3

growth rate of 0.44% in 2019/20.

4
5

Total HTA units are forecasted to grow by 0.14% in 2020/21, 1.79% in 2021/22 and

6

1.06% thereafter, which reflects the aggregation of the forecasted unit growth by

7

major class. Figure Rev-6 below shows the selected growth rates by major class. In

8

general, the forecasted unit growth for all major classes are based on the recent 5

9

year average. The exception to this is the motorcycle major class whereby a 1.00%

10

growth rate was judgmentally selected to reflect the significantly lower growth rates in

11

recent years.

12

For 2020/21, the forecasted units were adjusted down (i.e. a decrease in forecasted

13

units) to reflect policy cancellations and non-renewals resulting from government

14

restrictions put in place to address the COVID-19 pandemic. The adjustment was

15

based on a review of earned units for March and April 2020, which exhibited lower

16

volume growth compared to the base forecast. E.g. for April 2020, the earned units for

17

the Private Passenger major class decreased by 825 compared to a base forecast

18

increase of 421. The adjustment assumes that these initial observations will persist
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Figure CI- 13

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part V Claims Incurred

Weekly Indemnity Ultimate Losses

23

Claim Count
Accident Year Incurred >$0
2005/06
1,942
2006/07
2,102
2007/08
2,051
2008/09
1,884
2009/10
1,878
2010/11
1,929
2011/12
1,832
2012/13
2,023
2013/14
1,894
2014/15
1,661
2015/16
1,813
2016/17
1,810
2017/18
1,918
2018/19
1,904
2019/20*
1,976
5-year Trend
2,010
10-year Trend
1,886
All year Trend
1,834
2020/21
1,653
2021/22
1,823
2022/23
1,817
2023/24
1,811
2024/25
1,805

24

*13 month period ending March 31, 2020

Line
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Severity
$29,721
$34,926
$36,639
$39,705
$36,574
$47,127
$47,131
$43,189
$38,527
$44,418
$50,257
$51,856
$49,415
$49,688
$50,553
$49,881
$51,406
$53,998
$50,849
$51,649
$52,424
$53,210
$54,008

Ultimate
($000)
$57,718
$73,414
$75,147
$74,804
$68,687
$90,909
$86,345
$87,372
$72,969
$73,779
$91,116
$93,859
$94,788
$94,585
$99,907
$100,344
$97,088
$99,972
$84,040
$94,161
$95,260
$96,371
$97,494

Annual
% Change
25.77%
27.19%
2.36%
-0.46%
-8.18%
32.35%
-5.02%
1.19%
-16.48%
1.11%
23.50%
3.01%
0.99%
-0.21%
5.63%
-5.11%
0.37%
-1.74%
-15.88%
12.04%
1.17%
1.17%
1.16%

Forecast
($000)
$58,404
$75,694
$74,996
$72,244
$69,662
$90,063
$86,721
$91,204
$78,303
$71,262
$85,921
$84,775
$86,374
$89,213
$82,460
$85,004
$83,261
$90,085
$83,294
$84,134
$84,981
$85,834

Variance to
Forecast
($000)
($685)
($2,280)
$151
$2,560
($975)
$846
($377)
($3,832)
($5,333)
$2,517
$5,195
$9,083
$8,414
$5,372
$17,447

$746
$10,027
$10,279
$10,537

1

As shown in the above figure, there were significant increases made to the ultimate

2

loss estimates of the prior year in the October 2019 ( External Actuary Review of

3

Policy Liabilities Attachment A) and March 2020 reports of the Appointed Actuary

4

External Actuary Review of Policy Liabilities Attachment B). In particular, the ultimate

5

loss estimates for the 2014/15 through 2018/19 accident years were increased by

6

$30.6 million over estimates from the previous year. The increase is driven primarily

7

by the introduction of centralized reserving, which has resulted in earlier reporting of

8

case reserves and a corresponding increase in loss development factors in the first 12

9

to 60 months of claims development. It is not clear at this time whether the earlier

10

loss development will be completely offset by favourable development beyond 60
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Figure CI- 17

Line
No.

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part V Claims Incurred

Accident Benefits Other

Claim Count
Incurred >$0
10,757
12,060
11,935
11,417
11,238
11,833
11,249
12,125
12,351
10,707
11,616
11,658
11,898
11,254
11,372
11,292
11,392
11,571
10,310
11,393
11,393
11,393
11,393

23

Accident Year
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20*
5-year Trend
10-year Trend
All year Trend
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25

24

*13 month period ending March 31, 2020

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Severity
$4,734
$5,403
$5,783
$4,677
$5,273
$4,614
$5,475
$4,926
$4,159
$4,631
$5,421
$6,116
$5,864
$6,039
$6,156
$6,338
$6,313
$5,830
$6,093
$6,156
$6,250
$6,346
$6,443

Indexed Ultimate Losses

Ultimate
($000)
$50,929
$65,166
$69,016
$53,395
$59,263
$54,602
$61,591
$59,730
$51,362
$49,587
$62,966
$71,303
$69,772
$67,967
$70,013
$71,632
$72,114
$67,301
$62,822
$70,142
$71,213
$72,301
$73,405

Annual
% Change
-12.15%
27.96%
5.91%
-22.63%
10.99%
-7.86%
12.80%
-3.02%
-14.01%
-3.46%
26.98%
13.24%
-2.15%
-2.59%
3.01%
-11.43%
5.85%
3.80%
-10.27%
11.65%
1.53%
1.53%
1.53%

Forecast
($000)
$51,001
$67,290
$67,973
$54,487
$59,480
$54,371
$62,444
$63,734
$54,359
$52,393
$66,035
$77,834
$73,067
$73,771
$74,302
$76,743
$78,211
$72,888
$75,373
$76,458
$77,559
$78,675

Variance to
Forecast
($000)
($72)
($2,125)
$1,043
($1,092)
($218)
$231
($854)
($4,004)
($2,997)
($2,806)
($3,069)
($6,530)
($3,295)
($5,804)
($4,289)

($12,550)
($6,316)
($6,346)
($6,375)

1

As shown in the above figure, there were significant decreases made to the ultimate

2

loss estimates of the previous year in the October 2019 ( External Actuary Review of

3

Policy Liabilities Attachment A) and March 2020 ( External Actuary Review of Policy

4

Liabilities Attachment B) reports of the Appointed Actuary. As discussed in the

5

previous section, centralized reserving has also changed the development patterns of

6

Accident Benefits Other

7

showing that earlier case reserving for this coverage is now resulting in favourable

8

development later in the claim life cycle

9

to update development factors based on the latest experience.

Manitoba Public Insurance

Indexed. In general, the latest development experience is
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Figure CI- 21
Line
No.

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part V Claims Incurred

Accident Benefits Other

Claim Count
Incurred >$0
1,467
1,641
1,505
1,439
1,434
1,342
1,586
1,448
1,265
1,090
1,377
1,787
1,721
1,630
1,555
1,674
1,661
1,544
1,447
1,598
1,598
1,598
1,598
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Accident Year
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20*
5-year Trend
10-year Trend
All year Trend
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25

24

*13 month period ending March 31, 2020

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Severity
$19,651
$20,703
$20,153
$20,082
$20,928
$21,402
$20,334
$21,148
$22,212
$25,524
$22,168
$20,900
$19,967
$19,980
$21,514
$20,238
$21,026
$21,822
$21,047
$21,418
$21,679
$21,943
$22,210

Non-Indexed Ultimate Losses

Ultimate
($000)
$28,828
$33,974
$30,330
$28,898
$30,011
$28,721
$32,250
$30,622
$28,098
$27,830
$30,520
$37,351
$34,356
$32,559
$33,461
$33,977
$34,708
$33,287
$30,457
$34,232
$34,649
$35,071
$35,498

Annual
% Change
16.39%
17.85%
-10.73%
-4.72%
3.85%
-4.30%
12.29%
-5.05%
-8.24%
-0.95%
9.66%
22.38%
-8.02%
-5.23%
2.77%
-8.11%
2.49%
-0.56%
-8.98%
12.39%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%

Forecast
($000)
$28,847
$34,048
$30,193
$28,654
$30,010
$28,655
$32,185
$30,572
$28,061
$27,995
$32,589
$37,107
$33,152
$35,290
$33,266
$34,142
$35,483
$33,926
$33,752
$34,246
$34,746
$35,255

Variance to
Forecast
($000)
($20)
($73)
$137
$244
$0
$66
$65
$50
$37
($164)
($2,070)
$244
$1,204
($2,731)
$196

($3,295)
($13)
($97)
($183)

1

The 2019/20 forecasted ultimate losses were $3.1 million, or 11.61% lower than the

2

forecast of the previous year, excluding March 2020, which was not included in that

3

forecast. The estimated ultimate for March 2020 is $3.3 million. This decrease is

4

largely a result of lower than forecasted claim counts which were 1,467 for the 12

5

months ending February 29, 2020 while the forecast in the previous year was 1,541.

6

The 2020/21 forecasted ultimate losses of $31.3 million are based on the forecasted

7

claim counts and severity before the impact of COVID-19. Claim counts are forecasted

8

based on the 5-year average of the ultimate claim counts, and remain at that level

9

throughout the forecast period (based on historical trends). After applying the
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British Columbia Utilities Commission
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2 Dated 02 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 1 of 4

2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix C.4.0, pp. 16, 21, 30, 35, 44, 49
MPI Severity and Frequency
EY states, on page 3 of Appendix C.4.0:
Reliances have also been made on results presented in Manitoba Public
Insurance’s (MPI) 2021 general rate application2 and MPI’s historical Weekly
Indemnity claim counts and losses by claimant category. MPI’s rate application is
submitted in accordance with accepted actuarial practice as certified by their
actuary, Luke Johnston, FCIA.
In three separate tables on pages 16, 30 and 44 of Appendix C.4.0 (tables titled “Table
MR.2 – Comparison of ICBC and MPI Claimant Frequency”, “Table IRI.2 – Comparison of
ICBC and MPI Claimant Frequency, and “Table DB.2 – Comparison of ICBC and PI
Claimant Frequency”), in column “D”, EY presents the FLY 2011 to FLY 2020 historical
MPI claimant frequency rate.
Further, in three separate tables on pages 21, 35 and 49 (tables titled “MR.6 – MPI
Accident Benefits – Index Severity”, “Table IRI.7 – MPI Weekly Indemnity Severity” and
“Table DB.7 – MPI Accident Benefits Other – Non-Indexed Severity”) in column “B”, EY
presents the historical MPI severity for each claimant for FLY 2011 to FLY 2020.
7.2. Please provide the page numbers (using the PDF counter) of the MPI Rate
Application as of June 17, 2020 and where the stated severities in each of the three
tables is presented.
7.2.1 If not directly available from the filing, please provide the source of the severity
amounts, including calculation details as applicable.
2 MPI’s

general rate application as of June 17, 2020. https://apps.mpi.mb.ca/RateApplication/2021/GRA/2021_GRA.pdf - Actuarial Report on Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation Universal
Compulsory Automobile Insurance as of March 31, 2020 (EAR Attachment B).

Response:
EY Response:

The Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) severities using loss data adjusted to reflect current
benefit levels as shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.4.0, tables MR.6, IRI.7 and
DB.7 are not explicitly presented in MPI’s general rate application as of June 17, 2020. The
calculations of these MPI severities are provided in the table below with the referenced source
to MPI’s general rate application provided under the table. These pages from MPI’s general
rate application are provided in Attachment A – Ultimate Claimant Count and Loss from MPI.

British Columbia Utilities Commission
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2 Dated 02 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 2 of 4

The MPI Accident Benefits Other – Indexed data has been used for the Medical and
Rehabilitation coverage; the MPI Weekly Indemnity data has been used for the Income
Replacement and Indemnity coverage; and the MPI Accident Benefits Other – Non-Indexed
data has been used for the Death Benefits and Permanent Impairment coverage.

A few items to note with regards to this table:
There are two different ultimate loss amounts included in MPI’s general rate application.
The two sources are provided in the Claims Incurred (CI) exhibits and the External
Actuary Review (EAR), Exhibit 3. For our purpose of forecasting severity for future
years, the ultimate losses from Exhibit 3 are more appropriate as they are adjusted to
current benefit levels. As noted in the MPI EAR report, for Accident Benefits Other –
Indexed and Weekly Indemnity, the historical payments and case reserves in this exhibit
are restated to current benefit levels prior to performing the analysis (pages 1871 and
1873). For Accident Benefits Other – Non-Indexed coverage, the ultimate loss from
these two exhibits are identical. However, the derived severity shown in column (9) in
the table below is slightly different from the ones shown in the CI exhibit (page 2212)
due to rounding.

As explained in the EY response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.7.1, a
misinterpretation of the MPI data was identified in the loss and ALAE amount gathered
from MPI’s general rate application, which underestimated MPI’s FLY 2020 severity
used in the Application. The “2020 (13 months)” row in the table below provides the
calculation for MPI’s FLY 2020 severity using both loss and claimant count data for
13 months.

British Columbia Utilities Commission
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2 Dated 02 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 3 of 4

MPI Accident Benefits Other MPI Accident Benefits Other MPI Weekly Indemnity
Indexed
Non-Indexed
Ultimate
Ultimate
Ultimate
Ultimate
Ultimate
Ultimate
Ultimate Claimant
Ultimate Claimant
Ultimate Claimant
Fiscal
Claimant
Claimant
Claimant
Claimant Severity
Claimant Severity
Claimant Severity
Loss Year*
Loss
Loss
Loss
Count
(Table
Count
(Table
Count
(Table
($’000s)
($’000s)
($’000s)
MR.6)
IRI.7)
DB.7)
(3)
(6)
(9)
(1)
(2)
(4)
(5)
(7)
(8)
= (1) / (2)
= (4) / (5)
= (7) / (8)
2011
59,221
11,833
5,005
95,974
1,929
49,753
28,721
1,342
21,402
2012
65,789
11,249
5,848
90,395
1,832
49,342
32,250
1,586
20,334
2013
63,484
12,125
5,236
90,870
2,023
44,918
30,622
1,448
21,148
2014
54,393
12,351
4,404
75,443
1,894
39,833
28,098
1,265
22,212
2015
51,652
10,707
4,824
75,216
1,661
45,284
27,830
1,090
25,532
2016
64,807
11,616
5,579
92,377
1,813
50,953
30,520
1,377
22,164
2017
72,593
11,658
6,227
94,603
1,810
52,267
37,351
1,787
20,902
2018
70,370
11,898
5,914
94,958
1,918
49,509
34,356
1,721
19,963
2019
67,787
11,254
6,023
94,342
1,904
49,549
32,559
1,630
19,975
2020**
66,883
11,372
5,881
91,867
1,976
46,491
30,165
1,555
19,399
2020
70,014
11,372
6,157
99,907
1,976
50,560
33,462
1,555
21,519
(13 months)
Reference:
(1) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part VIII – EAR Attachment B, Exhibit 3, Sheet 6, column (3) March 2020
Valuation, page*** 2211 for all years except for FLY 2020 (13 months), which is the sum of insurance year 2019
and 2020-01, e.g. for ABO-Index, 70,014 = 66,883 from year 2019 +3,131 from year 2020-01.
(2) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part V – Claims Incurred, Figure CI- 17, Claim Count Incurred >$0, page 628.
(4) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part VIII – EAR Attachment B, Exhibit 3, Sheet 5, column (3) March 2020
Valuation, page 2210 for all years except for FLY 2020 (13 months), which is the sum of insurance year 2019 and
2020-01.
(5) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part V – Claims Incurred, Figure CI- 13, Claim Count Incurred >$0, page 623.
(7) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part VIII – EAR Attachment B, Exhibit 3, Sheet 7, column (3) March 2020
Valuation, page 2212 for all years except for FLY 2020 (13 months), which is the sum of insurance year 2019 and
2020-01.
(8) MPI 2021 general rate application, Part V – Claims Incurred, Figure CI- 21, Claim Count Incurred >$0, page 633.
* ICBC’s Fiscal Loss Year YYYY represents the grouping of claims occurring during the period of April 1, YYYY-1 to
March 31, YYYY. MPI’s Accident Year YYYY represent the grouping of claims occurring during the period of
March 1, YYYY-1 to February 28/29, YYYY except for 2020. MPI changed its fiscal year end at 2020 to run from
April 1 to March 31. MPI’s Insurance Year YYYY-1 corresponds to ICBC’s Fiscal Loss Year YYYY.
** As presented in the Application. Based on 12 months of data for Ultimate Claimant Loss and 13 months of data for
Ultimate Claimant Count.
***using the PDF counter in MPI’s general rate application as of June 17, 2020: https://apps.mpi.mb.ca/RateApplication/2021/GRA/2021_GRA.pdf

British Columbia Utilities Commission
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2 Dated 02 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application
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ICBC Response

As discussed in the ICBC response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.7.1, the analysis
presented in the Application, Chapter 3 supporting the overall PY 2021 required premium and
the rate indication is unchanged as a result of correction of these data amendments. EY’s
assessment is that the original forecasts provided in the EAB Costing Report remain reasonable
and they represent EY’s best estimates of the future loss costs. The MPI FLY 2020 severity
and BC adjusted FLY 2020 Severity for Enhanced Accident Benefit coverages shown in the
Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.1, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8 are revised in Attachment B –
Appendix C.1, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8 With Revised Fiscal Loss Year 2020 Severity. In
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8, the Revised MPI FLY 2020 Severity is shown as a red cross, and
Revised BC Adjusted FLY 2020 Severity is shown as a green square. The adjustment factors
between MPI and BC severity are the same as the ones used in EY’s EAB Costing Report.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2 – Attachment A –
Ultimate Claimant Count and Loss from MPI

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

June 17, 2020

Figure CI- 13

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part V Claims Incurred

Weekly Indemnity Ultimate Losses

23

Claim Count
Accident Year Incurred >$0
2005/06
1,942
2006/07
2,102
2007/08
2,051
2008/09
1,884
2009/10
1,878
2010/11
1,929
2011/12
1,832
2012/13
2,023
2013/14
1,894
2014/15
1,661
2015/16
1,813
2016/17
1,810
2017/18
1,918
2018/19
1,904
2019/20*
1,976
5-year Trend
2,010
10-year Trend
1,886
All year Trend
1,834
2020/21
1,653
2021/22
1,823
2022/23
1,817
2023/24
1,811
2024/25
1,805

24

*13 month period ending March 31, 2020

Line
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Severity
$29,721
$34,926
$36,639
$39,705
$36,574
$47,127
$47,131
$43,189
$38,527
$44,418
$50,257
$51,856
$49,415
$49,688
$50,553
$49,881
$51,406
$53,998
$50,849
$51,649
$52,424
$53,210
$54,008

Ultimate
($000)
$57,718
$73,414
$75,147
$74,804
$68,687
$90,909
$86,345
$87,372
$72,969
$73,779
$91,116
$93,859
$94,788
$94,585
$99,907
$100,344
$97,088
$99,972
$84,040
$94,161
$95,260
$96,371
$97,494

Annual
% Change
25.77%
27.19%
2.36%
-0.46%
-8.18%
32.35%
-5.02%
1.19%
-16.48%
1.11%
23.50%
3.01%
0.99%
-0.21%
5.63%
-5.11%
0.37%
-1.74%
-15.88%
12.04%
1.17%
1.17%
1.16%

Forecast
($000)
$58,404
$75,694
$74,996
$72,244
$69,662
$90,063
$86,721
$91,204
$78,303
$71,262
$85,921
$84,775
$86,374
$89,213
$82,460
$85,004
$83,261
$90,085
$83,294
$84,134
$84,981
$85,834

Variance to
Forecast
($000)
($685)
($2,280)
$151
$2,560
($975)
$846
($377)
($3,832)
($5,333)
$2,517
$5,195
$9,083
$8,414
$5,372
$17,447

$746
$10,027
$10,279
$10,537

1

As shown in the above figure, there were significant increases made to the ultimate

2

loss estimates of the prior year in the October 2019 ( External Actuary Review of

3

Policy Liabilities Attachment A) and March 2020 reports of the Appointed Actuary

4

External Actuary Review of Policy Liabilities Attachment B). In particular, the ultimate

5

loss estimates for the 2014/15 through 2018/19 accident years were increased by

6

$30.6 million over estimates from the previous year. The increase is driven primarily

7

by the introduction of centralized reserving, which has resulted in earlier reporting of

8

case reserves and a corresponding increase in loss development factors in the first 12

9

to 60 months of claims development. It is not clear at this time whether the earlier

10

loss development will be completely offset by favourable development beyond 60

Manitoba Public Insurance
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Figure CI- 17

Line
No.

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part V Claims Incurred

Accident Benefits Other

Claim Count
Incurred >$0
10,757
12,060
11,935
11,417
11,238
11,833
11,249
12,125
12,351
10,707
11,616
11,658
11,898
11,254
11,372
11,292
11,392
11,571
10,310
11,393
11,393
11,393
11,393
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Accident Year
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20*
5-year Trend
10-year Trend
All year Trend
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25

24

*13 month period ending March 31, 2020

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Severity
$4,734
$5,403
$5,783
$4,677
$5,273
$4,614
$5,475
$4,926
$4,159
$4,631
$5,421
$6,116
$5,864
$6,039
$6,156
$6,338
$6,313
$5,830
$6,093
$6,156
$6,250
$6,346
$6,443

Indexed Ultimate Losses

Ultimate
($000)
$50,929
$65,166
$69,016
$53,395
$59,263
$54,602
$61,591
$59,730
$51,362
$49,587
$62,966
$71,303
$69,772
$67,967
$70,013
$71,632
$72,114
$67,301
$62,822
$70,142
$71,213
$72,301
$73,405

Annual
% Change
-12.15%
27.96%
5.91%
-22.63%
10.99%
-7.86%
12.80%
-3.02%
-14.01%
-3.46%
26.98%
13.24%
-2.15%
-2.59%
3.01%
-11.43%
5.85%
3.80%
-10.27%
11.65%
1.53%
1.53%
1.53%

Forecast
($000)
$51,001
$67,290
$67,973
$54,487
$59,480
$54,371
$62,444
$63,734
$54,359
$52,393
$66,035
$77,834
$73,067
$73,771
$74,302
$76,743
$78,211
$72,888
$75,373
$76,458
$77,559
$78,675

Variance to
Forecast
($000)
($72)
($2,125)
$1,043
($1,092)
($218)
$231
($854)
($4,004)
($2,997)
($2,806)
($3,069)
($6,530)
($3,295)
($5,804)
($4,289)

($12,550)
($6,316)
($6,346)
($6,375)

1

As shown in the above figure, there were significant decreases made to the ultimate

2

loss estimates of the previous year in the October 2019 ( External Actuary Review of

3

Policy Liabilities Attachment A) and March 2020 ( External Actuary Review of Policy

4

Liabilities Attachment B) reports of the Appointed Actuary. As discussed in the

5

previous section, centralized reserving has also changed the development patterns of

6

Accident Benefits Other

7

showing that earlier case reserving for this coverage is now resulting in favourable

8

development later in the claim life cycle

9

to update development factors based on the latest experience.

Manitoba Public Insurance

Indexed. In general, the latest development experience is
MPI will continue
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Figure CI- 21
Line
No.

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part V Claims Incurred

Accident Benefits Other

Claim Count
Incurred >$0
1,467
1,641
1,505
1,439
1,434
1,342
1,586
1,448
1,265
1,090
1,377
1,787
1,721
1,630
1,555
1,674
1,661
1,544
1,447
1,598
1,598
1,598
1,598
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Accident Year
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20*
5-year Trend
10-year Trend
All year Trend
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
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*13 month period ending March 31, 2020

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Severity
$19,651
$20,703
$20,153
$20,082
$20,928
$21,402
$20,334
$21,148
$22,212
$25,524
$22,168
$20,900
$19,967
$19,980
$21,514
$20,238
$21,026
$21,822
$21,047
$21,418
$21,679
$21,943
$22,210

Non-Indexed Ultimate Losses

Ultimate
($000)
$28,828
$33,974
$30,330
$28,898
$30,011
$28,721
$32,250
$30,622
$28,098
$27,830
$30,520
$37,351
$34,356
$32,559
$33,461
$33,977
$34,708
$33,287
$30,457
$34,232
$34,649
$35,071
$35,498

Annual
% Change
16.39%
17.85%
-10.73%
-4.72%
3.85%
-4.30%
12.29%
-5.05%
-8.24%
-0.95%
9.66%
22.38%
-8.02%
-5.23%
2.77%
-8.11%
2.49%
-0.56%
-8.98%
12.39%
1.22%
1.22%
1.22%

Forecast
($000)
$28,847
$34,048
$30,193
$28,654
$30,010
$28,655
$32,185
$30,572
$28,061
$27,995
$32,589
$37,107
$33,152
$35,290
$33,266
$34,142
$35,483
$33,926
$33,752
$34,246
$34,746
$35,255

Variance to
Forecast
($000)
($20)
($73)
$137
$244
$0
$66
$65
$50
$37
($164)
($2,070)
$244
$1,204
($2,731)
$196

($3,295)
($13)
($97)
($183)

1

The 2019/20 forecasted ultimate losses were $3.1 million, or 11.61% lower than the

2

forecast of the previous year, excluding March 2020, which was not included in that

3

forecast. The estimated ultimate for March 2020 is $3.3 million. This decrease is

4

largely a result of lower than forecasted claim counts which were 1,467 for the 12

5

months ending February 29, 2020 while the forecast in the previous year was 1,541.

6

The 2020/21 forecasted ultimate losses of $31.3 million are based on the forecasted

7

claim counts and severity before the impact of COVID-19. Claim counts are forecasted

8

based on the 5-year average of the ultimate claim counts, and remain at that level

9

throughout the forecast period (based on historical trends). After applying the
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2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION, Part VIII – EAR Attachment B
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June 17, 2020

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION, Part VIII – EAR Attachment B
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June 17, 2020

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION, Part VIII – EAR Attachment B
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ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCUC.7.2 – Attachment B –
Appendix C.1, Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.8 with
Revised Fiscal Loss Year 2020 Severity

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

Appendix C.1 With Revised Fiscal Loss Year 2020 Severity
Loss Trend Models and Data
PLATE OWNER BASIC

Frequency
Coverage
Medical Rehabilitation(i)
Income Replacement and Indemnity(ii)
Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits(iii)
BVDC
TPL - Vehicle Damage
TPL - Non-Vehicle Damage
TPL - BI

Historical Data¹
Selected Model

10‐year simple regression
10‐year simple regression
10‐year simple regression
10‐year simple regression

Modeled

2016/17
2.22%
0.25%
0.21%
4.63%
0.08%
0.22%
0.03%

2017/18
2.24%
0.20%
0.18%
4.44%
0.08%
0.19%
0.03%

2018/19
2.07%
0.16%
0.19%
4.14%
0.07%
0.18%
0.03%

2019/20
2.05%
0.22%
0.18%
3.79%
0.07%
0.17%
0.03%

2020/21
2.10%
0.23%
0.19%
3.82%
0.07%
0.18%
0.03%

2021/22
2.10%
0.23%
0.19%
3.79%
0.07%
0.17%
0.02%

2022/23
2.10%
0.23%
0.19%
3.76%
0.07%
0.16%
0.02%

2023/24
2.10%
0.23%
0.19%
3.73%
0.07%
0.16%
0.02%

2016/17

2017/18
1.0%
-19.5%
-12.0%
-4.1%
6.8%
-10.8%
-6.8%

2018/19
-7.6%
-20.3%
4.9%
-6.8%
-10.2%
-10.1%
-1.1%

2019/20
-0.9%
39.7%
-8.3%
-8.4%
-7.1%
-0.6%
-13.3%

2020/21
2.2%
1.9%
9.6%
0.8%
6.5%
0.7%
-2.4%

2021/22
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.8%
-2.3%
-3.4%
-6.1%

2022/23
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.8%
-2.3%
-3.4%
-6.1%

2023/24
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.8%
-2.3%
-3.4%
-6.1%

2016/17
9,250
51,683
23,222
3,448
5,860
5,582
53,083

2017/18
8,785
48,956
22,179
3,687
5,821
6,161
48,478

2018/19
8,947
48,996
22,193
3,833
6,522
5,832
58,436

2019/20
9,145
49,996
23,908
4,101
6,945
5,972
59,682

2020/21
9,544
51,532
23,335
4,368
7,442
6,598
69,100

2021/22
10,078
53,544
23,619
4,641
7,943
6,987
75,928

2022/23
10,641
55,635
23,907
4,931
8,478
7,391
83,431

2023/24
11,237
57,807
24,197
5,239
9,048
7,818
91,676

2016/17

2017/18
-5.0%
-5.3%
-4.5%
6.9%
-0.7%
10.4%
-8.7%

2018/19
1.8%
0.1%
0.1%
3.9%
12.0%
-5.3%
20.5%

2019/20
2.2%
2.0%
7.7%
7.0%
6.5%
2.4%
2.1%

2020/21
4.4%
3.1%
-2.4%
6.5%
7.2%
10.5%
15.8%

2021/22
5.6%
3.9%
1.2%
6.3%
6.7%
5.9%
9.9%

2022/23
5.6%
3.9%
1.2%
6.3%
6.7%
5.8%
9.9%

2023/24
5.6%
3.9%
1.2%
6.3%
6.7%
5.8%
9.9%

PY 2021-1
2.10%
0.23%
0.19%
3.77%
0.07%
0.17%
0.02%

PY 2021-2
2.10%
0.23%
0.19%
3.74%
0.07%
0.16%
0.02%

PY 2021-1
10,383
54,677
23,775
4,797
8,220
7,201
79,944

PY 2021-2
10,939
56,721
24,052
5,085
8,750
7,599
87,493

Year over Year Change in Frequency
Coverage
Medical Rehabilitation
Income Replacement and Indemnity
Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits
BVDC
TPL - Vehicle Damage
TPL - Non-Vehicle Damage
TPL - BI

Severity ($)
Coverage
Medical Rehabilitation(iv)
Income Replacement and Indemnity(v)
Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits(vi)
BVDC
TPL - Vehicle Damage
TPL - Non-Vehicle Damage
TPL - BI

Selected Model

5‐year simple regression
10‐year simple regression
10‐year simple regression
10‐year simple regression

Year over Year Change in Severity
Coverage
Medical Rehabilitation
Income Replacement and Indemnity
Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits
BVDC
TPL - Vehicle Damage
TPL - Non-Vehicle Damage
TPL - BI

Notes:
¹ Historical data for non-EAB coverages is from Appendices D.1 and D.3, and for EAB coverages is from the December 2020 EY Enhanced Accident Benefits Costing Report (EAB report):
(i) MR Frequency: ICBC Medical and Rehabilitation Ultimate Claimant Frequency (EAB report Table MR.2 Column (C)) x 1.0367 (adjustment for additional Bodily injury claimants, EAB report Table MR.3)
(ii) IRI Frequency: ICBC Income Replacement and Indemnity Ultimate Claimant Frequency (EAB report Table IRI.3 column (B)) x Ratio of MPI Ultimate Claimant Frequency to ICBC (1.696 as indicated in EAB report Table IRI.4 row "Selected")
(iii) PI&DB Frequency: ICBC Death Benefits Ultimate Claimant Frequency (EAB report Table DB.2 Column (C)) x Ratio of MPI Ultimate Claimant Frequency to ICBC (17.48 as indicated in EAB report Table DB.4 row "Selected")
(iv) MR Severity: MPI Ultimate Claimant Severity Adjusted to BC (EAB report Table MR.9 Column (B))
(v) IRI Severity: MPI Ultimate Claimant Severity Adjusted to BC (EAB report Table IRI.12 Column (B))
(vi) PI&DB Severity: MPI Ultimate Claimant Severity Adjusted to BC (EAB report Table DB.9 Column (B))

Figure 3.6 - MR Severity With Revised Fiscal Loss Year 2020 Severity
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Figure 3.8 - IRI Severity With Revised Fiscal Loss Year 2020 Severity
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
8.1 Please discuss whether ICBC interprets OIC 632/20 (including the OIC 632/20
Enclosure) to mean that both frequency and severity may be adjusted to reflect the
claims data of BC where appropriate. Please comment on whether this would include
differences for the following mix of risks when considering the MPI data:
(a) By line of business (e.g., personal, motorcycle, commercial);
(b) By urban versus rural;
(c) By category of vehicle (e.g. long-haul trucks, light vehicles, farm vehicles);
(d) By driver experience and characteristics; and
(e) Other
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8.1.1 If not, please explain why not.
Response:
ICBC Response

ICBC interprets OIC 632/20 (including the OIC 632/20 Enclosure) provided in the Application,
Chapter 2, Appendix 2D to mean that both frequency and severity may be adjusted to reflect the
claims data in BC where appropriate. Please refer to EY’s response below regarding how the
differences for the mix of risks were considered in the Enhanced Accident Benefits (EAB) claims
costs forecast provided in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.4.0.
EY Response

It is important to note that the results produced in the December 2020 EY Enhanced Accident
Benefits Costing Report are estimates, and there is a range of estimates which would be
considered reasonable and in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada. We have
considered ICBC’s experience (as provided to EY), MPI’s experience (as presented in their
2021 general rate application), as well as other sources of data including Statistics Canada, to
estimate the loss costs for the new EAB product.

We deemed the adjustments made in

developing the estimates to be reasonable, appropriate, and not unduly onerous for this
purpose. The estimates produced in the EY Report are considered EY’s best estimates in
accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada and the OIC 632/20 directive.

To estimate the loss costs for the new EAB product, there are a number of possible adjustments
which could be considered including those applied in the EY Report and those listed in the
information request above among others. In order to make a particular adjustment, reliable
information at the required levels of granularity from both BC and Manitoba must be available
without undue effort or cost, in consideration of the magnitude of the impact the adjustment is
assessed to have.

We believe we have applied appropriate adjustments under the

circumstances, given the change in product, the lack of relevant experience to rely on, and the
OIC 632/20 directive. Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.2
for a comprehensive summary of all environmental adjustments made to MPI data.
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The reasoning for not reflecting other potential adjustments, such as those listed in this
information request, is summarized in Figure 1. The specific mix of risk elements noted in the
information request are further discussed in the paragraphs following Figure 1.

All ICBC

information presented in the response below is provided to EY by ICBC, while the MPI
information presented in the response is from their 2021 general rate application.
Figure 1 – Reasoning for Not Making Particular Mix of Risk Adjustments to MPI Data
Reasoning

Reasoning Description

Mix of Risk Adjustments Not
Made due to the Selected
Reasoning

Information not readily
available

Information at the required level of
granularity, or a common definition for
both BC and Manitoba, was not readily
available to make an adjustment.

By urban versus rural,
By category of vehicle,
By driver experience and
characteristics

Minimal impact

For some of the contemplated
adjustments, the information being
compared between BC/ICBC and
Manitoba/MPI was relatively similar and
thus applying an adjustment would not
have a meaningful impact.

By line of business

Time and effort required
to make adjustments not
commensurate

For other contemplated adjustments, a
significant amount of time and effort
would be required to collect, review, and
analyze data from both BC/ICBC and
Manitoba/MPI in order to apply an
adjustment. From a cost-benefit
perspective, it was assessed the
adjustment would not have a meaningful
impact and thus was not explored
further.

By category of vehicle



By line of business
ICBC’s and MPI’s distribution of written exposures by line of business is quite
comparable, with roughly 90% of exposures being private passenger vehicles, 2% being
motorcycles, and the remainder being commercial vehicles for both companies. Figure
2 below compares MPI’s distribution of units in rating year 2021/22 by major class to
ICBC’s distribution of written exposures for Policy Year 2021, with adjustments made
within the table for comparability discussed in the notes below:
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Figure 2 – MPI and ICBC Exposure Distribution by Line of Business
MPI’s exposure distribution(1)

ICBC’s exposure distribution(2)

MPI Rating
Year 2021/22
Units

Percentage of
Sub Total(4)

828,900

91%

Commercial +
Public(3)

60,300

7%

Motorcycle

18,000

2%

Sub Total

907,200

100%

Trailer

218,100

MPI Major
Class
Private
Passenger

Off Road
Vehicle
Total

75,000
1,200,300

ICBC Rate
Class Groups
Personal

ICBC PY 2021
Projected
Exposure

Percentage of
Sub Total(4)

6,070,024

90%

Commercial

554,707

8%

Motorcycle (2)

117,774

2%

6,742,505

100%

Sub Total
Trailer

929,960

Off Road Vehicle

102,330

Total

7,774,795

Notes
(1) MPI’s rating year 2021/22 units are from page 931 of MPI's 2021 General Rate Application dated June 17,
2020.
(2) ICBC’s PY 2021 projected exposure can be found in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix B.0, Figure B.0.1.
Motorcycles have been separated from the Personal exposures for comparability purposes.
(3) Based on insurance use descriptions for the Public class provided in "Classification Offset Adjustments" in
RM - Appendix 2 of MPI's 2021 General Rate Application, page 958, these exposures would be deemed as
Commercial under ICBC's classification system. As a result, Public is combined with Commercial for MPI’s
exposure distribution in order to compare to ICBC’s distribution.
(4) Exposures for trailer and Off-Road Vehicles (ORVs) are excluded in the distribution comparison due to the
small number of accident benefits claims from these vehicles. Most accident benefits claims associated with
trailers occur while the trailer is attached to a power unit and are claimed against the policy for the power
unit. Under Enhanced Care, injuries from off-highway accidents for non-standard vehicles (e.g., ORV) are
not covered by Enhanced Accident Benefits.

Please see Attachment A – MPI Application Figure RM-12 and Attachment B – MPI
Application RM - Appendix 2 for copies of the referenced sections of MPI's 2021 Rate
Application dated June 17, 2020 used for the purposes of the response to this information
request.
Given the similar distributions by line of business, we assessed adjustments for line of
business mix would not be expected to have a meaningful impact on the estimates and
these were not explored further, given the marginal impact relative to the additional
amount of effort required. It should also be noted ICBC does not split out lines of
business for their reserving analysis, as this would provide similar results to using
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combined data since its historical claims costs were mainly driven by the Personal line of
business.


By urban versus rural
Though ICBC performs certain analyses by territory, urban versus rural is not an explicit
focus of ICBC’s loss analyses. Definitions of urban and rural territories are province
specific and there is not necessarily a one-to-one mapping between provinces. What
might be considered an urban region in one province may fit more closely with the rural
regions in another province. Given the subjectivity of designating territories as urban or
rural and the difficulty of comparing regions between provinces while controlling for
differences other than population density, we assessed it would be difficult to make an
explicit adjustment of this nature that would add meaningful precision to the estimates.

Income levels typically vary between urban and rural areas within provinces which would
be one reason for attempting to account for urban versus rural differences between the
provinces. Seeing as we are making an adjustment for differences in average income
levels between the provinces, we believe this portion of urban versus rural is already
accounted for in our adjustments.

Traffic congestion is another key characteristic which varies between urban and rural
areas. In selecting the PY 2021 EAB frequency, where possible, we sought to rely on
ICBC’s own frequency, as accident benefits frequency is closely related to crash
frequency, which can be influenced by province-specific environmental factors including
the geography, weather, road conditions, road safety measures, etc.

By relying on

ICBC's frequency as the starting point, we believe differences in traffic congestion
between urban and rural are also accounted for in our approach.


By category of vehicle
Information at these granular levels of detail is less readily available and for certain
categories may be less credible given the smaller number of such vehicles. It would
take significant time and effort to obtain, review, and analyze the information at this level
of granularity for both ICBC and MPI.

As seen above, Private Passenger Vehicles

represents over 90% of both ICBC and MPI’s books of business; therefore making
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adjustments for differences within the other segments would not be expected to have a
meaningful impact on the overall estimates. From ICBC’s exposure distribution including
additional categories of vehicles in Figure 3 below, it can be seen that the categories
noted in the information request account for very small portions of ICBC’s book of
business.

Figure 3 – ICBC Written Exposure by Vehicle Category for Fiscal Loss Year 2019/20

ICBC WRITTEN EXPOSUSRE

All Other
FISCAL LOSS YEAR 2019/20
Commercial,
Motorcycle,
183,791
Trailers, 443,030 ORV, 53,726
56,318
Long Haul Delivery,
25,619
Light Commercial,
36,448

Private Passenger
Vehicle, 3,015,366

Additionally, many of the types of vehicles in the MPI filing pages referenced have very
limited numbers of exposures, making it challenging to draw conclusions from
comparisons at this granular level of detail. There is also limited information that could
be inferred from the experience adjustment percentages without also extracting at least
some of the underlying information from the preceding steps of the calculations including
Tables 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 from Appendix 9 which span pages 1102-1192 of
MPI’s general rate application. Given the effort involved in extracting this information
from MPI’s application, comparing the individual categories of vehicle types used by MPI
to ICBC’s and making refinements to the extracted information to establish a consistent
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basis for comparison, as well as the credibility concerns for the limited volume of data for
certain vehicle types, we assessed this effort to not be commensurate with the marginal
precision the estimates might gain (if any) by applying adjustments at this level of
granularity and thus this was not explored further.

These adjustments were not explored further given the marginal impact relative to the
additional effort required.


By driver experience and characteristics
The information at these granular levels of detail is less readily available. It should also
be noted that ICBC does not analyze claims costs at this level of granularity for reserving
purposes.

Understanding that a variety of actuarial methods and assumptions may be used to derive loss
cost estimates, we compared EY’s best estimates produced in accordance with OIC 632/20 with
estimates based on the Cameron & Associates Insurance Consultants (“Cameron &
Associates”) closed file review conducted in parallel to the actuarial costings as described in
Section 9 Closed File Review Results of the EY Report. Cameron & Associates reviewed over
960 ICBC claim files closed in 2019 having dates of loss on or after January 1, 2014 and
estimated the impact the proposed Enhanced Accident Benefits product would have on each
file.

The alignment of the EY best estimates (derived using the selected environmental

adjustments described above) and the alternative estimates based on the closed file review
provided a measure of reasonability to our best estimates.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1 – Attachment A – MPI
Application Figure RM-12

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

June 17, 2020

Figure RM- 12
Line
No.

Coverage

1

21/22 Units

2

Claims

3

Claims Expense

4

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part VI - Ratemaking

Rating Year 2021/22 Major Classification Required Rate Changes
Breakeven Rates

Overall

Private
Pass

MotorCycle

Trailer

ORV

1,200,300

828,900

47,500

701.28

919.31

678.48

12,800

18,000

218,100

75,000

1,747.20

764.53

50.25

5.62

121.78

159.64

117.82

303.41

132.77

8.73

0.98

Road Safety

11.30

14.96

14.96

14.96

14.96

0.00

0.00

5

Operating Expense

62.17

6

Regulatory/Appeal

4.32

82.26

82.26

82.26

82.26

0.00

0.00

5.71

5.71

5.71

5.71

0.00

0.00

7

Commission: Vehicle

29.74

38.93

29.04

72.66

31.46

2.45

0.23

8

Prem Tax: Vehicle

27.37

35.83

26.72

66.86

28.95

2.25

0.21

9
10

Comm & Prem Tax: Driver

3.60

4.76

4.76

4.76

4.76

0.00

0.00

Commission Flat Fee

6.28

8.31

8.31

8.31

8.31

0.00

0.00

11

Reins: Casualty

1.10

1.46

1.46

1.46

1.46

0.00

0.00

12

Reins: Catastrophe

10.59

11.48

11.48

11.48

0.00

11.48

0.00

13

Fleet Rebates

14.58

19.68

19.68

19.68

0.00

0.00

0.00

14

Anti-Theft Discount

1.35

1.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15

Driver Prem

57.46

76.02

76.02

76.02

76.02

0.00

0.00

16

Service Fees

25.69

33.99

33.99

33.99

33.99

0.00

0.00

17

Req Rate (Raw)

912.31

1,194.27

890.65

2,228.72

965.15

75.15

7.04

18

Req Rate (Bal)

900.75

1,179.12

879.36

2,200.46

952.91

74.20

6.95

19

20/21 Average Rate

902.35

1,180.90

824.82

2,131.80

843.28

76.50

6.97

20

Major Class Drift

5.6%

6.4%

4.7%

1.2%

0.3%

5.0%

0.0%

21
22

21/22 Average Rate
Without Rate Change

952.86

1,256.92

863.51

2,157.69

845.66

80.34

6.97

23

Full Cred Req Change

-5.5%

-6.2%

1.8%

2.0%

12.7%

-7.6%

-0.4%

24

Applied for Change

-5.5%

-6.2%

1.8%

2.0%

12.7%

-7.6%

-0.4%

25

Credibility

99.3%

88.8%

68.1%

75.0%

97.3%

92.6%

26

Cred Wtd Change

-6.2%

1.0%

-0.4%

8.1%

-7.6%

-0.8%

27

Cred Wtd Req Rate

1,179.18

872.28

2,149.13

914.53

74.25

6.92

28

Cred Wtd Req Rate (Bal)

1,180.95

873.59

2,152.36

915.90

74.36

6.93

29

Cred Wtd Change (Bal)

-6.0%

1.2%

-0.2%

8.3%

-7.4%

-0.6%

Manitoba Public Insurance
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2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
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CLASSIFICATION OFFSET ADJUSTMENTS

Territory

Insurance Use

Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

MAJOR CLASS: PRIVATE PASSENGER
1

Pleasure Passenger Vehicle

117,878

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

All Purpose Passenger Vehicle

237,612

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Collector Passenger Vehicle

1,627

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Farm Passenger Vehicle

24

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

276

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Fishing All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

6

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Disabled Persons/Private/Business Bus

354

-0.41

-0.41

1

Pleasure Motorhome

1,438

-0.75

-0.75

1

All Purpose Motorhome

65

-0.75

-0.75

1

All Purpose Truck

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Antique Vehicle - Bus

11

1

Antique Vehicle - Motorcycle

76

1

Antique Vehicle - Passenger Vehicle

1

Antique Vehicle - Truck

12

1

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 1 (Passenger Vehicle)

82

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 2 (Passenger Vehicle)

52

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 3 (Passenger Vehicle)

44

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Passenger Vehicle)

447

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 2 (Truck 4,499 kg or less GVW)

GW 0000000-0004499

1

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Truck 4,499 kg or less GVW)

GW 0000000-0004499

5

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Collector Truck 4,540 kg or less GVW

GW 0000000-0004540

161

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Pleasure Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

17,365

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Pleasure Passenger Vehicle

91,544

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

All Purpose Passenger Vehicle

95,835

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

Collector Passenger Vehicle

2,356

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

Farm Passenger Vehicle

5,742

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

29,416

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Fishing All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

259

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Disabled Persons/Private/Business Bus

613

-0.41

-0.41

2

Pleasure Motorhome

2,907

-0.75

-0.75

2

All Purpose Motorhome

2

All Purpose Truck

2

Antique Vehicle - Motorcycle

48

2

Antique Vehicle - Passenger Vehicle

16

2

Antique Vehicle - Truck

21

2

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 1 (Passenger Vehicle)

2

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 2 (Passenger Vehicle)

2

GW 0000000-0004540

50,577

9

-0.75

-0.75

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

9

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 3 (Passenger Vehicle)

4

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Passenger Vehicle)

75

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Truck 4,499 kg or less GVW)

GW 0000000-0004499

4

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Collector Truck 4,540 kg or less GVW

GW 0000000-0004540

576

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Manitoba Public Insurance
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Insurance Use
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Pleasure Truck

3

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part VI- RM Appendix 2

Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

MAJOR CLASS: PRIVATE PASSENGER (cont'd)
GW 0000000-0004540

39,961

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Pleasure Passenger Vehicle

1,291

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

3

All Purpose Passenger Vehicle

3,453

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

3

Collector Passenger Vehicle

13

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

3

Farm Passenger Vehicle

1

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

3

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

8

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3

Fishing All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

2

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3

Disabled Persons/Private/Business Bus

123

-0.41

-0.41

3

Pleasure Motorhome

38

-0.75

-0.75

3

All Purpose Motorhome

1

-0.75

-0.75

3

All Purpose Truck

3

GW 0000000-0004540

3,626

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 3 (Passenger Vehicle)

4

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

3

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Passenger Vehicle)

10

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

3

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 3 (Truck 4,499 kg or less GVW)

GW 0000000-0004499

1

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Truck 4,499 kg or less GVW)

GW 0000000-0004499

2

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3

Collector Truck 4,540 kg or less GVW

GW 0000000-0004540

5

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3

Pleasure Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

1,257

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

4

Pleasure Passenger Vehicle

3,291

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

4

All Purpose Passenger Vehicle

4,367

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

4

Collector Passenger Vehicle

19

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

4

Farm Passenger Vehicle

11

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

4

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

137

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

4

Fishing All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

31

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

4

Disabled Persons/Private/Business Bus

51

-0.41

-0.41

4

Pleasure Motorhome

76

-0.75

-0.75

4

All Purpose Motorhome

2

-0.75

-0.75

4

All Purpose Truck

4

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 2 (Passenger Vehicle)

4
4
4

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Truck 4,499 kg or less GVW)

4
4

GW 0000000-0004540

4,730

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 3 (Passenger Vehicle)

2

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Passenger Vehicle)

15

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

GW 0000000-0004499

1

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Collector Truck 4,540 kg or less GVW

GW 0000000-0004540

4

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Pleasure Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

2,682

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Commuter

All Purpose Passenger Vehicle

27,275

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

Commuter

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

397

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Commuter

Fishing All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

6

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Commuter

All Purpose Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

11,946

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Commuter

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 3 (Passenger Vehicle)

2

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

Manitoba Public Insurance
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Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

Territory

Insurance Use

Commuter

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Passenger Vehicle)

29

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

Commuter

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 1 (Truck 4,499 kg or less GVW)

GW 0000000-0004499

1

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Commuter

Passenger Vehicle-for-Hire 4 (Truck 4,499 kg or less GVW)

GW 0000000-0004499

2

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

MAJOR CLASS: PRIVATE PASSENGER (cont'd)

PRIVATE PASSENGER CLASS TOTAL

812,577

MAJOR CLASS: COMMERCIAL
1

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

41

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

41

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Artisan Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

6

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Artisan Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

67

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Artisan Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

7

1

Sand/Gravel Truck

GW 0010891-0016330

93

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Sand/Gravel Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

399

1

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

3

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

31

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

65

1

Cement/Brick/Exploration Truck

GW 0010891-0016330

1

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Cement/Brick/Exploration Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

174

1

Tow Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

3

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Tow Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

165

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Tow Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

35

1

Common Carrier Local Passenger Vehicle

871

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

GW 0000000-0004540

183

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

GW 0004541-0016330

273

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

GW 0016331-0099999

212

1

Common Carrier Passenger Vehicle Within 161km in MB

40

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0000000-0004540

92

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0004541-0016330

385

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0016331-0099999

199

1

Common Carrier Passenger Vehicle Over 161km in MB

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB

GW 0000000-0004540

46

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB

GW 0004541-0016330

167

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB > 16,330 kg

GW 0016331-0099999

253

1

Driveaway Over 161km outside MB

12

1

Dealer Trailer

76

1

Dealer Moped

1

1

Dealer All Uses except Motorcycles

1

Repairer

653

1

Dealer Motorcycle

153

1

Other Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

40

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

1

Other Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

3,893

3.81

2.93

7.33

1

Other Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

1,817

2

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

3,712

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

11,683

3.81

2.93

7.33

Manitoba Public Insurance
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2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part VI- RM Appendix 2

Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

MAJOR CLASS: COMMERCIAL (cont'd)
2

Fishing All Purpose Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

2

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Artisan Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

9

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Artisan Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

50

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Artisan Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

4

2

Sand/Gravel Truck

GW 0010891-0016330

141

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Sand/Gravel Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

1,860

2

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

178

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

117

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

431

2

Logging Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

1

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Logging Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

3

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Logging Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

136

2

Cement/Brick/Exploration Truck

GW 0010891-0016330

2

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Cement/Brick/Exploration Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

351

2

Tow Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

23

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Tow Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

250

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Tow Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

24

2

Common Carrier Local Passenger Vehicle

476

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

GW 0000000-0004540

57

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

GW 0004541-0016330

30

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

GW 0016331-0099999

63

2

Common Carrier Passenger Vehicle Within 161km in MB

22

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0000000-0004540

107

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0004541-0016330

132

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0016331-0099999

269

2

Common Carrier Passenger Vehicle Over 161km in MB

11

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB

GW 0000000-0004540

37

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB

GW 0004541-0016330

91

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB > 16,330 kg

GW 0016331-0099999

296

2

Driveaway Within MB

2

Driveaway Over 161km outside MB

2

Dealer Trailer

2

Dealer All Uses except Motorcycles

2

Repairer

684

2

Dealer Motorcycle

169

2

Other Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

110

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

2

Other Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

4,359

3.81

2.93

7.33

2

Other Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

3,035

3

Artisan Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

1

3.81

2.93

7.33

3

Artisan Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

1

3

Sand/Gravel Truck

GW 0010891-0016330

2

3.81

2.93

7.33

3

Sand/Gravel Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

22

3

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

10

3.81

2.93

7.33

3

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

16

3

Cement/Brick/Exploration Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

13

3

Tow Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

1

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3

Tow Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

7

3.81

2.93

7.33

Manitoba Public Insurance
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Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

MAJOR CLASS: COMMERCIAL (cont'd)
3

Tow Truck

3

Common Carrier Local Passenger Vehicle

3

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

3
3

GW 0016331-0099999

2
16

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

GW 0000000-0004540

4

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

GW 0004541-0016330

1

3.81

2.93

7.33

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

GW 0016331-0099999

1

3

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0016331-0099999

3

Common Carrier Passenger Vehicle Over 161km in MB

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

3

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB > 16,330 kg

3

Dealer Trailer

3

Dealer All Uses except Motorcycles

3

Repairer

3

Other Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

2

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3

Other Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

273

3.81

2.93

7.33

3

Other Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

143

4

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

15

3.81

2.93

7.33

4

Farming All Purpose Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

44

3.81

2.93

7.33

4

Artisan Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

1

3.81

2.93

7.33

4

Sand/Gravel Truck

GW 0010891-0016330

4

3.81

2.93

7.33

4

Sand/Gravel Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

59

4

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

3

3.81

2.93

7.33

4

Petroleum/Chemical Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

18

4

Logging Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

1

3.81

2.93

7.33

4

Logging Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

19

4

Cement/Brick/Exploration Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

13

4

Tow Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

4

Common Carrier Local Passenger Vehicle

4

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

4

Common Carrier Truck Local Within City or Mun.

4

1
2

GW 0016331-0099999

7
3
30
19

12

3.81

2.93

7.33

15

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

GW 0000000-0004540

6

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

GW 0016331-0099999

3

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0000000-0004540

3

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

4

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0004541-0016330

2

3.81

2.93

7.33

4

Common Carrier Truck Within 161km in MB

GW 0016331-0099999

3

4

Common Carrier Passenger Vehicle Over 161km in MB

1

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

4

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB

GW 0000000-0004540

2

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

4

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB

GW 0004541-0016330

7

3.81

2.93

7.33

4

Common Carrier Truck Over 161km in MB > 16,330 kg

GW 0016331-0099999

12

4

Dealer Trailer

4

Dealer All Uses except Motorcycles

57

4

Repairer

17

4
4
4

Dealer Motorcycle
Other Truck
Other Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

3.81

2.93

7.33

Commuter

Artisan Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

2

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Commuter

Artisan Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

31

3.81

2.93

7.33

Commuter

Other Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

15

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

Commuter

Other Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

1,115

3.81

2.93

7.33

COMMERCIAL CLASS TOTAL

Manitoba Public Insurance
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1
314
155

46,597
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June 17, 2020

Territory

Insurance Use

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part VI- RM Appendix 2

Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

MAJOR CLASS: PUBLIC
1

U Drive Bus

1

U Drive Motorhome

1

U Drive Passenger Vehicle

1

Transit Bus

645

1

School Bus

1

Charter Bus Local

1

Police/Emergency Passenger Vehicle

1

Police/Emergency Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

1

Police/Emergency Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

1

Funeral Passenger Vehicle

39

1

Common Carrier Bus Within MB

95

1

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 1

1

1

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 4

466

1

Limousine Vehicle-for-Hire 1

1

Limousine Vehicle-for-Hire 2

1

1

Limousine Vehicle-for-Hire 4

49

1

Accessible Vehicle-for-Hire 1

1

Accessible Vehicle-for-Hire 2

1

Accessible Vehicle-for-Hire 3

1
1
1

Accessible Vehicle-for-Hire 4
U Drive Truck
U Drive Truck

GW 0000000-0004540
GW 0004541-0016330

1

U Drive Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

1

Common Carrier Bus Over 161km outside MB

46

2

U Drive Bus

20

2

U Drive Motorhome

26

2

U Drive Passenger Vehicle

2

Transit Bus

40

2

School Bus

2

Charter Bus Local

2

Police/Emergency Passenger Vehicle

2

Police/Emergency Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

44

2

Police/Emergency Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

3

2

Police/Emergency Truck

GW 0016331-0099999

2

Funeral Passenger Vehicle

83

2

Common Carrier Bus Within MB

40

2

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 1

2

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 3

2

2

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 4

92

2

Limousine Vehicle-for-Hire 1

2

2

Limousine Vehicle-for-Hire 4

15

2

Accessible Vehicle-for-Hire 4

2

U Drive Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

2

U Drive Truck

2

U Drive Truck

2

Common Carrier Bus Over 161km outside MB

Manitoba Public Insurance

25
16
4,540

-1.45

-0.43

688

-0.41

-0.41

58

-0.41

-0.41

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

-0.41

-0.41

9

-0.41

-0.41

12

-0.41

-0.41

0.67
3.81

-0.41
-0.76
2.93

-0.41
-0.09
7.33

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

-0.41

-0.41

1,656

-0.41

-0.41

6

-0.41

-0.41

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

-0.41

-0.41

217

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

GW 0004541-0016330

26

3.81

2.93

7.33

GW 0016331-0099999

16

380

1.27

37
5

10

162
861
317
37

814

230

2

3

11

31
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June 17, 2020

Territory

Insurance Use

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part VI- RM Appendix 2

Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

MAJOR CLASS: PUBLIC (cont'd)

3

U Drive Bus

3

U Drive Passenger Vehicle

1

3

Transit Bus

4

3

School Bus

3

Charter Bus Local

3

Police/Emergency Passenger Vehicle

3

Police/Emergency Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

11

3

Police/Emergency Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

2

3
3

Funeral Passenger Vehicle
Common Carrier Bus Within MB

3

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 4

3

U Drive Truck

4

U Drive Passenger Vehicle

4

Transit Bus

4

School Bus

4

Charter Bus Local

8

4

Police/Emergency Passenger Vehicle

4

Police/Emergency Truck

4

Funeral Passenger Vehicle

4

Common Carrier Bus Within MB

4

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 2

1

4

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 3

1

4

Taxicab Vehicle-for-Hire 4

7

4

Accessible Vehicle-for-Hire 2

4
4
4

U Drive Truck

GW 0000000-0004540

40

4

U Drive Truck

GW 0004541-0016330

1

4

Common Carrier Bus Over 161km outside MB

-1.45

-0.43

-0.41

-0.41

56

-0.41

-0.41

1

-0.41

-0.41

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

90

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

78

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

2

-0.41

-0.41

174

-0.41

-0.41

-0.41

-0.41

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1.27

-1.45

-0.43

1

-0.41

-0.41

Accessible Vehicle-for-Hire 3

1

-0.41

-0.41

Accessible Vehicle-for-Hire 4

1

-0.41

-0.41

0.67

-0.76

-0.09

3.81

2.93

7.33

PUBLIC CLASS TOTAL

78

16

1
9

1.27

44
GW 0000000-0004540

20
GW 0000000-0004540

11
6
10

8
12,562

MAJOR CLASS: MOTORCYCLE
1

All Purpose Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

140

0.42

0.42

1

All Purpose Motorcycle - Other Rating

460

0.42

0.42

1

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport Rating

86

0.42

0.42

1

All Purpose Motorcycle - Touring Rating

231

0.42

0.42

1

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating

56

0.42

0.42

1

Pleasure Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

217

0.42

0.42

1

Pleasure Motorcycle - Other Rating

2,896

0.42

0.42

1

Pleasure Motorcycle - Sport Rating

642

0.42

0.42

1

Pleasure Motorcycle - Touring Rating

1,653

0.42

0.42

1

Pleasure Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating

295

0.42

0.42

1

All Purpose Moped

377

0.42

0.42

1

Pleasure Moped

650

0.42

0.42

Manitoba Public Insurance
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Territory

Insurance Use

2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
Part VI- RM Appendix 2

Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

MAJOR CLASS: MOTORCYCLE (cont'd)
2

All Purpose Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

25

0.42

0.42

2

All Purpose Motorcycle - Other Rating

221

0.42

0.42

2

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport Rating

37

0.42

0.42

2

All Purpose Motorcycle - Touring Rating

2

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating

2

Pleasure Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

2

Pleasure Motorcycle - Other Rating

2

Pleasure Motorcycle - Sport Rating

494

2

Pleasure Motorcycle - Touring Rating

2

Pleasure Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating

2

All Purpose Moped

2

Pleasure Moped

3

All Purpose Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

3

All Purpose Motorcycle - Other Rating

3

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport Rating

3

All Purpose Motorcycle - Touring Rating

3

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating

3

Pleasure Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

3

Pleasure Motorcycle - Other Rating

3

Pleasure Motorcycle - Sport Rating

3

Pleasure Motorcycle - Touring Rating

3

Pleasure Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating

3

All Purpose Moped

3

Pleasure Moped

4

All Purpose Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

4

All Purpose Motorcycle - Other Rating

4

All Purpose Motorcycle - Touring Rating

4

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating

4

Pleasure Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

4

Pleasure Motorcycle - Other Rating

4

Pleasure Motorcycle - Sport Rating

4

Pleasure Motorcycle - Touring Rating

4

Pleasure Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating

4

All Purpose Moped

4

Pleasure Moped

Commuter

All Purpose Motorcycle - Motorscooter Rating

Commuter

All Purpose Motorcycle - Other Rating

Commuter

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport Rating

Commuter

All Purpose Motorcycle - Touring Rating

Commuter

All Purpose Motorcycle - Sport-Touring Rating
MOTORCYCLE CLASS TOTAL

Manitoba Public Insurance

138

0.42

0.42

40

0.42

0.42

128

0.42

0.42

3,916

0.42

0.42

0.42

0.42

3,350

0.42

0.42

313
145
404

0.42
0.42
0.42

0.42
0.42
0.42

4
31
6
12
1
2
100
18
81
9
2
7

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

4
10
14
1
9
164
18
109
9
3
5

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

4
76
12
47
22

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.42

17,694
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2021 GENERAL RATE APPLICATION
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Gross Vehicle
Weight Range KG
(Trucks Only)

No. of
Vehicles

Rate Group
Offset (%)

Rate Line
Offset (%)

Combined
Classification
Offset (%)

MAJOR CLASS: TRAILER
1

All Purpose Trailer $2500 or less

1

All Purpose Trailer $2501 or more

2

All Purpose Trailer $2500 or less

2

All Purpose Trailer $2501 or more

3

All Purpose Trailer $2500 or less

3

All Purpose Trailer $2501 or more

4

All Purpose Trailer $2500 or less

4

All Purpose Trailer $2501 or more
TRAILER CLASS TOTAL

35,522
25,518

-1.75
-1.75

-1.75
-1.75

66,965
71,269

-1.75
-1.75

-1.75
-1.75

1,892
1,500

-1.75
-1.75

-1.75
-1.75

3,823
2,646
209,135

-1.75
-1.75

-1.75
-1.75

MAJOR CLASS: OFF ROAD VEHICLE
1

Off Road Vehicle - ATV

1

Off Road Vehicle - Motorcycle

1

Off Road Vehicle - Snowmobile

1

Off Road Vehicle - Snow Vehicle

2

Off Road Vehicle - ATV

2

Off Road Vehicle - Motorcycle

2

Off Road Vehicle - Snowmobile

2

Off Road Vehicle - Snow Vehicle

3

Off Road Vehicle - ATV

3

Off Road Vehicle - Motorcycle

3

Off Road Vehicle - Snowmobile

3

Off Road Vehicle - Snow Vehicle

4

Off Road Vehicle - ATV

4

Off Road Vehicle - Motorcycle

4

Off Road Vehicle - Snowmobile

4

Off Road Vehicle - Snow Vehicle
OFF ROAD VEHICLE CLASS TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

Manitoba Public Insurance

7,631
385
7,535
21
28,992
686
22,032
90
740
14
976
6
1,323
7
1,480
21
71,939
1,170,504
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British Columbia Utilities Commission
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.2 Dated 02 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application

Page 1 of 4

2021.1 RR BCUC.8.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]

British Columbia Utilities Commission
Information Request No. 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.2 Dated 02 March 2021
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia Response Issued 14 April 2021
15 December 2020 Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
2021 Revenue Requirements Application
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
Please provide a comprehensive summary of all Environmental Adjustments (including
references) which were made to MPI data and included in ICBC’s costing model.
Response:
As outlined in the Application, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D, the Order in Council 632/20, Enclosure,
Section 2, environmental adjustments are to account for provincial differences in factors such as
tax rates, employment income levels, and population mix between Manitoba and British

British Columbia Utilities Commission
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Columbia. In addition, environmental adjustments should consider ICBC specific differences in
claim data and trends where applicable.
The environmental adjustments that were applied to MPI’s data within the EAB costing
estimates are provided in the summary table below along with the reference pages where more
information can be found within the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.4.0. Other adjustments
accounting for product differences, as outlined in Order in Council 632/20, Enclosure, Section 1,
are not considered as environmental adjustments; therefore, these are not included in the
summary below.
Figure 1 – Environmental Adjustments Made to MPI Data Used in ICBC’s Enhanced
Accident Benefits Costing Model
ICBC
Coverage

Comparable
MPI
Coverage

Measure

Adjustment

Value

Chapter 3,
Appendix
C.4.0 page
number

PDF page
counter in
the
Application

Associated
Charts

Medical and
Accident
Rehabilitation Benefits
Other Indexed

Frequency Use of ICBC
frequency
data

N/A

14-15

179-180

Table MR.2,
Chart MR.2

Medical and
Accident
Rehabilitation Benefits
Other Indexed

Frequency Claimant
basis
adjustment

1.25

15-16

180-181

Appendix A,
Table 1

Medical and
Accident
Rehabilitation Benefits
Other Indexed

Frequency Additional
EAB
claimants
adjustment

3.67%

18

183

Chart MR.3

Medical and
Accident
Rehabilitation Benefits
Other Indexed

Severity

43.75%

22

187

Table MR.7

Income
Replacement
and
Indemnity

Weekly
Indemnity

Frequency Use of ICBC
frequency
data

N/A

28

193

Table IRI.2,
Chart IRI.2

Income
Replacement
and
Indemnity

Weekly
Indemnity

Frequency Claimant
basis
adjustment

1.12

29

194

Appendix A,
Table 2

Income
Replacement
and

Weekly
Indemnity

Severity

1.147

35-36

200-201

Table IRI.8,
Table IRI.9

Health
service
costs
adjustment

BC
population
and wage
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ICBC
Coverage

Comparable
MPI
Coverage

Measure

Indemnity

Adjustment
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Chapter 3,
Appendix
C.4.0 page
number

PDF page
counter in
the
Application

15%
reduction

36-38

201-203

Table IRI.10,
Table IRI.11

Value

Associated
Charts

level
adjustment

Income
Replacement
and
Indemnity

Weekly
Indemnity

Severity

Collateral
benefits
reduction
factor

Death
Benefits and
Permanent
Impairment

Accident
Benefits
Other - NonIndexed

Frequency Use of ICBC
frequency
data

N/A

43

208

Table DB.2,
Chart DB.2

Death
Benefits and
Permanent
Impairment

Accident
Benefits
Other - NonIndexed

Frequency Claimant
basis
adjustment

1.60

43-44

208-209

Appendix A,
Table 3

Death
Benefits and
Permanent
Impairment

Accident
Benefits
Other - NonIndexed

Severity

1.018

49-50

214-215

Table DB.8

BC income
level
adjustment
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.3 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
Please explain why it is reasonable to combine a forecasted frequency for PY 2021 based
on ICBC’s historical frequency, which reflects the mix of business in BC, with a
forecasted severity for PY 2021, which reflects the mix of business in Manitoba.
Response:
EY Response
When estimating the future cost for a new coverage we believe it is appropriate to consider data
from coverages that are similar to the new coverage in selecting the data and developing
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methods, models, or assumptions. This is particularly the case when historical experience is
either unavailable, limited, or not fully representative of the new coverage.

In these

circumstances of estimating future costs for the new Enhanced Accident Benefits (EAB)
coverage, we believe blending information from ICBC and MPI is reasonable and will improve
the predictive value of our indications. The forecast PY 2021 EAB frequencies and severities
are considered to provide the best estimate of loss costs for BC’s new Enhanced Care product
based on the information available. As detailed in the EY response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1, ICBC and MPI’s distributions by line of business are quite comparable
and as such, adjustments for line of business mix would not be expected to have a meaningful
impact on the estimates produced.
Where possible, we sought to rely on ICBC’s own frequency as accident benefits frequency is
closely related to crash frequency which can be influenced by province specific environmental
factors including the geography, weather, road conditions, road safety measures, etc. Given the
expansion of weekly benefits to new categories of claimants under EAB Income Replacement
and Indemnity, and the new Permanent Impairment benefits being introduced under EAB,
ICBC’s unadjusted frequencies would be inappropriate to rely upon for these coverages as they
do not capture these additional future EAB claimants/claims. Relative adjustment factors were
thus applied to ICBC’s frequencies for these coverages to reflect the enhanced benefits. The
adjustment factors were based on frequencies from MPI’s coverages which are similar to the
EAB coverages.

Claim severity for any coverage is largely driven by the design of the benefits offered. The
severity of EAB claims will change considerably from ICBC’s current accident benefits
coverages given the expansion of benefits provided and the enhanced limits of many of the
continuing benefits. Given ICBC’s current accident benefits coverages, and thus severities, are
not fully representative of the EAB coverages/severities, we believe it is appropriate to consider
the severities from MPI’s coverage which are similar to the EAB coverages. We have applied
adjustments to the MPI severities to account for environmental differences between the
provinces. The full list of environmental adjustments is described in detail in the response to
information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.2.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.4 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
Please explain if ICBC considers a rate indication model to be within accepted actuarial
practice if there is no consideration of the mix of business differences between Manitoba
and BC in the selected severity.
Response:
ICBC agrees with Ernst & Young LLP (EY’s) estimates of the Enhanced Accident Benefits PY
2021 costs, including their consideration of mix of business adjustments, and considers this
analysis to be within accepted actuarial practice. BC and Manitoba are different provinces, and
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their differences should be considered within developing a best estimate. However the final
determination, after considering differences in mix of business or other factors, may be that no
explicit adjustments are needed. This determination would be based on actuarial judgment and,
as long as it is reasonable and considers the parameters outlined in the relevant actuarial
standards, the rate indication model would be within accepted actuarial practice. Please refer to
EY’s response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1 for supporting details on EY’s
analysis and considerations of the mix of business adjustments.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.5 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
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Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
8.5 Please explain whether ICBC discussed the need for mix of business adjustments
with EY.
8.5.1 If not, please explain why not.
Response:
Yes, ICBC discussed with EY their work and intentions related to adjustments for mix of
business made in the Enhanced Accident Benefits costing model.

For more information

regarding the considerations for mix of business adjustments, please refer to EY’s response to
information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.6 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
8.6 Please clarify whether differences in the distribution of lines of business between
MPI and ICBC were considered in the actuarial costing model.
8.6.1 Please discuss and provide support for whether the MPI severity amount differs for
Medical Rehabilitation (MR) between Personal, Commercial, Trailers and Off- Road
Vehicles or if the severity is the same across all lines of business.
8.6.2 Please discuss and provide support for whether the MPI severity amount differs for
Income Replacement and Indemnity (IRI) between Personal, Commercial, Trailers and
Off- Road Vehicles or if the severity is the same across all lines of business.
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8.6.3 Please discuss and provide support for whether the MPI severity amount differs for
Permanent Impairment and Death Benefit (PI and DB) between Personal, Commercial,
Trailers and Off- Road Vehicles or if the severity is the same across all lines of business.
Response:
EY Response

The MPI claims costs do differ by line of business. Differences in the distribution by line of
business between MPI and ICBC were considered in the actuarial costing model. As detailed in
the EY response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC 8.1, it was assessed there would be
minimal impact given the similarity of the distributions and as such an adjustment of this nature
was not made.
Detailed information from MPI’s 2021 general rate application showing the MPI severity amount
by coverage and by line of business is not readily available; however loss costs or pure
premium are shown in Part VI – RM Appendix 9 Table 9, Major Class Average Adjusted Pure
Premium, and are discussed here. MPI’s loss costs by coverage and line of business are as
follows:

Medical and
Rehabilitation
(Accident Benefits –
Other (Indexed))

Income Replacement
and Indemnity
(Income Replacement
Indemnity in RM
Appendix 9)

Death Benefits and
Permanent
Impairment
(Accident Benefits –
Other (Non-Indexed))

$55

$84

$26

$76

$98

$33

$161

$313

$131

Private Passenger
Vehicles
Commercial and Public
Vehicles
Motorcycles

Although these lines of business do have different loss costs, the overall weighted loss cost for
ICBC would be similar to MPI’s given the similarities in distribution of exposures across these
lines and thus we assessed adjustments by line of business would not have a meaningful
impact on the estimates produced.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.7 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In Figure B.0.1 of the Application, ICBC shows the number of exposures for ICBC by line
of business. In MPI’s 2021 Rate Application dated June 17, 2020,2 in Figure RM-12, MPI
shows the distribution of “units” by line of business.
8.7 Please provide the percentage distribution of exposures (or units) between Personal,
Commercial, Trailers and Off-Road Vehicles for ICBC and MPI.
8.7.1 If the percentage distributions are not the same for ICBC and MPI, please explain
how ICBC considered the differences in selecting the severity estimates.
2Retrieved

from: page 931 of 6,292 https://apps.mpi.mb.ca/Rate-Application/2021/GRA/2021_GRA.pdf
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Response:
The distribution of exposures by line of business (Personal, Commercial, Trailers and Off-Road
Vehicles) for ICBC and MPI is provided in the EY response to information request 2021.1 RR
BCUC.8.1. As seen in Figure 2 of that response, the percentage distributions are comparable.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.8 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
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Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In MPI’s 2021 Rate Application dated June 17, 2020, MPI provided the Personal Injury
Protection Plan (PIPP) (i.e., accident benefits) historical severity for motorcycles and
private passenger vehicles in responses to the Coalition of Manitoba Motorcycles
Groups Q1-1, dated August 5, 2020.3 As presented in the response by MPI, the severity
for motorcycles is significantly higher than that of private passenger vehicles (e.g., for
2019, the severity is $39,456 for motorcycles and $5,720 for private passenger vehicles).
Please explain how the severity information by line of business provided in MPI’s 2020
Rate Application was used by ICBC.
3
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Response:
EY Response

As detailed in the EY responses to information requests 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1 and 2021.1 RR
BCUC.8.6, although MPI has different loss costs by line of business, it was assessed that
making adjustments for differences in distribution by line of business would have minimal impact
given the similarity of the distributions between ICBC and MPI and as such an adjustment of this
nature was not made and the specific information referenced was not used. The respective
distributions by line of business are also shown in the response to information request 2021.1
RR BCUC.8.1.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.9 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In MPI’s 2021 Rate Application dated June 17, 2020, MPI provided the Personal Injury
Protection Plan (PIPP) (i.e., accident benefits) historical severity for motorcycles and
private passenger vehicles in responses to the Coalition of Manitoba Motorcycles
Groups Q1-1, dated August 5, 2020.3 As presented in the response by MPI, the severity
for motorcycles is significantly higher than that of private passenger vehicles (e.g., for
2019, the severity is $39,456 for motorcycles and $5,720 for private passenger vehicles).
8.9 Please confirm whether the severity estimates (as presented by EY) in Tables MR.1,
IRI.1 and DB.1 adjusted for the differences in line of business distribution of Personal,
Commercial, Trailers and Off-Road Vehicles between ICBC and MPI.
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8.9.1 If not, please explain why not.
8.9.2 If not, please provide an adjustment to the severity amounts for differences in the
mix of lines of business if possible.
3
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Response:
EY Response

The severity estimates in Tables MR.1, IRI.1 and DB.1 are not adjusted for differences in line of
business distribution between ICBC and MPI.

As detailed in the EY response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1 and 2021.1 RR
BCUC.8.6, although MPI has different loss costs by line of business, it was assessed that
making adjustments for differences in distribution by line of business would have minimal impact
given the similarity of the distributions between ICBC and MPI and as such, an adjustment of
this nature was not made and the specific information referenced was not used. The respective
distributions by line of business are shown in the response to information request 2021.1 RR
BCUC.8.1.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.10 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In MPI’s 2021 Rate Application dated June 17, 2020, in the Vehicle Classification Systems
and Rate Groups (VCR) section, in part 2- Rating Territories4, it states:
Manitoba is divided into 4 geographical rating territories. An additional rating
territory, commuter, is based on an individual living in Territory 2 (outside
Winnipeg) and driving regularly into Territory 1 (Winnipeg) for work, school or
some other business purpose. Each of these territories has distinctive rates
which reflect differences in patterns of loss experience. This means motorists pay
premiums which relate to the risk associated with insuring a vehicle in a particular
geographic area of the Province.
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The Manitoba territories are defined based upon grouping of cities and surrounding
areas, and the loss experience by geography is reflected in different rates by territory.
Please confirm whether ICBC currently considers severity in setting its rates by territory.
4
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Response:
ICBC confirms that it considers severity in setting its rates by territory. In ICBC's 2018 Basic
Insurance Rate Design Application, page 1-4, paragraph 18, ICBC stated: "The new rate design
updates the current risk conditions associated with a vehicle’s rate class (type of vehicle and how
it is used) and territory (generally, based on the location of the vehicle when not in use)." Severity
(and frequency) differences between territories are embedded within the underlying data used in
ICBC’s rate design analysis, and therefore, reflected in its rating factor for each territory. Please
refer to Schedule C of the Basic Insurance Tariff for a summary of the rating factors that are
applied to a customer’s premium for their vehicle territory and rate class.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.11 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application

In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
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c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In MPI’s 2021 Rate Application dated June 17, 2020, in the Vehicle Classification Systems
and Rate Groups (VCR) section, in part 2- Rating Territories4, it states:
Manitoba is divided into 4 geographical rating territories. An additional rating
territory, commuter, is based on an individual living in Territory 2 (outside
Winnipeg) and driving regularly into Territory 1 (Winnipeg) for work, school or
some other business purpose. Each of these territories has distinctive rates
which reflect differences in patterns of loss experience. This means motorists pay
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premiums which relate to the risk associated with insuring a vehicle in a particular
geographic area of the Province.
The Manitoba territories are defined based upon grouping of cities and surrounding
areas, and the loss experience by geography is reflected in different rates by territory.
Please confirm whether ICBC’s severity varies within the province or if is it identical in
every territory.
4
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Response:
Yes, ICBC’s severity varies within the province. In addition to Schedule C of the Basic Insurance
Tariff which provides the rating factors for each rate class and territory combination (which are
based on frequency and severity differences), Exhibit III of ICBC’s Basic Insurance Information
Sharing document provides a territorial view of key statistics including the differences on the
average cost per claim by each of the rating territories.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.12 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In MPI’s 2021 Rate Application dated June 17, 2020, in the Vehicle Classification Systems
and Rate Groups (VCR) section, in part 2- Rating Territories4, it states:
Manitoba is divided into 4 geographical rating territories. An additional
rating territory, commuter, is based on an individual living in Territory 2
(outside Winnipeg) and driving regularly into Territory 1 (Winnipeg) for
work, school or some other business purpose. Each of these territories
has distinctive rates which reflect differences in patterns of loss
experience. This means motorists pay premiums which relate to the risk
associated with insuring a vehicle in a particular geographic area of the
Province.
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The Manitoba territories are defined based upon grouping of cities and surrounding
areas, and the loss experience by geography is reflected in different rates by territory.
8.12 Does ICBC consider that differences in weather, geography, road conditions, traffic
density, etc. may affect claims experience between cities, towns, and rural/urban
communities?
8.12.1 If yes, please explain how.
8.12.2 If no, please explain why not.
4
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Response:
Yes, ICBC believes that all the listed factors may have an impact on the claims experience to
varying extents between cities, towns, and rural/urban communities. However, measuring and
attributing each of these impacts to the loss experience within each city, town, or community
would be a difficult and time consuming exercise. As provided in the response to information
request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.10, ICBC analyzes historical data between territories to develop its
rating factors for each territory. Any significant impact from each of these items would be reflected
in that analysis.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.13 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
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Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In MPI’s 2021 Rate Application dated June 17, 2020, in the Vehicle Classification Systems
and Rate Groups (VCR) section, in part 2- Rating Territories4, it states:
Manitoba is divided into 4 geographical rating territories. An additional
rating territory, commuter, is based on an individual living in Territory 2
(outside Winnipeg) and driving regularly into Territory 1 (Winnipeg) for
work, school or some other business purpose. Each of these territories
has distinctive rates which reflect differences in patterns of loss
experience. This means motorists pay premiums which relate to the risk
associated with insuring a vehicle in a particular geographic area of the
Province.
The Manitoba territories are defined based upon grouping of cities and surrounding
areas, and the loss experience by geography is reflected in different rates by territory.
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8.13 Given the geography, weather, road conditions, number of cities/towns and the
population of those cities/towns in BC and Manitoba are different, please discuss
whether ICBC adjusted the MPI severity to a basis that would reflect BC’s loss
distribution that varies by geography, weather, road conditions, and/or population
density, etc.
8.13.1 If yes, please explain how.
8.13.2 If no, please explain why not and provide an adjustment to the severity amounts
for the differences.
4 Retrieved

from: page 1,249 of 6,292 https://apps.mpi.mb.ca/Rate-Application/2021/GRA/2021_GRA.pdf

Response:
EY Response
The MPI severities were not explicitly adjusted to reflect differences in geography, weather, road
conditions, population density, etc. We believe these factors have a less material impact on
EAB severity, which is largely influenced by the design of the benefits offered. Also, differences
in geography and road conditions between the two provinces are not easily measurable, making
it challenging to make explicit adjustments for these factors. The reasoning for not providing an
adjustment to the severity amounts for the differences as part of this response is in line with the
following described in the EY response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1: information
not being readily available and the time and effort required to make the adjustments not being
commensurate with the expected impacts. Please refer to the response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1 for further explanations of this rationale.

As detailed in the EY response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.3, we have
accounted for these factors through our reliance on ICBC’s frequency which reflects the
geography, weather, road conditions, population density, etc. in British Columbia.

Relative

adjustments are then applied based on MPI’s frequency to reflect anticipated impacts from the
enhanced benefits. With the considerations for both frequency and severity, we have assessed
that our approach reasonably and adequately considers differences in geography, weather,
road conditions, and/or population density in the EAB loss costs estimates.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.8.14 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 2, Appendix 2D; Chapter 3, Section B.1, pp. 3-12, 3-13; Appendix
C.4.0, p. 12; Exhibit B-4, Slide 14; Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) 2021 Rate Application
dated June 17, 2020, pp. 931, 967-976, 1,249, 3,158
MPI 2021 Rate Application
In Appendix 2D to the Application, ICBC provides a copy of Order in Council (OIC) 632
dated December 14, 2020 (OIC 632/20). On page 2, under the heading "Other Items,” the
directive states:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in
this government directive (Enclosure);
c) The amended Tariff pages in Support of Enhanced Care forming part of
the Letter of Direction – Tariff Amendment Application in Support of
Enhanced Care and Enhanced Care Rebate dated November 30, 2020 that
are pending BCUC approval;
d) The capital provisions specified in this government directive; and,
e) That the rate change, once approved by the BCUC on a final basis, shall
remain in place for the rest of the 23-month 2021 Policy Year.
In the OIC 632/20 Enclosure titled “Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) Data Adjustments in
ICBC’s Costing Model”, Item 2 states:
2. Environmental Adjustments (adjustments to reflect difference in provincial
income levels and MPI/ICBC data structures):
a. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s
i. Average gross employment incomes,
ii. Tax rates, and
iii. Industrial average wage.
b. Actuarial costing models should reflect British Columbia’s mix of claims
i. Population mix by type of IRB claimants (e.g. full time, part time,
students, etc.).
c. Actuarial costing models should consider ICBC specific differences in
the claim data and trends where applicable. [emphasis added]
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On pages 3-12 and 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
Enhanced Care will provide greater medical, wage loss, and death benefits with
higher limits to more customers under the EAB coverages, regardless of fault. As
a result, overall costs for EAB coverages are expected to be higher under
Enhanced Care. However, in the absence of historical BC data to rely on to
forecast these new costs, government has directed ICBC to perform the rate
indication analysis using Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) data where appropriate.
ICBC relies on analysis performed by actuaries from EY for these new coverages.
Details of these estimates along with the assumptions, methods and data used to
estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for each of the coverages are further discussed in
Appendix C.4.0, the EAB Report. [emphasis added]
On page 12 of Appendix C.0.4, EY states:
Considering the nature of the Enhanced Accident Benefits changes, where a new
benefit is being provided or the categories of claimants eligible to claim the
benefits are being expanded, these changes would be expected to impact ICBC's
claim frequency. We reviewed ICBC and MPI historical frequency and then made
adjustments to reflect expected changes in frequency under EAB. When
extrapolating the results to Policy Period 2021, we relied on ICBC's trends as
accident benefits frequency is typically linked to crash frequency which could
vary between the provinces, thus using ICBC's trends was deemed more
appropriate. Where benefits are being enhanced through higher limits, these
changes would be expected to impact ICBC's claim severity. The MPI historical
data closely reflects the EAB benefits, hence MPI severities were used as a
starting point. When extrapolating the severity estimates from the latest historical
period to Policy Period 2021, we again generally relied upon ICBC’s selected
trends. MPI’s no fault accident benefits product has been in place since the 1990’s
and as a result, they have achieved greater stability in their processes and claim
levels than ICBC would be expected to achieve in the immediate term after the
introduction of EAB. We assumed ICBC’s current trends will persist until more
experience emerges under the new product. [emphasis added]
On slide 14 of ICBC’s workshop presentation (Exhibit B-4), ICBC notes, as part of
accepted actuarial practice, that it is appropriate to use and take responsibility for an
appropriately qualified external actuary’s work under certain circumstances.
In MPI’s 2021 Rate Application dated June 17, 20205 , on pages 967 to 976, the number of
vehicles by Vehicle Type and Use for each of the MPI rating territories is presented,
along with the “experience adjustment” for each vehicle type.
8.14 Within the major classes, please discuss whether ICBC considered differences
between MPI and ICBC distributions and loss experience by vehicle types.
8.14.1 If yes, please explain how.
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8.14.2 If not, please explain why not and provide an adjustment to the severity for
differences in the mix of vehicles type distribution between MPI and ICBC if possible.
5 Retrieved

from: pages 967–976 of 6,292 https://apps.mpi.mb.ca/Rate-Application/2021/GRA/2021_GRA.pdf

Response:
EY Response
Adjustments were not made to reflect any differences between MPI and ICBC distributions and
loss experience by vehicle types. Please refer to the “by category of vehicle” section of the
response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.8.1 for further discussion.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.9.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-13, 3-16
Enhanced Accident Benefits
On page 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states, “ICBC’s [MR] frequency data is relied upon
since changing to a new product with enhanced benefits should not impact the
propensity to claim for an injury.”
Further, on page 3-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
Similar to MR, ICBC’s [IRI] frequency data is relied upon, since changing to a new
product with enhanced benefits should not impact the propensity to claim income
replacement benefits. Under the new IRI coverage, more customers will be eligible
to receive income replacement benefis compared to the current [Weekly Benefits]
WB coverage; such as students, non-earners, and caregivers. Therefore, an
adjustment is applied to the current WB frequency to account of the increase in
eligible amounts.
Please provide any studies ICBC considered or undertook to reach the conclusion that
expanded no-fault benefits would not influence the propensity to file an accident benefits
claim.
Response:
ICBC has relied on Ernst & Young LLP (EY’s) analysis to estimate the PY 2021 loss costs for
Enhanced Accident Benefits. Therefore EY has responded to this information request which
includes discussion on any studies ICBC undertook to understand impacts from other
jurisdictions moving to a no fault model.
EY Response
The assertion that “changing to a new product with enhanced benefits should not impact the
propensity to claim for an injury” (emphasis added) requires clarification. Our presumption is
that, on its own the delivery model for automobile insurance benefits be it a tort model, a
modified tort model, or the enhanced care model, would not meaningfully change the number of
customers injured in automobile accidents in the province and thus the number of injury claims
submitted for first-party accident benefits.
EY’s use of the term “claim propensity” refers to the likelihood that a person in an accident
submits an injury claim. As part of ICBC’s recent Rate Affordability Action Plan (RAAP) product
reforms, ICBC’s accident benefits were increased significantly, with medical and rehabilitation
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benefit limits being doubled and additional types of treatments being provided, weekly benefits
limits being more than doubled, and death benefits also being increased and simplified.
Enhanced Care introduces further enhancements to ICBC’s accident benefits which will provide
better care and recovery benefits to anyone injured in a crash. While we do believe there is a
positive relationship between the number of injury claims and the quantum of benefits available
to injured persons, EY’s statement regarding claim propensity takes into consideration that the
current RAAP accident benefits provide improved benefits to injured persons, incentivizing most
if not all injured parties to submit a claim.

Therefore there is minimal additional increase

possible in the claim propensity for accident benefits under the Enhanced Care model.
ICBC did investigate the impacts to claims following delivery model changes in other Canadian
provinces and jurisdictions, however was unable to find detailed enough information which
conclusively demonstrated the impacts on claims frequency or propensity.
One source reviewed was MPI’s 1997 Personal Injury Protection Plan (PIPP) Review
Commission Report,1 which noted
The rate of AB-WI claims has declined only slightly since PIPP was implemented.
[…] The frequency of AB-WI claims has been declining since 1991. It is therefore
not possible to attribute any [AB-WI claims] post-PIPP decline to the change to
the PIPP system as the decline may only be a continuation of the previous trend.
AB-Other benefits appears to be the only category that experienced an increase
in frequency under PIPP. There may have been an increase in the types of
benefits under this category and therefore an increase in the number of claims.2
As stated in the EY Report, EY believes that “where a new benefit is being provided or the
categories of claimants eligible to claim the benefits are being expanded, these changes would
be expected to impact ICBC’s claim frequency.” This is consistent with the second note above
from the MPI Review Commission Report. In the case of MPI’s AB-WI claims frequency, it is
noteworthy that the observed claim frequency continued declining slightly following the
introduction of PIPP while the severity of AB-WI claims increased, attributed to the increase in
the benefits coverage under PIPP.
1

Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation, Report of the Personal Injury Protection Plan Review Commission /
submitted to James McCrae, Minister responsible for Manitoba Public Insurance Corporation, 1997, Accessed on
March 18, 2021, http://digitalcollection.gov.mb.ca/awweb/pdfopener?smd=1&did=27284&md=1.
2 Report of the Personal Injury Protection Plan Review Commission as cited in footnote 1, page 37.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.9.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-13, 3-16
Enhanced Accident Benefits
On page 3-13 of the Application, ICBC states, “ICBC’s [MR] frequency data is relied upon
since changing to a new product with enhanced benefits should not impact the
propensity to claim for an injury.”
Further, on page 3-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
Similar to MR, ICBC’s [IRI] frequency data is relied upon, since changing to a new
product with enhanced benefits should not impact the propensity to claim income
replacement benefits. Under the new IRI coverage, more customers will be eligible
to receive income replacement benefis compared to the current [Weekly Benefits]
WB coverage; such as students, non-earners, and caregivers. Therefore, an
adjustment is applied to the current WB frequency to account of the increase in
eligible amounts.
As a sensitivity test, please provide the change to the -26.5% rate change to covers costs
and -15% rate indication if the medical-rehabilitation claims frequency rate increased by
(i) +5% and (ii) +10%.
Response:
The following table provides a summary of the results of the scenarios requested.

These

scenarios have no impact on the capital build provision; therefore, impacts to the -26.5% rate
change to cover costs are identical to the impacts on the -15% rate indication. The medical
rehabilitation (MR) claims frequency rate is the same as the PY 2021 MR frequency of 2.10%
shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.4.

Line
No.

Scenario

Percentage Point (ppt)
Impact on Rate Change
to Cover Costs and
Indicated Rate Change

(i)

MR frequency increase by 5% (from 2.10% to 2.20%)

+1.0 ppt

(ii)

MR frequency increase by 10% (from 2.10% to 2.31%)

+2.0 ppts

Please note:

ICBC interprets the requested scenarios as being multiplicative, rather than additive, changes to the
assumptions used in the Application. For example, the 2.20% used in the first scenario is calculated as
2.10% x (1 + 5%).

The rate impact also accounts for the change in investment income as a result of the increase in the MR
claims frequency.
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These scenarios are provided for informational purposes only and, similar to the sensitivity
analysis provided in the Application, Chapter 3, Section B.4, do not result in an updated rate
indication that accords with Accepted Actuarial Practice (AAP). Please refer to Section B.4 for
further discussion of sensitivity analysis and AAP.
Please see Attachment A – Sensitivity Summary for a list of all sensitivity scenarios provided in
the information requests and their impact on the PY 2021 indicated rate change. As discussed
above, although individual assumptions are altered for the purpose of testing the sensitivity of
the Basic insurance rate indication, this does not necessarily produce an indication that is in
accordance with AAP.

ICBC’s Information Request Response

2021.1 RR BCUC.9.2 – Attachment A –
Sensitivity Summary

Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
April 14, 2021

Sensitivity Summary
Line
No.

Scenario

Percentage Point (ppt)
Impact on PY 2021
Indicated Rate
Change

Information Request

1

MR frequency increase by 5%

+1.0 ppt

2021.1 RR BCUC.9.2

2

MR frequency increase by 10%

+2.0 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.9.2

3

Increase TPL-BI severity forecast by 5 ppts

+0.2 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.13.1

4

Decrease TPL-BI severity forecast by 5 ppts

-0.2 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.13.1

5

Decrease in EAB Loss Costs by 5%

-1.7 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

6

Increase in EAB Loss Costs by 5%

+1.7 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

7

Decrease in EAB Loss Costs by 10%

-3.5 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

8

Increase in EAB Loss Costs by 10%

+3.5 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

9

Decrease in non-EAB Loss Costs by 5%

-1.1 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

10

Increase in non-EAB Loss Costs by 5%

+1.1 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

11

Decrease in non-EAB Loss Costs by 10%

-2.2 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

12

Increase in non-EAB Loss Costs by 10%

+2.2 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

13

Increase all severity trend selections by 1 ppt

+1.1 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

14

Decrease all severity trend selections by 1 ppt

-1.1 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

15

Increase written exposures by 1%

-0.1 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

16

Decrease written exposures by 1%

+0.1 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1

17

Changing the NMR from 3.68% to 3.43%

+0.7 ppts

2021.1 RR BCUC.36.4
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2021.1 RR BCUC.10.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-17, 3-25, 3-27; Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 313, 3-24, Appendix A.1
On page 3-25 of the ICBC 2019 RRA Application, ICBC stated, “The total expected PY
2019 claims savings from product reform is estimated to be $1.2 billion.” The impact by
coverage was shown in Figure 3.15 as follows:

Figure 3.17 in the ICBC 2019 RRA Application further illustrated the forecast Bodily Injury
(BI) claims cost reductions from different payment categories as follows:

In Appendix A.1 to the Application, column (2) “Required for PY 2021-2”, shows that
forecast Loss and ALAE Payments for PY 2021-2 are approximately $2.6 billion. Without
consideration for the loss trend from PY 2019, BCUC staff calculate that the
approximately $2.6 billion represents a reduction of $2 billion from the Full Tort system
of $4.6 billion ($4.6 billion less $2.6 billion) and $0.8 billion from the Modified Tort system
of $3.4 billion ($3.4 billion less $2.6 billion).
On page 3-24 of the Application, ICBC states, “In other words, a larger portion of a
customer’s premium will be spent paying for care, recovery and wage loss benefits
rather than a significant portion on legal and related costs.”
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Please provide an estimate of the Loss and ALAE Payments that would have been
incurred under Modified Tort (if not for the transition to Enhanced Care) for PY 2022
(April 1, 2022 to March 31, 2023) in a similar format to that provided in Figure 3.15 in the
ICBC 2019 RRA.
Response:
A fulsome analysis to respond to this information request is not available, given that the
Modified Tort model has been replaced with the Enhanced Care model to be introduced on
May 1, 2021. Therefore ICBC developed a response based on high level estimates. Some
caveats regarding this approach are included at the end of this response.

The estimated Loss and ALAE that would have been incurred under Modified Tort for PY 2021
(May 1, 2021 through March 31, 2023), is provided in the table below. In addition, the table
provides the estimated claims costs savings from the change to Enhanced Care and the
estimated impacts to the PY 2021 rate indication for each coverage. The annualized difference
between the PY 2021 Loss and ALAE payments under Enhanced Care versus Modified Tort is
estimated at $0.6 billion (= ($535,484,000 + 608,506,000) * 12/23)) rather than the $0.8 billion
as estimated in this preamble and further discussed in the response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.10.2.

Note the table is separated into two policy periods for PY 2021: PY 2021-1 which reflects the
11-month period between May 1, 2021 and March 31, 2022, and PY 2021-2 which reflects the
12-month period between April 1, 2022 and March 31, 2023.

The 12-month period is

comparable to the period requested in this information request as there is no PY 2022.
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Figure 1 – Estimated Loss and ALAE Incurred, and Impacts to Rate for PY 2021
PY 2021 Loss & ALAE Forecast
($ 000's)
Coverage

Bodily
Injury/
TPL1-BI
Property
Damage/
Material
Damage
Part 7/
EAB2
Manual
Basic
Total
1
2

Modified Tort

Impacts
($ 000's)

Enhanced Care

PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

$1,445,907

$1,668,917

$58,032

$656,576

$780,685

$560,922

Impact on
PY 2021
Rate
(percentage
points
(ppt))

PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

$67,421

($1,387,874)

($1,601,496)

-42.1 ppt

$632,520

$748,812

($24,056)

($31,872)

-0.8 ppt

$670,313

$1,475,725

$1,737,464

$914,803

$1,067,151

27.9 ppt

$83,014

$94,963

$44,658

$52,673

($38,356)

($42,290)

-1.1 ppt

$2,746,419

$3,214,877

$2,210,935

$2,606,371

($535,484)

($608,506)

-16.1 ppt

Third Party Liability.
Enhanced Accident Benefits.

Although the PY 2021 Loss and ALAE forecasts under Modified Tort provided in this response
are appropriate for understanding the impacts from product change, they are not subject to the
same level of review as the estimates used in the Application. The results are provided for
informational purposes only with the following caveats:


The PY 2021 forecasts under the Modified Tort model are estimated by assuming the
same loss costs trends impacting current claims will continue in future years. ICBC’s
actuaries have not fully reviewed the reasonableness of such assumptions, given the
PY 2021 claims costs under Enhanced Care will be significantly different from Modified
Tort for some of the coverages.



The forecast does not reflect any impacts from the March 2021 decision on the
constitutional challenge to the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal, or from the
Evidence Act regulations made in February 2021.



The forecast assumes no impacts from COVID-19 for PY 2021.



There could be other events with impact to the PY 2021 claims costs under Modified
Tort that would be considered as prospective adjustments, which are discussed in the
2019 RRA, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0.
estimates in this response.

Regardless, none has been reflected in the
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2021.1 RR BCUC.10.2 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-17, 3-25, 3-27; Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 313, 3-24, Appendix A.1
On page 3-25 of the ICBC 2019 RRA Application, ICBC stated, “The total expected PY
2019 claims savings from product reform is estimated to be $1.2 billion.” The impact by
coverage was shown in Figure 3.15 as follows:

Figure 3.17 in the ICBC 2019 RRA Application further illustrated the forecast Bodily Injury
(BI) claims cost reductions from different payment categories as follows:

In Appendix A.1 to the Application, column (2) “Required for PY 2021-2”, shows that
forecast Loss and ALAE Payments for PY 2021-2 are approximately $2.6 billion. Without
consideration for the loss trend from PY 2019, BCUC staff calculate that the
approximately $2.6 billion represents a reduction of $2 billion from the Full Tort system
of $4.6 billion ($4.6 billion less $2.6 billion) and $0.8 billion from the Modified Tort system
of $3.4 billion ($3.4 billion less $2.6 billion).
On page 3-24 of the Application, ICBC states, “In other words, a larger portion of a
customer’s premium will be spent paying for care, recovery and wage loss benefits
rather than a significant portion on legal and related costs.”
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Please provide a breakdown of the approximately $0.8 billion reduction (or otherwise
calculated amount in the IR above) between legal fees, pain and suffering compensation
(within general damages), and any other category.
Response:
As provided in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.10.1, the difference
between the PY 2021 Loss and Allocated Loss Adjustment Expense (ALAE) payments, had
Modified Tort coverages been in place, compared to the Loss and ALAE payments under
Enhanced Care is $1.1 billion for 23-months, or approximately $0.6 billion annualized (rather
than the $0.8 billion as stated in this preamble).

$2.99 billion savings (or $1.56 billion

annualized) is from the Bodily Injury (BI) coverage, which is partially offset by the increase in the
Loss and ALAE payments from the Enhanced Accident Benefit coverages. The Enhanced Care
Loss and ALAE payments by coverage are provided in the response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.10.1.

The cost categories used in the 2019 RRA, Chapter 3, Figure 3.17 are for BI claims costs. The
reduction in BI claims costs from moving to Enhanced Care is further broken down into these
same cost categories in the table below.
Figure 1 – Reduction in BI Claims Costs by Category
Reduction in BI Claims Cost by Category
($ 000's)
Modified Tort

Enhanced Care

Impacts

Category
PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

PY 2021-1

PY 2021-2

PY 2021-1

General Damage

$641,597

$740,554

$25,751

$29,917

($615,846)

($710,636)

($692,078)

Medical Costs & Wage Loss
Legal Expenses &
Disbursements

$508,042

$586,400

$20,390

$23,690

($487,651)

($562,710)

($548,014)

$268,994

$310,483

$10,796

$12,543

($258,198)

($297,940)

($290,159)

$27,274

$31,481

$1,095

$1,272

($26,180)

($30,209)

($29,420)

$1,445,907

$1,668,917

$58,032

Other Costs
Total

$67,421 ($1,387,874)

PY 2021-2

Annualized

($1,601,496) ($1,559,671)
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The following assumptions are applied to the BI claims costs breakdown:



It is based on the same assumptions used to demonstrate the Lower Costs of Enhanced
Care on www.icbc.com.1



It does not reflect any impacts from the March 2021 decision on the constitutional
challenge to the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal, or from the Evidence Act
regulations made in February 2021.



The same breakdown is used for both Modified Tort and Enhanced Care coverages.

As explained in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.10.1, the estimates
provided are appropriate for understanding the impact from product change; however, they are
not subject to the same level of review as assumptions and estimates used in the Application.
They are provided for informational purposes only.

1

https://enhancedcare.icbc.com/why-and-how#how-are-changes-possible
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2021.1 RR BCUC.10.3 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-17, 3-25, 3-27; Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 313, 3-24, Appendix A.1
On page 3-25 of the ICBC 2019 RRA Application, ICBC stated, “The total expected PY
2019 claims savings from product reform is estimated to be $1.2 billion.” The impact by
coverage was shown in Figure 3.15 as follows:

Figure 3.17 in the ICBC 2019 RRA Application further illustrated the forecast Bodily Injury
(BI) claims cost reductions from different payment categories as follows:

In Appendix A.1 to the Application, column (2) “Required for PY 2021-2”, shows that
forecast Loss and ALAE Payments for PY 2021-2 are approximately $2.6 billion. Without
consideration for the loss trend from PY 2019, BCUC staff calculate that the
approximately $2.6 billion represents a reduction of $2 billion from the Full Tort system
of $4.6 billion ($4.6 billion less $2.6 billion) and $0.8 billion from the Modified Tort system
of $3.4 billion ($3.4 billion less $2.6 billion).
On page 3-24 of the Application, ICBC states, “In other words, a larger portion of a
customer’s premium will be spent paying for care, recovery and wage loss benefits
rather than a significant portion on legal and related costs.”
As presented in prior RRA Figure 3.17, the PY 2019 Loss and ALAE for general damages
under Full Tort was approximately $1.8 billion; and reduced to approximately $0.7 billion
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under the Modified Tort system. Given the information presented in Figure 3.17, BCUC
staff calculate this to be, roughly, $200 Loss and ALAE per exposure – based on 3.3
million exposures in 2019 – for general damages under Modified Tort.
In Figure 3.4 of the Application, ICBC shows that the forecasted loss cost for Permanent
Impairment and Death Benefits for PY 2021 is $46 per exposure.
Please confirm, or otherwise correct, BCUC staff’s calculation of $200 per exposure for
general damages for PY 2019 under the Modified Tort system.
Response:
ICBC agrees that $200 is a reasonable approximation for the per exposure Loss and ALAE
amount for general damages for Policy Year (PY) 2019, subject to corrections which do not
impact this conclusion.


The $0.7 billion general damages amount shown in the 2019 Revenue Requirements
Application (RRA), Chapter 3, Figure 3.17 is for fiscal loss year 2019/20, instead of PY
2019.



The PY 2019 written exposure is 3,450,840 which excludes trailers and off-road vehicles
(please see 2019 RRA, Chapter 3, Appendices B.1.1 and B.3.1) rather than 3.3 million
exposures provided in this information request.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.10.3.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-17, 3-25, 3-27; Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 313, 3-24, Appendix A.1
On page 3-25 of the ICBC 2019 RRA Application, ICBC stated, “The total expected PY
2019 claims savings from product reform is estimated to be $1.2 billion.” The impact by
coverage was shown in Figure 3.15 as follows:

Figure 3.17 in the ICBC 2019 RRA Application further illustrated the forecast Bodily Injury
(BI) claims cost reductions from different payment categories as follows:

In Appendix A.1 to the Application, column (2) “Required for PY 2021-2”, shows that
forecast Loss and ALAE Payments for PY 2021-2 are approximately $2.6 billion. Without
consideration for the loss trend from PY 2019, BCUC staff calculate that the
approximately $2.6 billion represents a reduction of $2 billion from the Full Tort system
of $4.6 billion ($4.6 billion less $2.6 billion) and $0.8 billion from the Modified Tort system
of $3.4 billion ($3.4 billion less $2.6 billion).
On page 3-24 of the Application, ICBC states, “In other words, a larger portion of a
customer’s premium will be spent paying for care, recovery and wage loss benefits
rather than a significant portion on legal and related costs.”
As presented in prior RRA Figure 3.17, the PY 2019 Loss and ALAE for general damages
under Full Tort was approximately $1.8 billion; and reduced to approximately $0.7 billion
under the Modified Tort system. Given the information presented in Figure 3.17, BCUC
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staff calculate this to be, roughly, $200 Loss and ALAE per exposure – based on 3.3
million exposures in 2019 – for general damages under Modified Tort.
In Figure 3.4 of the Application, ICBC shows that the forecasted loss cost for Permanent
Impairment and Death Benefits for PY 2021 is $46 per exposure.
Please explain how much the above-calculated reduction, from approximately $200 to
$46 per exposure, contributes to the overall estimated reduction calculated in IR 10.2
above.
Response:
As confirmed in response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.10.2, BCUC’s estimate of
$200 for the PY 2019 Loss and ALAE per exposure cost for general damages under Modified
Tort is reasonable. In addition, ICBC’s estimate of $46 for the PY 2021 Loss and ALAE per
exposure cost for Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits (PI and DB) under Enhanced Care
is provided in the Application. However, ICBC is unable to compare the costs of these benefits
with one another because it does not consider general damages, and PI and DB to be
comparable benefits for the reasons highlighted below:


PI and DB include costs that are not covered under general damages. For example, PI
and DB include payments made to the surviving spouse and dependents of a deceased
policyholder as a result of a motor vehicle accident which is not covered under general
damages under either of the tort-based models.



There are different approaches taken to estimate the costs under each coverage. For
example, general damage amounts paid under the tort-based models were to
compensate the injured party for their “pain and suffering” arising out of the injuries
sustained in the motor vehicle accident. The Courts adopted an assessment approach,
not a mathematical approach, when awarding general damages. The amount for
general damages is assessed by considering the facts of each case on its own merits,
by taking into account factors, such as the injured party’s age, the nature, severity, and
duration of the injury, level of disability or impairment of life, impact to family and social
relationships, etc. In contrast, the permanent impairment payment will be calculated
based on the degree of permanent impairment which in turn is based on medical
evidence and impairment ratings prescribed in the Regulation.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.10.4 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 3-17, 3-25, 3-27; Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, pp. 313, 3-24, Appendix A.1
On page 3-25 of the ICBC 2019 RRA Application, ICBC stated, “The total expected PY
2019 claims savings from product reform is estimated to be $1.2 billion.” The impact by
coverage was shown in Figure 3.15 as follows:

Figure 3.17 in the ICBC 2019 RRA Application further illustrated the forecast Bodily Injury
(BI) claims cost reductions from different payment categories as follows:

In Appendix A.1 to the Application, column (2) “Required for PY 2021-2”, shows that
forecast Loss and ALAE Payments for PY 2021-2 are approximately $2.6 billion. Without
consideration for the loss trend from PY 2019, BCUC staff calculate that the
approximately $2.6 billion represents a reduction of $2 billion from the Full Tort system
of $4.6 billion $4.6 billion less $2.6 billion) and $0.8 billion from the Modified Tort system
of $3.4 billion $3.4 billion less $2.6 billion).
On page 3-24 of the Application, ICBC states, “In other words, a larger portion of a
customer’s premium will be spent paying for care, recovery and wage loss benefits
rather than a significant portion on legal and related costs.”
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In Figure 3.4 of the Application, ICBC shows that the PY 2021 forecasted frequency for
Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits is 0.19%. Figure 3.8 in the ICBC 2019 RRA
showed that the bodily injury frequency for PY 2019 is 1.6%.
Please provide an estimate of the number of claimants in the ICBC 2019 RRA for PY 2019
that would have received compensation for either (i) pain and suffering or (ii) general
damages and compare it to the number of claimants ICBC expects to receive permanent
impairment compensation for PY 2021. Please provide reasons for the change in number
of claimants.
Response:
As explained in the response to information request 2021.1 BCUC.10.3.1, one cannot directly
compare the number of claimants receiving general damages and the number of expected
claimants for permanent impairment (PI) compensation with one another given the differences
in coverage as well as the difference in claimants who are eligible to receive payments under
each coverage. Moreover, most of the bodily injury (BI) claims under modified tort product are
from minor injuries, which will not be eligible for PI benefits under Enhanced Care, unless these
injuries result in permanent scarring, permanent loss of range of motion, or require lifelong
medical intervention. In addition, some cases involving non-minor injuries will not be eligible for
PI compensation as many individuals fully recover from these types of injuries through
rehabilitation.

ICBC has nevertheless provided the following requested statistics based on 2019 RRA, 2021
RRA, and other ICBC claims statistics. However, there is no discussion to follow to explain the
differences between the amounts given the comments provided above:


The number of claimants that would receive compensation for either (i) pain and
suffering or (ii) general damage was not estimated for PY 2019 in the 2019 RRA (please
see 2019 RRA, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix E.0, Product Reform Costing Report,
Section 7 for more details). However, based on fiscal year 2019/20 closed claim data,
95% of BI claimants have received payments for general damages.

Therefore the

number of BI claimants can be used as a high level approximation for the number of
claimants receiving general damages. The estimated number of BI claimants under
modified tort at the time of the 2019 RRA was 73,583 BI claimants for fiscal loss year
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(FLY) 2020 and 76,012 for FLY 2021 (Source: 2019 RRA, Chapter 3, Technical
Appendix E.0, Product Reform Costing report, Table 2.3 and Table 2.4).


The number of claimants ICBC expects to receive compensation under the PI and Death
Benefit coverage for PY 2021 is 13,054 excluding claims under Manual Basic, based on
the exposure and frequency figures provided in the Application, Chapter 3,
Appendix A.3.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.11.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix C.4.0, Section 8, pp. 49–50
Severity Adjustment II – Wage Adjustment
EY states on page 49 of Appendix C.4.0 to Chapter 3, “Per Statistics Canada, British
Columbia’s 2018 average gross income ($45,500) was higher than Manitoba’s ($44,700)
by a factor of 1.018. This factor is used to adjust the MPI severities to the BC average
income level in Table DB.8.”
11.1 Please confirm whether the 1.018 wage adjustment factor in the preamble is applied
to the Permanent Impairment portion of the severity in Table DB.8.
11.1.1 If yes, please explain why the Permanent Impairment is adjusted for wage severity.
Response:
EY Response
11.1
Yes, the 1.018 wage adjustment factor in the preamble is applied to the Permanent Impairment
portion of the severity displayed in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.4.0, Table DB.8.
11.1.1
In MPI’s general rate application, the information required to determine claimant frequency
and/or severity for accident benefit coverages is generally presented at the following coverage
grouping levels: Weekly Indemnity, Accident Benefits – Other (Indexed), and Accident Benefits
– Other (Non-Indexed).

The Accident Benefits – Other (Non-Indexed) information is not

separated out by its components: death benefits, funeral benefits, and permanent impairment
benefits. Hence the actuarial costings relied on the aggregate Accident Benefits – Other (NonIndexed) information and the wage adjustment factor was applied to the coverage as a whole.
We do not have a reliable estimate of the death benefits versus permanent impairment portions
of MPI’s Accident Benefits – Other (Non-Indexed) severity. However for materiality purposes, if
we assumed in the extreme case that the permanent impairment portion represents 100% of the
Accident Benefits – Other (Non-Indexed) severity and thus should not be adjusted by the wage
adjustment factor, the impact on the enhanced accident benefits loss costs is a savings of $1 (or
-0.2%) for Policy Year 2021.

This would not be considered a material impact.

Therefore

applying the factor to the entire amount to capture the wage differences applicable to the death
benefits component is considered a reasonable approximation.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.12.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Appendix G.0, p. 2; Chapter 7, Appendix 7A, p. 7A.1-9
Capital Provisions
On page 2 of Appendix G.0 to Chapter 3, ICBC states:
The amended Special Direction IC2 also requires that the rate change include a
capital build provision for PY 2021 that would result in a 11.5 percentage point
(ppt) impact to the rate indication, after accounting for investment income and
expenses that vary with the amount of premiums collected from the policyholder.
The derivation of the capital build amounts complying with the requirement are
shown in Appendix G.1 with the results in row (r).
Appendix G.1 shows the following calculation related to Capital Build:

On page 7A.1-9 of the Application, ICBC explains that the Basic Minimum Capital Test
(MCT) ratio is the capital available divided by the minimum capital required. ICBC states,
“Capital available is primarily calculated from the Basic equity (sum of retained earnings
(deficit) and other components of equity).”
Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the calculation of the capital build provision is
unrelated to capital available which is part of the Basic MCT ratio calculation.
Response:
ICBC confirms that the calculation of the capital build provision in the PY 2021 rate indication
does not rely on the capital available values as shown in the Application, Chapter 3,
Appendix G.1, line (a).

The calculation of the capital build provision is specified in Special Direction IC2 (provided in the
Application, Chapter 2, Appendix 2B), which directs ICBC to include a capital build provision
that results in the addition of 11.5 percentage points to the rate change to cover costs after
accounting for the effect of investment income and expenses that vary with the amount of
premium collected from a policyholder.
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However, the capital build provision and capital available amount are not entirely unrelated.
While the calculation of the PY 2021 capital build does not rely on capital available, the capital
build provision will increase the amount of capital available resulting in a higher Basic MCT
ratio. This effect can be seen in the increase in the capital available between PY 2021-1 and
PY 2021-2, which is shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix G.1, row (a) Basic Equity
(excluding intangible assets). The contributing factors to the future years’ capital available
amounts are further explained in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.2.3.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.13.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-22
Historical TPL-BI Severity
On page 3-22 of the Application, ICBC states:
The out of province [Bodily Injury] BI severity in the last 10 years supports an
annual increasing trend of +9.9%, which is expected to continue through PY 2021
for the TPL-BI coverage. Similar growth in the BI severity has also been observed
in neighboring tort jurisdictions (such as Alberta, Washington, and Oregon),
where many of ICBC’s out of province TPL-BI claims occur.
Please explain if ICBC gave any consideration to recent reforms in neighboring tort
jurisdictions (such as Alberta Bill 41), and the impact these changes would have on
ICBC’s projections for out of province TPL-BI claim severity. If not, please explain why
not.
Response:
ICBC has not assessed the impacts of recent reforms in other jurisdictions in the determination
of forecasts for out of province TPL-BI claim severity. The work needed to undertake such an
exercise is not justified since out of province claims have a very small impact on the overall rate
change to cover costs.
Reforms in other jurisdictions can follow a variety of approaches and can be implemented
gradually over a number of months or years, which makes it difficult to assess their impact. For
example, Alberta Bill 41 received Royal Assent on December 9, 2020 and will come into effect
in stages by early 2022. It would not be practical for ICBC to assess the impact of these
reforms based on the relatively small amount of relevant claims experience of ICBC customers
in Alberta, and external guidance such as industry benchmarks from the Alberta Automobile
Insurance Rate Board is not available at this time. Over time, the gradual implementation of Bill
41 will make it difficult to discern its impact apart from other factors that influence the cost of
ICBC’s out-of-province claims over this time period, such that is will also not be practical for
ICBC to track and assess its impact. To the extent that reforms in other jurisdictions affect the
overall trend in TPL-BI severity, such change in the trend will be captured as it becomes
represented in ICBC’s claims data.
The impact of changes in the TPL-BI severity trend on the rate change to cover costs is not
significant. As a sensitivity test, if the TPL-BI severity trend were to increase or decrease by five
percentage points (increase from 9.9% to 14.9%, or decrease from 9.9% to 4.9%), the impact
on the rate change to cover costs would be only 0.2 percentage points.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.14.1 Reference: ACTUARIAL RATE LEVEL INDICATION ANALYSIS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, Section B.4, p. 3-25
Sensitivity Analysis
In Figure 3.16 on page 3-25 of the Application, ICBC provides a sensitivity analysis which
shows the impact on the indicated rate change from alternate assumptions for the new
money rate, EAB loss costs, and non-EAB loss costs.
14.1 Please provide additional rows for Figure 3.16 reflecting the following alternate
assumptions.
For each scenario, please also add an additional column explaining whether ICBC would
consider the alternate assumptions to be plausible:
(a) Decrease in EAB Loss Costs by 5%;
(b) Increase in EAB Loss Costs by 5%;
(c) Decrease in EAB Loss Costs by 10%;
(d) Increase in EAB Loss Costs by 10%;
(e) Decrease in non-EAB Loss Costs by 5%;
(f) Increase in non-EAB Loss Costs by 5%;
(g) Decrease in non-EAB Loss Costs by 10%;
(h) Increase in non-EAB Loss Costs by 10%;
(i) Increase all severity trend selections by 1%;
(j) Decrease all severity trend selections by 1%;
(k) Increase written exposures by 1%; and
(l) Decrease written exposures by 1%.
14.1.1 For scenarios (k) and (l) above, please also restate the dollar amount of the capital
provision.
14.1.2 If more than one scenario in the expanded Figure 3.16 is plausible, please explain
whether the impacts on the PY 2021 Indicated Rate Change are additive (i.e. the simple
sum) or otherwise calculated.
Response:
14.1

The sensitivity analysis for alternative assumptions in this information request are provided in
the table below. As with the sensitivity analysis in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.16, these
scenarios are provided for the purpose of evaluating the sensitivity of the rate indication to each
alternative assumption, while all other assumptions are unchanged. They do not result in an
updated rate indication that accords with accepted actuarial practice.
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ICBC considers a scenario plausible if it represents a reasonable range of variance of the
assumption based on available data, historical patterns, and actuarial judgment. In this regard,
all scenarios in this information request are considered to be plausible, based on ICBC’s past
experience in policy and claims cost emergence. However, these assumptions cannot replace
the ones employed in the rate indication analysis, which are judged by ICBC actuaries to be
their best estimate based on all information available at the time of analysis.

Line
No.

Scenario

Percentage Point (ppt)
Impact on Indicated
Rate Change

Plausible?

(a)

Decrease in EAB Loss Costs by 5%

-1.7 ppts

Yes

(b)

Increase in EAB Loss Costs by 5%

+1.7 ppts

Yes

(c)

Decrease in EAB Loss Costs by 10%

-3.5 ppts

Yes

(d)

Increase in EAB Loss Costs by 10%

+3.5 ppts

Yes

(e)

Decrease in non-EAB Loss Costs by 5%

-1.1 ppts

Yes

(f)

Increase in non-EAB Loss Costs by 5%

+1.1 ppts

Yes

(g)

Decrease in non-EAB Loss Costs by 10%

-2.2 ppts

Yes

(h)

Increase in non-EAB Loss Costs by 10%

+2.2 ppts

Yes

(i)

Increase all severity trend selections by 1 ppt

+1.1 ppts

Yes

(j)

Decrease all severity trend selections by 1 ppt

-1.1 ppts

Yes

(k)

Increase written exposures by 1%

-0.1 ppts

Yes

(l)

Decrease written exposures by 1%

+0.1 ppts

Yes

References:
(a) to (d): The EAB Loss Cost estimate is $469 as shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.4.
(e) to (h): The non-EAB Loss Cost estimate is $201 as shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.9.
(i) to (j): The severity trend selection is 5.3% as shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Figure 3.14.
(k) to (l): Written exposures for PY 2021 is 6,585,095, which excludes off-road vehicles and trailers and is the sum of
personal and commercial written exposures in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendices B.1.1 and B.3.1.

Please note:


For scenarios (i) and (j) above, ICBC interprets that the change is additive, i.e. the
severity trend in the scenario is calculated as ± 1 ppt change to the severity trends used
in the Application.



The impact also accounts for the change in investment income as a result of higher (or
lower) Losses and ALAE.
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14.1.1

The restated capital provision amounts, as well as the restated capital build and maintenance
amounts, for the two scenarios are provided in the table below.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(k)

Increase written exposures by 1%

$802

(4)
Capital
Maintenance
($ millions)
$147

Line
No.

Scenario

Capital Build
($ millions)

(l)

Decrease written exposures by 1%

$786

$144

(5) = (3) + (4)
Capital
Provision
($ millions)
$949
$930

14.1.2

As discussed above, all scenarios in this response are considered plausible but do not
necessarily result in an indicated rate change that adheres to acceptable actuarial practice. The
impacts to PY 2021 rate change from multiple scenarios are additive if these scenarios are
mutually exclusive of each other. For example, the scenarios for EAB loss costs, non-EAB loss
costs, and written exposure are mutually exclusive; therefore, the impacts on the PY 2021 rate
indication from these scenarios are additive. In contrast, scenarios for loss costs (either EAB or
non-EAB) and severity trend selections have overlapping effect and are not mutually exclusive;
therefore, the impacts on PY 2021 rate indication from these scenarios are not additive.

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.9.2 for a summary of all
sensitivities and their impacts on the PY 2021 indicated rate change discussed in the
information requests.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.15.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section B, pp. 4A-3, 4A-6
Costs of Litigation
On page 4A-6 of the Application, ICBC states:
As reported in the 2019 RRA, the costs of litigation on closed BI exposures for FY
2018/19 was approximately $390 million, which is approximately 20% of total BI
claims costs paid to claimants.
On page 4A-3 of the Application, ICBC states, “Through the RAAP product reform, ICBC
has realized significant reductions in BI claims costs and a lower rate or legal
representation, particularly for injury claims occurring on after [sic] April 1, 2019.”
15.1 Please explain and provide the costs of litigation on closed BI exposures for FY
2019/20 Actual in dollars and as a percentage of total BI claims costs paid to claimants in
two categories: 1) claims occurring on or after April 1, 2019; and 2) claims prior to April
1, 2019.
15.1.1 To the extent that there are differences in litigation costs as a percentage of total
BI claims costs paid to claimants in the two categories, please discuss the possible
contributing factors. Are the differences solely attributable to RAAP product reform or
are there other possible factors, such as changes in ICBC claims cost management?
Please explain.
Response:
15.1

Costs of litigation are the amounts paid on BI claims for third party costs and disbursements,
external legal fees, and legal disbursements incurred by ICBC in defence of the claim, as well
as medical/dental reports.

Figure 1 below outlines the costs of litigation expressed in dollar values for claims closed in FY
2020 (April 1, 2019 to March 31, 2020) separated into claims occurring on or after April 1, 2019
(RAAP) and claims occurring prior to April 1, 2019 (Pre-RAAP).
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Figure 1 – Closed BI Exposures with Litigation Costs
FY 2019/20
Number of Exposures Closed with Litigation Costs
Average Paid in Litigation Costs (rounded dollars)
Total Paid in Litigation Costs (in Millions)

RAAP
Pre-RAAP
RAAP
Pre-RAAP
RAAP
Pre-RAAP

200
21,000
$500
$19,000
$0.1
$399.1

For comparison, Figure 2 below expresses the costs of litigation as a percentage of total BI
costs for each period.

Figure 2 – Total Closed BI Exposures (Expressed in Percentage)
FY 2019/20
Litigation Cost as % of Total Paid

RAAP
Pre-RAAP

0.2%
18.1%

15.1.1

While RAAP is expected to reduce the overall costs of litigation, isolating a comparison of these
costs on closed claims based on date of loss is not particularly meaningful given the different
mix and age of claims closed. Claims closed in the RAAP period (after April 1, 2019) come from
a single loss year whereas claims closed in the Pre-RAAP period (before April 1, 2019) cover all
loss years prior to FY 2020.

In addition because they are still relatively new, very few represented or litigated RAAP claims
have reached the age of settlement. Represented and litigated claims incur significantly more
litigation costs as claims age.

In order to give a comparison with a more comparable mix of claims for those occurring on or
after April 1, 2019 and closing in FY 2020, Figures 3 and 4 below provide the same statistics for
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BI claims occurring one year earlier, occurring on or after April 1, 2018 and closing by March 31,
2019 (in FY 2019).
Figure 3 – Closed BI Exposures with Litigation Costs (Expressed in Rounded Dollars)
FY 2019
Number of Exposures Closed with Litigation Costs

600

Average Paid in Litigation Costs

$500

Total Paid in Litigation Costs (in Millions)

$0.3

Figure 4 – Total Closed BI Exposures (Expressed in Percentage)
FY 2019
Litigation Cost as % of Total Paid

0.4%

On this basis, a reduction in the overall cost of litigation in FY 2020 versus FY 2019 has been
achieved. However, only a small number of BI claims with associated litigation costs settle
within one year of their loss date, which results in highly variable measures that do not yet
provide reliable evidence to draw conclusions. Nonetheless, the primary influence is likely to be
the RAAP product reforms.

Future RAAP litigation costs may also be affected by the

constitutional challenge to the jurisdiction of the Civil Resolution Tribunal (CRT). As noted in
Chapter 7, Appendix 7E, Section C.5, very few BI claims have been disputed through the CRT.
Some claimants may choose to advance a dispute that would lead to litigation costs in later
stages of their claim. This would mean fewer disputed BI claims closing in FY 2020, as they
would instead close in later years.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.16.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section B, pp. 4A-4, 4A-7; Chapter 6, Section B, p. 64
COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts
On page 4A-7 of the Application, ICBC states that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a
negative impact on ICBC’s ability to investigate claims, which could potentially impact
claims costs. ICBC further states:
In order to comply with the provincial health guidelines for COVID-19, it has been
challenging in many cases to undertake witness interview, conduct medical
examinations, and, for litigated claims, commence chambers applications. When
applicable, ICBC’s Special Investigation Unit (SIU) is taking and recording
statements over the phone and is using video conferencing to interact with
customers. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to obtain the necessary
information to resolve a claim or to prepare for trail.
On page 4A-4 of the Application, ICBC explains that “BI pending is the number of BI
exposures that are still to be resolved” and “It is an important consideration from a
claims cost management perspective because claims costs tend to increase the longer
claims are pending.”
ICBC further states, “Several factors contributed to the increase in the BI pending level
up to the end of FY 2019/20, including the need for increased handling time on claim files
opened under product reform.”
Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the COVID-19 pandemic has no impact on BI
pending for FY 2019/20.
Response:
The COVID-19 restrictions were implemented in mid-March 2020, at the very end of the
FY2019/2020. As a result, ICBC saw little to no impact on BI pending for the fiscal year.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.16.2 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section B, pp. 4A-4, 4A-7; Chapter 6, Section B, p. 64
COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts
On page 4A-7 of the Application, ICBC states that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a
negative impact on ICBC’s ability to investigate claims, which could potentially impact
claims costs. ICBC further states:
In order to comply with the provincial health guidelines for COVID-19, it has been
challenging in many cases to undertake witness interview, conduct medical
examinations, and, for litigated claims, commence chambers applications. When
applicable, ICBC’s Special Investigation Unit (SIU) is taking and recording
statements over the phone and is using video conferencing to interact with
customers. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to obtain the necessary
information to resolve a claim or to prepare for trail.
On page 4A-4 of the Application, ICBC explains that “BI pending is the number of BI
exposures that are still to be resolved” and “It is an important consideration from a
claims cost management perspective because claims costs tend to increase the longer
claims are pending.”
ICBC further states, “Several factors contributed to the increase in the BI pending level
up to the end of FY 2019/20, including the need for increased handling time on claim files
opened under product reform.”
Please clarify whether claims services, aside from the SIU, have been using phone and
video conferencing to interact with customers since the COVID-19 pandemic. For
example, they are used to undertake witness interviews, conduct medical examinations,
or commence chambers applications. If not, please explain why not.
Response:
Claims staff are continuing to work collaboratively with injured customers and their health care
providers in order to assist customers with their recovery during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Claims Services is using telephone and video conferencing to conduct witness interviews and
litigation events.

For example, examinations for discoveries, mediations, and chambers

applications are being conducted virtually whenever these options are practical.

ICBC does not conduct independent medical examinations, these are performed by medical
practitioners.
arrange.

During the pandemic, in person medical examinations have been difficult to

These examinations typically require the medical expert to conduct a physical

examination and in person examinations were restricted during periods of the COVID-19
pandemic.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.16.3 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section B, pp. 4A-4, 4A-7; Chapter 6, Section B, p. 64
COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts
On page 4A-7 of the Application, ICBC states that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a
negative impact on ICBC’s ability to investigate claims, which could potentially impact
claims costs. ICBC further states:
In order to comply with the provincial health guidelines for COVID-19, it has been
challenging in many cases to undertake witness interview, conduct medical
examinations, and, for litigated claims, commence chambers applications. When
applicable, ICBC’s Special Investigation Unit (SIU) is taking and recording
statements over the phone and is using video conferencing to interact with
customers. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to obtain the necessary
information to resolve a claim or to prepare for trail.
On page 4A-4 of the Application, ICBC explains that “BI pending is the number of BI
exposures that are still to be resolved” and “It is an important consideration from a
claims cost management perspective because claims costs tend to increase the longer
claims are pending.”
ICBC further states, “Several factors contributed to the increase in the BI pending level
up to the end of FY 2019/20, including the need for increased handling time on claim files
opened under product reform.”
Please explain why it is more difficult to obtain the necessary information to resolve a
claim or to prepare for a trial when using phone and video conferencing.
Response:
There are a variety of reasons why obtaining necessary information to resolve claims or to
prepare for trial has proven more difficult when using telephone or video conferencing.
For example, engaging witnesses in discussions, when we are able to reach them, can be
challenging. This can become more challenging due to the lack of necessary technology or the
lack of technological skills of witnesses.

As a result, it is challenging to have productive

conversations with witnesses or to review documents with witnesses, such as photographs of
an accident scene or witness statements.
As another example, with medical expert evidence, many experts were not conducting in person
independent medical examinations during the first several months of the COVID-19 pandemic.
In defending personal injury cases, independent medical examinations usually require a
physical examination of the plaintiff. A medical report prepared by an expert who conducted the
physical examination is usually accorded more weight in a trial than one who did not.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.16.4 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section B, pp. 4A-4, 4A-7; Chapter 6, Section B, p. 64
COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts
On page 4A-7 of the Application, ICBC states that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a
negative impact on ICBC’s ability to investigate claims, which could potentially impact
claims costs. ICBC further states:
In order to comply with the provincial health guidelines for COVID-19, it has been
challenging in many cases to undertake witness interview, conduct medical
examinations, and, for litigated claims, commence chambers applications. When
applicable, ICBC’s Special Investigation Unit (SIU) is taking and recording
statements over the phone and is using video conferencing to interact with
customers. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to obtain the necessary
information to resolve a claim or to prepare for trail.
On page 4A-4 of the Application, ICBC explains that “BI pending is the number of BI
exposures that are still to be resolved” and “It is an important consideration from a
claims cost management perspective because claims costs tend to increase the longer
claims are pending.”
ICBC further states, “Several factors contributed to the increase in the BI pending level
up to the end of FY 2019/20, including the need for increased handling time on claim files
opened under product reform.”
Further on page 4A-7 of the Application, ICBC states that it has implemented a number of
steps to ensure customers get the care and access to the services they need and lists
them.
On page 6-4 of the Application, ICBC states, “The 2020/21 outlook [for operating
expenses] forms the basis for the 2021/22 and future year forecasts.”
Please provide the cost of implementation for each step listed on page 4A-7 and explain
where the incremental cost, if any, is accounted for in 2019/20 Actual and 2020/21
Outlook claims costs or operating expenses.
Response:
The steps that ICBC implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure customers were
provided appropriate claims services are listed and discussed below. Since fiscal year 2019/20
was the year prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, none of these items were included in that
budget. The 2019/20 actual and 2020/21 outlook are discussed below.
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1. Continuing to remain open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to continue to help customers
with their claims.

ICBC incurred costs of $0.9 million corporately to ensure all relevant staff in all divisions
including those working in Claims had the ability to work remotely during their work shifts.
This ensured ICBC claims staff would continue to be accessible during the same work hours
that existed before the pandemic. This included the claims call centre being available
24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Included in these costs were expenses for virtual
access licenses with CITRIX, and accompanying access tokens and headsets. These costs
were accounted for in the 2019/20 actual operating expenses, incurred in March 2020,
which was at the beginning of the pandemic and the end of the 2019/20 fiscal year.

Additionally, the 2020/21 outlook for operating expenses include $2 million COVID-19
related expenses (i.e., expense incurred on Health and Safety, IT expenses enabling
flexible/remote workforce, and other miscellaneous expenses to support customer relief
measures).

2. Using virtual delivery of services (phone, email, etc.) to substitute face-to-face interactions to
assist customers who are unable meet directly.
During the pandemic, ICBC ensured all claims transactions could be handled without faceto-face contact primarily using telephone or email. As discussed above, remote access for
claims staff was a critical need that was addressed and accounted for at a corporate
level. The cost for this step was accounted for in the 2019/20 actuals and included in
2020/21 outlook for operating expenses as noted above.

3. Temporarily funding telehealth services for customers to access healthcare online using
phone and video technology.

There were no additional costs in 2020/21 associated with the temporary funding of
telehealth services. Telehealth appointments were treated as an alternative service to inperson clinical appointments and were invoiced at the same rate.
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4. Providing updated information on www.icbc.com on what to do after a crash while keeping
physical distance.

Since ICBC regularly updates www.icbc.com with relevant changes related to claims
handling, any changes on that platform related to COVID-19 did not result in additional costs
in 2020/21.

5. Supporting the collision repair industry with process changes and financial support for
vehicle cleaning to ensure the health and safety of customers and repair staff during a
vehicle repair.

There were no sanitization costs booked in 2019/20 actuals. ICBC is unable to provide a
2020/21 sanitation costs outlook as it does not develop separate financial forecasts at this
level of detail. Instead, ICBC is presenting the actual cost incurred as of February 2021
which was $13.8 million.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.16.4.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section B, pp. 4A-4, 4A-7; Chapter 6, Section B, p. 64
COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts
On page 4A-7 of the Application, ICBC states that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a
negative impact on ICBC’s ability to investigate claims, which could potentially impact
claims costs. ICBC further states:
In order to comply with the provincial health guidelines for COVID-19, it has been
challenging in many cases to undertake witness interview, conduct medical
examinations, and, for litigated claims, commence chambers applications. When
applicable, ICBC’s Special Investigation Unit (SIU) is taking and recording
statements over the phone and is using video conferencing to interact with
customers. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to obtain the necessary
information to resolve a claim or to prepare for trail.
On page 4A-4 of the Application, ICBC explains that “BI pending is the number of BI
exposures that are still to be resolved” and “It is an important consideration from a
claims cost management perspective because claims costs tend to increase the longer
claims are pending.”
ICBC further states, “Several factors contributed to the increase in the BI pending level
up to the end of FY 2019/20, including the need for increased handling time on claim files
opened under product reform.”
Further on page 4A-7 of the Application, ICBC states that it has implemented a number of
steps to ensure customers get the care and access to the services they need and lists
them.
On page 6-4 of the Application, ICBC states, “The 2020/21 outlook [for operating
expenses] forms the basis for the 2021/22 and future year forecasts.”
If the costs are in operating expenses, please discuss whether any adjustment has been
made to the 2021/22 and future years forecasts from the 2020/21 Outlook for costs that
will not be needed in the future and provide the adjustment methodology and amount. If
there is no adjustment, please explain why it is not needed.
Response:
Some of the costs incurred to ensure appropriate delivery of claims services to customers are
recorded in operating expenses. ICBC expects that the operating expense pattern will return to
normal in 2021/22 and future year forecasts; therefore, adjustments were made to the 2021/22
and the future year forecasts from the 2020/21 outlook.

Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.45.1 for adjustments
made to the 2021/22 and future year forecasts from the 2020/21 outlook.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.17.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C, p. 4A-8
Transition to Enhanced Care and MD RAAP
On page 4A-8 of the Application, ICBC explains that Section C of Appendix 4A provides
information on the claims programs and initiatives that are impacted by Enhanced Care
and the steps ICBC is taking to transition to the new model. This section also includes
information on the material damage (MD) RAAP program, which, while not impacted
directly by Enhanced Care, is a key initiative to help manage its MD claims costs.
Please provide in a table a summary of all one-time and expected ongoing additional
costs of moving to the Enhanced Care service delivery and the portion of the costs
which will be borne by Basic insurance for each ICBC business area (e.g. claims
services, administration and other, IT).
Response:
The one-time costs related to Enhanced Care service delivery are the costs incurred for the
Autoplan Care Enhancements (ACE) Project.

In accordance with the Government Directive of January 24, 2020 with respect to Funding
Autoplan Care Enhancements (ACE) Project from Optional Insurance, approved by Order in
Council 46, February 6, 2020, ACE is 100% funded by Optional insurance. All ACE costs prior
to February 6, 2020 are allocated between Basic insurance and Optional insurance in
accordance with the BCUC-approved financial allocation methodology.
Enhanced Care One-Time Costs
2019/20 Actual
($ Millions)1

2020/21 Outlook

2021/22 Forecast

Corporate

Basic

Corporate

Basic

Corporate

Basic

$13

$3

$67

-

$16

-

Expense

10

4

33

-

27

Total
Project
Costs

$23

$7

$100

-

$43

Total
Corporate

Basic

Basic %

$96

$3

3%

-

70

4

6%

-

$167

$7

4%

ACE Project
Capital

1 Rounding

may affect totals.
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ICBC will increase its staffing in claims-related areas to support the transition to Enhanced Care
while continuing to manage and progressively wind down injury claims. Staff in claims-related
areas are expected to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to the
implementation of Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained under the new
model. Please see the Application, Chapter 6, Section D.1.1.1 for further discussion on FTEs.

When preparing the Application the final design solution for Enhanced Care was still in
discussion, therefore information regarding ongoing additional operating expenses was not
finalized. Updates to the Enhanced Care cost estimates have been incorporated in the 2021/22
– 2023/24 Service Plan (“Service Plan”) and will be available after the Service Plan is tabled in
the legislature on April 20, 2021.
April 20, 2021.

ICBC will provide an update to this response after
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2021.1 RR BCUC.17.1.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C, p. 4A-8
Transition to Enhanced Care and MD RAAP
On page 4A-8 of the Application, ICBC explains that Section C of Appendix 4A provides
information on the claims programs and initiatives that are impacted by Enhanced Care
and the steps ICBC is taking to transition to the new model. This section also includes
information on the material damage (MD) RAAP program, which, while not impacted
directly by Enhanced Care, is a key initiative to help manage its MD claims costs.
Please provide the same information as described above for the MD RAAP program.
Response:
The one-time costs related to MD RAAP service delivery are costs incurred for the MD RAAP
project as shown in Figure 1 below.

In accordance with the Government Directive of

February 13, 2018 with respect to Funding Rate Affordability Action Plan from Optional
Insurance approved by Order in Council (OIC) 84, March 5, 2018, the one-time MD RAAP
project costs are funded 100% by Optional insurance.
Figure 1 – Rate Affordability Action Plan – Material Damage One-Time Project Costs
2018/19 Actual

2019/20 Actual

2020/21 Outlook

Total

($ Millions)
Corporate

Basic

Corporate

Basic

Corporate

Basic

Corporate

Basic

-

-

$8

-

$1

-

$9

-

Expense

$2

-

$6

-

-

-

$8

-

Total Project
Costs

$2

-

$14

-

$1

-

$17

-

Capital

Ongoing operational costs post completion of the MD RAAP project are allocated to Basic
insurance and Optional insurance in accordance with the BCUC-approved financial allocation
methodology as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2 – Collision and Glass Program Ongoing Additional Costs
Business Area
($ Millions)
Claims Services

2020/21 Outlook

2021/22 Forecast

2022/23 Forecast

2023/24 Forecast

Corporate

Basic

Corporate

Basic

Corporate

Basic

Corporate

Basic

1.3

0.6

1.5

0.8

1.2

0.6

1.2

0.6
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Ongoing costs are comprised of incremental compensation due to changes in staffing resource
mix,1 training, and other costs related to the new quality assurance and relationship
management functions supporting the new Collision and Glass programs.

1

New roles were created under MD RAAP that are paid at a higher rate than those that they are replacing.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.18.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.1.2, p. 4A-10
Consultations with Key Stakeholders
On page 4A-10 of the Application, ICBC states, “ICBC met with other insurance
companies including those in other jurisdictions with expertise in disability management
to further inform its Enhanced
Care model.”
Further, ICBC states that it organized consultations with a diverse set of stakeholders to
discuss a number of topics, including the following:


Validation of the service delivery design and to obtain feedback on potential
modifications on customer engagement, patient care, and overall effectiveness.
Customer centric service design ensures an approach that effectively meets the
individual needs of the customer.

18.1 Please confirm whether other insurance companies were involved in the
stakeholder consultations concerning the validation of the service delivery design and
potential modifications to customer engagement, patient care, and overall effectiveness.
18.1.1 If confirmed, please discuss the feedback received and the changes undertaken by
ICBC in light of that feedback including system changes to Claims technology. If not
confirmed, please explain why ICBC did not consult with other insurance companies.
Response:
18.1

ICBC consulted with Manitoba Public Insurance (MPI) regarding the validation of the service
delivery design for the Enhanced Care model. However, these discussions were separate from
consultations with healthcare stakeholders.
18.1.1
MPI’s feedback was considered in a number of different areas, including regulations that govern
income replacement benefits.

For example, MPI identified several instances where

overcompensation may occur, prompting ICBC to consider incorporating language within the
regulations to prevent unintentional consequences from occurring. Furthermore, MPI provided
valuable insights on its Clinical Advisory Group (CAG), which supports claims staff in making
evidence-based decisions. Similarly, ICBC will be establishing a CAG to assist claims staff in
obtaining evidence-based opinions on aspects of a customer’s recovery when required. MPI's
feedback informed ICBC when assessing, the extent to which a CAG member should be
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involved in the injury claim process, as well as what the CAG member’s primary roles and
responsibilities would entail, based on MPI's own CAG operations. When outlining ICBC's injury
claim segmentation approach, the initial design utilized three injury categories to segment
claims based on the severity of the injury. After consultation with MPI, ICBC amended its
design to ensure that, in addition to injury severity, claims are managed by the staff resources
best suited to support the customer in their recovery.

With regard to customer engagement, feedback from MPI regarding its approach to engaging
customers within a no-fault insurance model caused ICBC to re-examine the situations where a
customer is contacted as part of their injury claim process. Instead of engaging customers
based on a pre-determined calendar, customers will be engaged when recovery milestones
have been reached in their recovery journey. The intent is to foster meaningful connections
between ICBC and the customer at critical times during their recovery to ensure customers
remain supported and are progressing as planned.

Consultations with MPI and healthcare stakeholders, as well as customer feedback with relation
to patient care, led ICBC to design the Comprehensive Medical Assessment (CMA) service that
is described in the Application. This process is designed to be a customer-oriented expert
medical assessment to establish treatment recommendations when recovery is not progressing
as expected and further diagnostic clarification is needed. For further information on the CMA
please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.20.1.

Regarding changes to claims technology, ICBC has expanded its use of an application called
ODG, which is a database of evidence-based injury guidelines to inform decision making.
Consultation with MPI provided ICBC with insights as to how it operationalized this application
and how to most effectively leverage its utility. Before Enhanced Care, ODG was only available
as part of a pilot that began in September 2019 for a small group of claims staff. The expanded
adoption of this application allows for ODG to import injury information directly from the injured
party's claim file within ICBC’s claims management software to assist in forecasting disability
duration. This integration also provides injury claims staff access to ODG's online database
through a single sign on link, providing full access to the tool and its information such as
historical disability data, treatment planning, confirmed best practices information, and more to
support evidence-based decision making.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.19.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.1.2, pp. 4A-10, 4A-11, 4A-12
Consultation Framework
On pages 4A-10 to 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states:
As part of the 2019 RAAP product reform, ICBC established a consultation
framework that provides a forum for stakeholders and ICBC to discuss and solve
operational and emerging issues. The framework is comprised of three groups
that were leveraged to conduct the consultations.
On page 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states that it felt it was important to expand the
existing consultation framework to ensure there was a specific group dedicated to the
needs to the serious and catastrophically insured and formed the “Injury Recovery
Design Panel.”
Further, on page 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s continued transition to a care-based model under Enhanced Care requires
a renewed focus on the management of disability and on functional outcomes. To
ensure staff are equipped to operate within this paradigm, ICBC has designed a
robust training curriculum. It is also enlisting the assistance of organizations with
expertise in disability management and return to work and function. One initiative
is a pilot with the National Institute of Disability Management and Research
(NIDMAR). Select staff are undergoing NIDMAR training to inform the design and
content of staff training material. [emphasis added]
19.1 Please explain who is responsible for the cost of the consultation framework,
including the three groups formed as part of the 2019 RAAP product reform and the
newly formed Injury Recovery Design Panel.
19.1.1 Please provide a description of the group members, whether the group is
temporary or permanent, how often the group will meet, and the historical actual cost
allocated to Basic insurance (if any) for 2019/20 Actual and 2020/21 Forecast for each.
Response:
As part of the Rate Affordability Action Plan (RAAP), ICBC established a consultation framework
comprised of three groups that provided a forum for stakeholders and ICBC to discuss and
resolve operational and emerging issues. These groups include:


The Healthcare Practitioners Advisory Group (HCPAG)



The Disability Advocacy Advisory Group (DAAG)



The Doctors of British Columbia Liaison Committee
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In designing Enhanced Care, the existing consultation framework was expanded to include a
group dedicated to the needs of the serious and catastrophically injured, which led to the
creation of the Injury Recovery Design Panel (IRDP).

The HCPAG is comprised of representatives from associations and disciplines who are most
involved with treatment of ICBC customers.

This group includes representatives from the

following:


Doctors of British Columbia



Physiotherapy Association of British Columbia



British Columbia Psychological Association



Canadian Association of Occupational Therapy – British Columbia



Registered Massage Therapists Association of British Columbia



British Columbia Chiropractic Association



British Columbia Association of Kinesiologists



British Columbia Association of Clinical Counsellors



Association of Traditional Chinese Medicine and Acupuncture Practitioners



ICBC

The DAAG is comprised of community resources and advocacy groups that represent a
spectrum of injury types. This group is comprised of members from:


The Association for Injured Motorcyclists



Brain Resource, Advocacy & Information Network



The British Columbia Brain Injury Association



BrainTrust Canada



Campbell River Head Injury Support Society



Disability Alliance of British Columbia



Fraser Valley Brain Injury Association



Kamloops Brain Injury Association



Nanaimo Brain Injury Society



PainBC



Praxis Spinal Cord Institute
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Prince George Brain Injured Group Society



South Okanagan Similkameen Brain Injury Society



Spinal Cord Injury of British Columbia



ICBC
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There is no set schedule for HCPAG or DAAG to meet with ICBC. Rather, meetings are held
according to the requirement, demand, and relevance for these groups. Both the HCPAG and
DAAG are permanent but will be monitored and are likely to evolve over time in response to
stakeholder and ICBC needs.

The Doctors of British Columbia Liaison Committee consists of:


Four actively practicing members representing Doctors of British Columbia, appointed by
Doctors of BC Board of Directors through the nominations process. This includes two
family physicians and two registered care advisors, with a least one of these participants
as a practicing specialist.



Up to two staff members from the Doctors of British Columbia.



Two co-chairs, one from the Doctors of British Columbia and one from ICBC.



Four members representing ICBC.

The Doctors of British Columbia Liaison Committee is a permanent committee that meets four
times per year.

The initial consultation framework was expanded to include the IRDP, which was set up to help
in the design of processes for serious and catastrophic claims. The IRDP includes
representation from key healthcare communities that frequently engage serious and
catastrophically injured customers, such as, occupational therapists, physiotherapists, and
physicians. This panel consists of representative(s) from the:


British Columbia Brain Injury Association



Fraser Valley Brain Injury Association



Praxis Spinal Cord Institute



Spinal Cord Injury of British Columbia



PainBC
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Disability Alliance of British Columbia



GF Strong (two members)



Canadian Mental Health Association – British Columbia division



ICBC (no more than four)
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The IRDP, starting in May of 2020, met monthly to help inform the design of Enhanced Care.
As of September 2020, the meetings decreased to every two months and will move to quarterly
meetings in 2021. The IRDP was intended to be temporary, with its term ending late in 2021
but given the insights it is providing, it has been decided that it will be extended past the
implementation of Enhanced Care model in order for ICBC to continue to learn from this panel.
Currently, there is no proposed end date for this panel.

All members of the HCPAG, DAAG, and the IRDP volunteer their time and are not compensated
by ICBC, except for the Chair of the IRDP, who is paid an annual fee and a daily honorarium.
All costs related to Enhanced Care are allocated to Optional insurance, in accordance with
Government Directive of January 24, 2020 with respect to Funding Autoplan Care
Enhancements (ACE) Project from Optional Insurance approved by Order in Council 046,
February 6, 2020. Therefore, the compensation to the chair of the IRDP has no impact on Basic
insurance up to finalization of the implementation of the Enhanced Care project.

Post

implementation, any costs related to the IRDP will be funded in accordance with the BCUCapproved financial allocation methodology.

The Doctors of British Columbia Liaison Committee is governed by the Doctors of British
Columbia.

As such, and consistent with the governance practices of all Doctors of British

Columbia committees, physician members are paid an hourly honorarium for their participation.
These costs are paid for by ICBC and, as noted above, are allocated 100% to Optional
insurance up to finalization of the implementation of the Enhanced Care project. Post
implementation, any costs covered by ICBC related to the Doctors of British Columbia Liaison
Committee will be funded in accordance with the BCUC-approved financial allocation
methodology.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.19.2 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.1.2, pp. 4A-10, 4A-11, 4A-12
Consultation Framework
On pages 4A-10 to 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states:
As part of the 2019 RAAP product reform, ICBC established a consultation
framework that provides a forum for stakeholders and ICBC to discuss and solve
operational and emerging issues. The framework is comprised of three groups
that were leveraged to conduct the consultations.
On page 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states that it felt it was important to expand the
existing consultation framework to ensure there was a specific group dedicated to the
needs to the serious and catastrophically insured and formed the “Injury Recovery
Design Panel.”
Further, on page 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s continued transition to a care-based model under Enhanced Care requires
a renewed focus on the management of disability and on functional outcomes. To
ensure staff are equipped to operate within this paradigm, ICBC has designed a
robust training curriculum. It is also enlisting the assistance of organizations with
expertise in disability management and return to work and function. One initiative
is a pilot with the National Institute of Disability Management and Research
(NIDMAR). Select staff are undergoing NIDMAR training to inform the design and
content of staff training material. [emphasis added]
Please provide further detail as it relates to the staff training curriculum to transition to
Enhanced Care, including but not limited to, the total expected cost of the curriculum,
where the cost is accounted and in what fiscal year(s), and the decision to undertake a
pilot with NIDMAR.
Response:
The intent of the Enhanced Care training curriculum is to provide claims staff with the
appropriate knowledge, technical skills, competencies, and behaviours required for their role
and to appropriately support customers’ access to their benefits. The training curriculum will
also assist with developing critical thinking and decision making skills to support the overall
claims customer experience. The curriculum leverages a blended learning approach and is
comprised of over 300 learning and reference materials. Included in the curriculum is a variety
of learning tactics such as recorded webcasts, eLearning, live facilitation, and interactive
learning labs. In addition, online case studies are also being developed which will provide an
opportunity to measure the level of retention and provide claims staff with a sense of readiness
to apply the learnings to their day-to-day job.
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Customized learning programs are also being created for each of the various staff groups and
roles. The impact of Enhanced Care on staff roles varies depending on their work area and
these learning programs are tailored to ensure staff receive the appropriate level of training
necessary to perform the requirements of their job.

ICBC decided to undertake the NIDMAR pilot training program as it recognized that claims staff
needed to strengthen their level of knowledge and application of disability management
principles in order to appropriately support Enhanced Care.

The pilot training program with the NIDMAR provides foundational and practical training on
disability management and return to work strategies to recovery services staff transitioning from
the

claims

specialist

role,

where

their

main

focus

related

to

the

handling

of

Bodily Injury (BI) claims under the tort model. The NIDMAR training program focuses on the
introduction to return to work coordination, physical impairments, mental health, rehabilitation,
and interviewing and helping skills.

The former claims specialist roles transitioning from medium complexity BI claims will also
participate in further practical training delivered by the NIDMAR. This will be done once these
staff have completed their Enhanced Care training and have a case load to apply their new
skills. This group was identified as requiring additional practical training from the NIDMAR,
based on their lack of experience in disability management and return to work support.

Figure 1 below details the cost of training for Enhanced Care by fiscal year (FY) for the period
FY 2019/20 to FY 2021/22 and the allocations to either Basic or Optional insurance. Training
costs for Enhanced Care are included under the Autoplan Care Enhancement (ACE) project.
Costs incurred after February 6, 2020 are allocated entirely to Optional insurance in accordance
with Government Directive of January 25, 2020 with respect to Funding Autoplan Care
Enhancement from Optional insurance approved by Order in Council 46, February 6, 2020 (OIC
46/20). Any ACE project costs that are not Optional funded are allocated between Basic
insurance and Optional insurance based on the BCUC-approved financial allocation
methodology.
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Figure 1 – Enhanced Care Training Cost Allocation FY 2019/20 to FY 2021/22
Cost Basic/Optional
by Fiscal Year
($000s)
Curriculum Development and
Delivery
NIDMAR Pilot
Learning and Training Total

FY 2019/20
Actual Basic
42
42

Actual Optional

FY 2020/21

FY 2021/22

Outlook Optional

Forecast Optional

Total

155

4,352

796

5,345

155

25
4,377

796

25
5,370
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2021.1 RR BCUC.19.3 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.1.2, pp. 4A-10, 4A-11, 4A-12
Consultation Framework
On pages 4A-10 to 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states:
As part of the 2019 RAAP product reform, ICBC established a consultation
framework that provides a forum for stakeholders and ICBC to discuss and solve
operational and emerging issues. The framework is comprised of three groups
that were leveraged to conduct the consultations.
On page 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states that it felt it was important to expand the
existing consultation framework to ensure there was a specific group dedicated to the
needs to the serious and catastrophically insured and formed the “Injury Recovery
Design Panel.”
Further, on page 4A-11 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s continued transition to a care-based model under Enhanced Care requires
a renewed focus on the management of disability and on functional outcomes. To
ensure staff are equipped to operate within this paradigm, ICBC has designed a
robust training curriculum. It is also enlisting the assistance of organizations with
expertise in disability management and return to work and function. One initiative
is a pilot with the National Institute of Disability Management and Research
(NIDMAR). Select staff are undergoing NIDMAR training to inform the design and
content of staff training material. [emphasis added]
On page 4A-12 of the Application, ICBC state that it has enlisted “an independent firm” to
complete a series of customer insight workshops.
Please provide further detail with respect to the series of customer insight workshops
noted in the preamble above, including but not limited to, who is the independent firm,
the incremental cost of the program, the number of anticipated workshops, and how the
participating customers are selected.
Response:
ICBC sought customer input into the future-state service design for injury claims in order to
validate the proposed Enhanced Care model and identify opportunities for improvement.

In the fall of 2020, ICBC engaged the services of its primary qualitative research vendor,
Upwords Marketing Solutions Inc. These workshops, which have now concluded, involved a
total of 29 claimants who participated in the multi-phased, iterative workshops. The workshops
included:
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One-on-one in-depth interviews (29 participants)



Two-day moderated online discussion board (26 participants)



Five moderated online mini-focus groups (16 participants)
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Participants were recruited from ICBC’s customer database and participants were selected to
ensure a diverse range of injury profiles, including the severity and nature of injuries sustained.
Efforts were also made to ensure diversity in other areas, including age, gender, ethnicity, and
other socio-economic factors.

The total cost for the customer workshop research was $85,670, excluding GST. This was paid
for as part of the existing Enhanced Care project budget and funded 100% by
Optional insurance in accordance with the Government Directive of January 24, 2020 with
respect to Funding Autoplan Care Enhancements from Optional Insurance, approved
by Order in Council 046, February 6, 2020.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.20.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.1.3, p. 4A-13
Cost Management Under Enhanced Care
On page 4A-13 of the Application, ICBC states:
To improve medical support for customers, ICBC is designing an external
Comprehensive Medical Assessment (CMA) service. The CMA is a resource in
circumstances where a customer requires further diagnostic clarification and
when recovery is not progressing as expected. The CMA provides an independent
multidisciplinary perspective to develop treatment recommendations. These
recommendations will support a customer’s recovery and provide clarity of
requirements for ICBC. [emphasis added]
Please provide further detail with respect to the external CMA service current being
designed, including but not limited to, a description of the group members, the
incremental cost of providing the service, whether the service is temporary or
permanent, how recommendations of the CMA will be reported to ICBC, and who will be
responsible for potential further action undertaken.
Response:
The purpose of the CMA program is to provide timely access to an expert medical assessment
to establish clear recommendations that will inform funding decisions, which in turn support
recovery. As part of the CMA program, assessors will be BC healthcare professionals with
experience in musculoskeletal injuries and with values aligned with Enhanced Care, including
evidence-based assessments, customer-centered services, and function-based outcomes.

An independent, multidisciplinary team of healthcare providers, selected by the CMA provider to
match the customer’s injury and recovery needs, will provide assessments. Each assessment
will include a physician who will act as the Lead Assessor along with an allied health provider,
which could include a physiotherapist, occupational therapist or a chiropractor.

The Lead Assessor, who must be a physician registered with the College of Physicians and
Surgeons of BC, is responsible for summarizing and coordinating all of the findings from all
assessments into an integrated CMA report provided to ICBC. Care and further treatment
planning remain under the direction of the customer’s primary care provider.

To prevent any conflict of interest, where a CMA provider delivers a CMA report recommending
treatment to be funded by ICBC, a representative of that CMA provider (any individual that has
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a working relationship with the CMA provider) may not provide the treatment recommended in
the report without prior authorization from ICBC, regardless of the representative’s involvement
in delivering CMA services.

The procurement process for determining the list of CMA providers is still ongoing. ICBC will
establish fees prior to the conclusion of this process and prior to May 1, 2021. The initial term of
the service will be two years with two additional one-year options.

Incremental costs are

included as part of the procurement process and are not yet known at this time.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.21.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.2.2, pp. 4A-15, 4A-16
Legal Services for Claims Management
On pages 4A-15 to 4A-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
The majority of pending claims litigation arises from accidents that occurred prior
to the introduction of product reform on April 1, 2019… There has been an
increase in the cost to defend claims as plaintiff counsel is making higher
settlement demands and claims are becoming increasingly more complex to
litigate. There has been an average increase in settlement demands on litigated
claims by plaintiff counsel of approximately 40 per cent as of end of FY 2019/20
compared to FY 2016/17.
Please explain whether the increasing trend in settlement demands on litigated claims is
taken into consideration in the PY 2021 rate change to cover costs of -26.5%. If yes,
please explain how.
Response:
The increasing trend in settlement demands on litigated claims under the tort system is taken
into consideration in the PY 2021 rate change to cover costs, although its effect is very limited.
Since the PY 2021 rate change reflects claims costs associated with the new Enhanced Care
model, which removes the need to sue the at-fault party for crashes occurring in BC, the
majority of PY 2021 claims costs are not impacted by the increasing trend in settlement
demands on litigated claims.

The cost of settling litigated claims occurring in prior years has been accounted for in
determining ICBC’s capital levels, which affects the investment income on Basic equity. This
component represents a very small part of the overall PY 2021 rate indication, contributing only
$35 million, or less than 1% of required premium, as shown in the Application, Chapter 3,
Figure 3.1.

To the extent that the increasing trend in settlement demands affects out-of-

province BI claims, it is also accounted for in the forecast of claim severity for the TPL-BI
coverage (please see the Application, Chapter 3, paragraph 48).

This component also

represents a very small part of the overall PY 2021 rate indication, as TPL-BI costs contribute
only 2% of the PY 2021 loss and ALAE amounts, as shown in the Application, Chapter 3,
Figure 3.15.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.22.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.3, p. 4A-17; ICBC website
MD Program Changes
On page 4A-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC also began taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and
glass repair facilities at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass
programs (MD RAAP) focus on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time,
operational efficiencies, windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer
experience... Modernizing these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on
rising MD costs and contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of
these savings will be seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
[emphasis added]
On icbc.com6, under the heading “What are the changes to vehicle damage coverage?”,
ICBC states:
We are also changing the way vehicle repair costs are paid for when you’re not
responsible for a crash.
Here’s how it will work: if you’re driving in B.C. and another driver crashes into
your vehicle, your own Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will cover your repair
costs. This will not impact your premiums, because you did not cause the crash.
Under today’s system, these costs would have been paid for by the insurance
policy of the other driver, the one responsible for the crash. This change to Basic
Vehicle Damage coverage means everyone’s own coverage will take care of their
vehicle. All policyholders will have a consistent level of vehicle damage protection
when they’re not responsible for a crash, and they won’t need to rely on the atfault driver’s third-party liability coverage.
The new Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will launch with Enhanced Care in May
2021 and will automatically be included in your basic insurance. [emphasis added]
6

Retrieved from: https://enhancedcare.icbc.com/care-and-coverages#vehicle-damage-coverage

Given that Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will launch with Enhanced Care, please
explain why most MD RAAP savings are expected to be seen on the Optional insurance
side of business.
Response:
Savings from modernizing the Glass repair program will almost entirely benefit the Optional
insurance line of business since the underlying coverage for glass repair and replacement is an
Optional insurance coverage.
Savings from modernizing the Collision repair program will benefit both the Basic and Optional
insurance lines of business regardless of today’s system or the new Basic Vehicle Damage
coverage.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.22.1.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.3, p. 4A-17; ICBC website
MD Program Changes
On page 4A-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC also began taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and
glass repair facilities at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass
programs (MD RAAP) focus on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time,
operational efficiencies, windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer
experience... Modernizing these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on
rising MD costs and contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of
these savings will be seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
[emphasis added]
On icbc.com6, under the heading “What are the changes to vehicle damage coverage?”,
ICBC states:
We are also changing the way vehicle repair costs are paid for when you’re not
responsible for a crash.
Here’s how it will work: if you’re driving in B.C. and another driver crashes into
your vehicle, your own Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will cover your repair
costs. This will not impact your premiums, because you did not cause the crash.
Under today’s system, these costs would have been paid for by the insurance
policy of the other driver, the one responsible for the crash. This change to Basic
Vehicle Damage coverage means everyone’s own coverage will take care of their
vehicle. All policyholders will have a consistent level of vehicle damage protection
when they’re not responsible for a crash, and they won’t need to rely on the atfault driver’s third-party liability coverage.
The new Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will launch with Enhanced Care in May
2021 and will automatically be included in your basic insurance. [emphasis added]
6

Retrieved from: https://enhancedcare.icbc.com/care-and-coverages#vehicle-damage-coverage

Please clarify which MD program changes at the beginning of 2020 will result in savings
to Basic insurance.
Response:
Expected savings from modernizing the Collision repair program will benefit both the Basic
insurance and Optional insurance lines of business, and are projected to begin in the first
quarter of fiscal year 2021/22.

Expected savings from modernizing the Glass repair program almost entirely benefits the
Optional insurance line of business.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.22.1.1.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.3, p. 4A-17; ICBC website
MD Program Changes
On page 4A-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC also began taking steps to modernize its MD programs for collision and
glass repair facilities at the beginning of 2020. The new Collision and Glass
programs (MD RAAP) focus on safe and proper repairs, governance, cycle time,
operational efficiencies, windshield repair ratio (glass only), and customer
experience... Modernizing these programs is intended to reduce the pressure on
rising MD costs and contribute to improved MD severity management. Most of
these savings will be seen on the Optional insurance side of the business.
[emphasis added]
On icbc.com 6, under the heading “What are the changes to vehicle damage coverage?”,
ICBC states:
We are also changing the way vehicle repair costs are paid for when you’re not
responsible for a crash.
Here’s how it will work: if you’re driving in B.C. and another driver crashes into
your vehicle, your own Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will cover your repair
costs. This will not impact your premiums, because you did not cause the crash.
Under today’s system, these costs would have been paid for by the insurance
policy of the other driver, the one responsible for the crash. This change to Basic
Vehicle Damage coverage means everyone’s own coverage will take care of their
vehicle. All policyholders will have a consistent level of vehicle damage protection
when they’re not responsible for a crash, and they won’t need to rely on the atfault driver’s third-party liability coverage.
The new Basic Vehicle Damage coverage will launch with Enhanced Care in May
2021 and will automatically be included in your basic insurance. [emphasis added]
6

Retrieved from: https://enhancedcare.icbc.com/care-and-coverages#vehicle-damage-coverage

With respect to Basic insurance savings, please confirm that the expected savings are
incorporated into the rate change to cover costs for PY 2021 and provide the amount.
Response:
MD RAAP savings are included as part of the loss cost trend for Policy Year 2021 (PY). This is
discussed in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix E.0, Section B.2.
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The rate change to cover costs for PY 2021 has incorporated the impact of MD RAAP in the
selection of the Basic Vehicle Damage coverage (BVDC) severity trend. The selected trend
considers both the potential savings from MD RAAP and the potential for future increases in
repair shop compensation following the completion of a Post Implementation Business Review
(PIBR), as discussed in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix C.6.0, paragraph 6. ICBC expects
to realize approximately $22 million in savings in BVDC costs due to MD RAAP over the
23-month PY 2021, which represents +1.8% of the total forecasted BVDC claim payments.
While changes to repair shop compensation affecting PY 2021 had not been established, an
increase was considered to be the most likely outcome once the PIBR was completed, and the
actuaries found it reasonable to assume that such increases would have a similar offsetting
impact of approximately -1.8% to BVDC claim payments over PY 2021. The forecast for BVDC
severity in the rate change to cover costs therefore includes consideration of both the potential
savings from MD RAAP and the potential for future increases in repair shop compensation
following the completion of the PIBR.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.23.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.4, pp. 4A-20, 4A-23
Counter-Fraud Program
On page 4A-20 of the Application, ICBC states, “There are no counter-fraud savings
associated with the PY 2021 rate indication, as ICBC is not yet able to quantify how the
fraud program will impact claims post May 1, 2021.”
On page 4A-23 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s counter-fraud program is designed for pre-Enhanced Care claims and it
will evolve to address new challenges that will be inherent under the Enhanced
Care model. For instance, under Enhanced Care there is less incentive to
exaggerate a minor injury due to the elimination of payments for pain and
suffering that is available under the tort-based system; however, the higher limits
under EAB coverage may present an increased potential for other types of fraud,
and these factor will need to be reflected in the future fraud program. [emphasis
added]
Please explain what are the “other types of fraud” noted in the preamble which may be
presented with the higher limits under EAB coverage.
Response:
With access to new benefits and higher limits under Enhanced Accident Benefits coverage,
ICBC anticipates a potential increase in fraud with benefits relating to medical rehabilitation and
indemnity benefits. These include, but are not limited to, the medical and paramedical benefit,
personal care assistance benefit, loss of studies benefit, retirement benefit, income replacement
benefit, caregiver benefit, non-earner benefit, and the permanent impairment benefit.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.23.2 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.4, pp. 4A-20, 4A-23
Counter-Fraud Program
On page 4A-20 of the Application, ICBC states, “There are no counter-fraud savings
associated with the PY 2021 rate indication, as ICBC is not yet able to quantify how the
fraud program will impact claims post May 1, 2021.”
On page 4A-23 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s counter-fraud program is designed for pre-Enhanced Care claims and it
will evolve to address new challenges that will be inherent under the Enhanced
Care model. For instance, under Enhanced Care there is less incentive to
exaggerate a minor injury due to the elimination of payments for pain and
suffering that is available under the tort-based system; however, the higher limits
under EAB coverage may present an increased potential for other types of fraud,
and these factor will need to be reflected in the future fraud program. [emphasis
added]
Please discuss whether ICBC has undertaken consultations with insurance companies or
industry in other jurisdictions with respect to the design of the future counter-fraud
program under the Enhanced Care model. If yes, please provide a summary of the
discussions. If not, please explain why not.
Response:
ICBC consulted with other insurance companies, industry experts, and service providers within
Canada and the United States to assist with the assessment of, and improvements to, its
counter-fraud program. These consultations included Manitoba Public Insurance, WorkSafeBC,
Workplace Safety and Insurance board of Ontario, Pacific Blue Cross, Manulife, Saskatchewan
Government Insurance, and Ernst and Young.

These discussions provided ICBC an opportunity to leverage the experience of other insurance
companies with similar models as Enhanced Care. Our focus was to:


Identify how ICBC’s exposure to fraud may change as a result of moving to a care-based
model; and



Determine what updates are needed to the counter-fraud program to mitigate new or
increased fraud risk.
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In summary, ICBC’s main takeaways from these discussions were as follows:


Each insurance company manages fraud differently depending on their regulations and
policies.



ICBC must ensure that the care-based model is supported while continuing to manage
fraud.



More management oversight is needed over how ICBC manages claims with a risk of
fraud.



Disability fraud may increase due to greater access to benefits.



Treatment provider fraud may increase due to straight-through processing.



Moving away from a tort-based system results in less exaggerated claims.



Claims staff training on how to recognize potential disability fraud is required.



The Special Investigation Unit will continue to be an integral part of fraud detection.

ICBC believes that it already has in place the key elements necessary for an effective counterfraud program; therefore, a complete redesign is not required. However, adjustments have
been made to some claims-handling policies, processes and procedures.

This includes

updated risk indicators, training, the development of vendor verification surveys, and increased
management oversight, to ensure ICBC continues to mitigate its exposure to fraud risk. ICBC
will continue to monitor and assess the effectiveness of its counter-fraud program.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.23.2.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.4, pp. 4A-20, 4A-23
Counter-Fraud Program
On page 4A-20 of the Application, ICBC states, “There are no counter-fraud savings
associated with the PY 2021 rate indication, as ICBC is not yet able to quantify how the
fraud program will impact claims post May 1, 2021.”
On page 4A-23 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s counter-fraud program is designed for pre-Enhanced Care claims and it
will evolve to address new challenges that will be inherent under the Enhanced
Care model. For instance, under Enhanced Care there is less incentive to
exaggerate a minor injury due to the elimination of payments for pain and
suffering that is available under the tort-based system; however, the higher limits
under EAB coverage may present an increased potential for other types of fraud,
and these factor will need to be reflected in the future fraud program. [emphasis
added]
Recognizing that EAB coverage begins on May 1, 2021, please indicate when ICBC is
expected to establish the future counter-fraud program and when the BCUC will be
informed.
Response:
ICBC recognizes that Enhanced Care will have an impact on the types and severity of fraud that
it expects to encounter. Therefore, it has completed a thorough fraud risk assessment of the
new Enhanced Care model, which included a review of the new benefits and claims handling
procedures, in order to identify new or increased fraud risks and the controls needed to be in
place to mitigate them. In addition, as discussed in the response to information request 2021.1
RR BCUC.23.2, ICBC conducted consultations with insurance companies, industry experts, and
service providers across Canada and the United States which provided further understanding of
the type of fraud ICBC may encounter with the Enhanced Care model.

Based on this

assessment, a redesign of the program was not required; however, adjustments have been
made to the claims handling procedures to ensure the counter-fraud program mitigates any new
or increased fraud risks. ICBC will continue to monitor these risks and controls and will make
the necessary adjustments to its counter-fraud program.

ICBC will notify the BCUC of any significant changes to the counter-fraud program, if any, at the
next filing of the revenue requirements application, which, in accordance with Special Direction
IC2, is to be filed by December 15, 2022.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.23.3 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, Section C.4, pp. 4A-20, 4A-23
Counter-Fraud Program
On page 4A-20 of the Application, ICBC states, “There are no counter-fraud savings
associated with the PY 2021 rate indication, as ICBC is not yet able to quantify how the
fraud program will impact claims post May 1, 2021.”
On page 4A-23 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s counter-fraud program is designed for pre-Enhanced Care claims and it
will evolve to address new challenges that will be inherent under the Enhanced
Care model. For instance, under Enhanced Care there is less incentive to
exaggerate a minor injury due to the elimination of payments for pain and
suffering that is available under the tort-based system; however, the higher limits
under EAB coverage may present an increased potential for other types of fraud,
and these factor will need to be reflected in the future fraud program. [emphasis
added]
23.3 Please explain whether it would be within accepted actuarial practice to estimate
the impacts of fraud (costs or savings) under the Enhanced Care model based on the
experience of other jurisdictions transitioning from a full-tort model to a care-based
model.
23.3.1 If it would be within accepted actual practice, please clarify whether ICBC has
considered the impacts of changes in fraud in the PY 2021 rate indication.
Response:
In the absence of BC specific data, it would be within Accepted Actuarial Practice (AAP) to
estimate the impacts of fraud (costs or savings) under the Enhanced Care model relying on
data from other jurisdictions that have transitioned from a full-tort model to a care-based model,
if such data is available, relevant, sufficient, and reliable.

Please refer to the Application,

Chapter 3, Appendix A.0, Section C for further details on the use of external data under AAP.

However, based on ICBC’s review of the Manitoba Public Insurance’s general rate application,
such fraud-related data was not available. It is also important to note that, even if such data
was available from a published and reliable source, suitable adjustments would be required to
ensure the impacts are appropriate for ICBC before including them in the PY 2021 rate
indication. These adjustments would require careful review of jurisdictional factors influencing
fraud impacts, such as fraud prevention and detection programs in place within each company.
This information was not available at the time of preparing the 2021 RRA; therefore, the impacts
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of changes in fraud were not considered in ICBC’s PY 2021 rate indication. As discussed in the
Application, Chapter 4, Section C.4.2, ICBC expects that it will take a year of experience under
the Enhanced Care model before the impact of fraud savings can be assessed.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.24.1 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, pp. 4B-2, 4B-3
Broker Remuneration
On page 4B-2 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
A key goal of ICBC’s insurance sales and services modernization is to enhance
customer convenience through provision of an online capability that enables
customers to perform insurance renewals and other types of insurance
transactions while providing support from brokers to ensure customers have the
required coverages and vehicles are properly rated….For online renewal
transactions, Autoplan brokers will still be relied on to ensure every customer is
properly advised on their insurance needs, is correctly rated, understands the
declarations they make, and that the appropriate discounts have been applied for
and the correct premium charged.
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC has committed to ensuring fair remuneration for brokers. The current
‘Strategic Accord’ (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers represented by their
professional associations, states “In the event of any material product or ease of
business change, ICBC remains committed to fair remuneration.” In recognition of
the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design and
implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an increase to the
Basic fees paid to brokers. [emphasis added]
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 4B.1 showing the
Broker Basic Fees for New and Renewal Transactions which includes the fees ICBC
plans to pay starting in January 2021:

Please explain what parameters has ICBC established for “fair remuneration” for its
brokers (i.e. what is considered “fair”?)
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Response:
ICBC has an obligation to review broker remuneration annually and publish a fee schedule each
December for the coming year. To determine fair remuneration, ICBC consults with brokers and
considers requirements for brokers to complete additional training, whether ICBC changes will
affect the complexity and time required for customer conversations, and the impact of changing
technology. ICBC also considers changes in labour and other costs that have affected all
businesses in BC since the last Basic insurance fee increase, which was in 2017. ICBC
consults with brokers through the Memorandum of Understanding Council to gather information
about how ICBC changes impact brokers. When determining fees, ICBC considers all these
factors in light of the overall broker remuneration package.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.24.2 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, pp. 4B-2, 4B-3
Broker Remuneration
On page 4B-2 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
A key goal of ICBC’s insurance sales and services modernization is to enhance
customer convenience through provision of an online capability that enables
customers to perform insurance renewals and other types of insurance
transactions while providing support from brokers to ensure customers have the
required coverages and vehicles are properly rated….For online renewal
transactions, Autoplan brokers will still be relied on to ensure every customer is
properly advised on their insurance needs, is correctly rated, understands the
declarations they make, and that the appropriate discounts have been applied for
and the correct premium charged.
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC has committed to ensuring fair remuneration for brokers. The current
‘Strategic Accord’ (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers represented by their
professional associations, states “In the event of any material product or ease of
business change, ICBC remains committed to fair remuneration.” In recognition of
the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design and
implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an increase to the
Basic fees paid to brokers. [emphasis added]
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 4B.1 showing the
Broker Basic Fees for New and Renewal Transactions which includes the fees ICBC
plans to pay starting in January 2021:

24.2 Please describe the nature of the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to
rate design and implementation of the Enhanced Care model, including but not limited to
whether the work is of a “one-time” nature or related to ongoing additional work.
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24.2.1 Please explain how the additional workload translates to the new broker fees for
2021 provided in Figure 4B.1. To the extent possible, provide a breakdown
corresponding to the additional workload explained in the IR response above.
Response:
To prepare for rate design and Enhanced Care, all brokers complete a program of online
training, review sales aids and customer conversation guides, participate in webinars and
consult with their ICBC representative to address questions and concerns. While the one-time
training load is high in the first year, it takes many months for brokers to fully absorb and adopt
new policies and procedures. When serving customers, brokers need to explain and ensure
that customers understand the new Enhanced Care coverages.

It will take a full year for

brokers to transition all customers into the Enhanced Care model and, in many cases, several
policy terms before brokers fully educate customers on the changes the Enhanced Care model
brings. During such transitions, brokers find customer transactions, overall, require more time
than in the past. The additional effort resulting from these changes extends beyond frontcounter brokers to supervisors, managers, and trainers.
ICBC’s evaluation of brokers’ additional workload is based on understanding broker business
operations and the changes ICBC has introduced, and is determined after consultations with
brokers. Due to the complex nature of these changes, a specific breakdown of the additional
workload is not possible. ICBC considers an eight percent fee increase reasonable, in part,
because Basic insurance remuneration fees have not changed since 2017. In addition, ICBC’s
insurance model has gone through its biggest changes in decades and brokers are now
managing longer and more complex customer conversations.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.24.3 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, pp. 4B-2, 4B-3
Broker Remuneration
On page 4B-2 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
A key goal of ICBC’s insurance sales and services modernization is to enhance
customer convenience through provision of an online capability that enables
customers to perform insurance renewals and other types of insurance
transactions while providing support from brokers to ensure customers have the
required coverages and vehicles are properly rated….For online renewal
transactions, Autoplan brokers will still be relied on to ensure every customer is
properly advised on their insurance needs, is correctly rated, understands the
declarations they make, and that the appropriate discounts have been applied for
and the correct premium charged.
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC has committed to ensuring fair remuneration for brokers. The current
‘Strategic Accord’ (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers represented by their
professional associations, states “In the event of any material product or ease of
business change, ICBC remains committed to fair remuneration.” In recognition of
the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design and
implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an increase to the
Basic fees paid to brokers. [emphasis added]
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 4B.1 showing the
Broker Basic Fees for New and Renewal Transactions which includes the fees ICBC
plans to pay starting in January 2021:

Please explain how the current Strategic Accord (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers
was negotiated. Please include a description of the process, the parties involved, and
ICBC’s internal approvals process.
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Response:
The 2019-2027 Strategic Accord is the outcome of collaboration between ICBC and the two
major broker associations in BC (Insurance Brokers Association of BC (IBABC) and Credit
Union Insurance Sales Association (CUISA)) working with a contracted facilitator.

During five days of face-to-face meetings, the two associations and ICBC developed each
clause of the 2019-2027 Strategic Accord. The resulting draft was endorsed by ICBC senior
leadership and by IBABC and CUISA membership at their separate annual general meetings.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.24.4 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, pp. 4B-2, 4B-3
Broker Remuneration
On page 4B-2 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
A key goal of ICBC’s insurance sales and services modernization is to enhance
customer convenience through provision of an online capability that enables
customers to perform insurance renewals and other types of insurance
transactions while providing support from brokers to ensure customers have the
required coverages and vehicles are properly rated….For online renewal
transactions, Autoplan brokers will still be relied on to ensure every customer is
properly advised on their insurance needs, is correctly rated, understands the
declarations they make, and that the appropriate discounts have been applied for
and the correct premium charged.
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC has committed to ensuring fair remuneration for brokers. The current
‘Strategic Accord’ (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers represented by their
professional associations, states “In the event of any material product or ease of
business change, ICBC remains committed to fair remuneration.” In recognition of
the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design and
implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an increase to the
Basic fees paid to brokers. [emphasis added]
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 4B.1 showing the
Broker Basic Fees for New and Renewal Transactions which includes the fees ICBC
plans to pay starting in January 2021:

Please confirm whether the broker fees shown in Figure 4B.1 for 2021 will be maintained
for the duration of the current Strategic Accord (i.e. through 2027). If not confirmed,
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please provide additional rows to Figure 4B.1 showing the applicable broker fees for PY
2021.
Response:
ICBC’s commitment to brokers is to review, assess, and determine broker fees each year and
release an updated schedule in December for the coming year. ICBC has not determined
broker fees beyond 2021.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.24.5 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, pp. 4B-2, 4B-3
Broker Remuneration
On page 4B-2 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
A key goal of ICBC’s insurance sales and services modernization is to enhance
customer convenience through provision of an online capability that enables
customers to perform insurance renewals and other types of insurance
transactions while providing support from brokers to ensure customers have the
required coverages and vehicles are properly rated….For online renewal
transactions, Autoplan brokers will still be relied on to ensure every customer is
properly advised on their insurance needs, is correctly rated, understands the
declarations they make, and that the appropriate discounts have been applied for
and the correct premium charged.
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC has committed to ensuring fair remuneration for brokers. The current
‘Strategic Accord’ (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers represented by their
professional associations, states “In the event of any material product or ease of
business change, ICBC remains committed to fair remuneration.” In recognition of
the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design and
implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an increase to the
Basic fees paid to brokers. [emphasis added]
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 4B.1
showing the Broker Basic Fees for New and Renewal Transactions which includes
the fees ICBC plans to pay starting in January 2021:

Please discuss the alternatives (if any) considered to provide additional renumeration for
brokers other than to increase the broker fees for new and renewal transactions and
explain why these alternatives were not selected.
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Response:
ICBC reviews Basic insurance fees each year as part of the total broker remuneration package.
ICBC considers all material changes to products and procedures, balanced with ICBC’s
commitment to keeping insurance rates as low as possible. In addition to Basic insurance fee
adjustments, ICBC also considers performance award programs, one-time transition payments
and adjustments to Optional insurance commissions, all of which are funded through the
Optional insurance business and do not impact Basic insurance costs. ICBC has not applied
these approaches to Basic insurance remuneration because it is based on a fee for service.
The goal is to keep Basic insurance costs low and stable, and performance awards or one-time
payment adjustments would cause fluctuations in the Basic insurance rate. Basic insurance
fees have not changed since 2017, which has been possible because of changes made to the
Optional portion of the remuneration package. This year, ICBC determined a change to the
Basic insurance portion of the remuneration package was overdue and necessary.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.24.6 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, pp. 4B-2, 4B-3
Broker Remuneration
On page 4B-2 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
A key goal of ICBC’s insurance sales and services modernization is to enhance
customer convenience through provision of an online capability that enables
customers to perform insurance renewals and other types of insurance
transactions while providing support from brokers to ensure customers have the
required coverages and vehicles are properly rated….For online renewal
transactions, Autoplan brokers will still be relied on to ensure every customer is
properly advised on their insurance needs, is correctly rated, understands the
declarations they make, and that the appropriate discounts have been applied for
and the correct premium charged.
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC has committed to ensuring fair remuneration for brokers. The current
‘Strategic Accord’ (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers represented by their
professional associations, states “In the event of any material product or ease of
business change, ICBC remains committed to fair remuneration.” In recognition of
the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design and
implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an increase to the
Basic fees paid to brokers. [emphasis added]
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 4B.1 showing the
Broker Basic Fees for New and Renewal Transactions which includes the fees ICBC
plans to pay starting in January 2021:

Please provide a comparison of ICBC broker fees for new and renewal transactions to
other Canadian jurisdictions with public auto insurance regimes.
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Response:
ICBC has an insurance product and model that is unique in Canada. Like ICBC, Manitoba
Public Insurance (MPI) and Saskatchewan Government Insurance (SGI) are the sole providers
of Basic insurance coverages in their respective provinces, but the coverages and limits are
different from each other and from ICBC. For instance, both MPI and SGI include vehicle
protections in their basic insurance that ICBC sells optionally.

The way these insurers

compensate brokers for new and renewal transactions is also different. Both SGI and MPI pay
brokers a percentage of premium for basic insurance.

ICBC pays a fixed fee for Basic

insurance transactions. The differences in coverages, limits, and payment structures make it
impracticable to draw meaningful comparisons.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.24.7 Reference: BUSINESS OPERATIONS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 4, Appendix 4B, pp. 4B-2, 4B-3
Broker Remuneration
On page 4B-2 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
A key goal of ICBC’s insurance sales and services modernization is to enhance
customer convenience through provision of an online capability that enables
customers to perform insurance renewals and other types of insurance
transactions while providing support from brokers to ensure customers have the
required coverages and vehicles are properly rated….For online renewal
transactions, Autoplan brokers will still be relied on to ensure every customer is
properly advised on their insurance needs, is correctly rated, understands the
declarations they make, and that the appropriate discounts have been applied for
and the correct premium charged.
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC has committed to ensuring fair remuneration for brokers. The current
‘Strategic Accord’ (2019-2027) between ICBC and brokers represented by their
professional associations, states “In the event of any material product or ease of
business change, ICBC remains committed to fair remuneration.” In recognition of
the additional workload undertaken by brokers due to rate design and
implementation of the Enhanced Care model, ICBC is planning an increase to the
Basic fees paid to brokers. [emphasis added]
On page 4B-3 of Appendix 4B of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 4B.1 showing the
Broker Basic Fees for New and Renewal Transactions which includes the fees ICBC
plans to pay starting in January 2021:

In Appendix A.1 to the Application, ICBC provides the following summary of the
Expenses component of the required premium:
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On page 4B-3, ICBC states, “With the increase, Basic fees will account for approximately
3.0 % of the Basic premium ICBC collects.”
Please indicate how much the broker fee increases contribute to the Basic premium
ICBC collects for PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 in the yellow highlighted lines of Appendix
A.1.
Response:
The contribution from the broker fees increase to the related required premium components, as
shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.1, rows (i) and (j), is summarized in the table
below.

($ 000’s)

PY2021-1

PY2021-2

PY 2021

(a)

Appendix A.1 line (i)

7,207

8,002

15,209

(b)

Appendix A.1 line (j)

6

6

12

7,213

8,008

15,221

(c)=(a)+(b) Total Impact to Required Premium

The increase to the Basic fees paid to brokers has a $15 million impact to the PY 2021 required
premium. This impact is approximately 0.3% of the PY 2021 required premium.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.25.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-11; Appendix A.1; Chapter 2, Appendix 2D, p. 2
Investment Income
In Appendix A.1 to the Application, ICBC shows the following figures regarding
Miscellaneous Revenue and Investment Income:

On page 3-11 of the Application, ICBC explains that:
The higher investment income is mainly driven by higher investment income on
policy holder supplied funds (i.e., customer’s premium). Payments under the
Enhanced Care model for medical rehabilitation and income replacement will be
spread out over a longer period of time compared to the current model, whereas
most injury payments in the current model have been made on a lump sum basis.
This means that ICBC will be able to hold and invest premiums over a longer
period of time, generating additional investment income.
By Order in Council 632 dated December 14, 2020, it states in part on page 2:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in this
government directive (Enclosure)…
Please explain the reasons why, in Appendix A.1, ICBC forecast Line (x) to increase from
approximately $394 million in PY 2020 to approximately $460 million in PY 2021-1, and
from approximately $460 million in PY 2021-1 to approximately $544 million in PY 2021-2.
Response:
The Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.1, row (x), Investment Income on Policyholder Supplied
Funds (PHSF), reflects the expected investment income earned on the premium revenue
between the time premiums are collected and the time losses are paid. The reason for the
increase between Policy Year 2020 (PY) and PY 2021 reflects the move to Enhanced Care.
Claims payments under Enhanced Care will be spread out over a longer period of time
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Longer payout

Please refer to the Application, Chapter 3,

paragraphs 25 and 26, which provides more detail on this topic.

The increase between PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 is mainly the result of the different periods of
time represented by each policy period. PY 2021-1 covers an 11 - month period whereas
PY 2021-2 covers a 12 - month period; therefore the 12 - month period will generate more
investment income.

In reality, premium and investment income on PHSF collected for PY 2021-1 (once annualized)
and PY 2021-2 will be similar since there is only one rate change in place for the full 23 - month
period. In the presentation in Appendix A.1 information for each of these periods was provided
for comparability purposes to past policy years. However, this does not necessarily reflect the
amount of premium that will be collected between the two periods. The rate indication is based
on the full 23 - month period, and growth factors in claims costs and exposures must be applied
within those 23 months to arrive at the best estimate of the PY 2021 required premium. For
ease of reporting, those same growth factors are maintained within the two periods. This results
in the required premium and the resulting investment income on PHSF being higher in PY
2021-2 than in PY 2021-1.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.25.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-11; Appendix A.1; Chapter 2, Appendix 2D, p. 2
Investment Income
In Appendix A.1 to the Application, ICBC shows the following figures regarding
Miscellaneous Revenue and Investment Income:

On page 3-11 of the Application, ICBC explains that:
The higher investment income is mainly driven by higher investment income on
policy holder supplied funds (i.e., customer’s premium). Payments under the
Enhanced Care model for medical rehabilitation and income replacement will be
spread out over a longer period of time compared to the current model, whereas
most injury payments in the current model have been made on a lump sum basis.
This means that ICBC will be able to hold and invest premiums over a longer
period of time, generating additional investment income.
By Order in Council 632 dated December 14, 2020, it states in part on page 2:
ICBC is hereby directed to file a 23-month Basic insurance Revenue Requirements
Application with the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) for the 2021
Policy Year, in which the proposed general rate change reflects the following:…
b) That the Enhanced Care model is based on Manitoba Public Insurance’s
accident benefit insurance model with the specified exceptions outlined in this
government directive (Enclosure)…
25.2 Please discuss whether ICBC reviewed Manitoba Public Insurance’s (MPI’s)
experience with respect to length of time for payments under the Enhanced Care model
for medical rehabilitation and income replacement.
25.2.1 If yes, please compare ICBC’s assumptions under the Enhanced Care model
against MPI’s assumptions under the benefit insurance model regarding the length of
time for payments.
25.2.1.1 Please explain whether, if so how and why, ICBC has made adjustments to MPI’s
assumptions when producing the forecast for ICBC.
25.2.2 If not, please explain why not.
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Response:
Yes, ICBC reviewed and relied on Manitoba Public Insurance’s (MPI's) experience with respect
to the length of time for payments (referred to as Loss and ALAE payment pattern within the
Application) for Enhanced Accident Benefits (EAB) coverages: Medical Rehabilitation, Income
Replacement and Indemnity, and Permanent Impairment and Death Benefits. The Policy Year
2021 (PY) expected payment patterns for these coverages are summarized in the Application,
Chapter 3, Appendix F.1.

As discussed in the Application, Chapter 3, Technical Appendix F.0, in the absence of payment
pattern data under the new Enhanced Care model and following the Government Directive of
November 30, 2020 with respect to ICBC’s Application for a General Rate Change Order for the
2021 Policy Year approved by Order in Council 632, December 14, 2020, ICBC relied on MPI’s
historical claims payment data to inform ICBC’s selected payment patterns for EAB coverages.
The only adjustments applied were to convert the MPI loss development factors from a fiscal
loss year to a policy year basis as further explained in the Application, Chapter 3, Technical
Appendix F.0, Section B. In the absence of any historical information or knowledge on how
customers in BC would claim differently compared to Manitoba, no other adjustments were
contemplated.

Additional details of the analysis can be found in the Application, Chapter 3, Technical
Appendices F.1 to F.3.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.26.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-11; Appendix G.1; ICBC 2019 RRA, Chapter 3, Appendix G.1
Basic Equity
ICBC presents the following in Appendix G.1 to the Application:

In ICBC's 2019 Revenue Requirements Application, dated December 14, 2018, ICBC
shows the following in Appendix G.1:

ICBC explains on page 3-11 of the Application that “Customers also receive premium
offset from investment income on Basic Equity. As the Basic Equity level increases, this
also generates additional investment income. The capital build provision for PY 2021 will
contribute to higher Basic Equity levels.”
26.1 Please explain the increase in Basic Equity between March 31, 2019 and PY 20211. Please address to what extent, if any, the capital build provision for PY 2021
contributes towards the increase.
Response:
For clarification, the figures from Appendix G.1 above, referred to as “Basic Equity at Fiscal
Year End Prior to the Policy Period” PY 2021-1 of $87,308,000, and PY 2021-2 $319,094,000,
are “Capital Available” figures. Capital Available is equal to Basic equity less intangible assets
as illustrated in the table below.
The “Basic Equity at March 31, 2019” of $69,742,000 referenced in the preamble is an outlook
figure. In the table below, capital available values from March 31, 2019 through to PY 2021-1
begin with March 31, 2019 Actuals of $111 million and are forecast to decrease to $87 million at
March 31, 2021.

The capital build provision for PY 2021 does not contribute to the increase in Basic Equity in the
table below, as this capital build is effective as of May 1, 2021.
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The decrease in equity and capital available from March 31, 2019 (Fiscal year end 2018/19) is
illustrated below:
Outlook
Year ended
Mar 31 2019*
(a)

Actual
Year ended
Mar 31 2019
(b)

Actual
Year ended
Mar 31 2020
(c)

Outlook**
Year ended
Mar 31 2021
(d)

Change from
Mar 31 2020 to
Mar 31 2021
(e)

831

831

167

(301)

167

(c)

(838)

(868)

(263)

314

50

(c+d)

30

(14)

146

(372)

(226)

93

218

(350)

496

146

Ending equity

116

167

(301)

137

137

Intangible assets

(46)

(55)

(51)

(49)

(49)

Capital available

70

111

(353)

87

87

($ millions)1

Equity (Deficit):
Opening equity
Change during year
Net income (loss)
Pension and post-retirement
benefits re-measurement
Net change in available for sale
financial assets & NCI***

(c+d)
(c+d)

(d)

1

Rounding may affect totals
* Outlook as filed December 14, 2018
** Outlook as at December 15, 2020
*** Non-controlling interest (“NCI”)

Actual capital available at March 31, 2019 is higher than the outlook capital available in the
2019 RRA forecast, primarily as a result of a favourable net change in available for sale assets.
The net change in capital available over two fiscal years between March 31, 2019, $111 million,
and March 31, 2021, $87 million, is a decrease of $24 million. Starting with the ending equity
for actual year ended March 31, 2019 of $167 million (which is also the opening equity for actual
year ended March 31, 2020), the above table column (e) shows the contributions over two years
resulting in the ending equity outlook of $137 million for the year ended March 31, 2021.
Change in net income over the two years contributes $50 million, primarily as a result of lower
than expected claims costs from lower crash and injury claims frequency due to COVID-19 and
favourable realized investment income. Change in pension and post-retirement benefits remeasurements is unfavourable primarily due to a net reduction in the discount rate over the two
fiscal years.

Net change in available for sale financial assets is favourable, recognizing

recovery of global equity markets in fiscal 2020/21 that more than offset the decline in fiscal
2019/20.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.26.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 3, p. 3-11; Appendix G.1; ICBC 2019 RRA, Chapter 3, Appendix G.1
Basic Equity
ICBC presents the following in Appendix G.1 to the Application:

In ICBC's 2019 Revenue Requirements Application, dated December 14, 2018, ICBC
shows the following in Appendix G.1:

ICBC explains on page 3-11 of the Application that “Customers also receive premium
offset from investment income on Basic Equity. As the Basic Equity level increases, this
also generates additional investment income. The capital build provision for PY 2021 will
contribute to higher Basic Equity levels.”
26.2 Please explain in detail the reasons for the increase in Basic Equity between PY
2021-1 and PY 2021-2, including a breakdown of how and by how much each factor in the
preamble on page 3-11 of the Application contributes towards the total increase. Please
address to what extent, if any, the capital build provision for PY 2021 contributes towards
the increase.
Response:
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.2.3, which includes an
explanation of the contribution of capital build towards the increase in capital available.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.27.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.2; BCI website7
British Columbia Investment Management Corporation
On page 5-1 of the Application, ICBC states, “ICBC is transitioning the management of
this investment portfolio to the British Columbia Investment Management Corporation
(BCI), a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion of net assets under management as at
March 31, 2020.” ICBC further states, “BCI is a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion
of net assets under management as at March 31, 2020, with ICBC’s investment portfolio
in excess of $19 billion as at June 30, 2020.”
On the BCI’s website8, it shows as of March 31, 2020 the BCI’s client portfolio is
composed of 77.8% pension funds, 20.2% insurance funds (including ICBC), and 2%
special purpose funds.
On page 5A.2 of Appendix 5A, ICBC states:
Revisions to the [Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures (SIPP)] include
revisions pertaining to conflicts of interest and voting rights that recognize that
BCI carries out investment management responsibilities on behalf of a broader
client base.
27.1 Please explain the rationale for outsourcing the management of ICBC’s
investment portfolio.
7

Retrieved from: https://www.bci.ca/who-we-are/clients/

Response:
Upon the retirement of ICBC’s Chief Investment Officer (“CIO”) in 2018, ICBC Management
initiated a review of the management of its Investment Fund and its Pension Fund for
Management and Confidential Employees.

The review highlighted a significant risk for ICBC on the operational side that could ultimately
also impact investment risk, which was the recruitment, retention, and succession of qualified
senior staff with the required expertise to manage the investment function, particularly with an
investment portfolio growing in size and complexity. As a Crown corporation, ICBC is subject to
the BC Public Sector Compensation Framework, mandated by the Public Sector Employers’
Council Secretariat (“PSEC”). This framework imposes limitations on compensation that can be
paid to Investment Division staff. For example, PSEC policies do not support performance pay
models common in the investment industry. These compensation limits would be a constraint to
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recruiting a CIO and other senior investment staff with market experience leading a large
investment fund. This recruitment and retention risk was considered significant for most, if not
all, senior ICBC investment staff, not just at the CIO position.

In addition to mitigating the recruitment and retention risk, outsourcing the management of the
investment portfolio would also provide access to a greater depth and expertise of investment
knowledge and experience, a diversified selection of investment products and one-stop shop for
strategic investment services (strategic investment consulting, investment management, risk
management, investment administration, and education).
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2021.1 RR BCUC.27.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.2; BCI website7
British Columbia Investment Management Corporation
On page 5-1 of the Application, ICBC states, “ICBC is transitioning the management of
this investment portfolio to the British Columbia Investment Management Corporation
(BCI), a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion of net assets under management as at
March 31, 2020.” ICBC further states, “BCI is a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion
of net assets under management as at March 31, 2020, with ICBC’s investment portfolio
in excess of $19 billion as at June 30, 2020.”
On the BCI’s website8, it shows as of March 31, 2020 the BCI’s client portfolio is
composed of 77.8% pension funds, 20.2% insurance funds (including ICBC), and 2%
special purpose funds.
On page 5A.2 of Appendix 5A, ICBC states:
Revisions to the [Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures (SIPP)] include
revisions pertaining to conflicts of interest and voting rights that recognize that
BCI carries out investment management responsibilities on behalf of a broader
client base.
27.2 Please explain in detail how ICBC decided on selecting the BCI to manage ICBC’s
investment portfolio, including the request for proposal (RFP) process, RFP
requirements, candidate selection process, proponent selection criteria (e.g. cost,
expertise), the alternatives considered, and the internal approval process.
27.2.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the decision to transition the
management of ICBC’s investment portfolio to the BCI was approved by ICBC’s Board of
Directors.
7

Retrieved from: https://www.bci.ca/who-we-are/clients/

Response:
27.2
As part of the review of the management of its investment function, ICBC obtained advice from
an external consultant to consider whether it should move to a different model for the
management of its Investment Fund and Management & Confidential Pension Fund
(“investment portfolio”). While the specific advice received is confidential, in highly general
terms, the following options were considered:

1.

Status quo.

2.

Transition of investment management to BCI.
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Partial transfer of investment management for some asset classes to BCI.

4.

Full use of external fund managers.

5.

Creation of an ICBC investment subsidiary.
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The consultant advised ICBC’s Board of Directors regarding the above options from a financial,
risk, and scale perspective; and recommended option 2 as it best addressed the recruitment
and retention risk while potentially offering higher returns and greater access to investment
opportunities.
The consultant further advised that ICBC’s current model is not sustainable with the recruitment
and succession of staff being a significant operational risk that will ultimately become an
investment risk. This risk would persist under options 1, 3, and 5 and to a lesser extent under
option 4.

The status quo was the lowest cost option with each of the other options presenting varying
degrees of higher cost. BCI was considered to offer a potential opportunity to generate slightly
higher net returns to offset the higher cost.

Options 2, 3, and 4 offered greater scale and potential to increase the investment opportunities
available to ICBC.

While costs and returns were important factors in considering any change to the status quo,
risk, primarily pertaining to recruiting and retaining senior investment personnel, was determined
to be the most important factor driving the decision.

Management conducted a further assessment of the options in consideration of the principal risk
of recruiting and retention of senior investment professionals while being able to maximize the
net returns of the investment portfolio. Using structured decision making, which is an organized
approach to identifying and evaluating alternatives that will achieve defined objectives, and
understanding trade-offs in complex decision situations, Management agreed with the
consultant’s recommendation.
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ICBC did not utilize an RFP process in selecting BCI. ICBC’s Corporate Acquisition Policy
exempts financial services and products, including investment management services, from the
RFP process. This exemption protects the confidentiality of ICBC’s investment mandates in
situations where a public process could create the undue risk of existing investment managers
or critical investment staff learning of potential changes or terminations prior to replacement
investment managers being secured. For this reason it is typical in the industry for investment
manager searches to be conducted through a consultant rather than via a public process.

Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.27.1 for additional
explanation of the rationale for outsourcing the management of ICBC’s investment portfolio.
27.2.1
At the June 2019 meeting, ICBC’s Board of Directors approved the transition of the
management of ICBC’s investment portfolio to BCI subject to completion of further due diligence
and successful negotiations, which were subsequently completed.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.27.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.2; BCI website7
British Columbia Investment Management Corporation
On page 5-1 of the Application, ICBC states, “ICBC is transitioning the management of
this investment portfolio to the British Columbia Investment Management Corporation
(BCI), a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion of net assets under management as at
March 31, 2020.” ICBC further states, “BCI is a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion
of net assets under management as at March 31, 2020, with ICBC’s investment portfolio
in excess of $19 billion as at June 30, 2020.”
On the BCI’s website8, it shows as of March 31, 2020 the BCI’s client portfolio is
composed of 77.8% pension funds, 20.2% insurance funds (including ICBC), and 2%
special purpose funds.
On page 5A.2 of Appendix 5A, ICBC states:
Revisions to the [Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures (SIPP)] include
revisions pertaining to conflicts of interest and voting rights that recognize that
BCI carries out investment management responsibilities on behalf of a broader
client base.
Please clarify whether the BCI carries out investment management responsibilities on
behalf of a broader client base in which ICBC’s portfolio is part of that broader client
base, or BCI has dedicated resources to manage ICBC’s investment portfolio on a
standalone basis.
8 Retrieved

from: https://www.bci.ca/who-we-are/clients/

Response:
BCI offers pooled (commingled) funds that BCI clients may invest in, if they are appropriate for
the client. Pooled investment funds are BCI’s primary investment vehicle; however, they provide
segregated asset management when this service better suits a client’s needs. BCI manages a
segregated bond fund and a segregated real estate program for ICBC. BCI will also manage a
segregated mortgage program for ICBC once the transition of ICBC’s mortgage investments is
completed. The referenced segregated programs are exclusive to ICBC’s portfolio and there are
no other BCI client funds invested in these programs.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.27.4 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.2; BCI website7
British Columbia Investment Management Corporation
On page 5-1 of the Application, ICBC states, “ICBC is transitioning the management of
this investment portfolio to the British Columbia Investment Management Corporation
(BCI), a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion of net assets under management as at
March 31, 2020.” ICBC further states, “BCI is a provincial Crown agent with $171.3 billion
of net assets under management as at March 31, 2020, with ICBC’s investment portfolio
in excess of $19 billion as at June 30, 2020.”
On the BCI’s website8, it shows as of March 31, 2020 the BCI’s client portfolio is
composed of 77.8% pension funds, 20.2% insurance funds (including ICBC), and 2%
special purpose funds.
On page 5A.2 of Appendix 5A, ICBC states:
Revisions to the [Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures (SIPP)] include
revisions pertaining to conflicts of interest and voting rights that recognize that BCI
carries out investment management responsibilities on behalf of a broader client base.
27.4 Considering the majority of the BCI’s client portfolio is comprised of pension funds,
whereas ICBC is a property and casualty (P&C) entity, please explain how the BCI
ensures it manages ICBC’s investment portfolio in accordance with ICBC’s risk profile,
liquidity needs, and its SIPP.
27.4.1 Please also discuss how ICBC ensures the BCI manages ICBC’s investment
portfolio in accordance with ICBC’s risk profile, liquidity needs, and its SIPP.
7 Retrieved
8 Retrieved

from: https://www.bci.ca/who-we-are/clients/
from: https://www.bci.ca/who-we-are/clients/

Response:
BCI manages ICBC’s assets in strict accordance with the SIPP.

The SIPP was explicitly

included in the signed Fund Management Agreement which governs the investment
management relationship with BCI. ICBC regularly reviews and updates the SIPP, including the
strategic asset mix, to maintain a risk profile appropriate for its liability profile and to ensure the
asset mix provides sufficient liquidity to meet claims obligations.

Each BCI client determines its own strategic assets mix to meet its specific investment goals.
The asset mix approved by ICBC would necessarily be different than that selected by a pension
client. BCI can only invest in pooled funds that have been reviewed by ICBC management,
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approved by the Board of Directors, and specifically included in the SIPP within the context of
the approved strategic asset mix.

BCI regularly rebalances the ICBC portfolio to remain

compliant with the asset mix contained in the SIPP.

BCI completes quarterly compliance testing to ensure that investments for different asset
classes are in line with SIPP requirements and their own pooled fund requirements. ICBC
management has met with the BCI compliance team to confirm their processes.

ICBC

management monitors the asset mix and other compliance issues and reports quarterly to the
Board of Directors.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.28.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.1; Attachment 5A.1, Section
8, p. 10
Transition to the BCI
ICBC states on page 5-1 of the Application:
Most of ICBC’s investment assets were transitioned to BCI for management in
November 2019. ICBC’s directly-owned investment properties were transitioned in
January 2020, while it is anticipated that ICBC’s portfolio of mortgage loans will be
transitioned to BCI in early 2021.
ICBC further states on page 5A.1:
For asset classes that are relatively illiquid and cannot be immediately divested
(e.g. real estate, mortgages), the transition of investment management
responsibilities for such investments initially involves BCI assuming oversight
responsibilities and continuing to manage the investments, followed at a later
date by some form of divestment.
In Appendix 5A, Section 8 of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) defines the return
objectives, as well as the asset class benchmarks, for ICBC’s investment portfolio.
Please elaborate on the transition process to the BCI, including a discussion on the
transition schedule, size and type of assets transferred or to be transferred at each time,
and the steps to transfer investment portfolio management responsibilities.
Response:
On June 6, 2019, ICBC’s Board of Directors approved the transition of the management of
ICBC’s investments to the British Columbia Investment Management Corporation (BCI). After
completing the negotiations with BCI, the Board of Directors passed the final resolution on
October 24, 2019 to proceed with the transition.

The management of the majority of the

investments - Canadian bonds and repos, money market, public equities, mezzanine debt, real
estate and infrastructure pooled funds – was transitioned to BCI on November 1, 2019. The
management of the directly owned real estate investment properties, with the exception of two
real estate investment properties, was transitioned to QuadReal Property Group Limited
Partnership (QuadReal), an agent for BCI, on January 2, 2020. ICBC maintained management
of the two real estate investment properties until April 20, 2020 when they were sold to
QuadReal. During the fiscal year 2020/21, some of ICBC’s segregated mortgage loans were
sold to QuadReal. The timing of the mortgage loan sales is listed in the footnote to the table
below. The remaining segregated mortgage loan investments will be transitioned to QuadReal
to manage on April 1, 2021.
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Figure 1 – Transition of ICBC’s investment assets:
ASSET CLASS

Book Value as at
October 31, 2020
($ Million)

Transition Process

Transition Date/Transition
Schedule

Fixed Income
Money Market

$

Canadian Bonds and Repos

147
10,410

Mortgages1

1,947

Mezzanine Debt

291

Total Fixed Income

Transferred and
managed by BCI
Transferred and
managed by BCI
Some loans were sold to
QuadReal; remainder
will be transitioned to
QuadReal shortly
Assets transferred and
managed by QuadReal

November 1, 2019
November 1, 2019

April 1, 2021

November 1, 2019

12,795
Equities

Canadian Equities

1,467

Global Equities

2,800

Total Equities

4,267

Transferred and
managed by BCI
Transferred and
managed by BCI

November 1, 2019
November 1, 2019

Real Estate
Investment Properties2

856

Real Estate Pooled Fund

180

Total Real Estate

1

January 2, 2020

November 1, 2019

1,036

Infrastructure
Total

Transferred and
managed by
QuadReal
Transferred and
managed by
QuadReal

183
$

Transferred and
managed by BCI

November 1, 2019

18,281

The oversight and management responsibilities will transition to QuadReal as at April 1, 2021. During the fiscal year
2020/21, there were four tranches of mortgage loans sold to QuadReal. In return, ICBC was given units of BCI’s
Fixed Term Mortgage Fund at a price equivalent to the market value of the mortgages sold. The following is the list of
tranches.
2 There were two investment properties sold to QuadReal on April 20, 2020. Prior to the disposition, ICBC maintained
its management responsibilities for the two investment properties.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.28.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.1; Attachment 5A.1, Section
8, p. 10
Transition to the BCI
ICBC states on page 5-1 of the Application:
Most of ICBC’s investment assets were transitioned to BCI for management in
November 2019. ICBC’s directly-owned investment properties were transitioned in
January 2020, while it is anticipated that ICBC’s portfolio of mortgage loans will be
transitioned to BCI in early 2021.
ICBC further states on page 5A.1:
For asset classes that are relatively illiquid and cannot be immediately divested
(e.g. real estate, mortgages), the transition of investment management
responsibilities for such investments initially involves BCI assuming oversight
responsibilities and continuing to manage the investments, followed at a later
date by some form of divestment.
In Appendix 5A, Section 8 of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) defines the return
objectives, as well as the asset class benchmarks, for ICBC’s investment portfolio.
28.2 Please explain whether there are any changes to ICBC’s in-house investment staff
due to the transition (e.g. number of Full Time Equivalents (FTEs)) and why.
Response:
The transition of management of ICBC’s investment functions to BCI resulted in a reduction in
FTEs from 24 to 5.5. The Chief Investment Officer position was eliminated and staff employed
to manage the internally managed portfolios (bonds, real estate, and mortgages) were no longer
required. The remaining Investment Division positions are focused on strategy, investment
accounting, governance, and compliance. To mitigate the impact on employees, ICBC was able
to place seven people in other roles within ICBC.
employment at either BCI or QuadReal.

Additionally, three individuals obtained
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2021.1 RR BCUC.28.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.1; Attachment 5A.1, Section
8, p. 10
Transition to the BCI
ICBC states on page 5-1 of the Application:
Most of ICBC’s investment assets were transitioned to BCI for management in
November 2019. ICBC’s directly-owned investment properties were transitioned in
January 2020, while it is anticipated that ICBC’s portfolio of mortgage loans will be
transitioned to BCI in early 2021.
ICBC further states on page 5A.1:
For asset classes that are relatively illiquid and cannot be immediately divested
(e.g. real estate, mortgages), the transition of investment management
responsibilities for such investments initially involves BCI assuming oversight
responsibilities and continuing to manage the investments, followed at a later
date by some form of divestment.
In Appendix 5A, Section 8 of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) defines the return
objectives, as well as the asset class benchmarks, for ICBC’s investment portfolio.
28.3 Please compare the costs associated with using the BCI for management of ICBC’s
investment portfolio versus the managing ICBC’s investment in-house.
28.3.1 Please quantify and specify the source of any cost difference using historical
actuals for the last three years and the BCI 2020/21 Outlook, 2021/22 Forecast, 2022/23
Forecast and 2023/24 Forecast.
Response:
28.3
The cost to manage ICBC’s investment portfolio is higher, in part, due to the outsourcing of the
investment management services to BCI and QuadReal. Despite the slightly higher costs, the
primary reason for the transition to BCI was to mitigate the risk of recruiting and retaining
qualified senior investment staff while recognizing the potential for higher returns. Please see
the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.27.1 for more information on the rationale
for the transition to BCI.
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28.3.1

The table below outlines the investment management costs for the past three fiscal years, the
outlook for fiscal year ending March 31, 2021, and forecasts for the three future fiscal years.

ICBC Investment Portfolio - Management Expenses
For Year ending March 31
(Total Costs $000s)

Actuals
2017/18

Actuals
2018/19

Actuals
2019/20

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

ICBC in-house costs

5,871

4,908

3,708

1,709

1,266

1,266

1,266

Investment manager
fees

6,844

12,140

21,763

25,881

45,300

47,300

49,300

-

-

3,565

7,762

9,000

9,000

6,000

12,715

17,048

29,036

35,352

55,566

57,566

56,566

BCI /QuadReal's
segregated asset
management fees and
costs for legacy assets
Total

Legacy investments are the assets transitioned to BCI and QuadReal to manage and oversee
and are not part of BCI’s pooled funds. For the legacy investments, BCI and QuadReal manage
these assets on a segregated basis for ICBC.

As such, ICBC pays a segregated asset

management fee for their management of the legacy investments. In addition, BCI allocates
back to ICBC and all their clients, an equitable share of their internal costs, as their investment
(fund) management fee. BCI and QuadReal’s segregated asset management fees and costs
are in addition to the investment management fees paid to the investment managers of each of
BCI’s pooled funds. The segregated asset management fees are expected to decrease to zero
once all the legacy investments are redeployed to BCI pooled funds or programs.

For the fiscal years ending March 31, 2022 and March 31, 2023, the BCI/QuadReal fees
increase due to the cost associated with disposing of ICBC’s legacy investment properties. The
significant forecast increase in investment manager fees starting in fiscal year 2021/22 is due to
the transition to higher yielding asset classes which are more expensive to manage and not due
to the transition to BCI. Included in the management expenses are ICBC in-house investment
costs.

These costs are for ICBC’s investment employees to oversee and govern BCI’s

management of the investment portfolio. The in-house costs have decreased from the 2020/21
outlook as there are now fewer investment employees required.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.28.4 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.1; Attachment 5A.1, Section
8, p. 10
Transition to the BCI
ICBC states on page 5-1 of the Application:
Most of ICBC’s investment assets were transitioned to BCI for management in
November 2019. ICBC’s directly-owned investment properties were transitioned in
January 2020, while it is anticipated that ICBC’s portfolio of mortgage loans will be
transitioned to BCI in early 2021.
ICBC further states on page 5A.1:
For asset classes that are relatively illiquid and cannot be immediately divested
(e.g. real estate, mortgages), the transition of investment management
responsibilities for such investments initially involves BCI assuming oversight
responsibilities and continuing to manage the investments, followed at a later
date by some form of divestment.
In Appendix 5A, Section 8 of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) defines the return
objectives, as well as the asset class benchmarks, for ICBC’s investment portfolio.
28.4 Please explain how the BCI is compensated for managing ICBC’s investment
portfolio, including the fee structure and any performance-based compensation for
investment managers.
28.4.1 If certain investment management expenses are netted into investment income,
please provide a breakdown of the investment income showing the investment
management expenses before and after the transition to the BCI, respectively.
28.4.2 If there is any performance-based compensation for the BCI or BCI’s investment
managers, please explain the rules for these compensations (i.e. separately for BCI as an
entity and the BCI’s investment managers, as applicable), as well as the benchmark used
to determine the BCI or the BCI investment managers’ performance.
28.4.2.1 If the benchmark used differs from those defined under section 8 of the October
2020 SIPP, please explain any differences.
Response:
28.4

ICBC compensates BCI in two ways for managing the investment portfolio:

1) For the legacy investments that were transitioned to BCI and QuadReal to manage,
(these assets are held outside of BCI’s pooled funds): ICBC pays a segregated asset
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management fee for BCI or QuadReal to manage these investments separately from
their pooled funds.

The segregated asset management fee is either based on a

percentage of the net asset value of the legacy investment funds or, for the directly
owned investment properties, a percentage of the net operating income of the
investment properties.

In addition, BCI allocates its costs and expenses for the

investment management services it provides proportional to the value of the legacy
investments it holds.

ICBC does not pay a fee based on the performance of the

investment managers, except as discussed in the response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.28.4.2 below.

2) For the investments in BCI pooled funds: ICBC pays its proportionate share of the BCI
costs and expenses that are allocated by BCI to the pooled funds, based on the
percentage ownership of the funds. This is BCI’s investment management fee. BCI’s
costs and expenses are those directly attributable to the pooled fund such as legal
expenses, custodial fees and external manager fees, and an equitable share of BCI’s
internal costs.
28.4.1

The investment management expenses paid directly to generate investment income are netted
against investment income.

These expenses are BCI and QuadReal’s segregated asset

management fees, BCI’s investment management fees, the legacy external managers’
investment fees, and any ICBC direct investment costs. For calculating investment income,
ICBC does not net the ICBC Investment team’s cost for monitoring and governing BCI from
investment income. BCI’s indirect costs are netted against the pooled funds’ returns and not
investment income. However, all costs including ICBC’s internal investment costs and BCI’s
indirect costs are included in the overall calculation of the total investment management
expenses. The table below shows the investment income allocated to Basic insurance and the
management fees, which are netted against investment income.
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Figure 1 – ICBC Investment Income Allocated to Basic Insurance
ICBC Investment Income – Basic
for the Fiscal Year Ending March 31
(in $millions)
Before BCI
Actuals
2018/191

After BCI
2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

422

528

303

Less: ICBC direct investment costs

3

1

0

Less: Investment manager fees

6

14

19

5

6

508

278

Investment income before
management fees

Less: BCI/ QuadReal’s asset
management fees and costs
Net Investment Income excluding
impairment

413

Fiscal year 2018/19 used to represent a full year’s management expenses prior to BCI. This was the last full year
before the transition to BCI starting on November 1, 2019.
1

28.4.2

ICBC does not pay BCI performance-based compensation. However, BCI does allocate its
costs and expenses back to its clients and as such, if BCI provides performance-based
compensation to its employees, an equitable share of those expenses are allocated to ICBC.
BCI also has the discretion to hire external managers for its pooled funds, and the fee
arrangements, including any performance-based compensation, are not disclosed to its clients.
The external management agreements are between BCI and the external managers. ICBC is
not privy to the agreements.

28.4.2.1

The benchmarks defined under section 8 of the October 2020 SIPP are the benchmarks that
ICBC uses to measure the performance of the different asset classes in its investment portfolio.
The benchmarks in the SIPP are specific to ICBC. Other BCI clients who also hold units in the
same pooled fund may use different benchmarks from ICBC. It is at the discretion of BCI to
make any arrangements including the benchmarks or key performance indicators to use for its
external investments and employees in regards to any performance-based compensation.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.28.5 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.1; Attachment 5A.1, Section
8, p. 10
Transition to the BCI
ICBC states on page 5-1 of the Application:
Most of ICBC’s investment assets were transitioned to BCI for management in
November 2019. ICBC’s directly-owned investment properties were transitioned in
January 2020, while it is anticipated that ICBC’s portfolio of mortgage loans will be
transitioned to BCI in early 2021.
ICBC further states on page 5A.1:
For asset classes that are relatively illiquid and cannot be immediately divested
(e.g. real estate, mortgages), the transition of investment management
responsibilities for such investments initially involves BCI assuming oversight
responsibilities and continuing to manage the investments, followed at a later
date by some form of divestment.
In Appendix 5A, Section 8 of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) defines the return
objectives, as well as the asset class benchmarks, for ICBC’s investment portfolio.
Please discuss whether the transition to the BCI could impact expected yield on existing
and new investments.
Response:
Expected yields on existing investments which have transitioned or will transition to BCI
management should not be impacted by the transition as the underlying assets remain
unchanged. New investments entered into post-transition have the potential to generate slightly
higher yields as a result of BCI’s scale and broader range of available investment options.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.28.5.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.1; Attachment 5A.1, Section
8, p. 10
Transition to the BCI
ICBC states on page 5-1 of the Application:
Most of ICBC’s investment assets were transitioned to BCI for management in
November 2019. ICBC’s directly-owned investment properties were transitioned in
January 2020, while it is anticipated that ICBC’s portfolio of mortgage loans will be
transitioned to BCI in early 2021.
ICBC further states on page 5A.1:
For asset classes that are relatively illiquid and cannot be immediately divested
(e.g. real estate, mortgages), the transition of investment management
responsibilities for such investments initially involves BCI assuming oversight
responsibilities and continuing to manage the investments, followed at a later
date by some form of divestment.
In Appendix 5A, Section 8 of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) defines the return
objectives, as well as the asset class benchmarks, for ICBC’s investment portfolio.
If the transition will take place in phases, please discuss how the proposed New Money
Rate and Yield on Basic Equity formula reflects the expected return on ICBC’s
investment total portfolio in each phase of the transition, considering yield on assets that
have and have not transitioned to the BCI.
Response:
The New Money Rate is forward looking and considers the expected return on invested assets
over a long time horizon (15 years). As such, the transition of assets to BCI over the short term
is not expected to have an impact on expected returns. Also note that transitioned assets have
generally been held as-is so the composition of ICBC’s investment assets has not materially
changed.

The Yield on Basic Equity (YBE) uses current yields and current portfolio weightings to
determine investment income on Basic equity. As such, the calculation uses ICBC’s actual
yields at September 30, 2020, which reflects that most of the transition has already occurred.
The calculation for the second year of the filing uses the same yields, as it is difficult to forecast
one year out, but adjusts for ICBC’s estimate of the asset mix weighting in the second policy
year. No adjustments have been made to the YBE yields to consider the impact of transitioning
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remaining assets to BCI, as underlying investment assets are not expected to change materially
over the period. ICBC’s current yield used in the YBE calculation includes a weighted yield for
each asset class where multiple funds or strategies exist. For example, for real estate, the yield
is a weighted yield of ICBC’s real estate assets, external managers, and QuadReal funds.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.28.5.1.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section A, p. 5-1; Appendix 5A, p. 5A.1; Attachment 5A.1, Section
8, p. 10
Transition to the BCI
ICBC states on page 5-1 of the Application:
Most of ICBC’s investment assets were transitioned to BCI for management in
November 2019. ICBC’s directly-owned investment properties were transitioned in
January 2020, while it is anticipated that ICBC’s portfolio of mortgage loans will be
transitioned to BCI in early 2021.
ICBC further states on page 5A.1:
For asset classes that are relatively illiquid and cannot be immediately divested
(e.g. real estate, mortgages), the transition of investment management
responsibilities for such investments initially involves BCI assuming oversight
responsibilities and continuing to manage the investments, followed at a later
date by some form of divestment.
In Appendix 5A, Section 8 of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) defines the return
objectives, as well as the asset class benchmarks, for ICBC’s investment portfolio.
Has ICBC considered a weighted approach to estimate the New Money Rate and Yield on
Basic Equity in order to reflect the partial transition to the BCI on certain assets? If yes,
please provide ICBC’s findings. If not, please explain why not.
Response:
ICBC did not consider using a weighted approach to calculating the New Money Rate (NMR)
and the Yield on Basic Equity (YBE).

The vast majority of assets have already been

transitioned to BCI and remaining investments to be transitioned are expected to retain the
same underlying assets. A weighted approach is not expected to result in a material change to
the YBE. Additionally, it would be inappropriate to use a weighted approach for the NMR given
that the NMR is forward looking over an extended period and already incorporates BCI’s
expected returns on their programs over the considered time period.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.29.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.1, pp. 6
Legacy assets
Page 6 of ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) states:
ICBC utilizes external investment management services for certain portfolio
strategies. For clarity, the external investment managers (other than BCI and
through BCI, its affiliate, QuadReal Property Group Limited Partnership
(“QuadReal”)) that continue to manage ICBC assets upon the effective date of the
transition of day-to-day investment management responsibilities to BCI are
referred to as the “legacy external investment managers”.
29.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that there has been no change to ICBC’s
external management service provider compared to the 2019 SIPP.
Response:
There have been changes to ICBC’s external investment managers compared to the 2019
SIPP. Subsequent to the transition of the major portion of ICBC’s investment portfolio to BCI on
November 1, 2019, ICBC terminated some of the legacy external investment managers as
indicated in the table below and the proceeds from the sale of those assets were re-invested
into approved BCI pooled funds managed by BCI.

Each termination of a legacy external

investment manager was approved by the Board of Directors on the recommendation of ICBC
Management. The table below also lists the new BCI pooled funds into which the proceeds
were re-invested.

Legacy External Investment
Managers
Canadian Equity
Legacy Canadian equity index
manager
Legacy Canadian equity active
manager
Global Equity
Legacy global index equity
manager
Legacy global large cap equity
manager
Legacy global emerging
market equity manager
Infrastructure
Two legacy infrastructure
managers

Termination Date

BCI Pooled Fund

November 26, 2019

BCI Indexed Canadian Equity Fund

November 25, 2019

BCI Active Canadian Equity Fund

December 9, 2019
BCI Indexed Global Equity Fund
December 5, 2019
November 19, 2020

BCI Active Emerging Markets Equity Fund

December 30, 2020

BCI Infrastructure program
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2021.1 RR BCUC.30.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.1, p. 22
QuadReal
On page 22 of ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP, ICBC provides a table showing ICBC’s
participating BCI pooled funds. The table shows that mortgages and real estate are
managed by QuadReal as an external manager.
Please explain whether QuadReal manages any other asset class besides mortgages and
real estate.
Response:
QuadReal manages the real estate and mortgage programs of British Columbia Investment
Management Corporation. The mortgage program includes mezzanine debt secured by real
property. QuadReal does not manage any other asset classes.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.30.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.1, p. 22
QuadReal
On page 22 of ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP, ICBC provides a table showing ICBC’s
participating BCI pooled funds. The table shows that mortgages and real estate are
managed by QuadReal as an external manager.
Please explain QuadReal’s scope of work in managing ICBC’s investment portfolio.
Response:
In addition to managing BCI’s real estate and mortgage pooled funds that ICBC invests in,
QuadReal manages or will manage ICBC’s legacy real estate and mortgage assets with the
intention of liquidating these assets over time and as market conditions permit. QuadReal also
oversees external managers managing real estate or mezzanine debt funds in which ICBC
invests.
For ICBC’s legacy real estate assets, QuadReal provides services including:


Preparation of annual investment plans outlining proposed dispositions, new or renewal
of material leases, and any capital improvements to the assets for approval by ICBC.



Implementation of approved investment plans.



Oversight, communication and liaison with the property manager appointed in respect of
each property.



Managing cash flows and keeping appropriate accounting records for the managed
assets.



Obtaining appraisals or valuations of the assets.



Providing monthly and quarterly reporting as required by ICBC.

For ICBC’s legacy mortgage assets, QuadReal will provide services including:


Preparation of annual investment plans outlining proposed dispositions and expected
loan maturities, payouts, renewals, and refinancing for approval of ICBC.



Implementation of approved investment plans.
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Oversight, communication and liaison with third party mortgage servicers or co-lenders
for each loan.



Providing shadow servicing and reconciling all payments with applicable servicers for
each loan.



Managing cash flows including distributions for the servicers and any draw requests
relating to construction loans.



Completing quarterly valuations of the loans.



Providing monthly and quarterly reporting as required by ICBC.

For ICBC’s externally managed real estate or mezzanine debt funds, QuadReal provides
services including:


Managing cash flows including capital calls and distributions.



Providing ICBC with quarterly statement of unfunded commitments.



Acting as primary liaison with the fund managers and holding regular meetings with
same.



Monitoring and reporting on the performance of the fund managers.



Making recommendations for disposition of ICBC’s interest in any funds.



Providing monthly and quarterly reporting as required by ICBC.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.30.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.1, p. 22
QuadReal
On page 22 of ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP, ICBC provides a table showing ICBC’s
participating BCI pooled funds. The table shows that mortgages and real estate are
managed by QuadReal as an external manager.
Please discuss whether there is a separate or additional compensation for QuadReal to
manage ICBC’s assets. If yes, please elaborate on the compensation mechanism.
Response:
There is a separate fee for QuadReal to manage ICBC’s assets that are not in BCI’s pooled
funds. QuadReal charges a segregated asset management fee to provide management and
oversight services on ICBC’s segregated mortgages and real estate investment assets. These
assets are managed separately from the BCI pooled funds. There is no duplication of fees. If
ICBC’s investments are in the BCI pooled funds then the segregated asset management fee
does not apply.

The table below shows QuadReal’s segregated asset management fee

structure on the various investment assets they manage on ICBC’s behalf.

Type of Investment

QuadReal’s asset management fee structure

Directly owned investment properties

Percentage of net operating income

Real estate pooled funds

Percentage of net asset value

Mezzanine debt pooled funds

Percentage of net asset value

Direct mortgage loan investments

Flat annual fee for the first 24 months and thereafter a
percentage of net asset value1

1 ICBC

commenced paying this fee on April 1, 2021 when the direct mortgage loan investments were transitioned to
QuadReal.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.30.4 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.1, p. 22
QuadReal
On page 22 of ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP, ICBC provides a table showing ICBC’s
participating BCI pooled funds. The table shows that mortgages and real estate are
managed by QuadReal as an external manager.
30.4 Please explain whether QuadReal produces expected investment return forecasts.
30.4.1 If yes, please explain why ICBC does not use QuadReal’s expect return forecast in
calculating the New Money Rate for asset classes managed by QuadReal.
Response:
QuadReal does not produce expected return forecasts independent from BCI. BCI’s long-term
capital market forecasts for real estate, mortgages, and mezzanine debt are developed in
conjunction with QuadReal, as they are specific to their investment programs.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.31.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.1, p. 5
BCI roles and responsibilities
On page 5 of the ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1), it states that BCI has the
following responsibilities, among others:
b) collaborates with ICBC Management in the development of investment policies,
procedures, and strategies for consideration by the Investment Committee;…
i) receives direction from ICBC Management regarding (i) the movement of funds
between ICBC and BCI in respect of the Corporations’ operational requirements
and (ii) changes to the ICBC payment plan receivable;
Please describe the measures in place that ensure ICBC’s oversight over the BCI and its
investment portfolio.
Response:
ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP, Section 4 outlines ICBC Management’s responsibility for ongoing
governance and oversight of BCI. In order to ensure oversight and governance over BCI and
the investment portfolio, ICBC has a small team of Investment employees who directly handle
the relationship with BCI. The Investment team has regular meetings with BCI, BCI’s monthly
and quarterly reports are reviewed, and compliance attestations from BCI are required.

In

addition, ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP, Section 4, Part 3 outlines BCI’s responsibilities. Some of
the key controls in place to ensure that BCI’s responsibilities are met are listed in the table
below.

BCI’s Responsibilities

ICBC Key Controls

Ongoing investing of assets
to ensure compliance with
the SIPP.

Management reviews weekly and monthly position reports from BCI to
monitor asset allocation weightings of the portfolios are within allowable
ranges specified in the SIPP.
Management requires BCI to attest to its compliance with the terms of
the SIPP on a quarterly basis and receives a compliance certificate.
Management reports to the Investment Committee on a quarterly basis
any compliance concerns.
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BCI’s Responsibilities

ICBC Key Controls

Collaborate with ICBC
Management in the
development of investment
policies, procedures and
strategies for consideration
by the Investment
Committee

Management holds regular meetings with BCI’s asset allocation team to
monitor the asset mix of ICBC’s portfolio and discuss different
investment strategies.
Management conducts due diligence to ensure that the policies,
procedures and strategies align with the Investment Committee’s
beliefs
ICBC’s Senior Manager of Investments has regular meetings with other
BCI clients on a quarterly basis to discuss common issues/concerns
with BCI.

Monitor the activity of the
legacy external investment
managers and report on
external manager
performance.

Management reviews BCI’s oversight reports and external manager
watchlists. ICBC details their assessment and recommendations for the
legacy funds and holds quarterly meetings with BCI to discuss the
report and external investment manager performance.
Management reviews any BCI recommendations to terminate an
external manager and the subsequent reinvestment of assets and
conducts its own due diligence. Recommendations are brought forward
to the Board of Directors for approval.

Performance reporting for
the investment portfolio

Management reviews BCI’s summary investment performance report
on a monthly basis and their detailed report on a quarterly basis.
BCI reports investment performance quarterly to the Investment
Committee of the Board of Directors. Management prepares an
Executive Summary report to the Investment Committee, which
includes Management’s assessment of the performance of the ICBC
Investment Fund and of BCI’s performance.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.31.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.1, p. 5
BCI roles and responsibilities
On page 5 of the ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1), it states that BCI has the
following responsibilities, among others:
b) collaborates with ICBC Management in the development of investment policies,
procedures, and strategies for consideration by the Investment Committee;…
i) receives direction from ICBC Management regarding (i) the movement of funds
between ICBC and BCI in respect of the Corporations’ operational requirements
and (ii) changes to the ICBC payment plan receivable;
Please explain the BCI’s role, if any, in developing future SIPPs.
Response:
Under the approved governance framework, ICBC Management has responsibility for
recommending any changes to the Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures (SIPP) and
all changes require approval from the Board of Directors. BCI is available as a resource for
ICBC in developing changes to the SIPP and Management may consult with or seek input from
BCI on specific areas of the SIPP at its discretion. BCI may recommend specific pooled funds
for inclusion in the SIPP that they deem would be beneficial to execution of ICBC’s investment
strategy. However, any additions to approved funds for investment contained in the SIPP are
subject to Management’s due diligence and recommendation to the Board of Directors for their
ultimate approval.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.32.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.1, pp. 14–15
Oversight of external investment managers
On page 14 to 15 of the ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1), it states:
BCI will regularly review the legacy external investment managers and shall report
on such managers pursuant to the terms set out in the ASA [Additional Services
Agreement]. BCI shall provide ICBC Management with the information needed to
conduct ICBC’s review of all other external investment managers on a regular
basis as agreed between BCI and ICBC.
32.1 Please clarify ICBC and the BCI’s respective oversight over external managers.
32.1.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that ICBC has the ultimate oversight and
decision-making authority regarding the use of external managers.
Response:
For clarity, there are differences in ICBC and BCI’s oversight over external managers depending
on the role of the external manager. There are external investment managers that continue to
manage ICBC assets subsequent to the transition of the investment management services to
BCI and these external managers are referred to as the legacy external investment managers.
Then there are external investment managers, which BCI may hire within their BCI pooled
funds. ICBC has the ultimate decision-making authority on whether ICBC’s legacy external
investment managers should be terminated.

However, ICBC does not have the decision-

making authority on BCI’s use of external investment managers in BCI’s pooled funds. This is
at the discretion of BCI.
BCI’s role and responsibilities in regards to the legacy external investment managers is to
manage and monitor performance, risk and any material changes in investment strategies of the
external managers’ funds, and to be the primary contact for the external managers.

This

includes having scheduled meetings with the external managers to discuss the fund
performance and reviewing and receiving communication from the external managers. ICBC
Management may participate in meetings with legacy external investment managers at its
discretion. BCI evaluates the external managers, reports to ICBC on the ongoing performance
and status of the external managers’ funds, and alerts ICBC to any material adverse
developments.

BCI may make recommendations to ICBC to terminate the legacy external

investment managers.
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ICBC’s roles and responsibilities with respect to the legacy external investment managers is to
review BCI’s report on the legacy external investment managers, confirm performance using the
legacy external investment managers’ quarterly reports, and review any recommendations BCI
makes on the legacy external investment managers. ICBC’s Board of Directors must approve
the termination of legacy external investment managers.

For external investment managers which BCI may hire within their BCI pooled funds, BCI
manages and monitors the activities of these managers and reports on the external investment
manager performance to ICBC as part of their quarterly performance report. ICBC reviews the
performance of BCI’s pooled funds.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.33.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Sections B.1, B.3.3, pp. 5-3, 5-8; Attachment 5A.1, p. 3
New Money Rate Formula
On page 5-3 of the Application, ICBC states:
The changes being made to Enhanced Care, as described in Chapter 2, Legislative
and Regulatory Framework, are expected to result in a significantly longer time
horizon between when Basic insurance premiums are collected and when benefits
are paid out in the form of care, recovery and wage loss to customers injured in a
crash, lengthening the corresponding investment horizon of Basic insurance
premiums
On page 3 of the October 2020 SIPP including in Attachment 5A.1 of the Application,
ICBC states:

33.1 Please provide an update to the table referenced above with the expected duration
of ICBC’s liabilities under the Enhanced Care model.
Response:
In order to provide a comparable view, the table below shows liabilities based on 15 years of
projected experience under the Enhanced Care model. The duration estimates are based on
payment patterns for Enhanced Care claims that were selected for the rate indication, discussed
further in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix F.0. Due to the longer duration of Enhanced
Care claims, a greater proportion of claims costs from past years will remain on the balance
sheet in the unpaid claims liability, leading to an overall increase in ICBC’s Basic liabilities over
time.
Figure 1 – Liabilities Based on 15 Years of Projected Experience Under Enhanced Care

Basic
Optional
Corporate

Liabilities ($000)

Duration in Years

18,139,901

9.29

4,553,162

1.55

22,693,062

7.87
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Although the figures shown in this response represent a set of liabilities that includes only
claims under the Enhanced Care model, ICBC’s actual liabilities will continue to include claims
under the tort and modified tort models, for many years to come. As a result, the duration of
ICBC’s liabilities is expected to transition gradually from the current level to a level consistent
with a mature Enhanced Care model.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.33.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Sections B.1, B.3.3, pp. 5-3, 5-8; Attachment 5A.1, p. 3
New Money Rate Formula
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to utilize BCI’s 15-year return forecast for each asset class for
the purposes of calculating the New Money Rate, as it aligns with the longer-term
investment horizon expected under the Enhanced Care model. ICBC believes the
15-year investment return horizon used in the proposed formula is more
appropriate under Enhanced Care compared to the current formula, which utilizes
short-term (i.e., 12-month) bank forecasts of risk-free rates and inflation and
projects them over the full investment horizon.
Please explain how frequently the BCI produces its 15-year return forecast.
Response:
BCI currently produces its 15-year return forecast on an annual basis.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.33.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Sections B.1, B.3.3, pp. 5-3, 5-8; Attachment 5A.1, p. 3
New Money Rate Formula
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to utilize BCI’s 15-year return forecast for each asset class for
the purposes of calculating the New Money Rate, as it aligns with the longer-term
investment horizon expected under the Enhanced Care model. ICBC believes the
15-year investment return horizon used in the proposed formula is more
appropriate under Enhanced Care compared to the current formula, which utilizes
short-term (i.e., 12-month) bank forecasts of risk-free rates and inflation and
projects them over the full investment horizon.
Please elaborate on why ICBC has chosen the BCI’s return forecast for each asset class
for the purposes of calculating the New Money Rate. In the response, please address: i)
the time horizon of the BCI’s long-term capital market return forecasts with reference to
the expected duration of ICBC’s liabilities under Enhanced Care; and ii) using the BCI as
the source to forecast capital market return rather than referencing the forecast
produced by several other entities.
Response:
The BCI forecasts were chosen primarily because BCI produces expected return forecasts that
directly reflect the risk and return profile of ICBC’s investment programs rather than using proxy
returns. ICBC believes that proxy returns do not as accurately reflect the underlying return
profile of its investment portfolio. BCI’s forecasting methodology has been reviewed by ICBC
management and external parties and is believed to be robust.

i.

ICBC is proposing to use BCI’s 15-year expected return forecast for all asset classes.
Note this is longer than the expected average duration of ICBC’s liabilities under
Enhanced Care Coverage. However, ICBC’s investment horizon should not be limited to
the average duration of claims.

It should consider, to the extent possible, the full

investment horizon which encompasses claims payments that may last 20 or more years
into the future. BCI’s 15-year expectations were believed to be the best period to use to
capture the range of expected claims payments timelines under ECC.

ii. Capital market return forecasts are not typically available from third-party providers
(typically investment consultants) without enlisting their professional services. To gain
access to additional capital market forecasts would come at a cost to ICBC. BCI
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produces forecasts specific to ICBC’s investment programs and are believed to be more
appropriate for the purposes of calculating the New Money Rate as opposed to other
providers which may only provide return forecasts that pertain to a broad “market”. BCI
shares its capital market forecasts with other providers to ensure reasonableness.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.33.4 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Sections B.1, B.3.3, pp. 5-3, 5-8; Attachment 5A.1, p. 3
New Money Rate Formula
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to utilize BCI’s 15-year return forecast for each asset class for
the purposes of calculating the New Money Rate, as it aligns with the longer-term
investment horizon expected under the Enhanced Care model. ICBC believes the
15-year investment return horizon used in the proposed formula is more
appropriate under Enhanced Care compared to the current formula, which utilizes
short-term (i.e., 12-month) bank forecasts of risk-free rates and inflation and
projects them over the full investment horizon.
33.4 Please explain whether ICBC considered any other alternative sources and time
horizons for market return forecasts (for example, any range between 12-months under
the current formula and 15-years under the proposed formula).
33.4.1 If yes, please provide a summary of the analysis conducted, and explain why the
alternatives were not chosen.
33.4.2 If no, please explain why not.
Response:
BCI provides 5-year, 10-year, and 15-year return expectations for fixed income assets and
10-year and 15-year return expectation for all the other asset classes (see the Application,
Chapter 5, Attachment 5B.1).

ICBC considered using BCI’s 5-year return expectations for

selected fixed income assets and 10-year return forecasts for the New Money Rate (NMR) but
ultimately rejected these options because the 15-year return expectations more accurately
reflect ICBC’s investment goal of long-term stable investment performance.

ICBC did not complete numerical analysis of alternative time horizons since the 15-year
horizons were considered most appropriate. The results of numerical analysis would not be an
appropriate basis to decide on the time horizon to calculate the NMR as there is a risk of
selecting the analysis which provides the desired short term answer. ICBC consulted internally
and with BCI regarding the appropriateness of the various time horizons and came to the
conclusion that the 15-year time horizon was most appropriate for all the asset classes, given
that it captures the investment horizon for longer-tail claims that may be payable for 20 or more
years under the Enhanced Care model.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.33.5 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Sections B.1, B.3.3, pp. 5-3, 5-8; Attachment 5A.1, p. 3
New Money Rate Formula
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to utilize BCI’s 15-year return forecast for each asset class for
the purposes of calculating the New Money Rate, as it aligns with the longer-term
investment horizon expected under the Enhanced Care model. ICBC believes the
15-year investment return horizon used in the proposed formula is more
appropriate under Enhanced Care compared to the current formula, which utilizes
short-term (i.e., 12-month) bank forecasts of risk-free rates and inflation and
projects them over the full investment horizon.
Please explain whether, and if so how, ICBC has accounted for any uncertainties
regarding cashflow needs for payouts under the Enhanced Care model in determining
the appropriate investment horizon.
Response:
ICBC’s investment portfolio strategy is well positioned to support cash flow requirements of the
business, with substantial holdings of highly liquid fixed income investments. Any change to
ICBC’s investment strategy is expected to occur over a gradual time period, to allow ICBC to
gain claims experience under the Enhanced Care model to ensure that it is in line with current
expectations.
ICBC’s investment strategy requires that BCI manages the investment portfolio to maintain
sufficient highly liquid assets equivalent to one and a half times the expected cash flow needs.
The portfolio is tested quarterly under a stressed financial market scenario to ensure that ICBC
maintains sufficient excess liquidity to address any variance between actual and experienced
claims payments.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.33.6 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Sections B.1, B.3.3, pp. 5-3, 5-8; Attachment 5A.1, p. 3
New Money Rate Formula
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to utilize BCI’s 15-year return forecast for each asset class for
the purposes of calculating the New Money Rate, as it aligns with the longer-term
investment horizon expected under the Enhanced Care model. ICBC believes the
15-year investment return horizon used in the proposed formula is more
appropriate under Enhanced Care compared to the current formula, which utilizes
short-term (i.e., 12-month) bank forecasts of risk-free rates and inflation and
projects them over the full investment horizon.
33. 6 Please discuss whether the longer-term investment horizon expected under the
Enhanced Care model changes ICBC’s risk tolerance in its investments.
33.6.1 If yes, please discuss whether, and if so how, the change in ICBC’s risk tolerance
is reflected in the October 2020 SIPP.
Response:
The longer-term investment horizon expected under Enhanced Care is projected to decrease
the amount of volatility in claims payments due to the elimination of litigated lump sum
settlements. Once the pre-ECC claims have substantially run off and several years of claims
under ECC have been experienced, ICBC anticipates a change in the risk tolerance for
investments, primarily because, with the lower volatility in claims payments it can increase the
allocation within the investment portfolio to less liquid assets with higher expected returns.
The change to ICBC’s risk tolerance of investments is not reflected in the October 2020 SIPP.
The investment strategy review discussed in the Application, Chapter 5, Section E has been
ongoing throughout 2020 and the new asset mix transition schedule was approved in
January 2021. ICBC expects to recommend changes to the SIPP to ICBC’s Board of Directors
in April 2021 which will reflect the changes to the risk tolerance due to the implementation
of ECC.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.34.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-8; Appendix 5B, Attachment 5B.1, p. 3
The BCI’s long-term capital market expectations
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
BCI’s forecasts are also benchmarked against expectations developed by
investment consulting firms and other investment managers to ensure
reasonableness. ICBC has discussed with BCI its assumption-setting
methodology and is confident in BCI’s process and the extent to which the
assumption-setting process is reviewed.”
In the report titled “Long-Term Capital Market Expectations: 2020 Edition” by the BCI,
filed as Attachment 5B.1, the BCI elaborates that:
BCI’s long-term capital market expectations are assessed at several levels:
1. They are reviewed internally, including approval by BCI’s senior management.
2. They are reviewed by our clients’ internal and external actuaries and compared
to their firm’s expectations to ensure alignment between funding and investment
policies.
3. They are benchmarked against the expectations developed by investment
consulting firms and other investment managers to ensure reasonableness. Any
significant variations need to be explained through program differences.
4. In December 2017, an expert assessment of BCI’s asset-liability (AL) review
process and capital market assumptions was conducted by the investment
practice of a third-party global actuarial and investment consulting firm.
Please elaborate on the sources and inputs, providing references where available, that
are used to benchmark the BCI’s forecasts.
Response:
BCI’s long-term capital market expectations are reviewed internally by each asset class and
approved by BCI senior management. In addition, they are reviewed by BCI clients’ internal
and external actuaries and compared to their firm’s expectations.

BCI benchmarks its

expectations against those developed by investment and actuarial consulting firms and other
investment managers to ensure reasonableness.
Investment and actuarial consulting firms: a custom survey is conducted by BCI (for BCI’s
internal use only). Seven firms participated in 2020.
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Investment managers: data are gathered from publicly available sources. Twelve investment
managers were included in the 2020 analysis.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.34.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-8; Appendix 5B, Attachment 5B.1, p. 3
The BCI’s long-term capital market expectations
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
BCI’s forecasts are also benchmarked against expectations developed by
investment consulting firms and other investment managers to ensure
reasonableness. ICBC has discussed with BCI its assumption-setting
methodology and is confident in BCI’s process and the extent to which the
assumption-setting process is reviewed.”
In the report titled “Long-Term Capital Market Expectations: 2020 Edition” by the BCI,
filed as Attachment 5B.1, the BCI elaborates that:
BCI’s long-term capital market expectations are assessed at several levels:
1. They are reviewed internally, including approval by BCI’s senior management.
2. They are reviewed by our clients’ internal and external actuaries and compared
to their firm’s expectations to ensure alignment between funding and investment
policies.
3. They are benchmarked against the expectations developed by investment
consulting firms and other investment managers to ensure reasonableness. Any
significant variations need to be explained through program differences.
4. In December 2017, an expert assessment of BCI’s asset-liability (AL) review
process and capital market assumptions was conducted by the investment
practice of a third-party global actuarial and investment consulting firm.
Please elaborate on which function within ICBC (e.g. ICBC Investment Committee, ICBC
Board of Directors, etc.) partook in reviewing BCI’s assumption-setting methodology and
process as referenced in the preamble above.
Response:
The BCI report and methodology were reviewed by ICBC senior investment staff, who consulted
with the corporate actuarial team and the Chief Actuary on the reasonableness of the
assumptions. ICBC actuaries also engaged ICBC’s external actuary (also the Application’s
reviewing actuary), Eckler Ltd., to ensure that BCI would provide information that was
reasonably consistent with previous approaches.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.34.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-8; Appendix 5B, Attachment 5B.1, p. 3
The BCI’s long-term capital market expectations
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
BCI’s forecasts are also benchmarked against expectations developed by
investment consulting firms and other investment managers to ensure
reasonableness. ICBC has discussed with BCI its assumption-setting
methodology and is confident in BCI’s process and the extent to which the
assumption-setting process is reviewed.”
In the report titled “Long-Term Capital Market Expectations: 2020 Edition” by the BCI,
filed as Attachment 5B.1, the BCI elaborates that:
BCI’s long-term capital market expectations are assessed at several levels:
1. They are reviewed internally, including approval by BCI’s senior management.
2. They are reviewed by our clients’ internal and external actuaries and compared
to their firm’s expectations to ensure alignment between funding and investment
policies.
3. They are benchmarked against the expectations developed by investment
consulting firms and other investment managers to ensure reasonableness. Any
significant variations need to be explained through program differences.
4. In December 2017, an expert assessment of BCI’s asset-liability (AL) review
process and capital market assumptions was conducted by the investment
practice of a third-party global actuarial and investment consulting firm.
34.3 Please discuss whether the BCI’s “Long-Term Capital Market Expectations: 2020
Edition” dated August 2020 were evaluated by ICBC’s internal and external actuaries.
34.3.1 If yes, please discuss ICBC’s actuaries’ evaluation on BCI’s long-term capital
market expectations.
34.3.2 If no, please explain why not.
Response:
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.34.2.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.34.4 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, p. 5-8; Appendix 5B, Attachment 5B.1, p. 3
The BCI’s long-term capital market expectations
On page 5-8 of the Application, ICBC states:
BCI’s forecasts are also benchmarked against expectations developed by
investment consulting firms and other investment managers to ensure
reasonableness. ICBC has discussed with BCI its assumption-setting
methodology and is confident in BCI’s process and the extent to which the
assumption-setting process is reviewed.”
In the report titled “Long-Term Capital Market Expectations: 2020 Edition” by the BCI,
filed as Attachment 5B.1, the BCI elaborates that:
BCI’s long-term capital market expectations are assessed at several levels:
1. They are reviewed internally, including approval by BCI’s senior management.
2. They are reviewed by our clients’ internal and external actuaries and compared
to their firm’s expectations to ensure alignment between funding and investment
policies.
3. They are benchmarked against the expectations developed by investment
consulting firms and other investment managers to ensure reasonableness. Any
significant variations need to be explained through program differences.
4. In December 2017, an expert assessment of BCI’s asset-liability (AL) review
process and capital market assumptions was conducted by the investment
practice of a third-party global actuarial and investment consulting firm.
Please discuss how ICBC will review the reasonableness of BCI’s future long-term
capital market expectations reports.
Response:
ICBC investment staff, in consultation with the corporate actuarial team, will review future capital
market expectations reports in comparison with previous forecasts and with other publicly
available capital market reports. Consideration will also be given to the historical performance
of various asset classes when evaluating the reasonableness of the long-term forecasts
contained in the capital market expectations report. Should ICBC believe that the capital market
expectations do not appear reasonable, staff will engage BCI to question the rationale behind
the expectations.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.35.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3, pp. 5-6, 5-7; Attachment 5A.2, p. 18
New Money Rate – Fixed Income
Figure 5.2 on page 5-6 of the Application states that the forecast fixed income return is
based on the weighted average of BCI 15-year total return forecast for fixed income
assets.
ICBC further states on page 5-7 that “Fixed income assets currently include ICBC’s
Money Market, Bond, Mortgage and Mezzanine debt portfolios. The Bond portfolio
currently includes short-term and mid-term bonds.”
The Black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) states the following
on page 18:

Please provide the duration of the benchmark index based on the latest information
available to date, as well as the acceptable duration range for the Canadian bond
portfolio in years as per the SIPP based on the duration of the benchmark index.
Response:
As at February 28, 2021, ICBC Investment Fund’s Canadian Bond benchmark index duration
was approximately 4.06 years. The duration of the Canadian bond portfolio must be managed
within minus 40% and plus 15% of the benchmark index duration. Therefore the acceptable
duration range as at February 28, 2021 is 2.43 to 4.66 years.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.35.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3, pp. 5-6, 5-7; Attachment 5A.2, p. 18
New Money Rate – Fixed Income
Figure 5.2 on page 5-6 of the Application states that the forecast fixed income return is
based on the weighted average of BCI 15-year total return forecast for fixed income
assets.
ICBC further states on page 5-7 that “Fixed income assets currently include ICBC’s
Money Market, Bond, Mortgage and Mezzanine debt portfolios. The Bond portfolio
currently includes short-term and mid-term bonds.”
The Black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) states the following
on page 18:

Please explain why the SIPP now refers to the duration range in percentage terms rather
than in years relative to the benchmark index duration and explain if there is an impact.
Response:
Due to its convexity, the bonds index duration will change as the yield on bonds change.
Therefore, in order for the discretionary range to automatically adjust to the changing yield
environment, the latest Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures was updated to reflect
percentage ranges rather than static years. The percentages were selected to approximate the
same impact (in years) given the portfolio duration at the time.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.35.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3, pp. 5-6, 5-7; Attachment 5A.2, p. 18
New Money Rate – Fixed Income
Figure 5.2 on page 5-6 of the Application states that the forecast fixed income return is
based on the weighted average of BCI 15-year total return forecast for fixed income
assets.
ICBC further states on page 5-7 that “Fixed income assets currently include ICBC’s
Money Market, Bond, Mortgage and Mezzanine debt portfolios. The Bond portfolio
currently includes short-term and mid-term bonds.”
The Black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) states the following
on page 18:

35.3 Please explain how the weighted average of the BCI 15-year total return forecast
for fixed income assets reflects the return of forecast for each component (Money
Market, Bond, Mortgage and Mezzanine debt portfolios) within ICBC’s fixed income
portfolio, respectively.
Response:
Please refer to the Application, Appendix 5B, Figure 5B.1, for the calculation of the weighted
yield of fixed income assets.

The weightings for the Money Market, Bond, Mortgage, and

Mezzanine debt portfolios are based on the strategic asset mix targets as shown in the
Statement of Investment Policies and Procedures included in the Application, Appendix 5A,
Attachment 5A.1 (page 9).
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2021.1 RR BCUC.36.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3.4, p. 5-9; Appendix 5B, p. 5B-2
New Money Rate – Diversification & Rebalancing Premium
On page 5-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to use the forward-looking estimate of the Diversification and
Rebalancing Premium, estimated at 25 basis points using ICBC’s current strategic
asset mix weights. ICBC plans to test this estimate on an annual basis for
reasonableness; however it is not anticipated to change year to year unless there
are material changes to ICBC’s strategic asset mix.
ICBC elaborates on page 5B-2:
The Diversification and Rebalancing Premium represents the expected
incremental return on ICBC’s investment portfolio realized through regular
rebalancing activities to maintain the asset weights of the strategic asset mix. The
Premium estimate of 0.25% was determined by a forward-looking stochastic
modelling process completed by BCI and is conservatively adjusted for ICBC’s
illiquid investment assets that are not regularly rebalanced. The impact is applied
to the full portfolio and is added to the expected return of investment assets.
Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that ICBC regularly rebalances its investment
portfolio prior to the introduction of the Diversification and Rebalancing Premium.
Response:
Confirmed, ICBC regularly rebalanced its investment portfolio prior to the introduction of the
Diversification and Rebalancing Premium.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.36.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3.4, p. 5-9; Appendix 5B, p. 5B-2
New Money Rate – Diversification & Rebalancing Premium
On page 5-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to use the forward-looking estimate of the Diversification and
Rebalancing Premium, estimated at 25 basis points using ICBC’s current strategic
asset mix weights. ICBC plans to test this estimate on an annual basis for
reasonableness; however it is not anticipated to change year to year unless there
are material changes to ICBC’s strategic asset mix.
ICBC elaborates on page 5B-2:
The Diversification and Rebalancing Premium represents the expected
incremental return on ICBC’s investment portfolio realized through regular
rebalancing activities to maintain the asset weights of the strategic asset mix. The
Premium estimate of 0.25% was determined by a forward-looking stochastic
modelling process completed by BCI and is conservatively adjusted for ICBC’s
illiquid investment assets that are not regularly rebalanced. The impact is applied
to the full portfolio and is added to the expected return of investment assets.
36.2 Please explain whether the Diversification and Rebalancing Premium reflects
different or additional rebalancing activities that was not conducted by ICBC in the past.
Response:
The rebalancing activities conducted by BCI, as reflected in the Diversification and Rebalancing
Premium, are no different than the rebalancing activities previously conducted by ICBC.
Rebalancing of the portfolio continues to occur at regular intervals each year in accordance with
the Statement of Investment Policy and Procedures.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.36.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3.4, p. 5-9; Appendix 5B, p. 5B-2
New Money Rate – Diversification & Rebalancing Premium
On page 5-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to use the forward-looking estimate of the Diversification and
Rebalancing Premium, estimated at 25 basis points using ICBC’s current strategic
asset mix weights. ICBC plans to test this estimate on an annual basis for
reasonableness; however it is not anticipated to change year to year unless there
are material changes to ICBC’s strategic asset mix.
ICBC elaborates on page 5B-2:
The Diversification and Rebalancing Premium represents the expected
incremental return on ICBC’s investment portfolio realized through regular
rebalancing activities to maintain the asset weights of the strategic asset mix. The
Premium estimate of 0.25% was determined by a forward-looking stochastic
modelling process completed by BCI and is conservatively adjusted for ICBC’s
illiquid investment assets that are not regularly rebalanced. The impact is applied
to the full portfolio and is added to the expected return of investment assets.
36.3 Please explain how the actual yield on new investment compares against the
forecasted yield as calculated by the New Money Rate in the past 5 years.
36.3.1 Please discuss the reasons for any forecast variance.
Response:
36.3

The new premiums are invested into the same strategic mix as the existing investment portfolio,
and therefore the returns given are ICBC’s investment return for each year.

The comparison is provided in the following table for the past 5 years. Please note that the
actual yields and New Money Rates, as reported in the Application, are based on different time
periods. The one-year returns are based on ICBC’s fiscal year-end (please see the Application,
Chapter 7, Appendix 7G, Figure 7G.5 for the one-year returns for the last three fiscal years).
The New Money Rates are based on the policy year for each Revenue Requirements
Application.
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Figure 1 – Comparison of One-Year Returns and NMR
One-Year
Returns

Revenue
Requirements
Application

New
Money
Rates

December 31, 2015

3.60%

2015

3.82%

March 31, 2017

5.24%

2016

3.43%

March 31, 2018

1.68%

2017

3.91%

March 31, 2019

5.28%

2019

5.16%

March 31, 2020

1.40%

5-year time-weighted return

3.43%

For the Fiscal Year Ending

1

4.29%1

New Money Rate is based on forecast period which closely aligns to policy year 2020.

36.3.1

There are many reasons for the variance between the one-year returns and the New Money
Rate; however, the main reason for the variance is that the New Money Rate is a forwardlooking forecast based on long-term expected yields for each asset class and is not predictive of
short-term performance.

Further, one-year returns can be affected by short-term market

volatility which is not considered in long-term forecasts. For the period requested, a better
comparison would be the 5-year time-weighted (geometric average) return to the New Money
Rate from the 2015 Revenue Requirements Application.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.36.3.1.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3.4, p. 5-9; Appendix 5B, p. 5B-2
New Money Rate – Diversification & Rebalancing Premium
On page 5-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to use the forward-looking estimate of the Diversification and
Rebalancing Premium, estimated at 25 basis points using ICBC’s current strategic
asset mix weights. ICBC plans to test this estimate on an annual basis for
reasonableness; however it is not anticipated to change year to year unless there
are material changes to ICBC’s strategic asset mix.
ICBC elaborates on page 5B-2:
The Diversification and Rebalancing Premium represents the expected
incremental return on ICBC’s investment portfolio realized through regular
rebalancing activities to maintain the asset weights of the strategic asset mix. The
Premium estimate of 0.25% was determined by a forward-looking stochastic
modelling process completed by BCI and is conservatively adjusted for ICBC’s
illiquid investment assets that are not regularly rebalanced. The impact is applied
to the full portfolio and is added to the expected return of investment assets.
Please elaborate on whether the absence of the Diversification and Rebalancing
Premium explains any of the forecast variance in the past 5 years.
Response:
Please see the response to information request 2021.1 BCUC.36.3.

The impact of the Diversification and Rebalancing Premium can only be observed over a longer
investment period and not in one-year returns.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.36.4 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3.4, p. 5-9; Appendix 5B, p. 5B-2
New Money Rate – Diversification & Rebalancing Premium
On page 5-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to use the forward-looking estimate of the Diversification and
Rebalancing Premium, estimated at 25 basis points using ICBC’s current strategic
asset mix weights. ICBC plans to test this estimate on an annual basis for
reasonableness; however it is not anticipated to change year to year unless there
are material changes to ICBC’s strategic asset mix.
ICBC elaborates on page 5B-2:
The Diversification and Rebalancing Premium represents the expected
incremental return on ICBC’s investment portfolio realized through regular
rebalancing activities to maintain the asset weights of the strategic asset mix. The
Premium estimate of 0.25% was determined by a forward-looking stochastic
modelling process completed by BCI and is conservatively adjusted for ICBC’s
illiquid investment assets that are not regularly rebalanced. The impact is applied
to the full portfolio and is added to the expected return of investment assets.
Please provide what the New Money Rate would be and the impact on the PY 2021
required premium and rate change if the Diversification and Rebalancing Premium is
removed from the New Money Rate formula.
Response:
As shown in the Application, Chapter 5, Figure 5.5, the Diversification and Rebalancing
Premium contributes 25 basis points to the 3.68% New Money Rate (NMR). Removing it would
result in a change in NMR from 3.68% to 3.43%. The lower NMR has a +$51.1 million impact
on the policy year (PY) 2021 required premium, and +0.7 percentage point impact on the PY
2021 rate change, with all other assumptions unchanged.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.36.5 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section B.3.4, p. 5-9; Appendix 5B, p. 5B-2
New Money Rate – Diversification & Rebalancing Premium
On page 5-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC is proposing to use the forward-looking estimate of the Diversification and
Rebalancing Premium, estimated at 25 basis points using ICBC’s current strategic
asset mix weights. ICBC plans to test this estimate on an annual basis for
reasonableness; however it is not anticipated to change year to year unless there
are material changes to ICBC’s strategic asset mix.
ICBC elaborates on page 5B-2:
The Diversification and Rebalancing Premium represents the expected
incremental return on ICBC’s investment portfolio realized through regular
rebalancing activities to maintain the asset weights of the strategic asset mix. The
Premium estimate of 0.25% was determined by a forward-looking stochastic
modelling process completed by BCI and is conservatively adjusted for ICBC’s
illiquid investment assets that are not regularly rebalanced. The impact is applied
to the full portfolio and is added to the expected return of investment assets.
36.5 Please discuss whether a Diversification and Rebalancing Premium is included for
other BCI’s clients’ investment portfolios.
36.5.1 If yes, please discuss the accuracy of the estimated Diversification and
Rebalancing Premium for other BCI clients based on historical actual performance
information in the past 5 years. If information in the past 5 years is not available, please
provide the historical information to the extent available.
Response:
36.5
Yes. BCI’s other clients assume a rebalancing and diversification benefit as part of their
discount rate setting. Please find below the publicly available actuarial valuation reports for
some of BCI’s other large clients which include the rebalancing and diversification benefit:
•

British Columbia Public Service Pension Plan (PSPP) Actuarial Valuation as at
March 31, 2020 (page 45): 30 basis points (bps) premium.
Valuation, please see here).

(For PSPP Actuarial
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British

Columbia

Municipal

Pension

Plan

(MPP)

Actuarial
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Valuation

as

at

December 31, 2018 (page 56): 30 bps premium. (For MPP Actuarial Valuation, please
see here).
•

British

Columbia

Teachers’

Pension

Plan

(TPP)

Actuarial

Valuation

as

at

December 31, 2017 (page 59): 30 bps premium. (For TPP Actuarial Valuation, please
see here).
•

British Columbia College Pension Plan (CPP) Actuarial Valuation as at August 31, 2018
(page 52): 30 bps premium. (For CPP Actuarial Valuation, please see here).

•

WorkSafe BC Actuarial Valuation as at December 31, 2019 (page 33): 30 bps premium.
(For WorkSafeBC Actuarial Valuation, please see here).

36.5.1

BCI calculates the impact of rebalancing a well-diversified portfolio on a forward - looking basis
by first determining the median return of the total portfolio over the long term, in ICBC’s case,
15 years, by running it through a stochastic model that assumes that the fund’s assets are
rebalanced once per year. This prevents the asset mix from deviating from the strategic policy
targets.

The rebalancing and diversification premium is then isolated by calculating the

difference between the median stochastic return of the total portfolio and the weighted average
of each asset class’ long-term expected rates of return. The rebalancing and diversification
benefit is then further adjusted to account for the fact that private markets cannot be easily
rebalanced – in other words, any perceived benefit due to rebalancing private markets is
removed from the equation.

Applying this methodology to ICBC’s current long-term policy

targets, the rebalancing and diversification effect is 25 bps.
BCI performed a historical analysis of ICBC’s investment results as at July 31, 2020 to compare
the actual historical benefit to the forward-looking simulation.

The rebalancing and

diversification benefit ranged between 14 and 36 bps based on the horizon selected.
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Figure 1 – Rebalancing and Diversification Benefits
1-Year

2-Year

5-Year

15-Year

Strategic Return

6.11%

5.56%

4.08%

4.86%

Rebalanced Return

6.47%

5.82%

4.23%

5.03%

Diversification Benefit

0.36%

0.26%

0.14%

0.17%

ICBC does not have sufficient information to discuss the results for BCI’s other clients.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.37.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section D.1, p. 5-13
New Money Rate Comparison
In Figure 5.5 of the Application, ICBC presents the comparison of New Money Rate under
Current and Proposed Formulae:

Please expand Figure 5.5 to show the weightings (%) by PY and the forecast yield for
each asset group.
Response:
The table below shows weightings by asset group and by policy year and the corresponding
yield for each asset group. The forecast yields for the currently approved formula are calculated
by applying a risk premium to a risk-free component or to inflation as forecast by a multi-dealer
survey, weighted in accordance with ICBC’s strategic asset mix. In the proposed formula, the
source of data is BCI’s Long Term Capital Market Returns forecasts instead of relying on shortterm interest rate forecasts provided quarterly in the multi-dealer survey forecasts. Under the
Enhanced Care model, the payout patterns are longer and as a result, short-term interest rate
forecasts would not be appropriate. BCI’s long term capital market return forecasts provide
ICBC with a forward-looking expected return for each asset class that is more specific to the
funds that ICBC invests in and accounts for the longer term payout patterns expected under
Enhanced Care.
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Currently Approved
Formula
Asset Group

Weight
(%)

Forecast Weighted
Yield
Yield
(%)
(%)

PY 2019

1

Currently Approved
Formula
Weight
(%)
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Proposed Formula

Forecast Weighte
Forecast
Weight
Yield
d Yield
Yield
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

PY 2021

Weighted
Yield (%)

PY 2021

Risk-free

17.35

2.60

0.45

16.60

0.62

0.10

-

-

-

Credit

50.65

3.93

1.99

50.40

2.14

1.08

-

-

-

Fixed Income

68.00

3.59

2.44

67.00

1.76

1.18

67.00

2.00

1.34

Equities

23.00

9.34

2.15

23.00

7.80

1.79

23.00

6.26

1.44

Real Estates

-

-

-

-

-

-

8.00

6.60

0.53

Infrastructures
Real Estate &
Infrastructure
Diversification
& Rebalancing
Premium
New Money
Rate1

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.00

6.30

0.13

9.00

6.41

0.58

10.00

6.10

0.61

10.00

6.54

0.65

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.25

5.16

100.00

3.59

100.00

100.00

3.68

Differences between the New Money Rate and the sum of the asset group weighted yields are due to rounding.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.37.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section D.1, p. 5-13
New Money Rate Comparison
In Figure 5.5 of the Application, ICBC presents the comparison of New Money Rate under
Current and Proposed Formulae:

37.2 Please explain the source of the difference in forecast yield between the current and
proposed New Money Rate for each asset group for PY 2021.
37.2.1 If the difference in weighted yield for each asset group is attributable to the
difference in yield on investment managed by the BCI versus managed by ICBC and/or
its external managers, please elaborate on why that is.
Response:
37.2
The New Money Rate under the proposed formula has a higher weighted yield compared to the
currently approved calculation, reflecting higher expected returns from the fixed income asset
group, and benefits from the Diversification and Rebalancing Premium. This is partially offset
by a lower weighted yield on equity assets.

Under the fixed income asset group, the weighted yield for the fixed income assets under the
currently approved formula is based on an average multi-dealer forecasted, 4-year Government
of Canada bond yield of 0.62% plus a credit risk premium of 1.52% for non-risk-free fixed
income assets. However, the weighted yield under the proposed formula is based on BCI’s
15-year weighted average return of 2.00% for fixed income assets.
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Under the equity asset group, the weighted yield for the fixed income assets under the currently
approved formula is based on an average multi-dealer forecasted, 30-year Government of
Canada bond yield of 1.40% plus a credit risk premium of 6.40%. However, the weighted yield
under the proposed formula is based on BCI’s 15-year weighted average return of 6.26% for
equities.

Under the real estate and infrastructure asset groups, the weighted yield for the fixed income
assets under the currently approved formula is based on an average multi-dealer forecasted,
Canadian consumer price index of 1.88% plus a credit risk premium of 4.25%. However, the
weighted yield under the proposed formula is based on BCI’s 15-year weighted average return
of 6.54% for real estate and infrastructure assets.

Under the Enhanced Care model, the payout patterns are longer and as a result, short-term
interest rate forecasts would not be appropriate. BCI’s long-term capital market return forecasts
provide ICBC with a forward-looking expected return for each asset class that is more specific to
the funds that ICBC invests in and accounts for the long-term payout patterns expected under
Enhanced Care.

37.2.1

The difference in yields for each asset group is not attributable to whether the investments are
managed by BCI or by ICBC and/or its external managers. As discussed in the Application,
Chapter 5, paragraph 13, the approach for calculating the New Money Rate has been to use
pre-determined sources for the return forecasts. ICBC is proposing to use BCI’s long-term
capital market return forecasts to replace the pre-determined source in the currently approved
formula. This change maintains the approach of having a pre-determined third-party source for
formula inputs.

Furthermore, BCI’s capital market return forecasts are based on indexed

returns and not on returns from active management of the assets, and as such, any value
added from active management is not included in BCI’s forecasts.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.37.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section D.1, p. 5-13
New Money Rate Comparison
In Figure 5.5 of the Application, ICBC presents the comparison of New Money Rate under
Current and Proposed Formulae:

For comparative purposes, please re-state the PY 2019 weighted yield using the
proposed formula for PY 2019.
Response:
The table below compares the yields of the asset groups under the currently approved formula
and the proposed formula for Policy Year (PY) 2019. However, the comparison does not work
well as the approved formula uses short-term interest rates from multi-dealer surveys and the
proposed formula uses BCI’s 15-year capital market forecast.

In addition, the currently

approved formula uses interest rates as of September 2018 while the proposed formula is
based on December 31, 2018 information with bond returns as of December 31, 2019 as
explained in the table note below.
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Currently
Approved
Formula
Asset Group
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Proposed
Formula

Weighted Yield
(%)
PY 2019

Fixed Income

2.44

1.69

Equities

2.15

1.44

Real Estate & Infrastructure
Diversification & Rebalancing
Premium
New Money Rate1,2

0.58

0.61

-

0.25

5.16

3.99

1 Differences

between the New Money Rate and the sum of the asset group weighted yields are due to rounding.
BCI’s 2019 Capital market assumptions are based on December 31, 2018 information. However, BCI did not
have the short-term and mid-term bond asset classes in 2018 and therefore the bond returns are based on
December 31, 2019 data.
2

Under the fixed income group, the weighted yield for the fixed income assets under the currently
approved formula is based on an average 4-year Government of Canada bond yield of 2.60%
plus a credit risk premium of 1.33% for non-risk free fixed income assets.

However, the

weighted yield under the proposed formula is based on BCI’s 15-year average return of 2.49%
for fixed income assets.

For the equities asset group, the weighted yields for equities under the approved formula is
based on an average 30-year Government of Canada bond yield of 2.94% plus an equity risk
premium of 6.40%. However, the weighted yield under the proposed formula is based on BCI’s
15-year average return of 6.25% for the equity assets.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.38.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section D.2, pp. 5-13, 5-14; Attachment 5A.1, p. 9
Asset allocation impacted by COVID-19
On page 5-13 of the Application, ICBC states, “A different value of the Yield on Basic
Equity is used for the first 11-month period of PY 2021 compared to the second 12-month
period. This is a result of an expected change in the weighting of the asset classes for
the second 12-month…”
Figure 5.6 on page 5-14 shows the current weighting for mortgages and real estate are
8.2% and 5.1%, respectively, whereas the tactical minimum for these two assets as
specified on page 9 of the ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) are 8.5% and
6.0%, respectively.
The October 2020 SIPP on page 9 notes:
Allocations to illiquid asset classes (i.e., mortgages, mezzanine debt, real estate
and infrastructure) are permitted to be below long-term tactical minimums during
the investment periods of the associated funds. The transition schedule contained
in Appendix A represents Management’s estimate for the pace of implementation
of the target strategic asset mix.
On page 5-14 of the Application, ICBC states:
Due to the phased transition of ICBC’s internally-managed mortgage and real
estate investment assets to BCI, along with slowing funding opportunities in
those asset classes associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, ICBC’s current
weighting to mortgages and real estate is below the strategic target weight.
38.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the note regarding allocations to illiquid
asset classes as permitted to be below long-term tactical minimums was inserted in the
October 2020 SIPP and was not present in ICBC’s previous SIPP.
38.1.1 If confirmed, please discuss:
(a)

Whether ICBC considers it appropriate to have a limit on how much below
the long-term tactical minimum should be permitted.

(b)

Whether the note only applies for a limited time (e.g. only during the COVID19 pandemic when funding opportunities may be limited).

(c)

Whether ICBC considered lowering the tactical minimums that cannot be
breached rather than setting a tactical minimum that can be breached. If yes,
please explain why ICBC has decided against the former approach.
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Response:
38.1

The note regarding illiquid asset classes being permitted to fall below tactical minimums was
inserted in the October 2020 SIPP and was not present in the previous SIPP.
38.1.1

ICBC did not consider it necessary to place an additional limit to how far an asset class
weighting may fall below the long-term tactical minimum in the October 2020 SIPP. ICBC was
in the process of completing an asset mix review throughout 2020 with the objective of
approving a new strategic asset mix that would reflect the Enhanced Care model.

It was

understood that new tactical ranges would be presented to the Board of Directors for approval
which would reflect the transition over several years from the current asset mix to the new
strategic asset mix. The transition schedule will have minimum and maximum thresholds that
are not to be breached. Revisions to the SIPP, including the new strategic asset mix and
transition schedule, will be presented to the Board of Directors for approval in April 2021.

Tactical ranges are used under normal circumstances to place a control around the risk and
return profile of the investment portfolio which was approved by the Board. A breach of the
minimum bound would facilitate rebalancing activity or prompt discussion with the Board if
rebalancing is not achievable.

In this case, due to foreseen complexities in the transition of certain ICBC-managed illiquid
investments to BCI as well as unforeseen challenges in mortgage and real estate investment
markets due to COVID-19, these asset classes have fallen below the tactical minimum bound.
ICBC and BCI informed the Investment Committee of this potential prior to the breach, and
presented a plan in which to monitor the asset mix and address the allocations as opportunities
arise through the transition of the portfolio to the new strategic asset mix.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.38.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section D.2, pp. 5-13, 5-14; Attachment 5A.1, p. 9
Asset allocation impacted by COVID-19
On page 5-13 of the Application, ICBC states, “A different value of the Yield on Basic
Equity is used for the first 11-month period of PY 2021 compared to the second 12-month
period. This is a result of an expected change in the weighting of the asset classes for
the second 12-month…”
Figure 5.6 on page 5-14 shows the current weighting for mortgages and real estate are
8.2% and 5.1%, respectively, whereas the tactical minimum for these two assets as
specified on page 9 of the ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) are 8.5% and
6.0%, respectively.
The October 2020 SIPP on page 9 notes:
Allocations to illiquid asset classes (i.e., mortgages, mezzanine debt, real estate
and infrastructure) are permitted to be below long-term tactical minimums during
the investment periods of the associated funds. The transition schedule contained
in Appendix A represents Management’s estimate for the pace of implementation
of the target strategic asset mix.
On page 5-14 of the Application, ICBC states:
Due to the phased transition of ICBC’s internally-managed mortgage and real
estate investment assets to BCI, along with slowing funding opportunities in
those asset classes associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, ICBC’s current
weighting to mortgages and real estate is below the strategic target weight.
Please explain how ICBC plans to increase the asset weightings to mortgages and real
estate to its strategic target weight by the end of the first 11-month period.
Response:
A new strategic asset mix and transition schedule will be incorporated into the revised SIPP in
April 2021 for approval of the Board of Directors. The transition schedule has been developed
in consultation with BCI to gradually move the portfolio to the new asset mix over time. Pacing
of the transition to the new mix gives consideration to the liquidity requirements of the
anticipated pace of settling legacy tort claims and the ability of BCI to source new illiquid
investment opportunities.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.38.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section D.2, pp. 5-13, 5-14; Attachment 5A.1, p. 9
Asset allocation impacted by COVID-19
On page 5-13 of the Application, ICBC states, “A different value of the Yield on Basic
Equity is used for the first 11-month period of PY 2021 compared to the second 12-month
period. This is a result of an expected change in the weighting of the asset classes for
the second 12-month…”
Figure 5.6 on page 5-14 shows the current weighting for mortgages and real estate are
8.2% and 5.1%, respectively, whereas the tactical minimum for these two assets as
specified on page 9 of the ICBC’s October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.1) are 8.5% and
6.0%, respectively.
The October 2020 SIPP on page 9 notes:
Allocations to illiquid asset classes (i.e., mortgages, mezzanine debt, real estate
and infrastructure) are permitted to be below long-term tactical minimums during
the investment periods of the associated funds. The transition schedule contained
in Appendix A represents Management’s estimate for the pace of implementation
of the target strategic asset mix.
On page 5-14 of the Application, ICBC states:
Due to the phased transition of ICBC’s internally-managed mortgage and real
estate investment assets to BCI, along with slowing funding opportunities in
those asset classes associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, ICBC’s current
weighting to mortgages and real estate is below the strategic target weight.
38.3 Please discuss whether ICBC experienced any impact on funding opportunities due
to the COVID-19 pandemic for any other asset classes besides mortgages and real
estate.
38.3.1 If yes, please discuss:
(a)

How the impact on funding opportunities due to the COVID-19 pandemic may
impact the asset allocation to the aforementioned affected asset groups within
the upcoming policy year; and

(b)

How any difference between anticipated and actual asset allocation to each
asset group may impact the New Money Rate and Yield on Basic Equity
calculations, respectively.

38.3.2 If not, please explain why not.
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Response:
ICBC did not experience an impact on funding opportunities for asset classes other than
mortgages and real estate due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Public market investments remain liquid and BCI actively rebalances these asset classes as
required.

ICBC has relatively small commitments to other illiquid asset classes, including

mezzanine debt and infrastructure funds. These are currently within their tactical ranges.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.39.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section D.2, pp. 5-14, 5-15
Yield on Basic Equity Formula
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 in the Application show that the Yield on Basic Equity includes a
reduction by 0.18% to account for the fees to manage the investment portfolio.
39.1 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the amount by which the Yield on Basic
Equity is reduced by to account for the fees to manage the investment portfolio is the
same before and after the transition to the BCI.
39.1.1 If confirmed, please explain why ICBC expects the fees to manage the investment
portfolio to be the same before and after the transition to the BCI.
39.1.2 If not confirmed, please compare and explain the amount of reduction to the Yield
on Basic Equity to account for the fees to manage the investment portfolio before and
after the transition to the BCI.
Response:
No, the management expense ratio of 0.18% accounted for in the Yield on Basic Equity is not
the same before and after the transition to BCI. The management expense ratio is higher after
the transition to BCI as the investment management services are more expensive when they
are outsourced to an external provider than when the investment management services are
performed in-house.

The management expense ratio of 0.18% represents all the investment management costs
(internal and external) paid for the period July 1, 2019 to June 30, 2020. The costs include a
partial year of BCI and QuadReal asset management fees for managing ICBC’s legacy assets.
Excluding the BCI and QuadReal asset management fees, the reduction to the Yield on Basic
Equity would be 0.14%.

The table below lists the costs that derive the management expense ratio before and after
transition.
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Investment Management Expenses for the Year Ending June 30, 2020
Prior to transition to BCI
Investment manager fees

$

23,278,467

BCI and QuadReal asset management fees1

After transition to BCI
$

23,278,467

$

6,416,382

ICBC internal investment costs

$

3,279,672

$

3,279,672

Total investment management costs

$

26,558,139

$

32,974,521

Average Total Portfolio Market Value

$18,658,542,652

$18,658,542,652

0.14%

0.18%

Management Expense Ratio
1

Transition occurred on November 1, 2019, therefore the BCI and QuadReal asset management fees reflect only
eight months of costs.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.39.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section D.2, pp. 5-14, 5-15
Yield on Basic Equity Formula
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 in the Application show that the Yield on Basic Equity includes a
reduction by 0.18% to account for the fees to manage the investment portfolio.
Please discuss whether ICBC expects the amount by which the Yield on Basic Equity is
reduced to account for the “fees to manage the investment portfolio” will differ when
ICBC fully transitions its investment portfolio (including illiquid assets) to the BCI. If yes,
please elaborate and explain by how much. If not, why not?
Response:
The management expense ratio represents the cost to manage the ICBC investments as a
percentage of the total portfolio.

The 0.18% is the management expense ratio as of

June 30, 2020. The cost as of June 30, 2020 reflects eight months of investment management
services from BCI and QuadReal. The majority of ICBC’s investment assets were transitioned
to BCI on November 1, 2019 and the directly owned real estate investment properties were
transitioned to QuadReal to manage on January 2, 2020. ICBC would expect the management
expense ratio to increase by around 2 bps as a full year’s worth of BCI and QuadReal’s asset
management fees are incurred. The management expense ratio is not expected to increase
significantly when ICBC’s direct mortgage loan investments are transitioned to QuadReal on
April 1, 2021.

The table below shows the management expense ratio from the past four quarters.

ICBC Investment Portfolio - Management Expense Ratio
For the 12 months ending:
(as percentage of the portfolio)

Management Expense ratio

31-Mar-20

30-Jun-20

30-Sep-20

Preliminary
31-Dec-20

0.15%

0.18%

0.19%

0.20%
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2021.1 RR BCUC.40.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7G, p. 7G.5
Historical investment performance
In Appendix 7G to the Application, ICBC presents the investment performance for
2019/2020. On page 7G.5, ICBC presents the following table:

40.1 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that ICBC did not invest in Mezzanine Debt
and Infrastructure, respectively, prior to fiscal year 2019/2020.
40.1.1 If not confirmed, please explain why the one-year return information is not
available for fiscal year 2017/2018 and 2018/19 for these two asset classes.
Response:
40.1
ICBC’s first investment in a Mezzanine investment fund was June 2017. However, prior to the
June 2018 SIPP, the Mezzanine debt investment was not a separate asset class and was
therefore included as part of the Mortgage asset class.

ICBC’s first investment in an

Infrastructure investment fund was June 2018. Both Mezzanine debt and Infrastructure had
their own allocation and asset class as of July 1, 2018.
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40.1.1

Since both Mezzanine debt and Infrastructure did not become a separate asset class until
July 1, 2018, the annualized one-year return would not be available at March 31, 2018 or
March 31, 2019. The one-year return is reported when there is 12 months of returns available.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.40.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7G, p. 7G.5
Historical investment performance
In Appendix 7G to the Application, ICBC presents the investment performance for
2019/2020. On page 7G.5, ICBC presents the following table:

40.2 Please explain the reasons for the overperformance and underperformance, as
applicable, in the one-year return on Mezzanine Debt, Mortgage, and Infrastructure,
against the respective benchmarks for the year ended March 31, 2020.
40.2.1 Please discuss whether the reasons for the overperformance and
underperformance discussed above are expected to continue to have an impact in PY
2021.
40.2.1.1 If yes, please discuss whether, if so how, the expected yield to calculate the New
Money Rate and Yield on Basic Equity on these asset classes accounts for the reasons
discussed above.
Response:
40.2

The Mezzanine debt and Mortgage portfolios one year returns, as of March 31, 2020,
underperformed their respective asset class benchmark primarily due to the COVID-19
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pandemic, which saw the mortgage credit spreads increase dramatically. The increase in the
credit spreads resulted in a decrease in the market values of the mortgage loans. In addition,
the mezzanine debt funds are usually “front-loaded” with expenses at the onset of the fund, as
there are organizational and fund expenses to deploy capital and acquire new investments. The
mezzanine debt fund returns are expected to increase as the funds finish deploying all their
capital.
The Infrastructure portfolio’s one-year return as of March 31, 2020 outperformed its benchmark.
This outperformance reflects the fact that infrastructure investments tend to be long-term in
nature and less impacted by short-term market volatility.
40.2.1

For policy year 2021, the Mortgage portfolio will continue to recover from the pandemic as seen
by the narrowing of the mortgage credit spreads. The Mezzanine debt portfolio returns are also
expected to grow and improve. The returns may still underperform slightly as there are limited
opportunities to invest in these asset classes. The Infrastructure portfolio returns are expected
to remain stable and do well against the asset class benchmark.

40.2.1.1

The calculation for the Yield on Basic Equity uses the current yields and returns of the various
asset classes and therefore the Yield on Basic Equity rate reflects the lower returns on the
Mortgage and Mezzanine debt asset classes and the higher return on the Infrastructure
portfolio. However, the impact is minimal as the overall asset class weightings of the Mortgage,
Mezzanine debt and Infrastructure portfolios combined make up less than 12% of the Yield on
Basic Equity return.

The New Money Rate is forward looking and reflects the long-term capital return expectations,
and is therefore not impacted by the short-term returns of the asset classes.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.40.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7G, p. 7G.5
Historical investment performance
In Appendix 7G to the Application, ICBC presents the investment performance for
2019/2020. On page 7G.5, ICBC presents the following table:

40.3 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that ICBC plans to continue to invest in
Mezzanine Debt in 2021 according to the October 2020 SIPP.
40.3.1 If confirmed, please discuss how ICBC plans to improve performance experienced
in 2019/20 against the benchmark in this area.
Response:
ICBC continues to invest in Mezzanine debt. As discussed in response to information request
2021.1 RR BCUC.40.2, the underperformance is expected during the early stages of the fund
since more organizational and fund expenses are incurred to deploy capital and acquire new
investments. However, the mezzanine debt fund returns are expected to improve as the funds
finish deploying all their capital and the investments age and mature.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.40.4 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7G, p. 7G.5
Historical investment performance
In Appendix 7G to the Application, ICBC presents the investment performance for
2019/2020. On page 7G.5, ICBC presents the following table:

40.4 In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, please provide an update to the one-year
portfolio return and benchmark return on the various asset classes listed in Figure 7G.5
from April 1, 2020 to date, if available.
40.4.1 If not available, to the extent possible, please indicate any directional (e.g.
favourable or unfavourable) performance relative to the benchmark.
40.4.2 Please discuss whether the estimated yield used to calculate the New Money Rate
and Yield to Equity Rate reflects the recent experience on the one-year return on the
various assets in the past year.
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Response:
40.4 and 40.4.1
Figure 1 – One-Year Portfolio Returns for the Period Ending December 31, 2021
(%)
TOTAL PLAN
Total Plan Benchmark1
MONEY MARKET PORTFOLIO
Money Market Policy Benchmark
CANADIAN BOND PORTFOLIO
Canadian Bond Policy Benchmark
MORTGAGE PORTFOLIO
Mortgage Policy Benchmark
MEZZANINE DEBT
Mezzanine Debt Policy Benchmark
CANADIAN EQUITY PORTFOLIO
Canadian Equity Policy Benchmark
GLOBAL EQUITY PORTFOLIO
Global Equity Policy Benchmark
REAL ESTATE
Real Estate Policy Benchmark
INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure Policy Benchmark

One-Year Preliminary Returns
for the Period Ending
December 31, 2020
7.86
8.62
0.74
0.86
7.02
6.86
4.60
6.29
5.13
5.28
6.66
5.60
14.66
14.23
0.57
4.98
4.54
4.98

40.4.2

The expected yields to calculate the New Money Rate reflect forward-looking long-term
expected returns for each asset class and therefore are not affected by the one-year returns of
the various assets in the past year.

The Yield on Basic Equity reflects current yields for each asset class and is impacted by the
past year’s global pandemic. For example, the low interest rates have resulted in lower bond
and mortgage yields. For this Application, the yields used for the Yield on Basic Equity were the
yields as of September 30, 2020. The one-year returns in the table above reflect the yields on
the asset classes and the realized gains generated in the portfolio.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.40.5 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7G, p. 7G.5
Historical investment performance
In Appendix 7G to the Application, ICBC presents the investment performance for
2019/2020. On page 7G.5, ICBC presents the following table:

40.5 With the transition to the BCI, please explain whether reporting on investment
performance for future years will maintain the same format as presented in Appendix 7G.
40.5.1 If ICBC anticipates changes to the format on the investment performance
reporting, please elaborate on i) which area(s) will have proposed changes, ii) how the
reporting will change, and iii) the reasons for the proposed changes.
Response:
The reporting on investment performance for future years will largely maintain the same format
as presented in the Application, Appendix 7G. However, some of the supporting tables for
Mortgages (Figure 7G.11 Mortgage Values by Industry Classification and Figure 7G.12
Mortgage Values by Region) and Real Estate (Figure 7G.13 Real Estate) may change, as ICBC
moves from directly owned portfolios to BCI pooled funds. The level of detail provided in the
above-mentioned tables are for ICBC’s directly owned mortgage loan investments and real
estate properties. By investing in the BCI mortgage and real estate funds, ICBC will have
exposure to the global markets. Therefore, a table representing the investments in the domestic
and global regions could be added.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.41.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, p. 10
Changes to the 2020 SIPP - Asset Mix Ranges on Bonds
Page 10 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) shows
that the asset mix ranges for short-term bonds and mid-term bonds are removed.
Please explain why ICBC has removed the asset mix ranges specific to short-term bonds
and mid-term bonds.
Response:
Short-term and mid-term bonds were combined into “Canadian bonds” for simplicity and to be
consistent with how Canadian bonds are benchmarked: a split benchmark is used, based on
weightings of 67% short-term bonds and 33% mid-term bonds.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.41.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, p. 10
Changes to the 2020 SIPP - Asset Mix Ranges on Bonds
Page 10 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) shows
that the asset mix ranges for short-term bonds and mid-term bonds are removed.
Please explain whether the removal of the asset mix ranges for short-term bonds and
mid-term bonds allows ICBC and/or BCI discretion on the composition of the bonds
portfolio.
Response:
Yes, removing the ranges increases the discretion that ICBC and/or BCI have on the split in
weightings between short-term and mid-term bonds.

However, as indicated in the SIPP,

page 15, Canadian bonds must be managed within minus 40% and plus 15% of the benchmark
index duration.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.41.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, p. 10
Changes to the 2020 SIPP - Asset Mix Ranges on Bonds
Page 10 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) shows
that the asset mix ranges for short-term bonds and mid-term bonds are removed.
With the removal of the asset mix ranges for short-term bonds and mid-term bonds,
please explain how ICBC can ensure the duration of the bond portfolio is appropriate for
ICBC’s liability duration.
Response:
BCI currently manages a segregated Canadian bond mandate on behalf of ICBC so that an
appropriate duration can be maintained. Canadian bonds must be managed within minus 40%
and plus 15% of the benchmark index duration. The percentages were selected to approximate
the same discretion as the previous SIPP (in years) given the liability duration at the time.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.42.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, p. 28
Changes to the 2020 SIPP – Unfunded allocation
Page 28 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) states:

Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that the unfunded allocation guidelines above are
newly added to the October 2020 SIPP and were not included in the June 2018 SIPP.
Response:
The unfunded allocation guidelines were new additions to the October 2020 SIPP and were not
included in previous versions of the SIPP.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.42.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, p. 28
Changes to the 2020 SIPP – Unfunded allocation
Page 28 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) states:

Please explain how the unfunded allocation guidelines for each asset class are
developed, including a discussion on the liquidity and risk exposure.
Response:
Changes in private market asset allocations such as Mortgages, Real Estate or Infrastructure
can be lumpy in nature due to deal flow and valuation timing. Additionally these assets are
generally illiquid. Accordingly, achieving a precise allocation is difficult. The purpose of the
unfunded allocation guidelines in the SIPP is to define a neutral public market proxy to address
under allocations to the specified private market assets. The objective of these proxies is to
attempt to replicate the benchmark return and/or risk profile over the expected transition holding
period. Multiple characteristics are considered in selecting the guidelines; however, given the
relatively short expected time horizon, the following three characteristics are prioritized when
defining the public market proxies:

1.

Highly liquid.

2.

Internally managed and part of BCI’s current investment program.

3.

Ease of implementation.

In other words, selecting a public market proxy will be based on the expected returns and risks
and the impact on liquidity and implementation. Although it is unlikely that a specific public
market proxy will precisely replicate the risk and return profile of the private market asset class,
the objective is to reasonably reproduce the desired long term expected risk measures.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.42.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, p. 28
Changes to the 2020 SIPP – Unfunded allocation
Page 28 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2) states:

Please discuss whether the investment guidelines on unfunded allocation for each asset
class can adequately respond to investment opportunities that arise for each respective
asset class.
Response:
Irrespective of the unfunded allocation guidelines, the total portfolio holds sufficient liquidity to
allow for participation in investment opportunities as they arise.

One of the tenets of the

unfunded allocation guidelines is that the investments should be highly liquid. This allows them
to be quickly liquidated, if necessary, to fund an investment opportunity (or to rebalance the
portfolio following an opportunistic deployment).

The proxy assets for each asset class outlined in the guidelines are highly liquid, publicly traded
assets allowing flexibility to respond to any investment opportunities that may arise.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.43.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, pp. 11, 12, 25
Other Changes to the 2020 SIPP
Pages 11 to 12 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2)
shows that BMO Small Cap Index, MSCI World Ex Canada Small Cap, and MSCI Emerging
Markets Index have been removed as benchmarks.
Please explain why the benchmarks referenced above have been removed from the
October 2020 SIPP.
Response:
The above-mentioned benchmarks, BMO Small Cap Index, MSCI World Ex Canada Small Cap
and MSCI Emerging Markets index, were removed from the October 2020 Statement of
Investment Policies and Procedures (SIPP).

These benchmarks are used to measure the

performance of the small cap and emerging market external managers, but not for asset
classes.

The benchmarks stated in the SIPP are now for asset classes only. As indicated in the SIPP,
page 10, the Canadian equities asset class benchmark is the S&P/TSX 10% Capped
Composite Index and the Global equities asset class benchmark is the MSCI World Index ex
Canada.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.43.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, pp. 11, 12, 25
Other Changes to the 2020 SIPP
Pages 11 to 12 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2)
shows that BMO Small Cap Index, MSCI World Ex Canada Small Cap, and MSCI Emerging
Markets Index have been removed as benchmarks.
The black-lined October 2020 SIPP further states on page 25:

Please explain why the limitation on leverage in the infrastructure portfolio has been
removed in the October 2020 SIPP.
Response:
The Eligible Investments section was updated to clearly delineate between ICBC assets that are
managed on a segregated basis, and assets that are invested in commingled vehicles alongside
other investors.

ICBC has the ability to impose investment constraints on segregated

investments, but accepts that commingled funds are managed in accordance with each fund’s
investment policies, as established by the manager and disclosed to ICBC as part of the due
diligence process that informs any decision by the Investment Committee and Board of
Directors to approve an investment in the fund.

As ICBC does not directly invest in

Infrastructure assets but rather only through infrastructure funds, the leverage constraints are
now contained in the individual approved fund mandates and not in the SIPP.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.43.3 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, pp. 11, 12, 25
Other Changes to the 2020 SIPP
Pages 11 to 12 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2)
shows that BMO Small Cap Index, MSCI World Ex Canada Small Cap, and MSCI Emerging
Markets Index have been removed as benchmarks.
The black-lined October 2020 SIPP further states on page 25:

Please provide a copy of the First Additional Services Agreement (ASA) dated November
1, 2019 between ICBC and the BCI. If a copy cannot be provided, please explain why not.
Response:
Copies of the First Additional Services Agreement (ASA) and the Funds Management
Agreement (FMA) have been filed confidentially with the BCUC. The ASA contains confidential
information and as such, ICBC is subject to the confidentiality obligations under the FMA. The
confidential information, if made public, could result in economic harm for both ICBC and BCI.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.43.4 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Attachment 5A.2, pp. 11, 12, 25
Other Changes to the 2020 SIPP
Pages 11 to 12 of the black-lined version of the October 2020 SIPP (Attachment 5A.2)
shows that BMO Small Cap Index, MSCI World Ex Canada Small Cap, and MSCI Emerging
Markets Index have been removed as benchmarks.
The black-lined October 2020 SIPP further states on page 25:

Please discuss whether the ASA provides similar limitations regarding the use of
leverage as previously stated in the June 2018 SIPP. If yes, please provide references in
the ASA, as applicable.
Response:
The Additional Services Agreement (ASA) does not provide limitations regarding the use of
leverage as previously stated in the June 2018 SIPP.

The ASA only defines BCI’s

responsibilities to manage, monitor and report on ICBC’s legacy investment assets.

The

limitations of leverage in the Infrastructure asset class has been removed from the SIPP as the
SIPP addresses the asset class guidelines and not the pooled fund managers’ limitations. The
fund managers are governed by their respective pooled fund’s investment policy.

Any

restrictions on leverage are contained in the pooled fund’s investment policy. The pooled fund’s
investment policy would be reviewed as part of ICBC’s due diligence in evaluating a potential
new pooled fund for investment. Approval to invest in any pooled fund is obtained from the
Board of Directors.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.44.1 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section E, p. 5-16
Investment Strategy Review
On page 5-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
The investment strategy review process is ongoing. In December, ICBC’s Board of
Directors approved a long term strategic asset mix based on ICBC’s expected
claims liability profile under the Enhanced Care model. Due to the complexity
caused by the multi-year transition in ICBC’s liability profile as well as uncertainty
about the pacing of new investments in BCI funds, ICBC is not yet able to
accurately estimate the potential impact to ICBC’s New Money Rate and Yield on
Basic Equity.
Please provide the timeline of when the next SIPP will be available.
Response:
ICBC plans to recommend revisions to the SIPP to the Investment Committee and Board of
Directors in April 2021. Subject to approval by the Board of Directors, the updated SIPP should
be available thereafter.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.44.2 Reference: INVESTMENTS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 5, Section E, p. 5-16
Investment Strategy Review
On page 5-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
The investment strategy review process is ongoing. In December, ICBC’s Board of
Directors approved a long term strategic asset mix based on ICBC’s expected
claims liability profile under the Enhanced Care model. Due to the complexity
caused by the multi-year transition in ICBC’s liability profile as well as uncertainty
about the pacing of new investments in BCI funds, ICBC is not yet able to
accurately estimate the potential impact to ICBC’s New Money Rate and Yield on
Basic Equity.
Please discuss whether the SIPP will continue to be reviewed and approved by ICBC’s
Board of Directors.
Response:
Yes, the SIPP will continue to be reviewed at least annually and any revisions or additions must
be approved by the Board of Directors.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.45.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, Section B, pp. 6-4; Workshop Transcript, Vol. 1, p. 49, line 2-8
COVID-19 Impacts
On page 6-4 of the Application, ICBC states, “The 2020/21 outlook forms the basis for the
2021/22 and future year forecasts. The operating expense forecasts are prepared based
on the information available as of August 31, 2020.”
On page 49 of the Workshop Transcript, ICBC states:
So for the purposes of this rate change we have removed all impacts from COVID19 from historical data, so ensuring that it doesn’t influence our forecasts. And we
have not applied any judgment to our forecasts in response to COVID and the
potential short and long term impacts it may have.
45.1 Please explain whether the statement made by ICBC in the Workshop applies to the
operating expense forecasts detailed in Chapter 6.
45.1.1 If so, please explain and provide the adjustments made to the 2020/21 outlook in
Figures 6.1 and 6.3 considering that information to August 31, 2020 would include the
impacts of COVID-19.
Response:
Yes, the statement made by ICBC in the Workshop applies to the operating expense forecasts
detailed in Chapter 6.

For the purpose of this Application, an adjustment of $6 million was made to the 2020/21
outlook for professional, administrative, and other expenses, assuming that the operating
expense pattern will return to normal in 2021/22 and future year forecasts, compared to
2020/21, which was lower due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This increase in operating expenses
was offset by another normalizing adjustment of $2 million for COVID-19 related expenses (i.e.,
expense incurred on health and safety, IT expenses enabling flexible/remote workforce, and
other miscellaneous expenses to support customer relief measures) that will not be needed in
the future.

Compensation costs were forecasted based on staffing projections and do not include any
COVID-19 impact on volume for 2021/22 and future years. Please refer to the Application,
Chapter 6, Section B, paragraph 15 on the assumptions used in staffing projections for the
future year forecasts.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.46.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-7; Chapter 6, p. 6-9; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p.
7-9; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 65.1
Allocation Methodology Review
On page 7-9 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
RAAP, specifically product reform and resulting organizational changes, may
impact allocation methodologies in the future. ICBC plans to bring forward a
financial allocation methodology application to the BCUC once the RAAP
initiatives have been implemented and sufficient data is available for analysis.
In response to BCUC IR 65.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
A full year of steady-state operations under the new operating model is required
to assess financial allocation.
On page 1-7 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC seeks approval to defer the review of the financial allocation methodology
due December 2022 until December 2023, in light of the need to first reach steady
state under Enhanced Care.
On page 6-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
Up until the implementation of Enhanced Care on May 1, 2021, ICBC does not
anticipate any significant organizational changes that impact allocation
methodologies; therefore, ICBC is not proposing alterations to allocation
methodologies for total corporate operating expenses in this Application… The
changeover from a tort-based system to the Enhanced Care model and resulting
organizational changes, may impact allocation methodologies in the future. ICBC
anticipates that it will take at least two to three years of operation under Enhanced
Care in order for the data under the new model to develop and to inform an
updated financial allocation methodology… There are certain efficiencies created
for ICBC to undertake a full financial allocation methodology review rather than
doing so separately for corporate operating expenses and then subsequently for
claims and premium data. [emphasis added]
46.1 Please confirm whether RAAP resulted in any organizational changes to ICBC as
originally contemplated in the ICBC 2019 RRA.
46.1.1 If confirmed, please provide an overview of the changes and explain why ICBC
proposes to postpone bringing forward a financial allocation methodology review given
that there have been organization changes.
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Response:
ICBC confirms that the Rate Affordability Action Plan (RAAP) has resulted in organizational
change. However, the changes introduced through RAAP have been reflected using the current
BCUC-approved financial allocation methodology, and as such ICBC did not propose any
alterations to allocation methodologies for total corporate operating expenses in the Application.
The changes and the respective allocators employed are discussed below.
ICBC, in implementing RAAP, continues to manage material damage (MD) claims costs in light
of long-term trends in the collision repair and glass industry. Through the MD RAAP program
changes that are discussed in Chapter 4, Appendix 4A, ICBC increased focus on managing the
relationship between itself and its repair industry partners. Organizationally, ICBC enhanced
the teams liaising with its collision and glass repair industry partners. The operating expenses
of the teams liaising with its collision repair industry partners are allocated using the net claims
costs – MD allocator. The operating expenses of the team liaising with its glass repair industry
partners are allocated 100% to Optional insurance.
Additionally, through RAAP product reform, ICBC is delivering increased care for the injured.
Organizationally, ICBC introduced Customer Recovery Specialist roles handling Part 7 Accident
Benefits claims, allocated 100% to Basic insurance.
As well, amendments to the Civil Resolution Tribunal Act expanded the jurisdiction of the Civil
Resolution Tribunal (CRT).

The CRT is a neutral, third-party with the mandate of settling

disputes in a timely, cost-efficient manner.

Organizationally, ICBC has dedicated staff to

support the expansion of the CRT jurisdiction in anticipation of cases going before the CRT. As
the disputes relate to entitlement to receive Accident Benefits (provided under Basic insurance)
as well as to who is responsible for a crash and damage amounts for injury claims of $50,000 or
less (under Basic insurance coverage), the staff dedicated to support the resolution process are
allocated 100% to Basic insurance.
Although ICBC did not propose any alterations to allocation methodologies for total corporate
operating expenses resulting from changes introduced through RAAP, ICBC proposes to submit
an allocation filing in December 2023, after the introduction of Enhanced Care and allowing time
for operations and data to stabilize under the Enhanced Care model and for expenses related to
tort-based systems to wind down.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.46.2 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-7; Chapter 6, p. 6-9; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p.
7-9; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 65.1
Allocation Methodology Review
On page 7-9 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
RAAP, specifically product reform and resulting organizational changes, may
impact allocation methodologies in the future. ICBC plans to bring forward a
financial allocation methodology application to the BCUC once the RAAP
initiatives have been implemented and sufficient data is available for analysis.
In response to BCUC IR 65.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
A full year of steady-state operations under the new operating model is required
to assess financial allocation.
On page 1-7 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC seeks approval to defer the review of the financial allocation methodology
due December 2022 until December 2023, in light of the need to first reach steady
state under Enhanced Care.
On page 6-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
Up until the implementation of Enhanced Care on May 1, 2021, ICBC does not
anticipate any significant organizational changes that impact allocation
methodologies; therefore, ICBC is not proposing alterations to allocation
methodologies for total corporate operating expenses in this Application… The
changeover from a tort-based system to the Enhanced Care model and resulting
organizational changes, may impact allocation methodologies in the future. ICBC
anticipates that it will take at least two to three years of operation under Enhanced
Care in order for the data under the new model to develop and to inform an
updated financial allocation methodology… There are certain efficiencies created
for ICBC to undertake a full financial allocation methodology review rather than
doing so separately for corporate operating expenses and then subsequently for
claims and premium data. [emphasis added]
46.2 Please explain why ICBC anticipates it will need at least two to three years of
operation under Enhanced Care to develop and inform an updated financial allocation
methodology given that one year of steady-state operations was sufficient to assess the
impacts under RAAP.
46.2.1 Please explain which allocators are expected to be affected (i.e. directionally
increased or decreased allocation to Basic insurance) on a preliminary basis.
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Response:
46.2

Despite all British Columbians being covered by the new Enhanced Care model starting
May 1, 2021, ICBC will continue handling claims under existing product models (full tort and
modified tort) into the future. To inform an updated financial allocation methodology, the longer
period of operation is being proposed principally due to the estimated length of time for claims
and premium data to stabilize under the Enhanced Care model and for expenses related to the
tort-based models to wind down. The longer period of operation will allow ICBC to:


Observe that the claims intake under Enhanced Care, and the wind-down of the full tort
and modified tort products occur as anticipated.



Assess whether the allocation of claims costs between Basic insurance and Optional
insurance will be realized as expected.



Determine that the organizational frameworks for handling claims under the product
models will advance as anticipated.

The longer period of operations will also allow ICBC to confirm that the level and apportionment
between Basic insurance and Optional insurance for premiums written evolve as expected.
ICBC anticipates that it will take at least two to three years from May 2021 for the data under the
Enhanced Care model to develop.

An earlier review of the operating expense allocation

methodology without developed claims or premium data under the Enhanced Care model would
produce a less accurate picture of steady-state allocation and would have to be reassessed
once more data is available.

For further context, in the response to information request 2015.2 RR BCUC.80.2, ICBC
submitted that the stabilization period for Insurance Transformation, at 24 months, was higher
than for Claims Transformation, at 18 months, given the complexity of the Insurance
Transformation. As indicated in the response to information request 2019.1 RR BCUC.65.1, a
full year of steady state-operations under RAAP product reform was deemed necessary. Two to
three years of operation under Enhanced Care is estimated to be reasonable given the
magnitude of change of Enhanced Care on ICBC’s business operations and product, business
partner involvement, and time to stabilize data resulting from the implementation of
Enhanced Care.
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46.2.1

The preliminary, directional increased or decreased allocation to Basic insurance resulting from
the implementation of Enhanced Care is outlined in the table below.

The table illustrates

allocated functions groups that are allocated similarly, allocators associated with the functions,
the directional impact on Basic insurance, and a brief explanation.

The new Enhanced Care model reduces automobile insurance premiums for policyholders while
giving British Columbians access to significantly improved accident benefits under Basic
insurance. As such, the functions primarily impacted by the implementation of Enhanced Care
are for handling claims.
Directional Impact on Basic Insurance (Preliminary)
Allocation Function
(Allocator)

Increase/Decrease
to Basic
Insurance
(Preliminary)

Explanation

Customer and Injury
Services Operations
(Work Effort)

Decrease

Injury:
Decreased allocation to Basic insurance with fewer
staff handling Bodily Injury exposures, which are
currently allocated highly to Basic insurance.
Non-Injury:
Decreased allocation to Basic insurance for staff
handling hit-and-run claims (hit-and-run coverage
provided as Optional insurance under Enhanced
Care).

Recovery (Directly
Attributable to Basic)

Increase

Increased allocation to Basic insurance is expected
due to more staff handling an increased volume and
more complex Accident Benefit claims (Basic
insurance under Enhanced Care).

In-house Litigation,
Claims Litigation Support
(Work Effort – Provincial
Litigation)

Decrease

Decreased allocation to Basic insurance is expected
due to fewer staff required to handle lower volume of
litigated claim files allocated highly to Basic insurance.

Call Centre Department
(Newly Opened
Exposures – Telephone
Claims Department)

Decrease

Decreased allocation to Basic insurance is expected
due to more staff administering claims files allocated
with a relatively lower allocation to Basic insurance.

Claims General Support,
Claims System Support
(Claims Division Average)

Similar

Similar allocation to Basic insurance is expected as
both the amount to be allocated and the
apportionment between Basic insurance and Optional
insurance are expected to be similar.
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Explanation

Merchant Fees
(Premiums Written)

Decrease

Decreased allocation to Basic insurance due to lower
merchant fees resulting from lower premium revenue.
Merchant fee increases/decreases are primarily a
function of premium revenue as well as anticipated
consumer’s use of various payment methods.

Insurance System
Support, General Broker
Support & Direct Sales,
Product Development,
ADP Technical, Internet
Services, Premium
Financing Plan
Operations, Product
Research (Premiums
Written)

Similar

Similar allocation to Basic insurance is expected as
both the amount to be allocated and the
apportionment between Basic insurance and Optional
insurance are expected to be similar.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.46.3 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-7; Chapter 6, p. 6-9; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p.
7-9; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 65.1
Allocation Methodology Review
On page 7-9 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
RAAP, specifically product reform and resulting organizational changes, may
impact allocation methodologies in the future. ICBC plans to bring forward a
financial allocation methodology application to the BCUC once the RAAP
initiatives have been implemented and sufficient data is available for analysis.
In response to BCUC IR 65.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
A full year of steady-state operations under the new operating model is required
to assess financial allocation.
On page 1-7 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC seeks approval to defer the review of the financial allocation methodology
due December 2022 until December 2023, in light of the need to first reach steady
state under Enhanced Care.
On page 6-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
Up until the implementation of Enhanced Care on May 1, 2021, ICBC does not
anticipate any significant organizational changes that impact allocation
methodologies; therefore, ICBC is not proposing alterations to allocation
methodologies for total corporate operating expenses in this Application… The
changeover from a tort-based system to the Enhanced Care model and resulting
organizational changes, may impact allocation methodologies in the future. ICBC
anticipates that it will take at least two to three years of operation under Enhanced
Care in order for the data under the new model to develop and to inform an
updated financial allocation methodology… There are certain efficiencies created
for ICBC to undertake a full financial allocation methodology review rather than
doing so separately for corporate operating expenses and then subsequently for
claims and premium data. [emphasis added]
Please explain the efficiencies created for ICBC to undertake a full financial allocation
methodology review rather than doing so separately for corporate operating expenses
and then subsequently for claims and premium data.
Response:
The efficiencies result from reducing or eliminating the amount of redundant work effort that
would arise from preparing and reviewing two separate applications. The efficiencies would be
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realized in ICBC staff (and independent third-party consultant) time to prepare the applications,
and the BCUC staff and intervener time to review two applications versus one, and eliminating
potential redundant costs to engage a third-party consultant.

In addition, as some of the allocators use claims or premiums data as a basis of determining
apportionment between Basic insurance and Optional insurance, with one application, claims
and premiums data would be reviewed jointly with the allocators based on claims or premiums
data; whereas with two applications, the claims and premiums data specific to these allocators
would need to be reviewed separately, resulting in a review overlap.

As discussed in the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.46.2, ICBC has
proposed a longer period of operation under Enhanced Care due to the estimated length of time
for claims and premium data to stabilize and for expenses related to the tort-based models to
wind down.

An earlier review of the operating expense allocation methodology without

developed claims or premium data under the Enhanced Care model would produce a less
accurate picture of steady-state allocation and would have to be reassessed once more data is
available.
In ICBC’s response to information request 2019.1 RR BCUC.65.1, ICBC noted that a full year of
steady-state operations under the new operating model was required to assess financial
allocation. This was in reference to the changes arising under the Rate Affordability Action Plan
(RAAP) product change, which at that time would have involved ICBC operating under two
different tort-based models.

The subsequent introduction of Enhanced Care results in

significantly greater organizational and product change than those brought about under RAAP.
After May 1, 2021, ICBC will be operating under three different models with new injury-related
claims business and costs shifting away from the tort-based models. Given the magnitude of
this change, ICBC believes that it is appropriate to defer the review of ICBC’s financial allocation
methodology to provide more time for the data to develop under Enhanced Care. As noted in
the preamble to this information request, the delay will also enable ICBC to undertake a full
financial allocation methodology review.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.46.4 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 1, p. 1-7; Chapter 6, p. 6-9; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p.
7-9; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 65.1
Allocation Methodology Review
On page 7-9 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
RAAP, specifically product reform and resulting organizational changes, may
impact allocation methodologies in the future. ICBC plans to bring forward a
financial allocation methodology application to the BCUC once the RAAP
initiatives have been implemented and sufficient data is available for analysis.
In response to BCUC IR 65.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
A full year of steady-state operations under the new operating model is required
to assess financial allocation.
On page 1-7 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC seeks approval to defer the review of the financial allocation methodology
due December 2022 until December 2023, in light of the need to first reach steady
state under Enhanced Care.
On page 6-9 of the Application, ICBC states:
Up until the implementation of Enhanced Care on May 1, 2021, ICBC does not
anticipate any significant organizational changes that impact allocation
methodologies; therefore, ICBC is not proposing alterations to allocation
methodologies for total corporate operating expenses in this Application… The
changeover from a tort-based system to the Enhanced Care model and resulting
organizational changes, may impact allocation methodologies in the future. ICBC
anticipates that it will take at least two to three years of operation under Enhanced
Care in order for the data under the new model to develop and to inform an
updated financial allocation methodology… There are certain efficiencies created
for ICBC to undertake a full financial allocation methodology review rather than
doing so separately for corporate operating expenses and then subsequently for
claims and premium data. [emphasis added]
Please specify when in December 2023 ICBC proposes to file a review of the financial
allocation methodology. Would it be filed as part of a general rate change application or
other filing?
Response:
ICBC anticipates filing its updated financial allocation methodology by December 15, 2023 as
part of the Revenue Requirements Application (RRA) for the 2024 Policy Year, which is required
by that date.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.47.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-6; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p. 7-5
2019/2020 Forecast and Actual
On page 6-6 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 7-5 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC provides the following table:

Please provide an explanation for significant variances between 2019/2020 Forecast in
Figure 7.1 to the 2019/2020 Actuals provided in Figure 6.1.
Response:
The 2019/20 actual for total corporate operating expenses is $6 million higher than the 2019/20
forecast illustrated in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application (2019 RRA), primarily due to
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higher pension and post-retirement benefit expense and write off for Master Data Management
(MDM) software and related components; this was partially offset by lower net compensation.

Pension and post-retirement expense actuals were $92 million, which was $15 million higher
than the forecast. Consistent with past practice, the 2019/2020 forecast was based on the
2018/19 actuals, according to the latest estimate at the time from ICBC’s external pension
actuary, Aon, when the 2019 RRA was prepared, and held constant for future years. The actual
was based on the updated estimate from Aon at the beginning of 2019/20.

The write off of MDM software for $7 million in actuals was not contemplated nor forecasted at
the time the 2019 RRA was developed and thus not included in the forecast, which contributed
to the actual expenses being higher than forecast by $7 million.

Net compensation per the 2019/2020 actual was $452 million, which was $22 million lower than
forecast of $474 million. The lower compensation is due to fewer FTEs resulting from lower
volumes than anticipated, delayed hiring and vacancy management; lower salaries resulting
from staff forecast at slightly higher salary rates than realized; and lower performance-based
pay (Gainsharing) reflecting achievement of some but not all performance targets.

The forecast included a corporate stretch of $8 million representing a high-level estimate of
savings at the corporate level, which ICBC strives to achieve through cost control measures.
Actual savings are achieved through operating efficiencies and ongoing cost controls.

The Basic insurance percentage of total corporate operating expenses at 68% per the actuals is
comparable to the Basic insurance percentage of total operating expenses of 67% per the
forecast.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.48.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-10
Inflation
On page 6-10 of the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s total corporate operating expenses are expected to increase on average
2.8% year over year between 2019/20 and 2023/24. The increase is primarily driven
by general salary increases for unionized employees (per the collective
agreement) and other inflationary increases.
Please explain and provide a breakdown of the other inflationary increases contributing
to ICBC’s expected total corporate operating expense increases between 2019/20 and
2023/24.
Response:
The 2021/22, 2022/23, and 2023/24 forecasts were developed using 2020/21 outlook as the
basis, and were adjusted for expected known changes as of August 31, 2020. These outer year
forecasts were developed using high-level estimates and were not prepared at the same level of
granularity as the 2020/21 outlook.
The 2023/24 forecast for ICBC’s total operating expenses is $912 million, a $94 million increase
over 2019/20 actual of $818 million (which is approximately a 2.8% compounded annual growth
(CAGR) rate between 2019/20 and 2023/24). The increase is primarily driven by:


Higher net compensation of $46 million primarily driven by general salary increases for
unionized employees (per the Collective Agreement) and increase in average full-time
equivalents (FTEs). The increase in FTEs in fiscal 2021/22 is related to claims-related
hiring to support the transition to Enhanced Care and is expected to gradually reduce as
injury claims that occurred prior to the implementation of Enhanced Care continue to
settle and as experience is gained under Enhanced Care.



Higher pension and post-retirement benefit expenses of $34 million primarily due to
external factors, such as valuation of the pension plan assets and obligation,
market-based discount rate, inflation rate, life expectancy, and extended health care cost
trends.
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For more details on increase in net compensation, number of FTEs, and pension and
post-retirement benefits expenses, please refer to the Application, Chapter 6, Section
D.1.1, D.1.1.1 and Section D.2 respectively.


Other inflationary increases of $14 million mainly in professional, administrative and
other expenses.

The table below shows the CAGR for the various categories of professional, administrative and
other expenses from 2019/20 to 2023/24.
Figure 1 – Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

$Δ
since
2019/20

CAGR (%)
2019/202023/24

$23

$22

$24

$25

$26

$4

3.1%

Computer Costs

29

30

33

35

37

8

6.3%

Professional Services

21

19

22

23

24

3

3.4%

6

6

8

8

8

2

7.5%

58

58

58

60

63

5

2.1%

$137

$134

$146

$152

$158

$21

3.6%

7

-

-

-

-

(7)

(100.0%)

$144

$134

$146

$152

$158

$14

2.3%

Expense Category1
($ millions)
Building Operating
Expenses

Staff Related Expenses
including Training
Other Operating
Expenses
Professional,
Administrative and
Other Expenses
Master Data
Management (MDM)
Write-off2
Total Professional,
Administrative and
Other Expenses
(including MDM Writeoff)
1
2

Rounding may affect totals.
2019/20 included a one-time write-off of $7 million for MDM software and related components.
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Building operating expenses are expected to increase by $4 million, primarily due to increase in
operating costs for existing facilities which are driven by inflation and higher property values.
These include increase in property tax, security, utilities, and other miscellaneous expenses.
Computer costs are expected to increase by $8 million, primarily due to higher subscription cost
for Microsoft 365 (productivity software), additional business process automation software, and
provisional sustainment costs from future projects supporting ICBC’s 2025 strategy.

Professional services are expected to increase by $3 million due to inflation and contractual
commitments, resulting in higher costs for legal, actuarial, audit, language translation services,
IT consulting and support, and other miscellaneous services.

Staff related expenses are expected to increase by $2 million in line with increase in staffing. It
also includes computer-based programs and materials to train new staff hires.

Other operating expenses are expected to increase by $5 million. This includes miscellaneous
expenses such as bad debt expenses, advertising, promotion, postage, outside information
processing, telecommunications, vehicle expenses, and bank charges.

Individually, these

expenses are expected to increase at or under $1 million due to inflation and contractual
commitments.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.49.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-19; ICBC 2017 Revenue Requirement Application (2017 RRA,
Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 40.2; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 72.3.1
Merchant Fees
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Merchant fee increases/decreases are primarily a function of premium revenue as
well as anticipated consumers’ use of various payment methods.
Merchant fees are expected to decrease by $13 million, from $45 million in 2020/21
to $32 million in 2021/22, primarily due to a decrease in insurance premiums,
resulting from the implementation of Enhanced Care. Thereafter, merchant fees
are expected to grow by approximately $1 million - $2 million each year in 2022/23
and 2023/24 in line with anticipated growth in premium revenue.
In response to BCUC IR 72.3.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
ICBC pays 100% of merchant fees for all categories of transactions. For violation
ticket fine payments, ICBC deducts the merchant fees costs from the remittance
to Government. There is no sharing of merchant fees costs with other parties.
In response to BCUC IR 40.2 in the ICBC 2017 RRA, ICBC stated:
Merchant fees are impacted by the following main factors:
 Number of customers using credit cards to pay for their transactions;
 Change in insurance premiums, which, in turn is impacted by vehicle growth
(increase in number of policies) and increases in insurance rates;
 Merchant fee rates charged by the credit card issuers and service providers.
When developing an outlook for merchant fees, ICBC assumes that merchant fees
will increase proportionately to insurance premiums growth…ICBC does not
factor in the change in number of customers paying for their transactions using
credit cards, as changes in customer behaviour cannot be reliably predicted.
Changes in merchant fee rates are not incorporated unless known or can
otherwise be reasonably expected. [Emphasis Added]
49.1 Please provide a breakdown of the $45 million in 2020/21 Outlook merchant fees by
transaction volume and type of credit or debit card product.
49.1.1 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that merchant fees are for credit and debit
card transactions only and not for any bank changes from payment plans.
49.1.1.1 If not confirmed, please provide the dollar amount of any merchant fees
attributable to payment plans.
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Response:
ICBC does not forecast or outlook merchant fees by transaction volumes or type of credit or debit
product. However, for context, 10 months of 2020/21 actuals by transaction volume and type of
credit or debit card product are represented in Figure 1 below.
Figure 1 – Number of Transactions – 2020/21 Fiscal Year (at end of January 2021)
Visa

Mastercard

American
Express

Visa
Debit

Interac

Mastercard
Debit

Total

1,880,393

1,181,528

84,410

28,826

1,287,984

2,753

4,465,894

The $45 million in 2020/21 outlook merchant fees are for credit and debit card transactions only.
Bank charges attributable to payment plans are separate from merchant fees.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.49.2 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-19; ICBC 2017 Revenue Requirement Application (2017 RRA,
Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 40.2; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 72.3.1
Merchant Fees
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Merchant fee increases/decreases are primarily a function of premium revenue as
well as anticipated consumers’ use of various payment methods.
Merchant fees are expected to decrease by $13 million, from $45 million in 2020/21
to $32 million in 2021/22, primarily due to a decrease in insurance premiums,
resulting from the implementation of Enhanced Care. Thereafter, merchant fees
are expected to grow by approximately $1 million - $2 million each year in 2022/23
and 2023/24 in line with anticipated growth in premium revenue.
In response to BCUC IR 72.3.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
ICBC pays 100% of merchant fees for all categories of transactions. For violation
ticket fine payments, ICBC deducts the merchant fees costs from the remittance
to Government. There is no sharing of merchant fees costs with other parties.
In response to BCUC IR 40.2 in the ICBC 2017 RRA, ICBC stated:
Merchant fees are impacted by the following main factors:
 Number of customers using credit cards to pay for their transactions;
 Change in insurance premiums, which, in turn is impacted by vehicle growth
(increase in number of policies) and increases in insurance rates;
 Merchant fee rates charged by the credit card issuers and service providers.
When developing an outlook for merchant fees, ICBC assumes that merchant fees
will increase proportionately to insurance premiums growth…ICBC does not
factor in the change in number of customers paying for their transactions using
credit cards, as changes in customer behaviour cannot be reliably predicted.
Changes in merchant fee rates are not incorporated unless known or can
otherwise be reasonably expected. [Emphasis Added]
Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that ICBC continues to pay 100% of merchant fees
for all categories of transactions and does not share merchant fee costs with other
parties as stated in response to BCUC IR 72.3.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA.
Response:
Confirmed. ICBC pays 100% of merchant fees for all categories of transactions. For violation
ticket fine payments, ICBC deducts merchant fees costs from remittance to Government. There
is no sharing of merchant fees costs with other parties.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.49.3 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-19; ICBC 2017 Revenue Requirement Application (2017 RRA,
Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 40.2; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 72.3.1
Merchant Fees
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Merchant fee increases/decreases are primarily a function of premium revenue as
well as anticipated consumers’ use of various payment methods.
Merchant fees are expected to decrease by $13 million, from $45 million in 2020/21
to $32 million in 2021/22, primarily due to a decrease in insurance premiums,
resulting from the implementation of Enhanced Care. Thereafter, merchant fees
are expected to grow by approximately $1 million - $2 million each year in 2022/23
and 2023/24 in line with anticipated growth in premium revenue.
In response to BCUC IR 72.3.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
ICBC pays 100% of merchant fees for all categories of transactions. For violation
ticket fine payments, ICBC deducts the merchant fees costs from the remittance
to Government. There is no sharing of merchant fees costs with other parties.
In response to BCUC IR 40.2 in the ICBC 2017 RRA, ICBC stated:
Merchant fees are impacted by the following main factors:
 Number of customers using credit cards to pay for their transactions;
 Change in insurance premiums, which, in turn is impacted by vehicle growth
(increase in number of policies) and increases in insurance rates;
 Merchant fee rates charged by the credit card issuers and service providers.
When developing an outlook for merchant fees, ICBC assumes that merchant fees
will increase proportionately to insurance premiums growth…ICBC does not
factor in the change in number of customers paying for their transactions using
credit cards, as changes in customer behaviour cannot be reliably predicted.
Changes in merchant fee rates are not incorporated unless known or can
otherwise be reasonably expected. [Emphasis Added]
Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether factors that impact merchant fees remain
the same as stated in response to BCUC IR 40.2 in the ICBC 2017 RRA.
Response:
Factors that impact merchant fees continue to be the same as outlined in the response to
information request 2017.1 RR BCUC.40.2. Customer behavior and changes in merchant fee
rates are not incorporated into ICBC’s outlook, as they are not predictable in advance of
planning.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.49.4 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-19; ICBC 2017 Revenue Requirement Application (2017 RRA,
Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 40.2; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2, BCUC IR 72.3.1
Merchant Fees
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Merchant fee increases/decreases are primarily a function of premium revenue as
well as anticipated consumers’ use of various payment methods.
Merchant fees are expected to decrease by $13 million, from $45 million in 2020/21
to $32 million in 2021/22, primarily due to a decrease in insurance premiums,
resulting from the implementation of Enhanced Care. Thereafter, merchant fees
are expected to grow by approximately $1 million - $2 million each year in 2022/23
and 2023/24 in line with anticipated growth in premium revenue.
In response to BCUC IR 72.3.1 in the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
ICBC pays 100% of merchant fees for all categories of transactions. For violation
ticket fine payments, ICBC deducts the merchant fees costs from the remittance
to Government. There is no sharing of merchant fees costs with other parties.
In response to BCUC IR 40.2 in the ICBC 2017 RRA, ICBC stated:
Merchant fees are impacted by the following main factors:
 Number of customers using credit cards to pay for their transactions;
 Change in insurance premiums, which, in turn is impacted by vehicle growth
(increase in number of policies) and increases in insurance rates;
 Merchant fee rates charged by the credit card issuers and service providers.
When developing an outlook for merchant fees, ICBC assumes that merchant fees
will increase proportionately to insurance premiums growth…ICBC does not
factor in the change in number of customers paying for their transactions using
credit cards, as changes in customer behaviour cannot be reliably predicted.
Changes in merchant fee rates are not incorporated unless known or can
otherwise be reasonably expected. [Emphasis Added]
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic and possible decreased use of cash,
please discuss whether ICBC continues not to factor in the change in number of
customers paying for their transactions using credit cards into its forecast for Merchant
fees. If it is a factor, please provide the forecast impact and the basis of the forecast.
Response:
2020/21 has been a unique year due to the impact of COVID-19. ICBC has seen fluctuations in
the use of credit cards, cash, and the financing plan including a reduction in premiums earned.
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However, ICBC does not expect these fluctuations to continue as the economy normalizes with
the easing of COVID-19 restrictions, and does not believe the changes should be used as a
basis for planning into future years. As a result, consistent with prior years, ICBC continues not
to factor in the change in number of customers paying for their transactions using credit cards
into its forecast for merchant fees.

As stated in the response to information request

2017.1 RR BCUC.40.2 referenced in the preamble to this information request, when developing
an outlook for merchant fees, ICBC continues to assume that merchant fees will increase
proportionately to insurance premiums growth. The premium growth in the 2020/21 outlook was
projected to be 4%, which translated into an increase of $2 million for merchant fees in the
2020/21 outlook compared to 2019/20 actuals.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.50.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-15; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p. 7-17
Building Operating Expenses
On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 [full-time equivalents] FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 7-17 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC states:
In 2018/19, ICBC is expected to have 218 more FTEs compared to 2017/18 actual
FTEs due to claims-related staffing increases, and additional space is needed to
accommodate these employees… in 2018/19, building operating expenses are
forecast to increase by $2 million over the 2017/18 actual. This increase is
attributed to full year operating costs compared to partial year operating costs in
2017/18 for the Surrey facility, which was secured in 2016/17 to accommodate
additional claims-related staff and consolidate space at ICBC’s head office in
North Vancouver.
50.1 Please indicate whether additional office space is needed to accommodate the
increase of 401 FTEs in the 2022/21 Forecast. If so, please provide a status update for the
additional office space needed, including expected increase in building operating
expenses.
50.1.1 If not, please explain whether ICBC is supporting a work from home business
model for FTEs. Please provide the expected cost of this model, such as equipment
reimbursement in the Corporate Operating Expenses 2021/21, 2022/23 and 2023/24
Forecast.
Response:
50.1

No additional office space is needed to accommodate the increase of 401 FTEs in the 2021/22
forecast. For the purpose of assessing the need for office space for additional staff for 2021/22
forecast, the following staff (FTEs) need to be excluded:

a) Difference of 81 FTEs between 2020/21 outlook and 2020/21 plan (2020/21 plan FTEs
of 5,430 and 2020/21 outlook FTEs of 5,349) – space for these FTEs is already included
in the fiscal 2020/21 plan.
b) FTEs returning from the Autoplan Care Enhancement (ACE) project (84 FTEs) and Rate
Affordability Action Plan (RAAP) (5 FTEs). These FTEs are expected to return to their
home division in fiscal 2021/22 and are already working in ICBC’s existing facilities.
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Therefore, the new FTE requirement (as shown in the Figure 1 below) is 231 FTEs and ICBC
expects to accommodate them into existing facilities by reconfiguring and repurposing existing
spaces and applying flexible work strategies.
Figure 1 – Net New FTE Requirement
Description
Increase in FTEs (2021/22 Forecast Versus 2020/21 Outlook)

FTEs
401

Less:
Difference between 2020/21 Plan FTEs and 2020/21 Outlook FTEs

(81)

FTEs returning from Projects (ACE 84 FTEs and RAAP 5 FTEs)

(89)

Net New FTEs

231

50.1.1

During the COVID-19 pandemic ICBC enabled as many employees to work from home (WFH)
as possible, to the extent that it was operationally feasible to do so.

ICBC enabled this

temporary expansion of WFH by allowing those employees not equipped with an ICBC laptop to
use their personal Information Technology (IT) equipment in a secure and safe manner. At the
time the FTE forecast was prepared, there were no specific plans to support a WFH business
model; consequently, associated costs were not included in the forecast.

ICBC is currently assessing and developing its plans for WFH arrangements in the period postCOVID-19. In support of WFH arrangements, the Collective Agreement dated July 1, 2019,
permits Bargaining Unit employees to WFH to a maximum of six days in a two-week period. All
WFH arrangements are voluntary and subject to management approval. ICBC is obligated to
provide employees approved to WFH the IT equipment necessary to complete their work. In
most cases this IT equipment consists of a laptop that employees use while WFH and in the
office. All other costs are borne by the employee.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.50.2 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, p. 6-15; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, p. 7-17
Building Operating Expenses
On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 [full-time equivalents] FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 7-17 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC states:
In 2018/19, ICBC is expected to have 218 more FTEs compared to 2017/18 actual
FTEs due to claims-related staffing increases, and additional space is needed to
accommodate these employees… in 2018/19, building operating expenses are
forecast to increase by $2 million over the 2017/18 actual. This increase is
attributed to full year operating costs compared to partial year operating costs in
2017/18 for the Surrey facility, which was secured in 2016/17 to accommodate
additional claims-related staff and consolidate space at ICBC’s head office in
North Vancouver.
Please provide building operating expenses for 2018/19 and 2019/20 Actual, 2020/21
Outlook, and 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 Forecast.
Response:
Figure 1 below provides building operating expenses for 2018/19 and 2019/20 actual, 2020/21
outlook, and 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 forecast.
Figure 1 – Building Operating Expenses
($ Millions)
Building
Operating
Expenses

2018/19
Actual

2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

28

23

22

24

25

26

Building operating expenses decreased by $5 million in 2019/20, compared to 2018/19 actuals
of $28 million, mainly due to change in accounting methodology for recording operating leases
as a result of the required adoption of the new International Financial Reporting Standard
(IFRS) 16 standard. The adoption of IFRS 16 on April 1, 2019 led to the recognition and
reclassification of operating leases, mainly real estate leases being accounted for as right-ofuse assets and lease liabilities on the consolidated statement of financial position, which
resulted in a decrease in building operating expenses.
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Further, building operating expenses were expected to be lower in 2020/21 outlook mainly due
to a reduction in municipal tax rates and lower utility costs as a result of many ICBC staff
working from home following the state of emergency declared by the Government over the
COVID-19 pandemic.

ICBC expects building operating expenses will return to normal in

2021/22 and future year forecasts remain relatively stable.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.51.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-17, 6-18; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 10B, p.
10B-12
Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
On pages 6-11 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to decrease by $10
million to $134 million in 2020/21 outlook, due to the following factors:


2019/20 included a one-time write-off of $7 million for Master Data Management
(MDM) software and related components. A significant portion of the asset was
written off as the MDM software and related components were obsolete
primarily due to changes in technology and future plans to move to a different
platform. Technology assets have a limited useful life due to advancing
technology and changes in business requirements therefore obsolescence can
be expected… [emphasis added]

On pages 6-17 and 6-18, ICBC further states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to increase by $12
million from $134 million in 2020/21 to $146 million in 2021/22, due to the following
factors:
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Inflationary increases and other contractual commitments such as
a. Higher hardware and software support and maintenance.
b. Building operating expenses due to an expected increase in operating
expenses for existing facilities. These include property tax, security, utilities,
and other building operating expenses.
c. Costs for legal, actuarial, audit, and other miscellaneous services
Administrative expense pattern is expected to return to normal in 2021/22,
compared to 2020/21, which was lower due to the COVID-19 pandemic state of
emergency.
2020/21 includes expense recovery for fiscal year 2019/20 from Government to
retain the costs of Red-Light Intersection Safety Cameras from Traffic Fine
Revenue remitted to the Province (as discussed in paragraph 52). [emphasis
added]

On page 6-18 of the Application, ICBC states, “These expenses are expected to increase
from $146 million in 2021/22 to $152 million in 2022/23 and further to $158 million in
2023/24 due to inflationary increases, project sustainment expenses, and other
contractual commitments.”
On page 10B-12 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
Master Data Management (MDM), was required to establish an enhanced capability
for the management of master data, such as customer data, using a highly
configurable COTS [Commercial Off the Shelf] solution. Core features of the
solution include a flexible data model, built-in data quality processes, and rulebased governance features (e.g., for security and privacy). The original MDM
project focused on implementing the core MDM foundation with the first
application to incorporate the technology with PolicyCenter (which was delivered
under the ISAS [insurance sales and administration system] project). An IT capital
report for MDM was filed on May 10, 2013 and the project was completed in
November 2016. The EAC [estimate at completion] was $8.7 million higher than
the original capital budget due to the increased complexity of MDM integration
and because of costs shifting from the ISAS project for work required to integrate
with MDM that was not foundational to the delivery of ISAS.
Please provide the total capital cost, amortization period and amortization rate of the
MDM software and related components.
Response:
The total MDM capital cost is amortized on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful life of
each asset component. Figure 1 below provides a summary of the cost of each component and
the associated amortization period.
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Figure 1 – Cost and Amortization Schedule of MDM Software and Components

Software1
1

Hardware

Software (TP)2
Total MDM Capital Cost
1

3

Capital Cost
($ millions)

Amortization Period
(Years)

Amortization
Rate

16.1

10

10%

0.3

5

20%

1.5

10

10%

17.9

Includes software/hardware acquisition cost plus related implementation labour cost.
Portion of the software implementation labour cost was attributed to Transformation Program (TP) for delivering the
insurance customer data functionality in support of Insurance Sales and Administration (ISAS) project. Reference:
“2014 Update to the IT Strategic Plan Attachment B - Confidential 2013 Transformation Program Variance
Explanations”.
3 MDM capital cost of $16.4 million referenced in the 2019 Revenue Requirements Application excludes the portion of
software implementation labour costs attributed to TP.
2
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2021.1 RR BCUC.51.2 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-17, 6-18; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 10B, p.
10B-12
Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
On pages 6-11 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to decrease by $10
million to $134 million in 2020/21 outlook, due to the following factors:


2019/20 included a one-time write-off of $7 million for Master Data Management
(MDM) software and related components. A significant portion of the asset was
written off as the MDM software and related components were obsolete
primarily due to changes in technology and future plans to move to a different
platform. Technology assets have a limited useful life due to advancing
technology and changes in business requirements therefore obsolescence can
be expected… [emphasis added]

On pages 6-17 and 6-18, ICBC further states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to increase by $12
million from $134 million in 2020/21 to $146 million in 2021/22, due to the following
factors:
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Inflationary increases and other contractual commitments such as
a. Higher hardware and software support and maintenance.
b. Building operating expenses due to an expected increase in operating
expenses for existing facilities. These include property tax, security, utilities,
and other building operating expenses.
c. Costs for legal, actuarial, audit, and other miscellaneous services
Administrative expense pattern is expected to return to normal in 2021/22,
compared to 2020/21, which was lower due to the COVID-19 pandemic state of
emergency.
2020/21 includes expense recovery for fiscal year 2019/20 from Government to
retain the costs of Red-Light Intersection Safety Cameras from Traffic Fine
Revenue remitted to the Province (as discussed in paragraph 52). [emphasis
added]

On page 6-18 of the Application, ICBC states, “These expenses are expected to increase
from $146 million in 2021/22 to $152 million in 2022/23 and further to $158 million in
2023/24 due to inflationary increases, project sustainment expenses, and other
contractual commitments.”
On page 10B-12 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
Master Data Management (MDM), was required to establish an enhanced capability
for the management of master data, such as customer data, using a highly
configurable COTS [Commercial Off the Shelf] solution. Core features of the
solution include a flexible data model, built-in data quality processes, and rulebased governance features (e.g., for security and privacy). The original MDM
project focused on implementing the core MDM foundation with the first
application to incorporate the technology with PolicyCenter (which was delivered
under the ISAS [insurance sales and administration system] project). An IT capital
report for MDM was filed on May 10, 2013 and the project was completed in
November 2016. The EAC [estimate at completion] was $8.7 million higher than
the original capital budget due to the increased complexity of MDM integration
and because of costs shifting from the ISAS project for work required to integrate
with MDM that was not foundational to the delivery of ISAS.
51.2 Please explain what portion of the $7 million dollar write off was allocated to Basic
insurance. Please include the percentage and dollar amount.
51.2.1 Please explain whether the portion allocated to Basic insurance is reflected in a
reduction to Basic capital or through rates and in what policy year.
Response:
Fifty percent of the $7.3 million write off was allocated to Basic insurance based upon the
BCUC-approved financial allocation methodology.
insurance was $3.7 million.

The dollar amount allocated to Basic
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The amount allocated to Basic insurance is reflected in a reduction to Basic insurance capital.
The write off was not contemplated nor forecasted at the time the 2019 Revenue Requirements
Application was developed, and as such, was not included in rate calculations for the 2019
Policy Year.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.51.3 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-17, 6-18; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 10B, p.
10B-12
Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
On pages 6-11 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to decrease by $10
million to $134 million in 2020/21 outlook, due to the following factors:


2019/20 included a one-time write-off of $7 million for Master Data
Management (MDM) software and related components. A significant
portion of the asset was written off as the MDM software and related
components were obsolete primarily due to changes in technology and
future plans to move to a different platform. Technology assets have a
limited useful life due to advancing technology and changes in business
requirements therefore obsolescence can be expected… [emphasis
added]

On pages 6-17 and 6-18, ICBC further states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to increase by $12
million from $134 million in 2020/21 to $146 million in 2021/22, due to the
following factors:
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Inflationary increases and other contractual commitments such as
a. Higher hardware and software support and maintenance.
b. Building operating expenses due to an expected increase in operating
expenses for existing facilities. These include property tax, security,
utilities, and other building operating expenses.
c. Costs for legal, actuarial, audit, and other miscellaneous services
 Administrative expense pattern is expected to return to normal in
2021/22, compared to 2020/21, which was lower due to the COVID-19
pandemic state of emergency.
 2020/21 includes expense recovery for fiscal year 2019/20 from
Government to retain the costs of Red-Light Intersection Safety
Cameras from Traffic Fine Revenue remitted to the Province (as
discussed in paragraph 52). [emphasis added]

On page 6-18 of the Application, ICBC states, “These expenses are expected to increase
from $146 million in 2021/22 to $152 million in 2022/23 and further to $158 million in
2023/24 due to inflationary increases, project sustainment expenses, and other
contractual commitments.”
On page 10B-12 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
Master Data Management (MDM), was required to establish an enhanced
capability for the management of master data, such as customer data, using a
highly configurable COTS [Commercial Off the Shelf] solution. Core features of
the solution include a flexible data model, built-in data quality processes, and
rule-based governance features (e.g., for security and privacy). The original MDM
project focused on implementing the core MDM foundation with the first
application to incorporate the technology with PolicyCenter (which was delivered
under the ISAS [insurance sales and administration system] project). An IT
capital report for MDM was filed on May 10, 2013 and the project was completed
in November 2016. The EAC [estimate at completion] was $8.7 million higher than
the original capital budget due to the increased complexity of MDM integration
and because of costs shifting from the ISAS project for work required to integrate
with MDM that was not foundational to the delivery of ISAS.
51.3 Please elaborate on the reasons for writing off the MDM software and related
components. Please discuss the technology changes that rendered the software
obsolete and ICBC’s future plans to move to a different platform, including how this
decision was made, the approval process, and when was the BCUC informed.
51.3.1 Please explain how ICBC is currently managing its master data.
51.3.2 Please explain how managing master data in the new platform will suit ICBC’s
software requirements better than continuing to use the MDM software and related
components.
51.3.3 Please provide the expected cost and timing of switching to the new platform.
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Response:
Information provided in this response (specifically in the response to information request 2021.1
RR BCUC.51.3.3) has been redacted because of confidential content. The confidential
information, if made public, could result in economic harm to ICBC (e.g., impact ICBC's
negotiations on future IT capital projects). The unredacted version of the response to this
information request has been filed confidentially with the BCUC. ICBC can provide the
unredacted version to interveners upon signing of an undertaking of confidentiality.

51.3

ICBC indicated in the 2019 RRA, Chapter 10 A, page 10A-10 that it was undertaking a review of
the customer master data management (MDM) strategy and the future options required to meet
business needs. This review indicated that only a portion of capabilities the MDM software
provides were being utilized and the remainder of the capabilities would not be leveraged in the
future. ICBC was facing a costly technology upgrade due to the software version deployed
being obsolete and completely unsupported by the vendor in May 2021 (over five years after the
initial implementation). The upgrade would also necessitate an extensive rewrite of services
supporting ICBC’s claims and insurance systems. Furthermore, not decommissioning MDM
would require ICBC to continue to maintain two customer masters for the foreseeable future
resulting in the duplication of data, skills, infrastructure, and costs and would not allow ICBC to
have a single source of truth for customer data. These factors, along with ICBC’s goals of cost
efficiency and simplifying IT systems where possible, made decommissioning of MDM the
optimal approach.

The reviewed options were presented to the Information Services Division leadership, who
endorsed the recommendation to re-platform the customer master. The recommended solution
to Re-Platform POIS (Person/Organization Information System) was then presented to the
Corporate Initiative Prioritization Committee1 (CIPC), who then endorsed the decision based on
an assessment of the options, benefits and risks against the stated business problem. Finally,
1

Within the authority limits delegated by the Division Leaders, the Corporate Initiative Prioritization Committee (CIPC)
is comprised of ICBC Directors from all ICBC Business areas and is responsible for prioritization and approval of
corporate initiatives (projects) in alignment with the approved corporate strategy and managing the Corporate
Initiatives Fund.
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this endorsed decision was presented to ICBC’s Executive Leadership Team for final approval
in March of 2020.
BCUC was first informed in this Application.
51.3.1
ICBC currently manages its master data in Commercial Off The Shelf applications in alignment
with each line of business, except where common data needs to be mastered. Mastering data
is a method used to manage the critical data of an organization to provide a single point of
reference, “a trusted source”, as in the case with customer data.
51.3.2
ICBC has relatively straightforward requirements for mastering customer data. With MDM,
ICBC was maintaining two customer master databases with each containing all ICBC core
customer records.
In alignment with ICBC's goals of being cost efficient and simplifying its IT systems where
possible, this change in platform allows ICBC to meet, and not exceed, its customer master data
requirements, avoid paying for additional features that are unable to be leveraged, gain a single
source of truth for its customer master data and remove the duplication of data, skills,
infrastructure, and cost from the operating environment.
51.3.3
Switching to the new platform is anticipated to begin in 2022, at that stage options for the new
platform will be reviewed, as noted in the Application, Chapter 7, Appendix 7C, page 7C-5. The
initiative schedule and expected cost will not be finalized until that review is complete; however,
it is currently estimated at $

million and estimated to take 18 months to execute. As an

interim step to remove the duplication of data, skills, infrastructure, and cost from the operating
environment, ICBC has consolidated to a single customer master, POIS. By reusing the
integration layer and some other software components built during the MDM project, it is
feasible for ICBC to use POIS as a transitionary state until we review the aforementioned
options sometime in 2022.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.51.4 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-17, 6-18; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 10B, p.
10B-12
Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
On pages 6-11 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to decrease by $10
million to $134 million in 2020/21 outlook, due to the following factors:


2019/20 included a one-time write-off of $7 million for Master Data
Management (MDM) software and related components. A significant
portion of the asset was written off as the MDM software and related
components were obsolete primarily due to changes in technology and
future plans to move to a different platform. Technology assets have a
limited useful life due to advancing technology and changes in business
requirements therefore obsolescence can be expected… [emphasis
added]

On pages 6-17 and 6-18, ICBC further states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to increase by $12
million from $134 million in 2020/21 to $146 million in 2021/22, due to the
following factors:
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Inflationary increases and other contractual commitments such as
a. Higher hardware and software support and maintenance.
b. Building operating expenses due to an expected increase in operating
expenses for existing facilities. These include property tax, security,
utilities, and other building operating expenses.
c. Costs for legal, actuarial, audit, and other miscellaneous services
Administrative expense pattern is expected to return to normal in 2021/22,
compared to 2020/21, which was lower due to the COVID-19 pandemic
state of emergency.
2020/21 includes expense recovery for fiscal year 2019/20 from
Government to retain the costs of Red-Light Intersection Safety Cameras
from Traffic Fine Revenue remitted to the Province (as discussed in
paragraph 52). [emphasis added]

On page 6-18 of the Application, ICBC states, “These expenses are expected to increase
from $146 million in 2021/22 to $152 million in 2022/23 and further to $158 million in
2023/24 due to inflationary increases, project sustainment expenses, and other
contractual commitments.”
On page 10B-12 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
Master Data Management (MDM), was required to establish an enhanced
capability for the management of master data, such as customer data, using a
highly configurable COTS [Commercial Off the Shelf] solution. Core features of
the solution include a flexible data model, built-in data quality processes, and
rule-based governance features (e.g., for security and privacy). The original MDM
project focused on implementing the core MDM foundation with the first
application to incorporate the technology with PolicyCenter (which was delivered
under the ISAS [insurance sales and administration system] project). An IT
capital report for MDM was filed on May 10, 2013 and the project was completed
in November 2016. The EAC [estimate at completion] was $8.7 million higher than
the original capital budget due to the increased complexity of MDM integration
and because of costs shifting from the ISAS project for work required to integrate
with MDM that was not foundational to the delivery of ISAS.
Please provide a cost breakdown of the factors that make up the $12 million increase in
Professional, Administrative and Other expenses from 2020/21 Outlook to 2021/22
Forecast.
Response:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to increase by $12 million from
$134 million in the 2020/21 Outlook to $146 million in the 2021/22 Forecast, due to the following
reasons:
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The 2020/21 Outlook for professional, administrative and other expenses was impacted
by the COVID-19 pandemic; therefore, certain adjustments were required to normalize
the forecast for future years. An adjustment of $6 million was made to the 2020/21
Outlook for professional, administrative and other expenses, assuming, that the
operating expense pattern will return to normal in 2021/22 and future year forecasts,
compared to 2020/21, which was lower due to the COVID-19 pandemic state of
emergency. This increase in operating expenses was offset by another normalizing
adjustment of $2 million for COVID-19 related expenses (i.e., expenses incurred on
health and safety, IT expenses enabling flexible/remote workforce, and other
miscellaneous expenses to support customer relief measures) that were assumed not to
be needed in the future.



The 2020/21 Outlook includes a $2 million expense recovery from Government related
to fiscal year 2019/20 to retain the costs of Red-Light Intersection Safety Cameras from
Traffic Fine Revenue remitted to the Province (as discussed in the Application,
Chapter 6, Section D.1.2, paragraph 52).

This resulted in lower professional,

administrative and other expenses outlook for 2020/21.


An increase of $3 million due to inflation and other contractual commitments such as:
o

Higher hardware and software support, annual system maintenance, and Microsoft
cloud arrangement licenses.

o

Building operating expenses due to an expected increase in operating costs for
existing facilities. These include property tax, security, utilities, and other
miscellaneous expenses.

o


Higher costs for legal, actuarial, audit, and other miscellaneous services.

As projects are completed and implemented, the new processes become the foundation
of the ICBC’s business going forward and the associated costs become part of ICBC’s
operational budget. ICBC assumes a $3 million increase in professional, administrative
and other expenses due to sustainment expenses for a number of in-flight projects
started in prior fiscal years to support ICBC’s 2025 strategy.
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At the time the Application was prepared, detailed budgets for 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24
had not been developed. The 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 forecasts was developed using
2020/21 Outlook as the basis, and adjusted for expected known changes as of August 31, 2020.
The forecast is developed using high-level estimates and is not prepared at the same level of
granularity as budget and outlook. In the absence of more specific information with respect to
anticipated changes in professional, administrative and other expenses, ICBC has to make
high-level assumptions in order to arrive at forecasts.

Further, ICBC uses British Columbia Consumer Price Index (BC CPI) as a guide for forecasting
increases in operating expenses. ICBC used an estimated rate of inflation of 2% to forecast
increase in operating expenses, such as building operating expenses, computer costs,
professional fees, staff related and other miscellaneous expenses. This rate of inflation has
been chosen as a proxy for increases in operating expenses as it provides best available and
consistent approximation of the average anticipated increases.

For example, software

maintenance, office supplies, and professional services contracts commonly contain annual
price escalation based on consumer price indexing. The rate of inflation is reviewed regularly
for the operating expense forecast.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.51.5 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-17, 6-18; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 10B, p.
10B-12
Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
On pages 6-11 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to decrease by $10
million to $134 million in 2020/21 outlook, due to the following factors:


2019/20 included a one-time write-off of $7 million for Master Data
Management (MDM) software and related components. A significant portion
of the asset was written off as the MDM software and related components
were obsolete primarily due to changes in technology and future plans to
move to a different platform. Technology assets have a limited useful life
due to advancing technology and changes in business requirements
therefore obsolescence can be expected… [emphasis added]

On pages 6-17 and 6-18, ICBC further states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to increase by $12
million from $134 million in 2020/21 to $146 million in 2021/22, due to the
following factors:


Inflationary increases and other contractual commitments such as
a. Higher hardware and software support and maintenance.
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b. Building operating expenses due to an expected increase in operating
expenses for existing facilities. These include property tax, security,
utilities, and other building operating expenses.
c. Costs for legal, actuarial, audit, and other miscellaneous services
Administrative expense pattern is expected to return to normal in 2021/22,
compared to 2020/21, which was lower due to the COVID-19 pandemic state
of emergency.
2020/21 includes expense recovery for fiscal year 2019/20 from
Government to retain the costs of Red-Light Intersection Safety Cameras
from Traffic Fine Revenue remitted to the Province (as discussed in
paragraph 52). [emphasis added]

On page 6-18 of the Application, ICBC states, “These expenses are expected to increase
from $146 million in 2021/22 to $152 million in 2022/23 and further to $158 million in
2023/24 due to inflationary increases, project sustainment expenses, and other
contractual commitments.”
On page 10B-12 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
Master Data Management (MDM), was required to establish an enhanced
capability for the management of master data, such as customer data, using a
highly configurable COTS [Commercial Off the Shelf] solution. Core features of
the solution include a flexible data model, built-in data quality processes, and
rule-based governance features (e.g., for security and privacy). The original
MDM project focused on implementing the core MDM foundation with the first
application to incorporate the technology with PolicyCenter (which was
delivered under the ISAS [insurance sales and administration system] project).
An IT capital report for MDM was filed on May 10, 2013 and the project was
completed in November 2016. The EAC [estimate at completion] was $8.7 million
higher than the original capital budget due to the increased complexity of MDM
integration and because of costs shifting from the ISAS project for work
required to integrate with MDM that was not foundational to the delivery of ISAS.
Please explain and provide a breakdown of the inflationary increases, project
sustainment expenses, and other contractual commitments that are contributing to the
$6 million increase in Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses from 2021/22
Forecast to 2022/23 Forecast.
Response:
The $6 million increase in professional, administrative and other expenses from 2021/22
Forecast to 2022/23 Forecast is due to the following reasons:
a. $3 million increase due to inflation and other contractual commitments.
b. $3 million increase due to sustainment expenses for a number of in-flight projects started
in prior fiscal years to support ICBC’s 2025 strategy.
Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.51.4 for assumptions
used by ICBC in order to arrive at the forecast.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.51.6 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-17, 6-18; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-1, Chapter 10B, p.
10B-12
Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses
On pages 6-11 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-17 of the Application, ICBC states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to decrease by $10
million to $134 million in 2020/21 outlook, due to the following factors:


2019/20 included a one-time write-off of $7 million for Master Data
Management (MDM) software and related components. A significant
portion of the asset was written off as the MDM software and related
components were obsolete primarily due to changes in technology and
future plans to move to a different platform. Technology assets have a
limited useful life due to advancing technology and changes in business
requirements therefore obsolescence can be expected… [emphasis
added]

On pages 6-17 and 6-18, ICBC further states:
Professional, administrative and other expenses are expected to increase by $12
million from $134 million in 2020/21 to $146 million in 2021/22, due to the
following factors:
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Inflationary increases and other contractual commitments such as
a. Higher hardware and software support and maintenance.
b. Building operating expenses due to an expected increase in operating
expenses for existing facilities. These include property tax, security,
utilities, and other building operating expenses.
c. Costs for legal, actuarial, audit, and other miscellaneous services
Administrative expense pattern is expected to return to normal in 2021/22,
compared to 2020/21, which was lower due to the COVID-19 pandemic
state of emergency.
2020/21 includes expense recovery for fiscal year 2019/20 from
Government to retain the costs of Red-Light Intersection Safety Cameras
from Traffic Fine Revenue remitted to the Province (as discussed in
paragraph 52). [emphasis added]

On page 6-18 of the Application, ICBC states, “These expenses are expected to increase
from $146 million in 2021/22 to $152 million in 2022/23 and further to $158 million in
2023/24 due to inflationary increases, project sustainment expenses, and other
contractual commitments.”
On page 10B-12 of the ICBC 2019 RRA, ICBC stated:
Master Data Management (MDM), was required to establish an enhanced
capability for the management of master data, such as customer data, using a
highly configurable COTS [Commercial Off the Shelf] solution. Core features of
the solution include a flexible data model, built-in data quality processes, and
rule-based governance features (e.g., for security and privacy). The original MDM
project focused on implementing the core MDM foundation with the first
application to incorporate the technology with PolicyCenter (which was delivered
under the ISAS [insurance sales and administration system] project). An IT
capital report for MDM was filed on May 10, 2013 and the project was completed
in November 2016. The EAC [estimate at completion] was $8.7 million higher than
the original capital budget due to the increased complexity of MDM integration
and because of costs shifting from the ISAS project for work required to integrate
with MDM that was not foundational to the delivery of ISAS.
Please explain and provide a breakdown of the inflationary increases, project
sustainment expenses, and other contractual commitments that are contributing to the
$6 million increase in Professional, Administrative and Other Expenses from 2022/23
Forecast to 2023/24 Forecast.
Response:
The $6 million increase in professional, administrative and other expenses from 2022/23
Forecast to 2023/24 Forecast is due to the following reasons:

a. $3 million increase due to inflation and other contractual commitments.
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b. $3 million increase due to sustainment expenses for a number of in-flight projects started
in prior fiscal years to support ICBC’s 2025 strategy.

Please refer to the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.51.4 for assumptions
used by ICBC in order to arrive at the forecast.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.52.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-19
Project and Depreciation Expenses
On page 6-11 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC explains that project expenses reflect project
costs, which are primarily information technology and facilities related projects, and
depreciation expenses are associated with capital expenditures from current and prior
years. ICBC states, “In 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24, project and depreciation expenses
are expected to be consistent with 2020/21 outlook.”
52.1 Please separate the 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 Forecast project and depreciation
expenses into project expenses and depreciation expenses.
52.1.1 Please explain the discuss the forecast trend for each separately.
Response:
Please refer to the table below separating project expenses and depreciation expenses for
2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 forecasts.
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Figure 1 – Project and Depreciation Expenses
2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

Project Expenses

$15

$15

$15

$15

Depreciation Expenses

$43

$44

$45

$44

Total Project and Depreciation Expenses

$58

$59

$60

$59

($ Millions)

Project expenses are expected to be constant at $15 million per year for 2021/22, 2022/23 and
2023/24 forecasts.

The depreciation expense is expected to be mostly consistent year over year due to capital
assets being close to or fully depreciated and installation of new systems offsetting one another.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.53.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-16; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-2
Net Compensation
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states:
In general, changes in ICBC’s compensation costs are attributable to a
combination of factors including the number of FTEs, negotiated wage increases
for unionized employees (as explained in paragraph 37), the mix of employees
(i.e., Management, Bargaining Unit, professional, administrative, etc.), and
changes in employee benefits costs or compensation levels in a particular year.
On page 6-13 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-14 of the Application, ICBC states:
Total salaries for both Bargaining Unit employees and Management and
Confidential employees in 2020/21 outlook are consistent with 2019/20 actuals.
The decrease in Bargaining Unit salary costs due to lower FTEs is expected to be
offset with negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement (2019 – 2022).
The increase in Management & Confidential salary costs reflects higher FTEs,
individual job progression, promotion, and other factors.
On page 6-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
In 2013, the Public Sector Employers’ Council Secretariat (PSEC) provided
direction to BC Public Sector Employers to seek to eliminate variable pay below
the Executive level, to create consistency across the BC Public Sector. In
response to this mandate, and as part of the new Collective Agreement (2019 –
2022), MoveUP and ICBC have agreed to eliminate the Gainsharing plan effective
April 1, 2020. Under the terms of the agreement, ICBC will roll-in a portion of the
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Gainsharing target into base salary in two separate increases. This means that, for
the affected employees, there will be a 0.78% salary increase effective September
1, 2020 and a further 1.0% salary increase effective March 1, 2021.
Please provide a breakdown of the cost items that are expected to contribute to the $39
million increase in Net Compensation from 2020/21 Outlook of $454 million to 2021/22
Forecast of $493 million.
Response:
The 2021/22 Forecast for Net Compensation is $493 million, a $39 million increase over the
2020/21 Outlook of $454 million. The table below provides a breakdown of the cost items that
are expected to contribute to the $39 million increase:
Figure 1 - Net Compensation ($ millions)
2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2021/22 vs 2020/21
Increase (Decrease)

$ 275

$ 305

$ 30

Management and Confidential

130

145

15

Total Salaries1

405

449

44

Employee Benefits2

50

56

6

Charged to Projects3

(1)

(13)

(12)

$ 454

$ 493

$ 39

Bargaining Unit

Net Compensation1,4
1

Rounding may affect totals.
Employee benefits include employer contributions for extended health and dental benefits, basic life insurance,
long-term disability for Management and Confidential employees, MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020),
Employee Health Tax (introduced effective January 1, 2019), WorkSafeBC, CPP, and EI.
3 Charged to Projects reflect employee compensation and contractor costs that are either capitalized, or charged to
the projects expense category.
4 Net Compensation excludes Pension and Post-Retirement Benefit Expense.
2

The principal cost components are explained in further detail below.

Total Salaries forecast to increase by $44 million:


An increase of approximately $21 million in Total Salaries is due to an increase in
average FTEs to support the transition to Enhanced Care and the resumption of
recruitment to support the increase in claims as traffic volume returns to levels that
existed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, while continuing to manage and progressively
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wind down full tort (pre-April 1, 2019 claims) and modified tort (April 1, 2019 –
April 30, 2021) claims. The additional staffing requirements attributed to the transition to
Enhanced Care is expected to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to
the implementation of Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained
under Enhanced Care.


General wage increases as negotiated under the Collective Agreement and reported and
approved by the Public Sector Employers’ Council Secretariat, and individual length of
service increases are expected to increase costs by approximately $10 million.



An increase in Total Salaries of approximately $10 million due to the return of staff
previously assigned to Autoplan Care Enhancements (ACE) project. This is expected to
be offset by an increase in amounts charged to projects. With ACE being funded by
Optional insurance, compensation for staff assigned to ACE project are currently
excluded from Net Compensation.



The other $3 million in increases are due to expected salary increases for Management
and Confidential employees, changes in staff mix, individual job progression, and
promotions.

Employee Benefits forecast to increase by $6 million:


An increase in Employee Benefits of approximately $6 million in line with increase in
Total Salaries.

Charged to Projects forecast to increase by $12 million:


The increase in amounts Charged to Projects will offset the increase in salaries and
benefits.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.53.2 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-16; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-2
Net Compensation
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states:
In general, changes in ICBC’s compensation costs are attributable to a
combination of factors including the number of FTEs, negotiated wage increases
for unionized employees (as explained in paragraph 37), the mix of employees
(i.e., Management, Bargaining Unit, professional, administrative, etc.), and
changes in employee benefits costs or compensation levels in a particular year.
On page 6-13 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-14 of the Application, ICBC states:
Total salaries for both Bargaining Unit employees and Management and
Confidential employees in 2020/21 outlook are consistent with 2019/20 actuals.
The decrease in Bargaining Unit salary costs due to lower FTEs is expected to be
offset with negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement (2019 – 2022).
The increase in Management & Confidential salary costs reflects higher FTEs,
individual job progression, promotion, and other factors.
On page 6-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
In 2013, the Public Sector Employers’ Council Secretariat (PSEC) provided
direction to BC Public Sector Employers to seek to eliminate variable pay below
the Executive level, to create consistency across the BC Public Sector. In
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response to this mandate, and as part of the new Collective Agreement (2019 –
2022), MoveUP and ICBC have agreed to eliminate the Gainsharing plan effective
April 1, 2020. Under the terms of the agreement, ICBC will roll-in a portion of the
Gainsharing target into base salary in two separate increases. This means that, for
the affected employees, there will be a 0.78% salary increase effective September
1, 2020 and a further 1.0% salary increase effective March 1, 2021.
53.2 Please explain whether forecast Net Compensation can be broken-down between
Bargaining Unit, Management and Confidential, Employee Benefits and amounts
Charged to Projects for 2021/22, 2022/23, and 2023/24 Forecast.
53.2.1 If yes, please provide a breakdown of changes in these cost categories in Net
Compensation for 2021/22, 2022/23, and 2023/24 Forecast.
53.2.2 If no, please explain why not.
Response:
Net Compensation can be broken-down between Bargaining Unit and Management and
Confidential Salaries, Employee Benefits, and Charged to Projects for the 2021/22 forecast.
The forecast is developed using high-level estimates and is not prepared at the same level of
granularity as budget and outlook. The breakdown is provided in the figure below.
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Figure 1 – Compensation Details ($ Millions)
2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

$ 276

$ 275

$ 305

Management and Confidential

128

130

145

Total Salaries1

404

405

449

54

50

56

(11)

(1)

(13)

4

-

-

Net Compensation1
(excluding Pension and PostRetirement Benefit Expense)

451

454

Pension and Post-Retirement
Benefit Expense

92
$ 543

Bargaining Unit

Employee Benefits2
Charged to Projects3
Gainsharing4

Total Compensation1

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

493

492

497

68

126

126

126

$ 523

$ 619

$ 618

$ 623

1

Rounding may affect totals.
Employee Benefits include employer contributions for extended health and dental benefits, basic life insurance,
long-term disability for Management and Confidential employees, MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), EHT
(introduced effective January 1, 2019), WorkSafeBC, CPP, and EI.
3 Charges to Projects reflect employee compensation and contractor costs that are either capitalized, or charged to
the projects expense category.
4 Eliminated in 2020/21 and future periods.
2

The breakdown for 2022/23 and 2023/24 forecasts into these cost categories are not available
as these details are predicated on results from a future Collective Agreement. Please see the
response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.53.3 for further information on the term of the
current Collective Agreement.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.53.3 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-16; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-2
Net Compensation
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states:
In general, changes in ICBC’s compensation costs are attributable to a
combination of factors including the number of FTEs, negotiated wage increases
for unionized employees (as explained in paragraph 37), the mix of employees
(i.e., Management, Bargaining Unit, professional, administrative, etc.), and
changes in employee benefits costs or compensation levels in a particular year.
On page 6-13 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-14 of the Application, ICBC states:
Total salaries for both Bargaining Unit employees and Management and
Confidential employees in 2020/21 outlook are consistent with 2019/20 actuals.
The decrease in Bargaining Unit salary costs due to lower FTEs is expected to be
offset with negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement (2019 – 2022).
The increase in Management & Confidential salary costs reflects higher FTEs,
individual job progression, promotion, and other factors.
On page 6-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
In 2013, the Public Sector Employers’ Council Secretariat (PSEC) provided
direction to BC Public Sector Employers to seek to eliminate variable pay below
the Executive level, to create consistency across the BC Public Sector. In
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response to this mandate, and as part of the new Collective Agreement (2019 –
2022), MoveUP and ICBC have agreed to eliminate the Gainsharing plan effective
April 1, 2020. Under the terms of the agreement, ICBC will roll-in a portion of the
Gainsharing target into base salary in two separate increases. This means that, for
the affected employees, there will be a 0.78% salary increase effective September
1, 2020 and a further 1.0% salary increase effective March 1, 2021.
Please provide the negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement for 2021/22,
2022/23 and 2023/24 Forecast.
Response:
The current Collective Agreement expires on June 30, 2022. Therefore, wage increases for
July 1, 2022 through March 31, 2023 (2022/2023), and 2023/24 are not available. They will be
determined based on the mandate provided by the BC Public Sector Employers’ Council
Secretariat, which oversees the province’s labour relations and total compensation strategy
across the broader public sector, and negotiations with MoveUP. The compensation details for
2019/20 Actual and 2020/21 Outlook are outlined in the response to information request 2021.1
RR BCUC.53.2.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.53.4 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-16; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-2
Net Compensation
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states:
In general, changes in ICBC’s compensation costs are attributable to a
combination of factors including the number of FTEs, negotiated wage increases
for unionized employees (as explained in paragraph 37), the mix of employees
(i.e., Management, Bargaining Unit, professional, administrative, etc.), and
changes in employee benefits costs or compensation levels in a particular year.
On page 6-13 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-14 of the Application, ICBC states:
Total salaries for both Bargaining Unit employees and Management and
Confidential employees in 2020/21 outlook are consistent with 2019/20 actuals.
The decrease in Bargaining Unit salary costs due to lower FTEs is expected to be
offset with negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement (2019 – 2022).
The increase in Management & Confidential salary costs reflects higher FTEs,
individual job progression, promotion, and other factors.
On page 6-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
In 2013, the Public Sector Employers’ Council Secretariat (PSEC) provided
direction to BC Public Sector Employers to seek to eliminate variable pay below
the Executive level, to create consistency across the BC Public Sector. In
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response to this mandate, and as part of the new Collective Agreement (2019 –
2022), MoveUP and ICBC have agreed to eliminate the Gainsharing plan effective
April 1, 2020. Under the terms of the agreement, ICBC will roll-in a portion of the
Gainsharing target into base salary in two separate increases. This means that, for
the affected employees, there will be a 0.78% salary increase effective September
1, 2020 and a further 1.0% salary increase effective March 1, 2021.
Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the 0.78% salary increase effective September
1, 2020 and a further 1.0% salary increase effective March 1, 2021 related to “rolling in”
previous Gainsharing targets are on top of the negotiated wage increases per the
Collective Agreement.
Response:
Confirmed.

The 0.78% salary increase effective September 1, 2020 and the 1.0% salary

increase effective March 1, 2021 related to “rolling-in” previous Gainsharing targets into base
salary were provided in addition to the negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.53.5 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-13, 6-14, 6-16; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-2
Net Compensation
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states:
In general, changes in ICBC’s compensation costs are attributable to a
combination of factors including the number of FTEs, negotiated wage increases
for unionized employees (as explained in paragraph 37), the mix of employees
(i.e., Management, Bargaining Unit, professional, administrative, etc.), and
changes in employee benefits costs or compensation levels in a particular year.
On page 6-13 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-14 of the Application, ICBC states:
Total salaries for both Bargaining Unit employees and Management and
Confidential employees in 2020/21 outlook are consistent with 2019/20 actuals.
The decrease in Bargaining Unit salary costs due to lower FTEs is expected to be
offset with negotiated wage increases per the Collective Agreement (2019 – 2022).
The increase in Management & Confidential salary costs reflects higher FTEs,
individual job progression, promotion, and other factors.
On page 6-16 of the Application, ICBC states:
In 2013, the Public Sector Employers’ Council Secretariat (PSEC) provided
direction to BC Public Sector Employers to seek to eliminate variable pay below
the Executive level, to create consistency across the BC Public Sector. In
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response to this mandate, and as part of the new Collective Agreement (2019 –
2022), MoveUP and ICBC have agreed to eliminate the Gainsharing plan effective
April 1, 2020. Under the terms of the agreement, ICBC will roll-in a portion of the
Gainsharing target into base salary in two separate increases. This means that, for
the affected employees, there will be a 0.78% salary increase effective September
1, 2020 and a further 1.0% salary increase effective March 1, 2021.
53.5 Given that Gainsharing has been eliminated, please confirm, or explain otherwise,
whether any performance-based pay remains applicable to any employee group.
53.5.1 If confirmed, please provide the details of the performance-based pay including
the payout targets and explain which groups and the costs associated with it for 2021/22,
2022/23, and 2023/24 Forecast.
53.5.2 If not confirmed, please explain whether ICBC has plans to introduce any new
performance-based pay or bonus in the future and how will these be measured.
Response:
In response to a BC Public Sector Employers’ Council Secretariat (PSEC) mandate, ICBC has
eliminated all variable pay for all employee groups. The Gainsharing program was eliminated
as part of Collective Bargaining effective April 1, 2019 with partial roll-in to base pay in
September 2020 and March 2021. Effective April 1, 2018, the Management Salary Holdback
Program was eliminated for all management employees.

Consistent with the PSEC

compensation policy, ICBC is not planning to introduce a variable pay system.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.54.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7H, p. 7H-2
Total Corporate Operating Expenses
On page 7H-2 of Appendix 7H, ICBC states:
During fiscal years 2017/18 and 2018/19, ICBC increased its claims-related staffing
to manage claims volume and complexity such as increased legal representation,
increased litigation, and lengthening claim settlement times whilst addressing
staffing needs during product reform transition.
Please explain how ICBC has accounted for the transition period to Enhanced Care on
May 1, 2021 other than increased FTE. Please include any training initiatives and support
services for staff along with their associated costs and where these costs have been
accounted for.
Response:
Transition to Enhanced Care has been supported through robust change management and
training programs:


The change management plan includes a series of communications and change tactics
to improve employee readiness prior to completing training.

The change plan is

designed to increase an employee’s awareness, knowledge, readiness, and acceptance
of the change.


Training programs were split in two phases ‘Get ready for May 1’ and a post May 1
reinforcement training program.

The customized training programs are designed to

empower all learners with the right skills, competences, and behaviors through an
engaging, leader-led learning program which encourages an organizational culture of
learning.

More details on these initiatives are provided in the response to information request 2021.1 RR
BCUC.19.2. Figure 1 below shows the costs associated with these initiatives.
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Figure 1 – Training and Change Management Costs
Cost Basic/Optional1
by Fiscal Year ($000s)
Change Management
Training Programs
(Curriculum Development
and Delivery)
Total
1

FY 2019/20

FY
2020/21
Outlook Optional

FY
2021/22
Outlook Optional

Actual Basic

Actual Optional

357

700

7,270

2,741

11,068

42

155

4,377

796

5,370

399

855

11,647

3,537

16,438

Total

Per Order in Council (OIC) No. 046 (046/2020), one-time Autoplan Care Enhancement (ACE) project costs as of
February 6, 2020, are allocated entirely to Optional insurance. Any costs that are not Optional funded ACE project
costs are allocated between Basic insurance and Optional insurance based on the financial allocation methodology
approved by the BCUC.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.55.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-15
FTEs
On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table and states:

In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over
2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs. This increase is primarily due to claims-related
hiring to support the transition to Enhanced Care and the resumption of
recruitment to support the increase in claims as traffic volume returns to prepandemic levels, while continuing to manage and progressively wind down full
tort (pre – April 1, 2019 claims) and modified tort (April 1, 2019 – April 30, 2021)
claims. The FTE increase reflected in Figure 6.5 also includes positions in
Information Services due to resources returning from the ACE project. These
resources are expected to manage and maintain systems solutions and address
other priorities that were postponed while ICBC was focused on Enhanced Care
and delivering on key business strategies.
The additional staffing requirements attributed to the transition to Enhanced Care
is expected to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to the
implementation of Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained
under Enhanced Care.
Overall, FTEs are forecast to reduce to 5,668 in 2022/23 and 5,590 in 2023/24.
Please provide a breakdown of expected FTE changes between FTE returning from the
ACE project and new FTE for the 2021/22 Forecast.
Response:
In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over the 2020/21
outlook of 5,349 FTEs. Out of the total staffing increase, 312 FTEs are expected to be new
FTEs, 84 FTEs are expected to return from the ACE project, and the remaining five FTEs are
expected to return from the Rate Affordability Action Plan project.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.55.2 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-15
FTEs
On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table and states:

In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over
2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs. This increase is primarily due to claims-related
hiring to support the transition to Enhanced Care and the resumption of
recruitment to support the increase in claims as traffic volume returns to prepandemic levels, while continuing to manage and progressively wind down full
tort (pre – April 1, 2019 claims) and modified tort (April 1, 2019 – April 30, 2021)
claims. The FTE increase reflected in Figure 6.5 also includes positions in
Information Services due to resources returning from the ACE project. These
resources are expected to manage and maintain systems solutions and address
other priorities that were postponed while ICBC was focused on Enhanced Care
and delivering on key business strategies.
The additional staffing requirements attributed to the transition to Enhanced Care
is expected to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to the
implementation of Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained
under Enhanced Care.
Overall, FTEs are forecast to reduce to 5,668 in 2022/23 and 5,590 in 2023/24.
Please provide the expected breakdown of FTEs between Bargaining Unit and
Management and Confidential for 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 Forecast, showing which
employee groups and divisions are expected to increase or decrease FTEs during this
period.
Response:
The tables below summarize the total ICBC FTEs from 2019/20 to 2023/24 forecast by
employee group and by divisions.
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Average FTEs by Employee Group
2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

Bargaining Unit

4,287

4,168

4,452

4,391

4,329

Management and Confidential

1,174

1,180

1,298

1,276

1,261

Total ICBC FTEs

5,461

5,349

5,750

5,668

5,590

Average FTEs1 by Employee Group2

1

Average FTEs represent the sum of the number of FTEs measured at each month of the year, divided by the
number of months in the fiscal year. It represents an average over a period of time, rather than at a point in time.
2 Rounding may affect totals.

Average FTEs by Divisions
2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

1,541

1,670

1,493

1,387

1,757

1,591

1,749

1,762

1,771

487

467

467

487

489

Public Affairs and Driver Licensing

669

747

750

763

779

Information Services

569

527

600

643

643

Finance

254

250

269

272

272

Corporate Affairs

214

213

232

235

235

14

13

13

13

13

5,461

5,349

5,750

5,668

5,590

Average FTEs1 by Divisions2
Claims Injury and Legal Services
Claims Customer and Material
Damage Services
Insurance

Executive
Total ICBC FTEs
1

2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

1,497

2023/24
Forecast

Average FTEs represent the sum of the number of FTEs measured at each month of the year, divided by the
number of months in the fiscal year. It represents an average over a period of time, rather than at a point in time.
2 Rounding may affect totals.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.55.3 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-15
FTEs
On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table and states:

In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over
2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs. This increase is primarily due to claims-related
hiring to support the transition to Enhanced Care and the resumption of
recruitment to support the increase in claims as traffic volume returns to prepandemic levels, while continuing to manage and progressively wind down full
tort (pre – April 1, 2019 claims) and modified tort (April 1, 2019 – April 30, 2021)
claims. The FTE increase reflected in Figure 6.5 also includes positions in
Information Services due to resources returning from the ACE project. These
resources are expected to manage and maintain systems solutions and address
other priorities that were postponed while ICBC was focused on Enhanced Care
and delivering on key business strategies.
The additional staffing requirements attributed to the transition to Enhanced Care
is expected to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to the
implementation of Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained
under Enhanced Care.
Overall, FTEs are forecast to reduce to 5,668 in 2022/23 and 5,590 in 2023/24.
Given that FTEs are expected to decrease in 2022/23 and 2023/24 Forecast from 2021/22
Forecast, please explain whether forecast compensation costs include severance pay.

Response:
There is no provision for severance costs included in the 2022/23 and 2023/24 Forecast. The
reduction in FTEs is expected to be met by voluntary staff attrition (retirements and
resignations).
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2021.1 RR BCUC.55.4 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-11, 6-15
FTEs
On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC provides the following table and states:

In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over
2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs. This increase is primarily due to claims-related
hiring to support the transition to Enhanced Care and the resumption of
recruitment to support the increase in claims as traffic volume returns to prepandemic levels, while continuing to manage and progressively wind down full
tort (pre – April 1, 2019 claims) and modified tort (April 1, 2019 – April 30, 2021)
claims. The FTE increase reflected in Figure 6.5 also includes positions in
Information Services due to resources returning from the ACE project. These
resources are expected to manage and maintain systems solutions and address
other priorities that were postponed while ICBC was focused on Enhanced Care
and delivering on key business strategies.
The additional staffing requirements attributed to the transition to Enhanced Care
is expected to gradually reduce as injury claims that occurred prior to the
implementation of Enhanced Care continue to settle and as experience is gained
under Enhanced Care.
Overall, FTEs are forecast to reduce to 5,668 in 2022/23 and 5,590 in 2023/24.
55.4 Considering the controllable operating expenses shown in Figure 6.3 on page 6-11
of the Application, please identify which expenses are expected to vary with the number
of FTEs.
55.4.1 For the expenses identified above, please provide a calculation of the operating
expenses per FTE for 2019/20 Actual, 2020/21 Outlook, and 2021/22, 2022/23, and 2023/24
forecast.
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Response:
55.4

In Figure 6.3 on page 6-11 of the Application, the expenses that vary with the number of FTEs
are net compensation and a portion of the professional, administrative, and other expenses.

These variable expenses make up approximately 3-4% of the total professional, administrative,
and other expenses each year and are comprised of training, travel for training, staff
recognition, employment expenses, and dues & memberships.

Expenses like building operating expenses and computer cost are influenced by FTEs but they
do not directly vary with every change in FTE.

Therefore, for the purpose of calculating

operating expenses per FTE, these costs have been excluded.

ICBC expects to accommodate the new FTE requirement within its existing facilities by
reconfiguring and repurposing existing spaces and applying flexible work strategies. For further
information, please see the response to information request 2021.1 RR BCUC.50.1.

55.4.1

The below table presents the average annual operating expenses per FTE for the requested
periods:

Operating Expense per FTE

2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

$83,344

$85,782

$86,701

$87,902

$90,112

The moderate year over year increase is due to inflationary salary increases and the gradual
return of travel and in-person training as COVID-19 restrictions are lifted.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.56.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7H, p. 7H-11
RAAP FTE
On Page 7H-11 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

56.1 Please confirm whether RAAP FTEs have been reassigned to other areas at ICBC.
56.1.1 If confirmed, please explain where they have been reassigned.
Response:
FTEs assigned to the Rate Affordability Action Plan (RAAP) project have been (or will be)
reassigned to the division they previously worked in (i.e., their ‘home’ division) or the Autoplan
Care Enhancements (ACE) project. The FTEs reassigned to their home division will show up in
the Corporate ICBC FTE counts. In their home divisions, the FTE’s manage and maintain
solutions and address other priorities that were postponed while ICBC was focused on RAAP.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.57.1 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-15, 6-19, 6-20; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-8
Pension and Post Retirement Benefits Expense
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states, “The pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is estimated to increase by $58 million in 2021/22 mainly driven by a decrease in
the discount rate from 2020/21 to 2021/22.”
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Pensions are based on length of service and average earnings…
ICBC provides separate post-retirement benefits for Bargaining Unit retirees and
for Management and Confidential retirees. The Bargaining Unit plan provides for
premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), and for
extended health benefits in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Eligible
Bargaining Unit employees can also elect to purchase additional coverage
through a voluntary plan at no cost to ICBC. The Management and Confidential
post-retirement benefit plan applies only to employees hired before September 1,
2013 and provides for premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1,
2020), extended health benefits, and dental coverage. There are no specific assets
set aside to fund these benefits.
On page 7H-8 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The change in the outlook for [pension and post-retirement benefit expense for]
2020/21 as compared to the 2019/20 actual is due to the following main factors:


A decrease of $19 million due to a 60-basis-point increase in discount rate,
from 3.3% in 2019/20 to 3.9% in 2020/21…

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is estimated to further increase
by $58 million in the 2021/22 forecast due to the following factors:
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An increase of $44 million due to a 120-basis-point decrease in discount
rate, 3.9% in 2020/21 to 2.7% in 2021/22.
An increase of $14 million due to a deterioration in the net deficit position
from $156 million to $732 million.

On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The forecast pension and post-retirement benefit expense is determined by
ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, at the beginning of each fiscal year based
on the assumptions and financial position at the prior year’s end. Pension and
post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting from changes in
market-based discount rate for pension liabilities…
As the pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on a number of longterm assumptions at a point in time, this expense is held constant for the 2022/23
and 2023/24 forecasts.
Please provide the breakdown between pension expense and post retirement benefit
expense for 2019/20 Actual, 2020/21 Outlook, and 2021/22, 2022/23 and 2023/24 Forecast.
Response:
Table 1 below shows the breakdown between pension expense and post-retirement benefit
expense for 2019/20 Actual, 2020/21 Outlook; and 2021/22, 2022/23, and 2023/24 Forecast.
Table 1 – Pension and Post Retirement Benefit Expenses
2019/20
Actual

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

Pension expense

79

57

113

113

113

Post-retirement benefit expense

13

11

13

13

13

Total pension expense and
post-retirement benefit expense

92

68

126

126

126

($ Millions)
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2021.1 RR BCUC.57.2 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-15, 6-19, 6-20; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-8
Pension and Post Retirement Benefits Expense
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states, “The pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is estimated to increase by $58 million in 2021/22 mainly driven by a decrease in
the discount rate from 2020/21 to 2021/22.”
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Pensions are based on length of service and average earnings…
ICBC provides separate post-retirement benefits for Bargaining Unit retirees and
for Management and Confidential retirees. The Bargaining Unit plan provides for
premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), and for
extended health benefits in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Eligible
Bargaining Unit employees can also elect to purchase additional coverage
through a voluntary plan at no cost to ICBC. The Management and Confidential
post-retirement benefit plan applies only to employees hired before September 1,
2013 and provides for premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1,
2020), extended health benefits, and dental coverage. There are no specific assets
set aside to fund these benefits.
On page 7H-8 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The change in the outlook for [pension and post-retirement benefit expense for]
2020/21 as compared to the 2019/20 actual is due to the following main factors:


A decrease of $19 million due to a 60-basis-point increase in discount rate,
from 3.3% in 2019/20 to 3.9% in 2020/21…

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is estimated to further increase
by $58 million in the 2021/22 forecast due to the following factors:
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An increase of $44 million due to a 120-basis-point decrease in discount
rate, 3.9% in 2020/21 to 2.7% in 2021/22.
An increase of $14 million due to a deterioration in the net deficit position
from $156 million to $732 million.

On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The forecast pension and post-retirement benefit expense is determined by
ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, at the beginning of each fiscal year based
on the assumptions and financial position at the prior year’s end. Pension and
post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting from changes in
market-based discount rate for pension liabilities…
As the pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on a number of longterm assumptions at a point in time, this expense is held constant for the 2022/23
and 2023/24 forecasts.
57.2 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether expected salary increases would
affect pension expense.
57.2.1 If confirmed, please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the pension expense has
been updated to include an assumption for expected salary increases.
57.2.1.1 If not confirmed, please explain why not and how these expected salary
increases will be accounted for in the pension expense.
Response:
Aon, ICBC’s external pension actuary, provided this response.
57.2

Confirmed, expected salary increases affect pension expense.
57.2.1

The pension expense calculations include assumptions for expected salary increases. ICBC
reports its pension expense in accordance with prescribed accounting rules, using
management’s best estimate assumptions.

As pension obligations are very long term, the

salary assumptions used are based on a long-term view, consistent with expected inflation and
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including recognition of performance-based salary increases and promotion increases over
time.
57.2.1.1

The long-term salary increase assumptions are reviewed by management and approved by the
Audit Committee on an annual basis. Changes in this assumption will affect pension expense.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.57.3 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-15, 6-19, 6-20; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-8
Pension and Post Retirement Benefits Expense
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states, “The pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is estimated to increase by $58 million in 2021/22 mainly driven by a decrease in
the discount rate from 2020/21 to 2021/22.”
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Pensions are based on length of service and average earnings…
ICBC provides separate post-retirement benefits for Bargaining Unit retirees and
for Management and Confidential retirees. The Bargaining Unit plan provides for
premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), and for
extended health benefits in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Eligible
Bargaining Unit employees can also elect to purchase additional coverage
through a voluntary plan at no cost to ICBC. The Management and Confidential
post-retirement benefit plan applies only to employees hired before September 1,
2013 and provides for premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1,
2020), extended health benefits, and dental coverage. There are no specific assets
set aside to fund these benefits.
On page 7H-8 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The change in the outlook for [pension and post-retirement benefit expense for]
2020/21 as compared to the 2019/20 actual is due to the following main factors:


A decrease of $19 million due to a 60-basis-point increase in discount rate,
from 3.3% in 2019/20 to 3.9% in 2020/21…

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is estimated to further increase
by $58 million in the 2021/22 forecast due to the following factors:
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An increase of $44 million due to a 120-basis-point decrease in discount
rate, 3.9% in 2020/21 to 2.7% in 2021/22.
An increase of $14 million due to a deterioration in the net deficit position
from $156 million to $732 million.

On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The forecast pension and post-retirement benefit expense is determined by
ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, at the beginning of each fiscal year based
on the assumptions and financial position at the prior year’s end. Pension and
post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting from changes in
market-based discount rate for pension liabilities…
As the pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on a number of longterm assumptions at a point in time, this expense is held constant for the 2022/23
and 2023/24 forecasts.
57.3 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that the estimated $58 million increase in
pension and post-retirement benefits expenses includes the addition of 401 FTEs from
2020/21 Outlook to 2021/22 Forecast.
57.3.1 If not confirmed, please explain why not.
Response:
Confirmed. The estimated $58 million increase in pension and post-retirement benefit expenses
includes the addition of 401 FTEs from 2020/21 outlook to 2021/22 forecast which has an
immaterial impact to the overall increase in pension and post-retirement benefit expenses. As
explained in the Application, Chapter 6, Section D.2, page 6-20, the significant factors
contributing to the increase in pension and post-retirement benefit expenses in the 2021/22
forecast are due to the decrease in discount rate and the increase to the net deficit position.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.57.4 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-15, 6-19, 6-20; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-8
Pension and Post Retirement Benefits Expense
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states, “The pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is estimated to increase by $58 million in 2021/22 mainly driven by a decrease in
the discount rate from 2020/21 to 2021/22.”
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Pensions are based on length of service and average earnings…
ICBC provides separate post-retirement benefits for Bargaining Unit retirees and
for Management and Confidential retirees. The Bargaining Unit plan provides for
premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), and for
extended health benefits in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Eligible
Bargaining Unit employees can also elect to purchase additional coverage
through a voluntary plan at no cost to ICBC. The Management and Confidential
post-retirement benefit plan applies only to employees hired before September 1,
2013 and provides for premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1,
2020), extended health benefits, and dental coverage. There are no specific assets
set aside to fund these benefits.
On page 7H-8 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The change in the outlook for [pension and post-retirement benefit expense for]
2020/21 as compared to the 2019/20 actual is due to the following main factors:


A decrease of $19 million due to a 60-basis-point increase in discount rate,
from 3.3% in 2019/20 to 3.9% in 2020/21…

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is estimated to further increase
by $58 million in the 2021/22 forecast due to the following factors:
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An increase of $44 million due to a 120-basis-point decrease in discount
rate, 3.9% in 2020/21 to 2.7% in 2021/22.
An increase of $14 million due to a deterioration in the net deficit position
from $156 million to $732 million.

On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The forecast pension and post-retirement benefit expense is determined by
ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, at the beginning of each fiscal year based
on the assumptions and financial position at the prior year’s end. Pension and
post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting from changes in
market-based discount rate for pension liabilities…
As the pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on a number of longterm assumptions at a point in time, this expense is held constant for the 2022/23
and 2023/24 forecasts.
Please explain the factors that are contributing to the forecast 120-basis point decrease
in the discount rate and how they differ from the factors that contributed to the 60-basis
point increase in the prior year.
Response:
Aon, ICBC’s external pension actuary, provided this response.

The discount rate is determined in accordance with International Accounting Standards
(IAS 19R). Based on the standard, the discount rate is determined equal to the yields on high
quality Canadian corporate bonds, which match the timing of expected benefit payments from
the plans:


Changes in the yields on high quality Canadian corporate bond market yields between
March 31, 2019 and March 31, 2020 directly led to the 60-basis point increase from
3.3% to 3.9%.



Changes in the yields on high quality Canadian corporate bond market yields between
March 31, 2020 and August 31, 2020 directly led to the 120-basis point decrease from
3.9% to 2.7%.



Key factors influencing corporate bond yields are the risk-free government bond yields
and credit spreads (the extra returns investors require to be paid to offset the risk of
default).
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On March 31, 2020, the financial markets were in a very volatile state due to the great
uncertainty at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. This caused credit spreads to jump, as
investors wanted more compensation for what they assessed to be an increase in corporate
bond risk relative to the risk of government bonds. By August 31, 2020, the credit spreads had
returned to more normal levels. Furthermore, monetary stimulus and other market conditions
resulted in decreases to the risk-free government bond yields.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.57.5 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-15, 6-19, 6-20; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-8
Pension and Post Retirement Benefits Expense
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states, “The pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is estimated to increase by $58 million in 2021/22 mainly driven by a decrease in
the discount rate from 2020/21 to 2021/22.”
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Pensions are based on length of service and average earnings…
ICBC provides separate post-retirement benefits for Bargaining Unit retirees and
for Management and Confidential retirees. The Bargaining Unit plan provides for
premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), and for
extended health benefits in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Eligible
Bargaining Unit employees can also elect to purchase additional coverage
through a voluntary plan at no cost to ICBC. The Management and Confidential
post-retirement benefit plan applies only to employees hired before September 1,
2013 and provides for premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1,
2020), extended health benefits, and dental coverage. There are no specific assets
set aside to fund these benefits.
On page 7H-8 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The change in the outlook for [pension and post-retirement benefit expense for]
2020/21 as compared to the 2019/20 actual is due to the following main factors:


A decrease of $19 million due to a 60-basis-point increase in discount rate,
from 3.3% in 2019/20 to 3.9% in 2020/21…

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is estimated to further increase
by $58 million in the 2021/22 forecast due to the following factors:


An increase of $44 million due to a 120-basis-point decrease in discount
rate, 3.9% in 2020/21 to 2.7% in 2021/22.
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An increase of $14 million due to a deterioration in the net deficit position
from $156 million to $732 million.

On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The forecast pension and post-retirement benefit expense is determined by
ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, at the beginning of each fiscal year based
on the assumptions and financial position at the prior year’s end. Pension and
post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting from changes in
market-based discount rate for pension liabilities…
As the pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on a number of longterm assumptions at a point in time, this expense is held constant for the 2022/23
and 2023/24 forecasts.
Please explain the factors that contributed to the forecast net deficit position of the
pension deteriorating from $156 million to $732 million. Please provide a breakdown of
this deterioration including any contributions, experience gains and losses, and changes
in actuarial assumptions or methods.
Response:
Aon, ICBC’s external pension actuary, provided this response.
Based on Aon’s estimates prepared as of August 31, 2020, the March 31, 2020 pension and
post-retirement benefit net deficit position of $156 million is estimated to deteriorate to
$732 million on March 31, 2021 due to the following factors shown in the table below:
Factors Contributing to Estimated Net Deficit Position March 31, 2021 ($ millions)
Item
Pension and Post-retirement benefit position March 31, 2020
Return on plan assets higher than the discount rate
Discount rate decreasing from 3.9% to 2.7%

Gains/(Losses)
(156)
200
(675)

Other assumption changes1

(27)

Plan experience losses stemming from the funding valuations

(46)

Accounting value of benefits earned in the year exceeds contributions

(20)

Finance cost on the net deficit
Estimated Pension and Post-Retirement Benefit Position March 31, 2021

(8)
(732)

Includes changes for the Bargaining Unit Employee’s Pension Plan assumptions for salary increases, termination
rates and disability rates
1
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2021.1 RR BCUC.57.6 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-15, 6-19, 6-20; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-8
Pension and Post Retirement Benefits Expense
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states, “The pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is estimated to increase by $58 million in 2021/22 mainly driven by a decrease in
the discount rate from 2020/21 to 2021/22.”
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Pensions are based on length of service and average earnings…
ICBC provides separate post-retirement benefits for Bargaining Unit retirees and
for Management and Confidential retirees. The Bargaining Unit plan provides for
premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), and for
extended health benefits in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Eligible
Bargaining Unit employees can also elect to purchase additional coverage
through a voluntary plan at no cost to ICBC. The Management and Confidential
post-retirement benefit plan applies only to employees hired before September 1,
2013 and provides for premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1,
2020), extended health benefits, and dental coverage. There are no specific assets
set aside to fund these benefits.
On page 7H-8 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The change in the outlook for [pension and post-retirement benefit expense for]
2020/21 as compared to the 2019/20 actual is due to the following main factors:


A decrease of $19 million due to a 60-basis-point increase in discount rate,
from 3.3% in 2019/20 to 3.9% in 2020/21…

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is estimated to further increase
by $58 million in the 2021/22 forecast due to the following factors:
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An increase of $44 million due to a 120-basis-point decrease in discount
rate, 3.9% in 2020/21 to 2.7% in 2021/22.
An increase of $14 million due to a deterioration in the net deficit position
from $156 million to $732 million.

On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The forecast pension and post-retirement benefit expense is determined by
ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, at the beginning of each fiscal year based
on the assumptions and financial position at the prior year’s end. Pension and
post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting from changes in
market-based discount rate for pension liabilities…
As the pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on a number of longterm assumptions at a point in time, this expense is held constant for the 2022/23
and 2023/24 forecasts.
57.6 Please clarify whether solvency payments will be required at a net deficit position of
$732 million.
57.6.1 If so, please provide the payment amount and whether the amount is accounted
for in the pension expense in this Application and in which year(s).
Response:
Aon, ICBC’s external pension actuary, provided this response.
Pension accounting for financial reporting purposes is not representative of the pension plans’
funded status used to establish contribution requirements, i.e., a pension accounting deficit
does not mean that there is a going concern or solvency-funding problem that needs to be
addressed with extra contributions.

No solvency payments are currently required for the Bargaining Unit or the Management and
Confidential employees’ registered pension plans. Nor are any solvency payments currently
anticipated or accounted for during the forecast period given the plans’ current solvency funding
positions.

Pension funding reports establish plan contribution requirements, including solvency payments.
Both these plans had funding reports prepared in 2020 with an assessment date of
December 31, 2019. Both plans are currently in a healthy funding status (no extra funding is
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required to reduce any plan deficits). The next required funding reports with assessment dates
of December 31, 2022, will evaluate funding requirements starting in 2023. Future funding
requirements will not be known until the plan circumstances are assessed during a future
funding report.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.57.7 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-15, 6-19, 6-20; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-8
Pension and Post Retirement Benefits Expense
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states, “The pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is estimated to increase by $58 million in 2021/22 mainly driven by a decrease in
the discount rate from 2020/21 to 2021/22.”
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Pensions are based on length of service and average earnings…
ICBC provides separate post-retirement benefits for Bargaining Unit retirees and
for Management and Confidential retirees. The Bargaining Unit plan provides for
premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), and for
extended health benefits in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Eligible
Bargaining Unit employees can also elect to purchase additional coverage
through a voluntary plan at no cost to ICBC. The Management and Confidential
post-retirement benefit plan applies only to employees hired before September 1,
2013 and provides for premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1,
2020), extended health benefits, and dental coverage. There are no specific assets
set aside to fund these benefits.
On page 7H-8 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The change in the outlook for [pension and post-retirement benefit expense for]
2020/21 as compared to the 2019/20 actual is due to the following main factors:


A decrease of $19 million due to a 60-basis-point increase in discount rate,
from 3.3% in 2019/20 to 3.9% in 2020/21…

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is estimated to further increase
by $58 million in the 2021/22 forecast due to the following factors:
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An increase of $44 million due to a 120-basis-point decrease in discount
rate, 3.9% in 2020/21 to 2.7% in 2021/22.
An increase of $14 million due to a deterioration in the net deficit position
from $156 million to $732 million.

On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The forecast pension and post-retirement benefit expense is determined by
ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, at the beginning of each fiscal year based
on the assumptions and financial position at the prior year’s end. Pension and
post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting from changes in
market-based discount rate for pension liabilities…
As the pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on a number of longterm assumptions at a point in time, this expense is held constant for the 2022/23
and 2023/24 forecasts.
57.7 Please provide the date the last pension actuarial report was conducted by Aon and
the date of the next actuarial report to be conducted.
57.7.1 Please explain whether the timing of the next actuarial report could affect the
2022/23 - 2023/24 pension expense forecast.
Response:
Aon, ICBC’s external pension actuary, provided this response.
Aon prepares two types of pension actuarial reports for ICBC’s pension plans. The first type, a
pension accounting disclosure report, is prepared annually and used by ICBC to prepare its
March 31 consolidated financial statements. The 2021 report will directly affect the 2021/22
pension expense. The report prepared in 2022 will directly affect the 2022/23 pension expense
and the report prepared in 2023 will directly affect the 2023/24 pension expense.

The second type of actuarial report is a pension funding report. It is prepared at least once
every three years for each registered pension plan.

It is primarily used to establish the

contributions that ICBC and its employees make to the respective plans.

The registered plans for both Bargaining Unit and the Management and Confidential Employees
had funding reports prepared in 2020 with an assessment date of December 31, 2019. These
reports affect the pension expense starting in 2021/22 and are already reflected in the forecasts.
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The next required funding reports with an assessment date of December 31, 2022 would affect
pension expense no earlier than 2024/25.
Each Plan’s administrator (ICBC in the case of the plan for Management and Confidential
Employees and the plan’s Trustees in the case of the plan for Bargaining Unit Employees) has
the option to have a pension funding report prepared early, with an assessment date of any
calendar year end. If such a report was prepared as of December 31, 2020, it would affect
pension expense starting in 2022/23. If such a report was prepared as of December 31, 2021, it
would affect pension expense starting in 2023/24.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.57.8 Reference: OPERATING EXPENSES AND ALLOCATION
INFORMATION
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 6, pp. 6-12, 6-15, 6-19, 6-20; Appendix 7H, p. 7H-8
Pension and Post Retirement Benefits Expense
On page 6-12 of the Application, ICBC states, “The pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is estimated to increase by $58 million in 2021/22 mainly driven by a decrease in
the discount rate from 2020/21 to 2021/22.”
On page 6-19 of the Application, ICBC states:
Pensions are based on length of service and average earnings…
ICBC provides separate post-retirement benefits for Bargaining Unit retirees and
for Management and Confidential retirees. The Bargaining Unit plan provides for
premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1, 2020), and for
extended health benefits in accordance with the Collective Agreement. Eligible
Bargaining Unit employees can also elect to purchase additional coverage
through a voluntary plan at no cost to ICBC. The Management and Confidential
post-retirement benefit plan applies only to employees hired before September 1,
2013 and provides for premium payments for MSP (eliminated effective January 1,
2020), extended health benefits, and dental coverage. There are no specific assets
set aside to fund these benefits.
On page 7H-8 of Appendix 7H, ICBC provides the following table:

On page 6-15 of the Application, ICBC states, “In 2021/22, staffing is expected to increase
by 401 FTEs to 5,750 FTEs, over 2020/21 outlook of 5,349 FTEs.”
On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The change in the outlook for [pension and post-retirement benefit expense for]
2020/21 as compared to the 2019/20 actual is due to the following main factors:


A decrease of $19 million due to a 60-basis-point increase in discount rate,
from 3.3% in 2019/20 to 3.9% in 2020/21…

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is estimated to further increase
by $58 million in the 2021/22 forecast due to the following factors:


An increase of $44 million due to a 120-basis-point decrease in discount
rate, 3.9% in 2020/21 to 2.7% in 2021/22.
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An increase of $14 million due to a deterioration in the net deficit position
from $156 million to $732 million.

On page 6-20 of the Application, ICBC states:
The forecast pension and post-retirement benefit expense is determined by
ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, at the beginning of each fiscal year based
on the assumptions and financial position at the prior year’s end. Pension and
post-retirement benefit expense is subject to volatility resulting from changes in
market-based discount rate for pension liabilities…
As the pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on a number of longterm assumptions at a point in time, this expense is held constant for the 2022/23
and 2023/24 forecasts.
Please explain how Aon forecasts post-retirement benefit expense for Bargaining Unit
and Eligible Management and Confidential employees.
Response:
Aon, ICBC’s external pension actuary, provided this response.

The pension and post-retirement benefit expense is based on International Financial Reporting
Standards and actuarial standards and methodologies.

For purposes of this information

request, ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, provided an estimate of the 2021/22 pension
and post-retirement benefit expense based on the most recent assumptions available when the
forecast was prepared as of August 31, 2020. As the pension and post-retirement benefit
expense is based on a number of long-term assumptions at a point in time, the expense is held
constant for the 2022/23 and 2023/24 forecasts. Aon provides ICBC updates of the next year’s
pension and post-retirement benefit expense three times a year.

The methodology used to calculate the pension and post-retirement benefit liability and annual
cost of benefits is the Projected Accrued Benefit Actuarial Cost Method.

This method calculates the actuarial liability as the present value of expected benefit costs
earned up to the valuation date. For pensions, expected benefits are determined directly using
the service earned up to the valuation date. For post-retirement benefits, expected benefits are
prorated based on service to earliest full eligibility date. The annual cost of benefit refers to the
estimated annual cost of accruing benefits.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.58.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7A, pp. 7A-5, 7A-6
Enhanced Care Model
On page 7A-5 of Appendix 7A of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 7A.1 of the
existing and proposed BCUC performance measures:

On page 7A-6 of Appendix 7A to the Application, ICBC states:
The performance measures discussed under the corporate strategic goal of “To
Make Insurance Affordable” are under development and will provide more
meaningful insights after the Enhanced Care model has been in place for at least a
full year. ICBC anticipates that it will then bring forward further proposed changes
to the suite of BCUC performance measures that includes affordability metrics.
Please explain how the introduction of the Enhanced Care Model is expected to impact
the existing BCUC performance measures. Would any of the existing BCUC performance
measures need to be removed or modified and new performance measures added?
Please discuss.
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Response:
ICBC considers that the existing BCUC performance measures (with proposed changes in the
2021 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA)) will continue to be appropriate measures with
the introduction of the Enhanced Care model.

The set of performance measures that are reported to BCUC is aligned with ICBC’s corporate
performance measures, which assist with monitoring and reporting on the Enhanced Care
model and the achievement of ICBC’s Corporate 2025 Strategy.

The expected impacts of the new Enhanced Care model coming into effect May 1, 2021 are
summarized in the table below:
Figure 1.1 – Expected Impacts of the Enhanced Care Model on BCUC Performance
Measures
BCUC Performance
Measures

Enhanced Care
Impact

Minimum Capital Test
(MCT) Ratio

Favorable

The Enhanced Care model lowers ICBC’s future claims
costs (including reduced litigation costs) and thus, gives
ICBC the opportunity to lower premiums for customers
and re-build capital levels (MCT). Therefore, ICBC
anticipates an increase in MCT levels attributed to the
capital build component in the Basic rates for PY 2021,
effective May 1, 2021.

Basic Loss Ratio

Favorable

Remains a good measure of insurance profitability (total
claims costs/premiums). Expected to be favorable (a
lower ratio) in the early years of the Enhanced Care model
attributable to the capital build component in the Basic
rates.

Basic Insurance
Expense Ratio

Slightly unfavorable

This measure remains a good measure of operational
efficiency but ICBC can expect an increase in the ratio
due to lower Basic premium earned in 2021/22.

Basic Non-Insurance
Expense Ratio

Slightly unfavorable

A higher ratio is expected due to lower Basic premium
earned (a lower denominator in the measure). This
measure remains a good measure to monitor efficiency for
non-insurance related expenses.

Discussion
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BCUC Performance
Measures
Expense Ratio
(Corporate)

Enhanced Care
Impact
Slightly unfavorable

Investment Return

None

Customer
Satisfaction for
Insurance Services

Favorable

Customer
Satisfaction for Driver
Licensing Services
Customer
Satisfaction for
Claims Services

None

Limited
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Discussion
This is the first proposed change that combines Insurance
Expense Ratio (Corporate) and Non-Insurance Expense
Ratio into the Expense Ratio (Corporate). This standard
industry measure of operational efficiency is calculated by
dividing insurance operating expenses (excluding claims
and claims-related costs) by corporate premium dollars
earned. ICBC anticipates a slightly higher ratio after the
transition to Enhanced Care model, as a result of lower
premium dollars earned.
Investment return compared to a benchmark is
independent of ICBC’s product offering.
ICBC expects customer satisfaction scores for insurance
transactions to improve as insurance prices will be lower
under the Enhanced Care model. This expected increase
is consistent with ICBC’s decision to increase the
customer satisfaction target for insurance from 96% to
97% in FY 2021/22 and FY 2022/23.
No changes are expected to the customer satisfaction
scores for Driver Licensing.
ICBC does not expect the Enhanced Care model to have
a large impact on the Claims Satisfaction measure. This
is because the Claims Satisfaction measure is comprised
of 50% First Notice of Loss (FNOL) and 50% Closed
Claim measures, and the changes associated with
Enhanced Care are not designed to significantly alter how
a customer reports their claim (measured through FNOL).
As a result, the impacts of Enhanced Care will be primarily
observed through the Closed Claim measure. However,
the Closed Claim measure is designed to be reflective of
the overall proportion of claims volume. Since the
changes associated with Enhanced Care primarily target
injury claims which represent approximately 12% of the
Closed Claim measure, it is unlikely that any gains
reported in the injury claims customer experience will
have a material impact on the Closed Claim result.
Furthermore, due to the duration of injury claims
remaining open for longer than non-injury claims, ICBC
does not expect there to be sufficient data available on
the injury claims customer experience via the Closed
Claim measure until 12 – 18 months post-implementation.
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BCUC Performance
Measures
Loss Adjustment
Expense Ratio

Enhanced Care
Impact
Favorable
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Discussion
This is the second change proposed that will replace the
Loss Adjustment Ratio as a better measure for operational
performance under the Enhanced Care model. ICBC is
expecting a more stable denominator (vehicle premiums
earned), that will make it easier to monitor and interpret
the trends in the claims handling expenses. The shift to
the Enhanced Care model will result in a decrease in
earned premium across FY 2021/22 and FY 2022/23;
therefore, this measure will likely experience shifts before
it stabilizes.

ICBC anticipates that it will bring forward further proposed changes to the suite of BCUC
performance measures including Affordability metrics in the 2023 RRA, in December 2022.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.58.2 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7A, pp. 7A-5, 7A-6
Enhanced Care Model
On page 7A-5 of Appendix 7A of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 7A.1 of the
existing and proposed BCUC performance measures:

On page 7A-6 of Appendix 7A to the Application, ICBC states:
The performance measures discussed under the corporate strategic goal of “To
Make Insurance Affordable” are under development and will provide more
meaningful insights after the Enhanced Care model has been in place for at least a
full year. ICBC anticipates that it will then bring forward further proposed changes
to the suite of BCUC performance measures that includes affordability metrics.
58.2 Please discuss the expected timing for when ICBC will finalize its corporate
performance measures related to the corporate strategic goal of “To Make Insurance
Affordable.”
58.2.1 Please clarify why these measures are proposed to be included in the BCUC suite
of performance measures as part of the BCUC’s regulatory oversight of ICBC.
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Response:
58.2

The corporate performance measures related to the corporate strategic goal of “To Make
Insurance Affordable” will be published in the 2021/22 – 2023/24 Service Plan. This will be
published when the Government releases its budget on April 20, 2021.

58.2.1

ICBC believes that the inclusion of Affordability metrics as part of the BCUC suite of
performance measures will provide the BCUC with additional information and context for its
regulation of ICBC’s Basic insurance rates and service.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.59.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7A, p. 7A-5
Comparison of LAER and LAR
On page 7A-5 of Appendix 7A of the Application, ICBC states:
In alignment with the Service Plan, ICBC proposes to discontinue reporting on the
Loss Adjustment Ratio (LAR) and instead use the Loss Adjustment Expense Ratio
(LAER). The LAER ties the claims handling expenses to the premiums in the same
period and reflects how efficient ICBC is in controlling the amount of the premium
dollar that is required to manage claims.
Please explain why LAER is replacing LAR instead of being added as an additional
measure and explain whether ICBC would be amenable to this approach.
Response:
ICBC’s proposal to replace the LAR with the LAER as a performance measure will better align
the performance measures reported to the British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) with
the performance measures used internally at ICBC and reported in the Service Plan. In addition
to being better aligned with ICBC’s other reporting, the LAER provides a better measurement of
how ICBC is controlling the amount of the premium dollar that is required to manage current
claims, which is a measure of claims expense efficiency. The advantages of the LAER as a
measure are addressed in more detail in the Application, Attachment 7A.2 – Comparison of
Loss Adjustment Expense Ratio to Loss Adjustment Ratio.
ICBC’s focus for internal and other public reporting regarding claims expense efficiency has now
been aligned with the LAER.

This means that the LAER will be monitored, and changes

analyzed and explained on a frequent basis, which creates efficiency in the reporting of this
measure externally. Should the LAR continue to be reported as a performance measure to the
BCUC in addition to the LAER, it would not benefit from the internal alignment. On the contrary,
this would require duplicated effort for the relevant ICBC resources to maintain a separate
measure outside of a regular reporting and monitoring cycle, as well as requiring further
analysis for explanation of changes on an annual basis for the sole purpose of a filing with the
BCUC.
LAER is a more purposeful measure of how efficient ICBC is in delivering claims services that is
aligned with ICBC’s corporate performance measures.

ICBC would be opposed to the

approach of continuing to report on the LAR while adding the LAER as an additional measure,
as it would create unnecessary duplication of effort for limited benefit.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.60.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7A, p. 7A.1-10; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2-1, BCUC IR
1.2.1
Basic MCT Ratio
On page 7A.1-10 of Appendix 7A, ICBC provides Figure 7A.1.5 of the components of the
Basic MCT ratio:

ICBC provided the following information in response to BCUC IR 2.2.1 in the ICBC 2019
RRA:
…the 2012 RRA rule of thumb that every 1.0 percentage point change in the Basic
insurance rate represents a 2.0 percentage point change in the MCT ratio remains
valid for this Application.
Please explain and provide a breakdown which shows the components contributing to a
forecast increase in the Total Capital Available in the 2020/21 Outlook of $87 million from
the 2019/20 Actual of ($353 million). If there are offsetting factors, please show these
factors as separate line items.
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Response:

($ millions)1
Line
Equity (Deficit):
1
2
Retained earnings (deficit), beginning of period
3
Net income (loss)
4
Retained earnings (deficit), end of period
5
6
Other components of equity, beginning of period
7
Net change in available for sale assets
8
Pension and post-retirement benefits re-measurements
9
Other components of equity, end of period
10
11
Non-controlling interest, end of period
12 Equity (Deficit) (Lines 4 + 9 + 11)
13
14 Intangible assets
15 Capital available (Lines 12 + 14)
1 Rounding

Actual
Year ended
Mar 31 2020

Outlook
Year ended
Mar 31 2021

65
(263)
(199)

(199)
314
115

92
(349)
146
(112)

(112)
496
(372)
12

9
(301)

9
137

(51)
(353)

(49)
87

may affect totals.

Net income for outlook year ended March 31, 2021 is favourable primarily due to lower crash
and injury frequency as the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in fewer vehicles on the road.
Please note the COVID-19 rebate communicated to the public on February 2, 2021 by the
Government has not been included in the Application as the decision on the rebate came after
the filing to BCUC.

Net change in available for sale financial assets (unrealized gains/(losses)) is favourable largely
due to the continuing recovery in the global equity investment markets since the end of fiscal
year 2019/20.

Pension and post-retirement benefits re-measurements is unfavourable primarily due to a lower
discount rate, which results in a higher liability.

The forecast pension and post-retirement

benefits are determined by ICBC’s external pension actuary, Aon, and are subject to volatility
mostly resulting from changes in the market-based discount rate for pension liabilities.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.60.2 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7A, p. 7A.1-10; ICBC 2019 RRA, Exhibit B-2-1, BCUC IR
1.2.1
Basic MCT Ratio
On page 7A.1-10 of Appendix 7A, ICBC provides Figure 7A.1.5 of the components of the
Basic MCT ratio:

ICBC provided the following information in response to BCUC IR 2.2.1 in the ICBC 2019
RRA:
…the 2012 RRA rule of thumb that every 1.0 percentage point change in the Basic
insurance rate represents a 2.0 percentage point change in the MCT ratio remains
valid for this Application.
60.2 Please discuss whether the “rule of thumb” that a “1 percentage point change in
Basic insurance rate represents a 2.0 percentage point change of MCT ratio” provided in
response to BCUC IR 2.2.21 in the 2019 RRA remains valid for this Application.
60.2.1 If yes, please explain whether the “rule of thumb” also applies to rate decreases.
How should the “rule of thumb” be interpreted for the proposed 15% decrease in Basic
insurance rates?
60.2.2 If not, please explain why not and provide the “rule of thumb” applicable to PY
2021.
Response:
Yes, the 2012 RRA rule of thumb that every 1.0 percentage point change in the Basic insurance
rate represents an approximate 2.0 percentage point change in the Basic minimum capital test
(MCT) ratio is valid for this Application.
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The Policy Year (PY) 2021 consists of 23 months and is split into PY 2021-1 and PY 2021-2 in
the Application. PY 2021-1 refers to 11 months within fiscal year 2021/22 and PY 2021-2 refers
to fiscal year 2022/23. As shown in the Application, Chapter 3, Appendix A.1, the projected
premium at current rate level is $3,342 million for PY 2021-1 and $3,756 million for PY 2021-2.
To make figures comparable on a 12-month basis, we must prorate the PY 2021-1 projected
premium at current rate level of $3,342 million from 11 months to 12 months to align with the
2021/22 fiscal year ($3,646 million = 3,342 million ÷ 11 months x 12 months).

The forecast minimum capital required (the denominator of the MCT ratio) is $1,668 million for
the end of fiscal year 2021/22 and $1,475 million for the end of fiscal year 2022/23. The table
below shows that 1% of the projected premium at current rate level is roughly equivalent to 2 to
3% of the forecast minimum capital required at the end of each fiscal year.

In Millions Unless Otherwise Noted

2021/22

2022/23

1%

1%

$3,646 1

$3,756

1% of Projected Premium at Current Rate Level
(C) = (A) x (B)

$36.46

$37.56

Minimum Capital Required at end of fiscal year
(D)

$1,668

$1,475

Rule of Thumb
(E) = (C) / (D)

2.19%

2.55%

Percentage Point Change in Basic Insurance
(A)
Projected Premium at Current Rate Level
(B)

1 The

Projected Premium at Current Rate Level for PY 2021-1 has been prorated from 11 months to 12 months.

The rule of thumb will apply in the same way for the proposed 15% decrease in Basic insurance
rates.

As indicated in the reference to 2019.1 RR BCUC.2.2 provided in the preamble to this
information request, please note that this rule of thumb needs to be tested over time to ensure it
remains valid, as factors can influence the two quantities in unequal ways, thereby invalidating
the rule of thumb. For the Application, it is still appropriate.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.61.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, pp. 7B-2, 7B-3, 7B-4
RAAP Initiatives
On pages 7B-2 and 7B-3 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
In January 2020, ICBC launched a telematics pilot targeting drivers with four or
fewer years of driving experience, beginning with the Novice phase, but not
including time with a Learner licence… The data collection phase began in
January 2020, and will run through mid-October 2021.
On pages 7B-3 and 7B-4 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
The phased implementation of automated speed enforcement was completed on
schedule on March 31, 2020 with 35 of 140 red light cameras equipped with
upgraded technology that will also ticket the fastest vehicles passing through
these high risk locations…
The first ISC-SAs began enforcement at the end of July 2019. By the end of
September 2020, the program had issued 70,000 speeding tickets… An evaluation
of the crash reduction impact of the automated speed enforcement project will be
conducted in 2021/22, after one full year of data is collected.
Please indicate when a decision will be made regarding whether or not to proceed with
the Inexperienced Drivers Technology Pilot and explain what the next steps are after the
data collection phase is completed.
Response:
The ICBC technology pilot for inexperienced drivers began in January 2020. The data collection
phase, as noted on pages 7B-2 and 7B-3 of Appendix 7B, has been extended and will conclude
in October 2021. When data collection is completed, the data will be analyzed to understand
how telematics technologies:


Improve driver behaviour, reduce distracted driving and whether that results in fewer
crashes.



Deliver a positive customer experience that promotes safe driving.

Once the analysis is completed, it will help inform recommendations on whether or not ICBC
proceeds with a telematics program in the future.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.61.2 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, pp. 7B-2, 7B-3, 7B-4
RAAP Initiatives
On pages 7B-2 and 7B-3 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
In January 2020, ICBC launched a telematics pilot targeting drivers with four or
fewer years of driving experience, beginning with the Novice phase, but not
including time with a Learner licence… The data collection phase began in
January 2020, and will run through mid-October 2021.
On pages 7B-3 and 7B-4 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
The phased implementation of automated speed enforcement was completed on
schedule on March 31, 2020 with 35 of 140 red light cameras equipped with
upgraded technology that will also ticket the fastest vehicles passing through
these high risk locations…
The first ISC-SAs began enforcement at the end of July 2019. By the end of
September 2020, the program had issued 70,000 speeding tickets… An evaluation
of the crash reduction impact of the automated speed enforcement project will be
conducted in 2021/22, after one full year of data is collected.
61.2 Please indicate if additional red-light cameras equipped with upgraded technology
are planned to be installed.
61.2.1 If yes, please provide additional details (e.g. timeline, number of cameras expected
to be installed) associated with the implementation of these cameras.
61.2.2 If yes, please indicate whether these additional upgrades are reflected in the Road
Safety cost items.
Response:
As noted in the Application, the Intersection Safety Camera program is fully funded from a
combination of deductions from traffic fine revenue (Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, paragraph 71) and
funding from Government (Appendix 7J, Section C, paragraph 11). Any decisions regarding
installation of additional red-light cameras equipped with upgraded technology would be made
and communicated by the Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.61.3 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, pp. 7B-2, 7B-3, 7B-4
RAAP Initiatives
On pages 7B-2 and 7B-3 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
In January 2020, ICBC launched a telematics pilot targeting drivers with four or
fewer years of driving experience, beginning with the Novice phase, but not
including time with a Learner licence… The data collection phase began in
January 2020, and will run through mid-October 2021.
On pages 7B-3 and 7B-4 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
The phased implementation of automated speed enforcement was completed on
schedule on March 31, 2020 with 35 of 140 red light cameras equipped with
upgraded technology that will also ticket the fastest vehicles passing through
these high risk locations…
The first ISC-SAs began enforcement at the end of July 2019. By the end of
September 2020, the program had issued 70,000 speeding tickets… An evaluation
of the crash reduction impact of the automated speed enforcement project will be
conducted in 2021/22, after one full year of data is collected.
61.3 Please clarify when ICBC will have one full year of data collected of the crash
reduction impact of the automated speed enforcement project and the program will be
evaluated.
61.3.1 Please confirm whether ICBC will provide reporting to the BCUC.
Response:
61.3
The schedule for the evaluation of the automated speed enforcement project has been updated
to take into account the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the restrictions that remain in
place at this time. A full year of crash data following the end of the COVID-19 pandemic, as
indicated by the ending of the provincial health emergency, is required to evaluate the impact of
the automated speed enforcement project.

Collection of the data will be concluded

approximately 16 months after that date to allow time for data settling, and evaluation work will
commence.
61.3.1
While ICBC no longer funds the Intersection Safety Camera (ISC) program, ICBC remains a key
partner in this important road safety program and will provide reporting to the BCUC.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.62.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, p. 7B-7; ICBC 2015 RRA Decision, Section 5.2, p. 32
Road Improvement Program
On page 7B-7 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
The goal of the Road Improvement Program is to partner with provincial and
municipal road authorities to implement road improvements that will help to
reduce the frequency and/or severity of crashes. A total of 363 Road
Improvement Program projects were completed during the 2019/20 fiscal period,
with approximately 90 municipal and provincial road authorities participating in
the Road Improvement Program.
On page 32 of the ICBC 2015 RRA Decision, the BCUC states:
The Panel continues to support ICBC’s Road Safety programs, including the
initiatives taken towards distracted driving and road improvements among
others. In particular, the Road Improvement Program evaluation indicated that
there is a $4.70 in crash cost savings for every $1 spent. Although the Panel
recognizes that ICBC is committed to hold controllable expenses flat to the 2014
budget, in light of the 4.7:1 payoff ratio of existing programs, it would appear to
be in the best interests of both ICBC and the ratepayer for ICBC to spend more
funds in this area. The Panel encourages ICBC to continue to find ways to
effectively use Road Safety initiatives for the benefit of Basic policyholders.
[emphasis added]
Please discuss whether the payoff ratio continues to be 4.7:1 for Road Improvement
Projects as stated in the ICBC 2015 RRA Decision. If not, please provide the current
payoff ratio and explain how it is derived at a high level.
Response:
The most recent evaluation of the Road Improvement Program was conducted in June 2015
and the 4.7:1 payoff ratio established at that time has been consistent with past evaluations of
the program. A summary of evaluations since 2001 and the corresponding payoff ratios are
provided in Figure 1.
Figure 1 – Road Improvement Program Evaluation Results
Date of Road Improvement Program Evaluation

Payoff Ratio

June 2015

4.7:1

December 2009

5.6:1

December 2006

4.4:1

December 2001

4.7:1
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ICBC believes that the 4.7:1 payoff ratio is still applicable. Given the consistency of results with
past Road Improvement Program evaluations and the resource intensive nature of these
evaluations, ICBC believes that its next evaluation of this program is not required until 2023.
The program will target 2023 for completion of its next evaluation, with work likely starting
in 2022.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.62.2 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7B, p. 7B-7; ICBC 2015 RRA Decision, Section 5.2, p. 32
Road Improvement Program
On page 7B-7 of Appendix 7B to the Application, ICBC states:
The goal of the Road Improvement Program is to partner with provincial and
municipal road authorities to implement road improvements that will help to
reduce the frequency and/or severity of crashes. A total of 363 Road
Improvement Program projects were completed during the 2019/20 fiscal period,
with approximately 90 municipal and provincial road authorities participating in
the Road Improvement Program.
On page 32 of the ICBC 2015 RRA Decision, the BCUC states:
The Panel continues to support ICBC’s Road Safety programs, including the
initiatives taken towards distracted driving and road improvements among
others. In particular, the Road Improvement Program evaluation indicated that
there is a $4.70 in crash cost savings for every $1 spent. Although the Panel
recognizes that ICBC is committed to hold controllable expenses flat to the 2014
budget, in light of the 4.7:1 payoff ratio of existing programs, it would appear to
be in the best interests of both ICBC and the ratepayer for ICBC to spend more
funds in this area. The Panel encourages ICBC to continue to find ways to
effectively use Road Safety initiatives for the benefit of Basic policyholders.
[emphasis added]
Please provide the number of Road Improvement Program Projects planned for the
2020/21, 2022/23 and 2023/24 fiscal periods.
Response:
The number of projects completed under the Road Improvement Program each year varies
depending on the mix of projects, their value, and total annual budget available. Figure 1 shows
the outlook for the number of projects for 2020/21 and the forecast for 2021/22; however, similar
forecasts for 2022/23 and 2023/24 are not yet available since ICBC has not yet entered its
budget planning cycle for those future years.
Figure 1 - Road Improvement Projects
Fiscal Year

Number of Projects

2020/21 (outlook)

360

2021/22 (forecast)

354*

2022/23

N/A

2023/24

N/A

*Based on a 3-year average of road improvement projects 345 (2018/19 actual), 357 (2019/20 actual), 360 (2020/21
outlook). The number of completed projects for 2019/20 was reduced from 363 to 357 due to project cancellations.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.63.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7C, pp. 7C-1, 7C-4, 7C-6
Industry Trends
On page 7C-1 of Appendix 7C to the Application, ICBC states:
… ICBC will file an update to the IT Strategic Plan in the revenue requirements
application (RRA) once every three years, or in the RRA following any material
change to the corporate and/or IT strategy, whichever is earlier. This update is
being filed due to a material change to the corporate strategy,..”
… “The IT Strategic Plan has been updated to ensure it supports the successful
execution of the corporate strategy, in order to meet ICBC’s corporate strategic
goals.”
On page 7C-4 of Appendix 7C to the Application, ICBC states:
A number of aging, legacy systems remain, which will need to be replaced.
These legacy systems tend to be inflexible or costly to upgrade or maintain.
ICBC decommissions legacy systems based on prioritized business needs and
anticipated technological obsolescence.
On page 7C-6 of Appendix 7C to the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s IT Strategic Plan is also informed by an assessment of trends in the
insurance industry relating to the effective use of IT.
63.1 Please provide a summary of changes since the last filed IT Strategic Plan, which
was included in the 2019 RRA.
63.1.1 Please indicate when ICBC expects to file its next update to the IT Strategic Plan.
Response:
63.1

Changes since the last filed IT Strategic Plan are summarized below.

A Introduction


Changed to update calendar year references and to reference Enhanced Care and the
2025 Corporate Strategy.
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B.1 ICBC Corporate Strategy.


This section was updated from the 2019 RRA to reflect current ICBC priorities, and
ICBC's 2025 Corporate Strategy.

B.2 Assessment of ICBC's Current IT Capability and Capacity. Changes to:


Address IT capabilities required to deliver Enhanced Care;



Update the references to Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) technologies and legacy
systems; and,



Replace paragraph 14 with new content, to describe recent updates to ICBC's IT
capabilities and capacity.

B.3 IT Trends in the North American P&C Insurance Industry. Changes to:


Update trends for business process automation, cloud-based solutions;



Introduce digital delivery in place of the online and mobile technology trend; and



Include the network technology trend.

C IT Strategic Priorities and Foundational Initiatives.


The section introduction was changed to reference Enhanced Care and the 2025
Corporate Strategy.

Sections C.1 to C.4.


These sections have been replaced to align with the four key goals of ICBC's 2025
Corporate Strategy.

C.1 To Make Insurance Affordable and C.2 To Be Customer Driven.


Changed to list the IT strategic priorities for providing capacity and capability for
Enhanced Care, managing Material Damage claims costs, and Insurance Sales and
Services Modernization.

C.3 To Be Smart & Efficient.


Changed to list the IT strategic priorities for IT solutions that improve efficiency and
support improved business decisions, through investments in data, analytics, and
technology, and supplier management capabilities.
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C.4 To Be Future Focused.


Changed to list the IT strategic priorities supporting insurance and mobility in BC,
and becoming a flexible employer.

C.5

Foundational Initiatives.

Changes to this section have been categorized as

follows:


New foundational initiatives: External Data Sharing, DevOps Adoption, Integration
Technology, Data Masking, PolicyCenter Upgrade, and Data Centre Network
Upgrade.



Updated foundational initiatives: Cloud Initiatives, Disaster Recovery (DR)
Program, Data and Analytics, Customer Master Data Management, Enterprise
Resource Planning.



Continued foundational initiatives: Renewal and Maintenance Initiatives, Growth
Initiatives, Decommissioning of the Government Mainframe, Information Security
Program,

Enterprise Content

Management

and

Capabilities,

Identity

Card

Production.


The previous foundational initiative for Supplier Management and Interaction is now
included in Section C.3 Smart and Efficient.



The previous foundational initiative for Customer Self-serve Opportunities is now
included as Customer Mass Communication Software in Section C.5, and in Section
C.2 to review any needs for augmentation to support the customer digital experience,
including contact centre technologies.



ICBC acknowledges that the foundational initiative for IT Simplification and
Decommissioning was inadvertently omitted. ICBC continues to look at ways to
simplify its technology environment, including options to re-develop functionality
where there is no COTS available, and decommission systems that have been
replaced. ICBC will include this initiative in future IT Strategic Plan updates.

63.1.1

As provided in the Application, Appendix 7C, Section A, paragraph 3:
ICBC will file an update to the IT Strategic Plan in the revenue requirements
application (RRA) once every three years, or in the RRA following any material
change to the corporate and/or IT strategy, whichever is earlier.
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The IT Strategic Plan filed in this 2021 RRA reflects ICBC’s long-term focus on Enhanced Care,
Insurance Sales and Service Modernization, and the 2025 Corporate Strategy. ICBC does not
anticipate any material changes to the IT Strategic Plan that would require an update to be filed
earlier than three years. Therefore, ICBC anticipates filing its next IT Strategic Plan after the
next revenue requirements application.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.63.2 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7C, pp. 7C-1, 7C-4, 7C-6
Industry Trends
On page 7C-1 of Appendix 7C to the Application, ICBC states:
… ICBC will file an update to the IT Strategic Plan in the revenue requirements
application (RRA) once every three years, or in the RRA following any material
change to the corporate and/or IT strategy, whichever is earlier. This update is
being filed due to a material change to the corporate strategy,..”
… “The IT Strategic Plan has been updated to ensure it supports the successful
execution of the corporate strategy, in order to meet ICBC’s corporate strategic
goals.”
On page 7C-4 of Appendix 7C to the Application, ICBC states:
A number of aging, legacy systems remain, which will need to be replaced. These
legacy systems tend to be inflexible or costly to upgrade or maintain. ICBC
decommissions legacy systems based on prioritized business needs and
anticipated technological obsolescence.
On page 7C-6 of Appendix 7C to the Application, ICBC states:
ICBC’s IT Strategic Plan is also informed by an assessment of trends in the
insurance industry relating to the effective use of IT.
63.2 Please explain what systems and business areas are impacted by the legacy
systems.
63.2.1 Please indicate how ICBC evaluates which systems will be replaced and when that
will occur.
63.2.2 Please provide the expected timing for replacing the legacy systems and
preliminary estimate, if possible, of the decommissioning costs.
Response:
63.2
“Legacy systems” refer to aging technology components which are out of date and tend to be
inflexible or costly to upgrade or maintain.

Legacy systems are in use in Claims and Insurance, and exist to support functions that were out
of scope of ICBC’s Transformation Program, or, where the move to a replacement system
requires that legacy systems remain for a coexistence period.
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Insurance legacy systems are used in the management of brokerage data, to support
International Registration Plan (IRP)1 business processes, and, for coexistence of legacy
insurance policies through to the end of 2021 for fleet retroactive calculations. Planning and
estimation for decommissioning of legacy systems required for coexistence will occur after
usage ceases in 2021.

Claims legacy systems are used for management of salvage and disposal for total losses,
litigation management; and for coexistence of claims legacy processes for administration,
payment and injury management for the less than 8,000 pre-2013 claims that remain open.
Decommissioning of claims legacy systems required for coexistence will occur when no open
legacy claims remain. Analysis is in progress to assess the approach and impact of moving
remaining open claims into ClaimCenter and is expected to complete by Q1 2022.
63.2.1

ICBC uses a number of factors when identifying systems for replacement and for the timing of
replacement. Systems are identified for replacement when: (1) they can no longer effectively or
efficiently be maintained in order to support ICBC’s current business processes and add risk to
ongoing business operations; (2) the underlying technology has reached technical end of life; or
(3) the system is unable to deliver new required business capability.

Timing of system

replacement is aligned wherever possible to existing ICBC initiatives and change driven by
ICBC’s 2025 strategy.
63.2.2

The timing and decommissioning costs for remaining legacy systems will be estimated during
individual project planning and are not known at this time, but will appear in future IT Capital
Expenditure Plan filings when required.

1

IRP is a reciprocity agreement among states of the US, the District of Columbia and provinces of Canada which
recognizes the registration of commercial motor vehicles registered by other jurisdictions. It provides for payment of
apportioned licensing fees based on the total distance operated in all member jurisdictions.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.64.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1 Chapter 7, Appendix 7D, pp. 7D-8, 7D-12
IT Capital Expenditures over $2 Million
On page 7D-8 of Appendix 7D to the Application, ICBC provides Figure 7.D.1 showing
total IT Capital Expenditures:

On page 7D-12 of Appendix 7D to the Application, ICBC provides Figure 7.D.3 showing
the Depreciation and Amortization of IT Capital Expenditures:

Please explain the difference between: 1) the forecast increase of approximately 39
percent in IT Capital Expenditures from $22.1 million in the 2020/21 Outlook to $30.7
million in the 2021/22 Forecast; and 2) the forecast increase of approximately 14 percent
in depreciation and amortization of IT capital from $22.6 million in the 2020/21 Outlook to
$25.8 million in the 2021/22 Forecast. Please explain why the percentage increase in each
is not the same.
Response:
IT capital expenditures, and depreciation and amortization of IT capital are not directly
correlated due to differences between the timing of project capital expenditures and the
commencement of depreciation upon completion of the capital asset. In addition, depreciation
spreads the costs over the multiple years of an asset’s useful life. As a result, year over year
changes in Figures 7D.1 and 7D.3 are not fully comparable, and therefore the percentage
increases would not be the same.
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For example, in the Application, Chapter 7, Appendix 7D, Figure 7D.2, IT Capital Expenditures
for Insurance Sales & Services Modernization includes $1.1 million in 2020/21 outlook and
$5.0 million in 2021/22 forecast resulting in a $3.9 million increase (approximately 355%)
between 2020/21 outlook and 2021/22 forecast. The corresponding depreciation is expected to
commence in August 2022 upon completion of the capital asset with partial year depreciation of
$0.8 million recorded in 2022/23 and full-year depreciation of $1.2 million in 2023/24. The
deprecation increase for this project between 2020/21 outlook and 2021/22 forecast is nil as
deprecation commences the following year in 2022/23.

The difference of approximately 39% in IT capital expenditures from $22.1 million in 2020/21
outlook to $30.7 million in the 2021/22 forecast is mainly due to capital expenditures required for
new business changes projects such as Insurance Sales & Services Modernization and the
evergreening cycle of renewal projects.

The difference of approximately 14% in depreciation and amortization of IT capital from
$22.6 million in the 2020/21 outlook to $25.8 million in the 2021/22 forecast is mainly due to
timing of depreciation for existing assets and commencement of deprecation of new assets.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.64.2 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1 Chapter 7, Appendix 7D, pp. 7D-8, 7D-12
IT Capital Expenditures over $2 Million
On page 7D-8 of Appendix 7D to the Application, ICBC provides Figure 7.D.1 showing
total IT Capital Expenditures:

On page 7D-12 of Appendix 7D to the Application, ICBC provides Figure 7.D.3 showing
the Depreciation and Amortization of IT Capital Expenditures:

If possible, please expand Figures 7D.1 and 7D.4 to include FY 2022/23 and 2023/24
Forecast IT capital expenditures and depreciation and amortization of IT capital
expenditures, respectively.
Response:
Forecasts for FY 2022/23 and 2023/24 have been added to Figures 7D.1 and 7D.3 below. The
information request above asks for Figures 7D.1 and 7D.4, but Figure 7D.4 does not exist so
ICBC assumes BCUC meant Figure 7D.3.
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Figure 7D.1 – Total IT Capital Expenditures
Total IT Capital
Expenditures
($ millions)

2018/19
Actuals

2019/20
Actuals

2020/21
Outlook

2021/22
Forecast

2022/23
Forecast

2023/24
Forecast

IT Capital for renewal >$2M

6.2

5.7

12.2

15.6

12.0

6.8

IT Capital for renewal <$2M

1.1

1.6

0.9

1.7

1.9

0.9

IT Capital for business
change >$2M

6.9

10.6

3.9

10.0

5.8

6.2

IT Capital for business
change <$2M1

4.3

1.2

5.1

3.4

-

-

18.5

19.0

22.1

30.7

19.7

13.9

Total IT Capital
Expenditures($)2
1 There

are no known business change projects <$2m in outer forecast years.
may affect totals.

2 Rounding

Figure 7D.3 – Depreciation and Amortization of IT Capital Expenditures
FY
2018/19
Actuals

FY
2019/20
Actuals

FY
2020/21
Outlook

FY
2021/22
Forecast

FY
2022/23
Forecast

FY
2023/24
Forecast

Depreciation and
Amortization of IT
Capital1
($millions)

19.8

16.9

22.6

25.8

26.9

24.6

% of ICBC's
operating expenses

2.6%

2.1%

2.9%

2.9%

3.0%

2.7%

Description

1 Rounding

may affect totals.

Please note the forecasts for FY 2022/23 and 2023/24 are high level estimates of currently
known IT projects and are expected to change as projects are prioritized. In April 2018, ICBC
filed an Application to Streamline Information Technology Compliance Reporting Requirements
(2018 Streamlining IT Reporting Application). One of the proposals in that filing was to reduce
the number of forecast years from three to two because of the issues associated with
forecasting projects beyond two years. In that Application, ICBC stated:
ICBC believes that the value of providing long-term forecasting is limited, due to
such forecasts often varying significantly when compared to the same project’s
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forecast closer to commencement. For projects that involve procurement of IT
assets, in most cases, project cost estimates become more detailed during the 6
to 18 month period prior to the commencement phase of the project. For
example, many projects undergo preparation of more detailed cost estimates and
a procurement process 6 to 18 months before commencement. The procurement
process results in formalizing project scope and identification of potential vendors
who provide more detailed pricing estimates.
The BCUC approved ICBC’s proposal to reduce the forecast period in the IT Capital Plan from
three years to two years in Order G-139-18.1

1

Order G-139-18, page 7, https://www.ordersdecisions.bcuc.com/bcuc/orders/en/item/316600/index.do
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2021.1 RR BCUC.65.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7D, p. 7D-9
IT Capital Expenditures over $2 Million
On page 7D-9 of Appendix 7D of the Application, ICBC states:
Line item one, Data Network Evergreening, is… Data Network Evergreening will
be completed in two phases. The Capital Budget of $[redacted] million reflected
in Figure 7D.2 includes approved funding for the first phase, whereas the
Estimate at Completion cost of $[redacted] million reflects forecasted costs for
both phases.
Please provide the Estimate at Completion and Capital Budget for each phase of the Data
Network Evergreening project separately and provide a variance explanation for the
phase.
Response:
Information provided in this response has been redacted because of confidential content. The
confidential information, if made public, could result in economic harm to ICBC (e.g., impact
ICBC's negotiations on future IT capital projects). The unredacted version of the response to
this information request has been filed confidentially with the BCUC. ICBC can provide the
unredacted version to interveners upon signing of an undertaking of confidentiality.
Data Network Evergreening represents the 4-year IT renewal for ICBC’s data network and
consists of three annual data network evergreening projects and one large multi-year project,
Data Centre Network Refresh. Evergreening for larger, more complex projects which span
multiple fiscal years are often implemented in phases. For clarity, the two phases described in
the Application, Chapter 7, Appendix 7D, page 7D-9 refers specifically to the Data Centre
Network Refresh project, which is part of the broader Data Network Evergreening. Please refer
to Attachment A – Data Network Evergreening Details for a breakdown of the Data Network
Evergreening line item by individual project and by fiscal year.

The Data Centre Network Refresh project commenced in 2020/21 and spans three fiscal years
with planned implementation over two phases. The estimate at completion for phase one is
$

million on a capital budget of $

million. The variance of $

million is mainly due to

timing of labour and configuration. For phase two, the estimate at completion is $
($

million in 2021/22 and $

million in 2022/23).

million

Phase two has not yet commenced
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therefore no variance explanations are available. Phase two estimates are high level
placeholders and not yet approved as further discovery work is underway to refine project scope
and estimates. As such, the 2021/22 Forecast of $

million for phase 2 is not reflected in the

capital budget in Figure 7D.2 as the capital budget of $
amount of $

million only reflects the approved

million for phase one and the smaller annual data network projects. In addition,

the remaining portion of phase two planned for 2022/23 is not reflected in the estimate at
completion of $

million in Figure 7D.2 as it falls outside of the 4-year reporting period for

ICBC’s IT capital expenditure plan (two years actual and two years forecast).

For business change projects, ICBC provides the full budget, actuals, and estimate at
completion even if some of the project dates are outside of the four year timeframe of
Figure 7D.2. However, for evergreening projects ICBC only provides IT capital expenditures
within the 4-year timeframe since these expenditures occur annually and there needs to be an
end date in order to provide budget, actuals, and estimate at completion.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.66.1-3 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7D.1, p. 7D.1-4
Data Analytics Platform Project Update
On page 7D.1-4 of Appendix 7D.1 of the Application, ICBC provides Figure 7D.1.1
showing the summary of changes to the Data and Analytics Platform (DAP) project
forecast and end date:

ICBC explained on page 7D.1-4 that “these two changes” described in Appendix 7D.1
increased the IT capital expenditure and delayed the completion of the project from
December 2019 to January 2021.
66.1 Please provide a breakdown of the total DAP project Capital Budget as of December
15, 2020 including remaining contingencies and reserves.
66.2 Please provide a breakdown of the IT capital expenditure increase which delayed
the project completion from December 2019 to January 2021 into its components,
showing the cost of the additional work and Oracle licences.
66.3 Please confirm whether the Data Analytics Platform project is now completed. If
not, please provide an updated estimated projected end date. If yes, please provide the
final actual capital cost and provide an explanation for any variances from the December
15, 2020 Capital Budget. Please also explain what project contingencies or reserves were
used and why.
Response:
Information provided in this response has been redacted because of confidential content. The
confidential information, if made public, could result in economic harm to ICBC (e.g., impact
ICBC's negotiations on future IT capital projects). The unredacted version of the response to
this information request has been filed confidentially with the BCUC. ICBC can provide the
unredacted version to interveners upon signing of an undertaking of confidentiality.
66.1
The Data Analytics Platform capital budget summary as of December 15, 2020 is illustrated in
the table below.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.67.1 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING METRICS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7F, p. 7F-2
Allocation Methodology Review
On page 7F-2 of the Application, ICBC states:
As shown in Figure 7F.1, the number of new investigations opened in fiscal year
(FY) 2019/20 reduced by 13% over the previous fiscal year. This decrease may be
due to the launch of product reform on April 1, 2019, due to the introduction of
the minor injury cap and the decrease in financial incentive to commit fraud. The
BAE NetReveal tool experienced downtime where it did not create alerts thereby
affecting the total number of investigations created by the system in FY 2019/20.
Figure 7F. 2 shows the number of claim fraud investigations opened by type and fiscal
year as follows:

Figure 7F.2 shows the number of claim fraud investigations closed by type and fiscal
year as follows:

Please explain what is meant by the statement the “BAE NetReveal tool experienced
downtime” in FY 2019/20 in the preamble above. Please describe the nature of the
downtime, including but not limited to the cause of the downtime, how long the BAE
NetReveal tool was down and how future downtime may be mitigated.
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Response:
ICBC’s contract with BAE includes agreement that the NetReveal tool would need to be tuned
periodically in order to improve its functionality. NetReveal’s downtime refers to the period that
ICBC and BAE worked together to complete a tuning of the tool over a five-month period in FY
2019/20. The tune involved tool improvement and user testing. The tool was not available to
create alerts for two days when technological updates were being performed. While NetReveal
was fully operational for most of this five-month period, it was not considered to be operating at
full efficiency until the tune was completed.

ICBC is unable to quantify the impact that NetReveal tune and its reduced operational efficiency
may have had on the lower number of investigations that were opened during FY 2019/20;
however, it does not consider it a significant factor. ICBC believes that the most significant
factor was the decrease in the financial incentive to commit fraud due to product reform.

If NetReveal requires further tuning or updates in the future, ICBC will continue to work with
BAE to minimize any planned disruptions.
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2021.1 RR BCUC.67.2 Reference: COMPLIANCE REPORTING METRICS
Exhibit B-1, Chapter 7, Appendix 7F, p. 7F-2
Allocation Methodology Review
On page 7F-2 of the Application, ICBC states:
As shown in Figure 7F.1, the number of new investigations opened in fiscal year
(FY) 2019/20 reduced by 13% over the previous fiscal year. This decrease may be
due to the launch of product reform on April 1, 2019, due to the introduction of
the minor injury cap and the decrease in financial incentive to commit fraud. The
BAE NetReveal tool experienced downtime where it did not create alerts thereby
affecting the total number of investigations created by the system in FY 2019/20.
Figure 7F. 2 shows the number of claim fraud investigations opened by type and fiscal
year as follows:

Figure 7F.2 shows the number of claim fraud investigations closed by type and fiscal
year as follows:

Please explain why the number of cyber fraud investigations closed is less than the
number of cyber fraud investigations opened for YTD 2020/21.
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Response:
There were fewer cyber fraud investigations closed than opened for YTD 2020/21 due to the the
social and physical distancing measures that were put in place shortly after the March 17, 2020
Government announcement declaring a state of emergency for the COVID-19 pandemic.
Recommended provincial restrictions and the priority of ICBC employee health and safety
affected the ability of the ICBC’s Special Investigation Unit (SIU) cyber investigators to work in
the office at full capacity in the beginning of FY 2020/21. This was due to the inability to
duplicate the office technology required for the SIU cyber team to work from a home
environment. Once this issue was rectified, the productivity of SIU’s cyber team improved and
no further negative impacts are expected.

